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0 Any span of the life-cycle lived without vigoroLH3 
meaning -- at the beginning, in the middle or at the 
end -· endangers the sense of life and the meaning of 
death11

, 

Erik Erikson 

11 1.ord thou knovrnst better than I know myself that I 
am growi2.'.l.g older and wil1 some da;y be old.. Keep 
me from getti:r.:1.g ta1kative, and partieularly from the 
fac8.l habit of th:LoJdng I must sa;y· something on every 
subject and on every occasion.. Release me from 
cravir.Lg to trzr to straighten out eve:c;ybody 1 :3 affc:i.:i_rs~ 
Keep my spirit from. tlie recital of end.less details -
give me wings to get to the point. I ask for grase 
enough to listen to the tales oT others 1 pains. Help 
me to endure tb.e:;:ri with '.patience~ But seal 1!1~/ lips 
on :'.:ly ovm aches and pains - they are increasing and my 
love of I'ehea .. rsing them is becoming sv·rneter as the years 

·go by. Teach me the glorious lesson that occasionally 
it is possible that I may be mistaken. Keep mE:: 
reasonably swePt; I do .:i.ot want to ·be a baint - some of 
them are so ha:.c·d to live with - bu.t a sour old vrom:.m is 
one of the crow.o.ing works of the devilo Make me 
thoughtful but not moody, helpful but not ·bosBy. 
my vast store of wisdom it seems a pity not to use 
- but thou. knowest Lord, that I wa.:o.t a fei.·1 fri.enda 
the end11

e 

On Growing Old 

Anon~ 

·with 
it all 
at 
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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates the nature and meaning of the aging 

process for old peop;Le in the urban envi:::-oJ1ment of Cafe Town. 

It employs methods of participant observation, interviews and 

life-histories. The study particularly emphasises the role 

of different residential settings ('normal' housing, total 

institutions, part institutions) in the aging process s.:::id 

examines their relevance in the formation of a new self-image 

in this phase of the life-cycle. 

The presentation of detailed case material shows that old people 

share the prevailing negative stereotypes of the aged as a 
catego::. ... y of useless persons. The aged attempt to avoid 

such categorisations for themselves by substituting notions 

of activity for the values of youth and/or productivity. The 

data show the aging process to be a series of adaptations to 

changing circumstances - essentially changes in health, wee.1th, 
composition of social networks, and. frequ.ency and range of 
social interaction. The adaptations do not emerge as sharp 

adjustments determined by chronological old age, but as the 
culmi:11ation of coping .::trategies developed over time and. 

governed ·by·a combination of energy levels, behavioural 

repertoire, and the opportLmi ties for so0ial interaction 
provided in the environment. 

Residence is itself an important agent of change in this J)hase 
because it is perceived as a crucial variable in the projection 
of the self as independent. T~e maintenance of an independent 
image (self-image and proj.ected image) emerges as the key 

challenge and dilemma. for this phase of the life-cycle - as 
perceived by the old people themselves. Residence choices 
are influenced by a variety of factor·s (health, wealth, 
proximity o.f kin and friends, availability of amenities). The 
analysis shows that final decisions are taken using,cost-benefit 
assessments which relate, though often implicitly, to notions 
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of independence and security. 

Residence 8merges as a constraining factor in the operation of 
this cost-benefit analysis. This is shown by comparing the 
segregate, institutional and congregate dimensions of the 
institutional settings, and by contrasting these with 'no.::r:.al' 
'housing. Because the fact of institutionalised living offers 
greater security, it is perceived to diminish attributes of 
independence so that old people within the special resi'.ientiai 
settings devise strategies for maximising an image of indepen-
dence. Three major strategies are: the 'poor dear' syndrome; 
the identification with the activity programmes offer·ed in 
these environments (irrespective of actual degree of :participa
tion); and. the articulation of the3e activities as worl:. 

The final chapter of the thesis examines the potential ~or 
community creation in these residences. Turner's ('1974-) 
notion of 'communitas', or a sense of communality, is considered 
the crucial element of coilllliunity. This e}ement is evalu~ted 
in relation co a variet;y. of f=:.ctors: homogeneity, lack of 
alterne.tive, investment and irreversibility, material distinc
tions, social exclusivity, leadership, proportion of kinds of 
contact, interdepend.en~e and work. It is argued that the 
development of 'communitas' remains at the level of pote:rit:i.al 
in the most L1.sti tutionalised settings because its develop;neniJ 
is a creative process demanding energy, initiative, and incenti",•e, 
none of which aI'e characteristic of old people in total 
institutions. 

The thesis shows that old people are in a state of limbo rather 
than liminality or marginality (Turner, 1974-) because society 
has provided no defined status phase for them to enter. They 
are in large measure statusless - cast aside to wait for death. 
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CH.APTER. ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Aging is a un:.. versal fact of life, s.nd ·the realities o.f growing 

old in middle-class white Cape Town form the focus of this 

stud:T· Aging is an inevitable :process, beginning with the 

coneeption of a new life and ending at its death.. I-k1t it is 

oy no means a simple process. It is characterised by colliple::{ 

interwea_ving of biologiea.l, psyc.h0logical and social elemsnts 

through all t~J.e stages of ths -~1rilllc..n life-cycle. Within each 

of thess realms, what is called aging occurs at different ra+es. 

The structures and functions o.f the body are affected differentl;y 

by the passage of time and psychological functions in turn do 

not have simple relationships with physical aging (Burgess, in 

Tibbitts and Donahue, '1962; Bontiere, in "Williams, 11:i . ."b.bi tts anc_ 
Donahue, 1963). So that althnugh chronological age is the 

feature most commoi1l:y used to indicate a person's stage of 

development, in itself it has no intrinsic (social) meaning .. 

It is, ra.ther, mere:ty a convenient index of a numbsr of 

inter-related processes closely associated ·v1i th, but by no means 

perfectly correlated with, all the individual's capacities 

(Bromley, '1966; Hendricks and Rend~ricks, 1977). 

Age, like kinship, is never merely a biological fact of life. 

It is everywhere a pervasive eleme::it in social organisation, 

an element which takes on cultural meanings and thus influences 

social definitions of peopls and -be.ha-,.riour (Eisenstadt, 1956; 

Simmons, '1945; Ti-bbitts and Donahue, 1962; Ka~plcal and Aldridge, 

'1962). In this :respect - that of the m1iversali ty of age as 

a criterion in social orga.'1.isation -· there is little difference 

between modern and pre-industrial soc:Letieso 
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As we move through Li:f e we tend to interact by choice mostly 

with those who are approximatPly our a.ge a..Dd of similar 

circumstan.ces (Roso·1,,;r, .'196?). In this p:r·ocess ~ age norms 

evolve and. exercise considerable influence on all members of a 

given age category (Eisenstadt, '1956; Rosow, '1967; Neugarten 

et al .. , '1968). For the most pa1:t, age norms do not specify 

exact role definitions, but they do delineate general areas of 

age-appropriate behaviom.' a..YJ.d. hence are an essential pHrt of 

the socialisation process. This formulation of age norms does 

not, of course, occur in isolation. It is' in itself a process 

undergoing r~;definition as the i:ndj_vidual moves through the li:i:~e-

cycle and is :formulated in relatj on to earlie:r and later age-· 

grad.es.. For example, the age·-norms relating to the parent-

child relationsh.ip will be different for the parent and c:i.1ild 

wb.en the latter is pre-adolescent and when he is adult d 

Nost societies have some form of agu-grading, in the sense that 

certain kinds of activity (voting 5 cb.ild-roaring, hunting, 

retiring) are appropriate for peopl8 within a certai.n age ]::'cu:tgs,. 

Rites of passage are one of the mechauismr:; denoting movement 

from one phase of the life-cycle to the next. Such ri te.s 

are frequently formally marked by highly ritt1alised ceremonies 

which :provide an insti.tutional.ised. means for ceasii!g r·.ertain 

prior behaviour al1d introducing a se·i~ of new expectations~ 

Familiar examples includ.e the use of circl.uneision :eite;:; to 

initiate young maJ_es in some t:cibal soc:Letief::J, or the B"".:r.mi tzvB. 

or university gradu.e:tions to indicate the trar1si tion to new 

statuses in modern society. Not all points of status 

transition are so forma}.ised but the:r all include some social 

redefinition of the part::.cipa..-rits and usually i1r,~9ly incree.sing 

maturity and. respon2ibi1ity (Va.n Ger .. :c.ep, 1960; Rosow~ "19?LJ.)" 

Some societies have e\rol ·ved an. institutionalised age-set s;.·y-steEi 

whe:r.•eby all m.en born in a given period -belong to the sa.L'l<::~ age--;::et ~ 

move through the 

until death. 

different age-grades as a set and r-0.nw.:i.n in 
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an important mechanism for social cohesion and provide a. 

~igni.ficc.nt base for political authority (Eisenstadt, 1956; 

Gulliver~ 1968) • 

In mar:y small-scale, . p::celi terate societies, seniority ~:..~~e 
often ea~n2d respect. Since the mortality rate was often 
high, the very fact of having reached relative old. age was 

in itself an achievement t:h:i.~h merited deferenceo Research 
has shewn that in some hu_nter-gathere::c societies where survival 

is precarious, the elderly may be abandoned or may ask to be 

sacrificed to ensure the snrvival of the group (Simmons, 1945)., 

Even so, the aged were the source of knowledge of the societ;y' s 
cultural heritage owing to their ~reater exper1.ence of tradition 

and because of the lack of wTitten records. Most importantly, 

people in this age category weEe re~arded as repositories of 
wisdom and had defined roles to play - of elders, advisors, 

judges, guardians of custom and ritual - in brief, as the 

experts in the cul tu.re of that society. As Goody ex:presses 

it, "In oral societies • ., •• the aged ..... remain 'useful' not sim:DlY 
as repositories of family lore but as repositories of social 

life itself" (Good7, 1976: 128)0 Consequently, their status 
was unquestioned and their power considerable (cf .. Wj_lson, 1951; 
Spencer, 1965). This pres~igious status, w~th its Rssociated 

functio:c.al roles, wa.s not merel:T the end-stage in the inevitable 
process of aging~ but a true culmination of that process, with 

known, defined roles. What is- more, in such relati ve1y slm·t1y 
changing societies the old-age model present for younger people 
was a realistic one which th~y could expect to emulate themselves 
in due course. Many such societies have an a:nc·estor cult in 
which various powers are ascribed to the ancestors. Not only 
does this promise continued relevance s-:tfter death, but since the 

elders are closest to ancestorhood~ their status is enhanced .. 

Throughout history, societal rsaction.s to tho aged reflect 
fluctuations in mortality and longevity. Until the m.id-
.seventeenth century societies experienced very little population 
eA.rpansion owing to a combination of uncontrollal1le diseases, 
poor nutrition and inade.qo.ate heal th ancl medical knowledge. 



Until after the I'1iddle Ages, life expectancy, it would seem 

hovered· around 35, years (Hendricks a.nd He1id.ricl(s, 1977, ch II) .. 

As life expectancy has increased~ gradually at first but 
dramatically since the turn of the century ovd..ng largely to 

.developments.in scie:o.ce, so have the proportions of tt..?. aged 
in any given population. The rate of' increase has not bee:n 
equal for all the world~s populations but has been greatest in 

soci8ties exposed to western medicine ancl technology .. 

In South Afric.a, the white birth rate has declined about 25% 
since 1910, and the death rate 10% (Droskie, 1977). Life 
expectancy for whites has been considerably exte:;.ided: for men~ 

from 55,6 years in 1920 to 65,08 years in 1970; and for women, 

from 59,18 in 1920 to 72,96 in 1970 (ibid.). 

Demographers assess the age' of a r;op~lation on the basj i:;;. of the 

percentage of people in it aged 65 and. over.. A population iB 

usually considered young when less than 4% of the total 

population are aged 65 or over; illature, if between Li-% and 7% of 
its members are in this group: ai.1.d aged, whe:n the population ha~-:; 

r7nl d r C::: (U • t d l'T t • -1 ('.".\ C::: -· °\ I -'-h t over ?o age 07 o~ more n::i_ e _ --'«3. ,ions, 1 7 _,,bj.. n G ese -erm.s '.• 

the South African white population is mature (see below). 

In Britain in 1901, 4-% of tbe total population of just ever 
37 m~llion were aged 65 or more. In 1971 this age group 
comprised '13,3% of a total population of 54- million (Jeffreys, 
1977)~ In other words, for a total poplllation whic.h had 
not yc,t dou-bled in this ~f?eriod, the aged po·pulation had tre-oled 
and the classification had changed dramatically from young to 
aged. In the United States, thB percentage of those over 65 
has risen from L~, '1% in '1900 to 10, 5% today (Ball, '1977). This 

. latter figu:re refers to an absolute number of 23 million people 
(as :c-epc.n:t; <'.:<i in Exton--Smi th and Evans, 1977)" 

In South Af:ciea in 1921, 5, 7% of the total wh:U;e popu.lation were 

aged 60 or oldeT· (S A National CounGi.l for the Aged) cu1ct i:n 19'70 
,.,0 3°!'. b-0 'D ' ·. 1 , io were over · <.. _,rosK:Le, 1977). In other words, the 



proportion of over 60f; in the white population had doubled in 

fifty years o In a table extracted from the '19?0 J?o~1J_1:::i.tio.P. 

Census (Report 02-01~01), Slater (1972) sb-0ws 6,68% of th~ 

total white population as 65 yea:cs and older. li'or the Cape 

Peninsula (Economic Region 01), which is of most relev::;.nee for 

this study, 8, 36% of tb.e \'Jhi te population are 65 yee.rs a.nd 

older (ibid.)o 

An appreciable increase in life-Gxpectai1cy is one factor 2.ff ec ting 

the age structu.re of populations,, A simultaneous decline in 

infant mortalitJ however~ would serve to maintain the age 
struc tu.re or even to inhibit the aging of the entire popula.tion 

by swelling the: nu.-rnbers of the very yoilllg. A crucial variable , 

then in shifting the age st:ructu::::'e upward, is a declining 

fertility ra.te. '.I'he combination of an extended life·-·E.~xpecLa.nc~v 

for 2P.Q.;!=~ people in society and a declining birth-rate w0uld 

explain the increased age of the populations of most western, 

industrialised societies (United Nations, 1956). 

We have conr.0::1 .• dered. the inevitu.;J:L1i ty of aging, the w.1i versali ty 

of age grading and attendant age norms, a."IJ.d ha_ve noted the 

dramatic increase in the relative and absolute :nmnbers of aged 

in mo"Clern (particularly ·western) societies. 

Below· is a SUilllJlary t8_ken from Cowgill and Holmes ( 1972: 321) of 
some w1iversal features cf aging and some of the aspects v.rhich 

vary with modernisation~ with supportive references.. These 

stater.1ents will be considered again in Chapter Two .. 

- The aged alwa;ys constitute a minority within the 

total population. 

- In o.n older population, females outnumber males 
( S-i·11"i""'""' -10!-L!:)· J)u-~gecs 1r'60 C ·1J du l '-· -'-·' , .. ....,.c .... ;.,, , _,,-.,,.., _, _[ , .. :; , • :;; ; ,owgi . _ a..r:t HO .. mes'.· 

'19?2; Shane.s et al o, ·1968; Kaplan and Aldridge, 196~~)., 
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- In all societies, some people are classified as old 

and are treated di ff ere:::it1;y- because they are so 

classified (Murdock, 1945). 

- There is a ·wi?-espread t0nde:ncy for people defi:o.ed as 

old to shift to more sed.encary, advisor;y-, or super

visory roles involving less physical exertion and 

more concerned with group maintenance than with 

economic production (Sirru:nons, 19L.J-5; Cumming and 

Henry, 196'1; Radcli'ffe·-Brown and Forde, 1950) .. 

- In all societies some old persons continue to act as 

political, judicial and civic leaders (Simmons, 1945; 
Bromley, 1966). 

- In all societies the 1Ilores prescribe some mutual 

responsibility between old people and their adult 

children (Young and Willmott, 1957; Tov1:r1senrl, "1957; 
Si:c::imons, 1945; Shan.as and Streib, 1965; Shan.as et al., 

1968; Rosemnayr and Kockeis, 1963)~ 

" 
CowgiJ) .. _C3.ll_~~.l1()11Il_e? _("!9.72: _J3) __ postulate __ ~s their major hypot~1esis 

that "the role and status of the aged vary systematic.<::i..11y ·with ~l'l_':; 

degree of ''modernisation of societ:r and that :n.odernisation tencls 

to decrease the relative status of the aged and to u..~dermine 

their security within the social system". 

This framework, while not intend.iILg to do so, reflects a middle-

class view and since this is the focus of this study, it seems 

entirely appropriate to note some of its findings, parti~ula.rl;y 

in regard to the status of the aged. in modern society: 

- the status of the aged is high in primitive societies 

and is lower and more ambiguo.us in modern societies 
(emphasis added) 1-.~-

1. This statement is recorded here as a general nronosition 
put forward b:y the authors, but the relati v-e1y high age~::;; of 

m~y world leaders, particularl;:.r in the :political 2.:ncl religioas 
spheres of :public. affairs, must be noted .. 
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- the status of the aged is higheEJt when they constitute 

a low proportion of the pC'pulation and tends to decline 

as their numbers and pro:pcrtions increase. 

- the status of the aged is in-1.rersely J?ro:portional to the 

rate of soc~al changeo 

- the status of the aged is high in those societies in 
w·hich they are able to continue to perform useful and 

-· 

valued functions; however, this is conti:J.gc:nt upon 

the values of the society as WPll as upon the specific 

activities of the aged .. 

the utatus of the aged is high in societieE i:1 which the 

extended form of the family is prevs.lent ai1d tends to be 

lower: in societies which favour the rruclear· form of the 

family an.d neolocal marriage~ 

the individualistic value systRm of western society 

tends to reduce the security s.nd status of old. people 

(ibid.: 322-323)G 

Since Eouth Africa i;: a developing and industrialisi:ag societ;y· 

undergoing rapid social change, with increasing nurn.bers of agecl 

in its white popul.ation and a tendency to favour ::he rn..1.elear 

family structure in the urbc:m environment, the status of its 
aged _as_~ cB.t~_go_r::;y is not high.. This in turn rela·ces to 

c.tu'rent stereotypes about the aged. and to tl:..e high value placed 

on prod1_1_cti vi ty in the. economic systemo 

In this society the official definition of told' is given as age 
sixty-five for men and sixty for women~ This is +-he accepted 

retirement age and that of eligibility for receiving a govern.ment 

pensiono 

Old age~ however, does not only comprise a category of persons; 

it is also a concept - a m.111 ti-·faceted conee:pt of mostly nega-civ2 

connotations. The stereotype associates old age with :physical. 
and mental decline, with non-prociucti vi ty and ·with increasing 

dependency upon otheJ:' peOille or :i.nstitutions for the :.:'ulfi.J..ment 
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of basic functio:as., It implies that old people are obsolete 

in most contoxts - leadership in 1mblic life being the notable 

exception. This is the negative stereotype of this aga grade 

(held by many age groups, including many aged) and_ is reinforced 

by media articles and programmes which focus on the 1 plight' of 

the aged and tend to emphasise dependencyo 

With increased life-expectancy, many more peoi-;le are reachi:u.g 

chronological old age and many reach it with their :phys:i.cal and 

mental capacities relatively unimpaired., While this le.tter 

quality is crucial, it has only very recently been given due 

weight in literate societies which :place both emphasis arid value 

on teclm.ological change., Rapid teclmological change contribute 

to the im:i:,roved fu:nctioning of the elderly ( spectacleEi, automatic 

gear tr-ansmission in cars, wheelchairs, etc.), yet at the sHme 

time, notably in i:o.dustry, it renders obsolete those adlllt 

before the change. 

It is inevitable that the l)OSi tion of the aged should be rel.atj_\H:O 

to the domin!:>,nt values of the society~ The key role in 

Western society centres on a manes occupation (Weber) an<i 
··. 

temporally, on the years in which he works~ He uses roughly 

twent;y years :preparing for that phase ana approximately forty 

years in it so tha.t :proportionately it is hardly su:cprisi.D5 

that those years are his main concern. The dramatic change 

that has occurred is that he can expect to have another twenty 

years afterwards~ With the international trend towards au 

earlier retirement age, it is possible that the future will bring 

a si·cuation where a man has as many retirement years as he has 

work:Lnp; yeo.rs - but if both emphasis and v&lue remain focussed 

on occupational roles, what meaning will those ;yrears have fer hi:n.·? 

A more positive conceptualisation of old age is associated with 

the status of grandparenthood. It is a st2,tus with po Bi ti VG 

connotations in many soeieties6 There are ms.ny ethncgraphic 

examples of the structLU'al identification of alternate generatio:::~:: 
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in preliterate so.cieties (see Radcliffe-Brown and Forde, 1950), 
and some studies have shown tr.le significance of grandparents 

in the family life of working clc..·.ss communities in industrial 

societies (Young and Wilmott, 1957; Townsend, 1957). Never-
theless, in wester:Q f>Ociety, this positive view (often presented 
as an ideal type) generally tends Jco be a personal evaluation 

of 'my grandparents' ratb.er than a generalised attitude towards 

old people. Jfor very many people in western soci0ty the aged 
as a cat~....Q_r_y a.re irrelevant, eva.luat8d negatively, or viewed 
as a problem categoryo Because the aged are absent from most 

work situations~ are usually removed from the immediate setting 
of the nuclear family, 2-1'.ld are not highly visible in the course 

of daily social interaction, they are often overlooked or 

ignored as a social category in the average person's conception 

of his social universee 

The dominant stereotype of the aged in western society is 

negativee It has a high correlation witb. negati_ve connotations 

of the word ~old' - ~ecrepit, useless~ feeble - and elicits 
expre::;sions of repugnanc.e= Such stereot~ypes reflect prejudice .. 

Why should the aged have become a target for prejudice? 

Probably because of the emphasis o:n productive 2.cti vi L:y an.d. 
technological expertisee Or perhaps out of a thinly veiled 
attempt to avoid the inevitability that we shall all one day 
grow old and die. There is also the fact that mueh of the 
research about the elderly that filters through the mass med.ia 
is concerned with that minority of old people who are: sick, 
poor and dependent~ This is a stereotype which has evol •red 
with the increasing awa.reness of the aged. as a l2_roblematic 
social category - the concern of the Department of Health, 
Welfare and Pensions and of charity organisations. It is 
an image reinforced throu.gh tb.e mass :;:nedia - advertisements 
featuring the aged promote cough syrupe., vitamin,,:pills and 
treatment for varicose veins~ In South Africa there are 
CARE shops and a CARE FOR THE AGED WEEK. Newspaper articles 
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about the aged focus on Old Agel, Homes or the difficulties in 

coping with the increasing cost of living on fixed Old Ase 

pensions~ Articles about retire1:iient deal with the .J?_rG }2;1.filJS 

of retirement., 

It is only in the last decade that those concerned w:Lt:h retire-· 

ment and pension schemes - em1)loyers, retirement councils, 

se.nic•rs 1 cl.u-bs, welfare organisations for the aged, insurance 

companies - have become co:ncerned with the aged who are well 

and able, and even then tb.ere is an implicit distinc.t ion drawn 

between the vretired' and the eold 1 , with the assumption that 

~cldv is undesirable~ 

In swmnarv: for man:y ~ the aged a.re c:t.n irrelevant c2~tegory., 

For those wt.o are aware of their existence the categor;y is se::;n 

as problematic. Young people who have had li ttl.e cc:-J.tac t 

with the aged or the over 60s give little thought to the le.st 
yeci.rs of life, a.nd if they conceptualise those years at a11. ~ 

they do so in terms of the romantic, idealised sterectype a·oove. 

Those who are consciously awa;:e of the aged, while coneec.·nsd. foI.' 

t~J.eir welfare as a group, evalua.te them in negative termsQ 

The over 60s themsel Vee! subscribe to the same vaJ.ue s;)rstem as 

the oth0r members of the society to which they 1)elong ari.d henc~e 

reflect the same kinds of attitudes and project the f:\ame kinds 

of negative stereotype. The:::e j_s one major difference, howevs:::' 

As a category, that is, with reference to a:o. etic concept, the 

aged. f;ha.n=~ the negative stereotype.. But many old people do 

identj_fy i-;b.e111sel ves with segments of the aged population; that 

is to say: an emic percpetion of particular groups - pensioners, 

senior citizens, etc. 

This negat:L,.re stereot~rpe, like most, is usually held about othsr3 

so that when the individual is himself approaching or is in 

the category so characterised, he must modify the stereotype or 

cons:i.dei"" hi.I:lself an exception. 



What then a:ce some of the· aspects of the r·eali ty of old age 
and retirement in our urba.YJ. society? ~!he most gene-ral 
statement covering this phase of t·f-1e life-cycle is that it 

has no defined. role in our societ;y - neither for. the individual 
nor for the group category. 

In terms of rites of passage, becoming socially defined as 
u a1J. l)ld persori. 1 presents something of an exception to the 

previous pattern of transitions. Although this tra.J'.lsition 
also entails alterations in social relationships, the point of 

transition is.seldom formalised as a rite of passage (with the 
exception perhaps of the institutionalised retirement dinner). 
Becoming 'Jld is a phase most often experienced as aI1 unschsduled. 
gradual passage, yet emotionally potent because it does signify 
so clearly what most perceive to be the final phase of the 
life-cycle. It is UIJ.like all previous tra:o.sitions because 
instead of expanding one 0 s a.l ternati ves, old age tends to ho:ve 

a r.:-.onstricting influence over the structure of orlportunities. 

This is most clearly highlighted in the area of worko uA 
Vu.lue system which. emphasises ego development 2,nd individualistic 
achievement places the older _person at a disadvantage •• 0. 11

., 

In western middle-class society, the Protestant ethic has 

tended to stress the work role and to encourage individual 
striving within a competitive situation. In such a society 
the older person tends to lose out in the struggle arid to be 
pushecl aside by younger competitors and consequently to be 

downe;raded :in status., 

A cruc,ial variable in the formulation of an ima.ge of the aged 
is the assumption that the aged are non-productive in economic 
terms~ E;very society has its ov-m. criteria by which :i. t 

measux·es a.:c:t individual's worth or value~ These criteria 
will be in accordance with the prevailing norms in the society 
which, in tu~cn~ are determined by the ideology. In smo.11-sca.le 

societies, a man is worth is ·often mea.sured by his posit.ion i:a. 
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:relation to the ascribed hiera.rclly of status--holders., ~P.he 

smaller the group and the more precarious its physical su..rvi."'J·a1, 

the more likely it is that the ind.i vidua1 q s wo:cth will be 

econoi!'..ic contribu.tim::i. to the grcu:p., It is ;:3omewhat ironie 

then., that in industrialised western society with heterogeneou.:.; 

groups, diverse ideologies m1d Gn economy ·way beyond su·osiste:nce 

levels, tha L; a man 9 s vw:::-th sl1.oulc1 so often be measured in te:cms 

of his economic contributionn Productivity means the 

production of goods and se:cviees and i.n an industrialised 

society this means goods and. servi~es in and for the iJEJ?ersona1 

commercial mar-ket. The aged as a. category do not wo:r·k for 

remu .. neration, do not have jolis ~ ari.d are thus n0t seen a:::-, 

productive., In most social contexts the quest:i.on: nwhat 

are you?" mea_n_s: nwhat do you do? 11
, or~ tl::e more c:ominon 

g_uestim:1: "What do ;y-ou do? n carries the impJ..j_ci t meaning: 

"What are you?" - i .. e .. the human value is d.efiru?:d. by tb.e 

occupational role a If t;he answer :Ls: 0 1 do rwthing 11 
-

and this is an assumed r·eply for the aged~ whether o:c not 

the actual question is put - then the implieation is t;hat ;you 

are nothing. M?dern i~dustrialised society has no ascribed 

productive role for the aged person and ho.s thus rendered J1:Lm. 

statuslesse Cases where o::!.d people are sti:L.1 working or 

conti.nue to be cons~lted even though retired, frequently elicit 

surprise because this is assumed to he rare - excspt f o:r 

political or religious leaders, as noted previously. 

Ae. with the under 60s who asswae that all aged are unprodu.cti ve 

and therefore useless, so the over 60s in m.y sample distinguish 

among themselves between. those who are active Gnd. those wb.o are 

not, since activity is considered characteristic of relative 

youth. The over 60s 2_c_s:g_pt (rather than evaluate r!egati vely) 

tha.t most of their peers do not work; and instead of evaluating 

them: 

WORK YOUNG GOOD VS DON~ '.11 ·woRK OLD NOT GOOD 
ha-1.re projected the same kind_ of eYaluati.on on to 9 keeping "busy 1 
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'being active': 
ACTIV"E YOUNG GOOD VS INACTIVE OLD NO~T: GOOD 

i~e.: they have substituted activity for productivity as a value. 

In industrial society, progressively more areas of social 

activity and interaction exclude the family. In any mid.dle
class family of three generations, by the time the grandparents 

are in their sixties and their children are in their thirties or 
even forties, the frequency and intensi t;y of interaction 

oetween the first a?J.d second generations has already been on 
the decline for some ten years. However, for the elderly 

or aging, this is precisely the time when increa.sing withdrawal 

from the occupational sphere, gradual curtailment of outside 

activities, and/or tl-:i.e death of a spouse, may cause them to seek 
emotional security within the family, leading to inter-

generational· conflict/strain in goals and activities. This 
relates again to the notion of fac{rig inevitable death. The 

problem of death is that it is the ultimate relinquishing of 

the self, a notion many people f.J.ce witll tho utmost reluctance. 

One cause of the difficulties of this life--phase is that the 
individual at this point is thrown more on the sel~ bec.ause in 
our society he is relr-i.ti vely alienated fI·om the family and f1~·o:m 

the mainst.ream of productive life. At this time he has to 

learn to enjoy and accept the self in order to :release it. 

A major factor contributing to the difficulty of ~enjoying' or 
'accepting~ the self at this stage lies in the fact of not 
ha.ving had the time to learn to do this earlier -- and this 
again is because of the emphasis p1aced on the short-term and 
often material go::i.ls of the work-years. In .fact, in the 
context of accepting the self, in order to relinquish it more 
easily at death, there is a very real conflict of values. 
On the one hand~ life l~cr __ S'?.. is -,/-alued - spiritually, eti1ically, 
and medically - and on the other hand, there is disdain for an .. 
unproductive life. This conflict is reflected in the current 
medical dilemma: the al-solute· value of life versus the 



questioned value of maintaining a decrepit life. 

Being statusless in the sense of being non-p:eoductive may 

contribute to a generalised feeling of anomie or alienation 
but does not affect the individualvs day to day concrete 

decision making in the same direct way as do physical and/or 
financial problems. 

Residence as a response to health and/or wealth is a crucial 

:!:'actor in the individual's self·-image, soc:Lety' s image of him and 

in the opportunities it allows or the constraints it imposes 
in the attempt to live an independent life style in accordance 
with the values of the society. This is the focus of the 
following chapters. 

Over the last two decades much has been VJ-ritten about aging 
and the agedo New discipli1ies have emerged.. Social 
gerontology is now a specialised field in social sci~:.n.c.e ::.md 
departments of geriatric studies have appe~red in medical 

schools all over the world. 

The specialists most concerned with the :phenomena have 1) 1.3en 

from the service professions ~ medicine, nursing, social 

work, ph;ysiothe:!::apy, occupational therapy, and clinical and 

G.8Y01opmcntal ps;yc:hology. rrhe demographers too ha.Ve been 

watchfl1l, as have departments of health, w·c~lfare ancl :pensioils, 
and insurs.nc e corn.pan~. es concerned 'di th life expectancies .. 
Organised labour has aJ so been an ;_nterested party and official 
retiring ages of 60 for women and 65 for men a.re al.most universal? 

.All. the above have a co1IlJilon perspective on the aged: a 
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.J2:£0bl~matic category in soGiety, :i:nere8.sing in number aud 

dependent on the reso1..-:.rc es of the wider co:rnmuni ty while 

contributing little tc it.. 'J:hus, most published studies 

set out to test very specific. hypotheses relating to vccy 

specific problems and use methods designed to yield highly 
quantifiable data. Other published works attempt, with 
varying success~ to present a comprehensive account o.f all 

the features of aging. And there is a growing body of 

theoretical writings in social gerontolog7. 

All these studies constitlJ_te a valua.ble contribution to our 

knowledge of the problems .for society of having growing aged 
:populations.. But we knovJ very little about what aging J.S 

like for the old - how it looks to those most concerned. 

During the period of doing this research among the aged I 

have frequently been aBked w.'.lether this is really anthropology .. 

In my view it is legitimate for anthropology -co map out any 

u..'1kno1tm social world, and despite the increased interest omd 

the mass of published liter-a.ture, the world of the aged remains 

relatively tJ..r . .Jm.or.·m. Aging, ·with its povrerful negative 
connotations, is a subject particularly in neeu. of the emi.c 
perspectives of an tbropology.. The msthod of participant 

observation, or, perhaps more accurately fo:-e this study, 
observo.:n.t participatlon, offers a. holistie :perspeetive and. 
is well suited to the relatively small populations of the 
specialised residen~ial settings which form the focus of this 
study. In adclitio:n, ar.. anthropological perspective offers 
a means of questioning the stereotypeq 

I have been involved with work among the f;ome four 



to five years, although intensive a.n.d systematic fieldvm:t'_: was 

carried out only during the latter part of that period. 

I began work initially in white middle-class urban Sea Point, 

a relatively d.ensely populated suburb on the sea front·.~ The 

geographical area was defined by the limits of the political 

constituency.. A list of retired and pensioned persons was 

dra.wn from the voters~ roll and a sample extracted from this 

list. As the voters 9 roll does not record specific age (the 

lower limits for my studJ ·were 60 for women and 65 for men), I 

supplemented the sample with people still employed, self

employed or non citizens from the personal networks of 

informants and from medical practitioners in the area~ Only 

pa.rt of this data was finally incorporated in this repo:r-t (see 

Chapte-r.· Four). 

Since the s9JD.ple did lll°)t eoi:stitut~·· a coIDIO.unity, work at this 

stage consisted in. administering g_uest:l.omJ.aires (see A:Qpendix I), 
conducting repeated interviews and taking life histories. 

Some informants also kept ciiaries for me for a specific period. 

I also met and talked with as many kin, friends and. neighbours 

as I could. 

I participated in the lives of the informants by visiting 

freque:o.tly, attend.iL.g tea :parties, card and bingo gari1es, 

church services and seniors~ club meetings, and accorltpar1y:Lng 

informants on walks. and while they did their shopping.. I 

also spent hours in the most popular tea rooms and sat on 

benches on the beachfront (:'d.m1)J..:y observ.i.ng .. 

During interviewing it became so clear that residences for 

the B.ged were an important focus of concer?.'.l i'or the aged 

themselves, that I deGided to inc~lude a study of three sucl1 

residences i:n Cape To1/\ln... Dt1ring the course of field work 

the le~tte:r.' became the prime focus resulting ~:_n the initial 

sa:a1ple being more of a c.ontrol group for comj)ar'.ltive purposes .. 
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The particular residences were selected because they are ~11 

situ_ated near the centra.l ci t:y area, are near one another 

and were those most often referred to by informants. 

Eligibility to enter any of the resid.ences is governed by the 

Aged Persons Act 81 of 1967 - i.e.: females - 60 years or 

older; males - 65 years or older; couples - at least one of 
the spouses must be eligible in ter.ms of age. Other relevant 

criteria for entrance: to the particular residences will be 

discu.ssed in Chapter Five. 

Fieldwork in the residences included adJllinisteri.ng questionneirer-;;, 

conducting interviews with residents and staff, anci taking life 

histo.ries. I1y participation in and observance of the daily 

lives of the residents was far mo:r-e intensi7e than it could be 

for the Sea Point inform,an.ts. Al though (for dmnsstic reasons) 

I was unable to move into any of the residenees,_I was able to 

visit at all honrs of the d:7-y a..~d n'ight, to attend ma:n"y functions~ 

to participate in many organised activities and to ooserve most 

others .. 

Stonehaven, a Catholic institution, is the smallest of the three 

·homes} with 12L~ residents~ and the:r::e I was 8.bJ.e i;o get to know 

everyone,, Gi ty Place has 241 r(;sidents most of w.hom -r got __,_ 

to k1lovJ ., at lea.st superficial}.y, in the dining room 2..JJ.d lonnges. 

Pinewoods, a J·ewish institution, i~:; :p:t.1yGically much lo.rt~er thc:ffi 

the other two, and a greater proportion of its 260 residents 
is chronically ill. Altliough I was able to tal.k to most of 

the mobile resiclents in the dining room a .. nd lounges, forr.CLal 

interviews were conducted with a smalle~ proportion of the 

total population than at tLr~ other t-v.ro residences., A.l together, 

I m2J:l.aged to record approximately 80 life histories a:o.d. com:plete 

twic.e as many ques-S:Lcmnaires. 
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Fieldwork }?roblems ·----·-

~Gaining Access: Within two weeks of beginning fieldwork in 

Sea Point I discovered that making appoint-· 
:ments by letter or telephone led to more refusals than (even 

grudging) acquiescence. The solution was simply to knock 

on doors and hope people· would be home. This method. resulted 
in only one refusal in the entire period, but was very time 
consuming and frequently frustrating. The time factor was 
problematic in other wa;ys tooo Very many elderly people, 
particuJ.arly those living alone, maintain a highly regularised 
daily routine which frequently includes early meals, an afternoon 
rest and a relatively early retiring hour at night. This 

applies equally in the institutions where, by definition, the 

routirie is even rc_ore risorous. This severely limited my 

:periods of access o On the other hand, a feat.u:re shared by 

many aged is a ?~3'idue of S":1are tini·e with no one to talk to and .;.;;..i, __ _ 

_ _ int_erviews · frequ.Pntl;y lasted u:p to tb.ree hours with one marathon 

of four and cl.. half hour·s .. 
--- . -·-·- --- - - -- - -----.------- ----~------- --· -- ··-· --·----

Access to residents in the i.n.stitut:.l.ons waC:i easier than at .Sea 

Point .. Firstly, there trff.~re a:.L ways mo.r.i:y· people 1 at home' , a..n.d 
secondly, I was c:suall.y introduced by a. staff member or another 
resident .. 

Gaining Trust: _____ ..._. ____ _ 
their homes .. 

In Sea Point I was initially surprised at 
the ease with which people let me into 

I ascribe this to th:::-ei:; factors: a letter 
on a cmive:rsity letter--hoad esta.blishi.ng rr1y .£.OJ];§; __ f;bstes; the 
fact th~t so mm1y elderlY people do have so much uns·tructured 
ti:o::.e; r.md the often expressed. cnriosit;;y a'tout what I could 
possibly hope to lea.rn from their g ordina.J::o;yu 1~1.. ves. Mar.1y 
people. v.rere flattered by my interest, all were reluctant to 
discuss income and most of the married men were better 
informants when th3ir wives vrnre not present o 



Each residence presented certain specific problems (discussed 

more fully in Chapter :Five) in regard to allaying suspicion, 
'but one initial t.m.certainty common to all was my role in relation 

to staff. This vms usually overcome with time through a 

number of devices: I always explained that the research had been 

initiated by me and not by the institution, that I was responsible 

only to the university s.rni that the report would use pseudonyms. 

In addition, I minimised the visibility of my contact with staff 

and discussed information received from staff with informants .. 

Retaining Trust: The most difficult aspect of fieldwork 

was alloce.ting my time so that the gaps 

between visits were not too great. When a person has related 

his life history a relationship i::> formed wiJ.ich is inevitably 

more personal than merely completing a questionnaire.. I had 
to make quite clear to peopJe at the initial contact that I might 

not be back. 

The residences posed a particular problem in this regard because 

I had to be seen to be sharing my time more or lee.s eq_ually 
among all the residents.. This was partially O':tercome by 

conducting all interviews i.n the r8sidents 9 own rooms and either 
joining a particulc:;.r activity or group, or mO'v-ing about a great · 

deal i:'.:1. the public areas~ 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THEORIES OF AGING 

This chapter will, very briefly, present a_r:,j_ review the principal 

theories of hu.man aging and the aged in social s"ience in recent 

times~ This will be followed by a brief account of the 

theoretical framework of this study. 

Social Problem and Scientific Issue 

As indicated in the :previous chapter, the changing demograp.hic 

structUI·e of populations in western· industrial soci<0;ties was a 

common point of departu::-e for those who were 8.larmed_ by the 

social illiplications of increasing life expectancy and t.he 
resul ta...Ylt increasing proportions of the elderly in these 

populations.. In the '1930s the ada:ptation and social 

integration of old people was viewed as quite problematic 

(Binstock and Shanas, 1976) "· Per.sonal troubles asf:>ociai;ed 

with later life were being frequently desc£ibed as a social 

problem and the aged ".:Jere desc:r·ibed as a pre bl em group ( ~:'ibbitts, 

1960; Maddox, '1970). This social problem perspecti-ve 

influenced the emergence of stereot;.';r:pes abciut the aged discussed 

in Chapter One. A core idea of this perspective is the· 

perception of u11nec2ssary suffering which can be remedied by 

orga.nised social aetione Huraa.n suffering among the. 8.ged 

in the form of incapacity, iscJ.ation and poverty were considered 

to be prevalent enough to ·warrant social conc8rn and social 

action (Bu.r:gess, ed. '1960) & According to Made.lox and Wiley, 

"the early discussion of aging as a socic:l pro.bl.em identified 

most of the contemporary issues in t:b.e social scientific study 

of human aging: th::; social and cultural a0 distinct from the 

biologicaJ meaning of a.ge; age as a -basis for the allocation 
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of social roles and resou.rces over the life span; the bases 
of social integration and adaptation in the later years of 

life; and the special methodological problems of studying 
time-dependent processes over the life cycle and of interpreting 
deserved stability and change 11 (1976: 3). 

The way a society defines its social :problems and :proposes 
solutions reflects, a.t least im:plici tly, a per spec ti ve. One 
such :perspective with reference to aging and the aged has its 
roots in biology.(extendsd to :psychiatry) and explains social 

:problems in terms of flawed individuals. This :perspective 

concedes that social conditions influence the behaviow:· of 
individuals but in the'final analysis, for a hea.lth;y society, 

it is the individual who must be treated. Encounter with 
Age (Borowitz and Sem:pld, 1976) is one illustration of this 
:perspective .. 

A second pers:pecti ve relates to the :pervasi v5ness and :povrnr of 

social norms. This :perspective is concerned with the 
socialisation of individuals to the age-appropriate norms of 
their society. Neugarten (1972) discusses age-appropriate 
behaviour and has documented the social norms constraining the 

behaviour of indi7iduals through the li.£.'e-cycle o Knowledge 
of the norms, the o..bility to act accordingly and the motivation 
to do so affect the social evaluation of the aged as well as 
their self-evaluation. Rosov-r (-1967) has argued that prevailing 
expectations about old age tend to be negative and that elderly 
:people tend to avoid applying the label 1 old' to themselves. 
He inter:[)rets this avoidance as an accu::'ate :perception of 
prevailing negative stersotypeso l'1y dc..ta will show that 
this avoidance, while generally expressing this shared value, 
is nevertheless situational~ Elderly people frequently 
speak of themselves, collectively and ,jocularly, as 'us olr:lies' 
when wishing to explain behaviour construed as weakness (such 
as needing to rest frequently) or as 'senior citizens' when 
claiming privileges (reduced. bus-fares or theatre concessions). 

A third perspective locates the social problems of aging and the 
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aged in the structure of society .a:tl_?-__ ~-~-~~E-~_erned ·with tt..:; 

distribution of social resources (cf. de Beauvoir, 1972) ... 

Related to this is the notion of values which a) determine 

social consensus about the desirable distribution of resources 

and b) dominant middle-class, middle-aged life styles and value:')s 

are used to judge the beb.aviour of the elderly (Rose, 1968; 

Rosow, 1967).. Theoretical approaches conce::L'ning social 

structure, social chai1ge and values will be discussed later 

in this chapter (see Section I below)~ 

The core issue of social scientific studies, which emerged in 

the 191+os, and which is still a major :preoccupation, was 

adjustment or adaptation to age roles, its determinants and 

consequences (Maddox and Wiley, 1976: 7). Tibbitts (1960) 

docume:n_ts, however, tha·::- most studies of aging prior to '1950 
were inventories;, su.rve;ys and observations intended :primarily 

to help solve practical prol:lems o:f· heal th and ·welfare among 

i:;he aged. Throu.gh the 1950s and 1960s several major 

pu'olications1 appeared and these, together with the Jouru.al o.:f. 
Qerontolog;y: and Q.<::contolog_is:t reflect two on--going trends in. 

the social scientific study of aging: a) the fusion between 

basic and a.pplied research, and, b) the ap:plic.g_tion of 

multidisciplinary and jnterdisciplinary approaches to complex 

scientific. and social :phenomena. 

We now turn to several m~jor theories and approaches concerned 

with aging and the aged. Essentially tb.e~y compr·ise two 

streams. The cro.ss·-c ultural and sub-cultural pers1)eC ti ves 

(1 and 2 below) are concerned with how the aged, as a category, 

1. Birren, 1959; Tibbitts, 1960; Burgess, 
J:IcKinr.rny~ 1966; Hiley and Foner, 1968; 
Sharias and Streib, 1965; Shanas et al., 
Donahue, 1962; Neugarten et al., 1968. 

~960; Simpson and 
Palmore, -1970; 
1968; 'Tibbitts snd 
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are defined. They also consider the structural position of 
the aged category in the total society. 

The second stream (3 and 1+ below) may be termed the processual 

approach. It is concerned with the adaptation of the 

individual to that phase of the life-cycle called old age. 
Three styles of adaptation are presented: disengagement, 

activity, and coping. 

1. b-ging in. _Cr_Q_§s-:-Gul tural Per spec ti ve 

In the attempt to arrive at a body of theory (with predictive 
a.bili ty) which would include valid generalisations atcu.t 
universal aging and aging in particular societies, sonu-; writers 
are concerned with a cross-cultural perspc;ctiv8 _(Sirnm.ons, 194-5; 

Bur6ess, 1960; Shanas et al .. , 1968;' Cowgill and Holmes, 1972). 

Such theory aims at a statement of those aspect;;:; of aging tD.at 

are univer.sal an:i those that derl..ve from the society and culture 
in which they occur, irrespective of inherent asr;ects of the 
aging process itself. The approach aims not only to identify 
variations in the hums.n experience but also to specify the 
conditions which produce or are associated. with the variations .. 

The general argument of Si:rnmons 1 (11;L~5) review ~nd i:at2rp:reto.tior. 
of available antheopolcgical material is that a) the ;:;tatus of 
the aged varies among societies, and b) the allocation of 
resources and honour to older people in a given society is 
negatively related to the development of technology a.nd 
occupational spec!alisation. 

In similar vej_n, Do:r:alc~. Covrgill (Cowgill and Holmes, 1972) 

(see also Chapter One, ::-6-?) has presented a list of 'UJ.'li versal 1 

statements based on data from about twenty separate societies 
as well as from date previously presented. in a cros.s--cu.ltural 
framework (Sim.rnons, '194-5; Shau.as et alo, 1968) ~ an.d a list of 
1 variationsw in relation to nan independent variable which may 
be roughly identified. as the degree of modernisationn (i.,e.: 
the level of tecbnology, degree of urbau.isation 1 rate of social 
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change). Both Simmons' work and that of Jack Goody (1976) 
suggest that some of Cowgill's statements (of 'universals' and 

'variations') are over-generalisations. In relation to 

withdrawal from productive activity, ·which Cowgill states as 

a 'universal', Goody shows that withdrawal is not always 
possible; that.some people simply cannot retire and survive. 

The universality of this proposition is therefore questionable. 
Cowgill further maintains that "all societies value life and 

seek to prolong it, even in old age" (op cit. : 321), whereas 
it is quite clear from Simmons; illustrations (n~tably, 1945, 
Ch. 8 ) that some preliterate societies have institutionalised 
strategies for disposing of the aged. 

homes as 'dumping grounds' may consider 

applicable to 'modern' societies. 

Those who view old-age 
the last point equally 

In essence this approach asserts that modernisation causes a 
:progressive decline in the status 2.nd social integrr~tion o:f 
the aged. Literacy has under~ined the status of the aged 

as repos~tories of wisdom; modern medicine has caused the 

increase in the proportion of the aged in any gi ve:.1. population, 
thus making the aged category a social problem rather than a 
scarce resource. Industrialisation has had many effects. 
It has increased geographic mobility, thus decreasing the 
importance of the extended fa"Ilily and the senior generation 
within it; it has rapidly challged technology, thus rendering 
the expertise of the aged obsolete; it has created general 
problems of emplo;yment, alleviated for younger peo;>le by 
compulsory retirement ages for the elderly; it has decreased 
the importance of land as a source of social status &.J.d hence 
the status of eld8rs deriving from power over la:rd; and it has 
drastj_cally altered social structure and cul tu.ral values. 

On the basis of evidence from Japan, Palmore and Manton (1974) 

2uggest that as societies move beyond a transitional stage of 
l ... o.:pid modernisation, discrepancies between the status of the aged 
and thP- n1.)n-aged dec.!'ease, a.nd the relati\re status of the aged 
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appears to rise. However, Japan me.y be a special case. 

The tradition of respect for the aged has been explicitly 

perpetuated in the industrial context in tvm significant ways. 

The first is the establishment in 1963 of Hespec.t for Elders 

Day · as a national holiday (Palmore, 19?5 : 100). The second 

is the ~xplicit attitude incorporated in the National Law for 

the Welfare of the Elders: 

"The elders shall be loved and respected as those 
who have for many years contributed tovmrd the 
development of society, and a wholesome and peaceful 
life shall be guaranteed to them. In accordance 
with their desire and 2~bili ty, the elders shall be 
given opportunities to engage in suitable work or 
to participate in social activitiesr: (cited in Palmore, 
1975 : 99). 

In rele.tion to status, Cowgill states: n The sb:i·~us of the aged 

is high in primitive societies and is lower and. more ambiguous 

in modern societies. In primitive societies~ ol~er people 

tend to hold positions 0f politic al and ecoi:10mic power, but 

in moder:..1 societies such power is possessed by only a few" 

(Cowgill and Holmes, 1972 : 322). Since nov1herP- does Cowgill 

define precisely what is meant by 9 primitive' society, it is 

diffioult to criticise these statements, but Goody does show 

convincingly (1976 : 120-122) that retirement, in the sense of 

transfer of control (and hence status), wh:i_l.e rare in the 
1 simpler societies~ , :Ls a markt:?d feature of both peasant and 

pastrJral societies: 11 
0 o ..... the accumulation of pm·rnrs (in the 

most general sense) by the older generation (the 'alders') is 

al·way~; modified by the process of senescence. Even where 

there is no relinquishing of rights by the very old, the 

exercise of those rights i~;, qualified by physiol0g7_ca.l fact; 11 

(ibid .. : 122); and, quoting from Stenning: Ii 0. e .. aaiJ. old mci.JJ. 

is regarded as of little use. o•••• Old people in this 

sit1J.ation spend their last days on the periphery of the 

homestead .. o .. ., o They sleep, as it were, over their ovm 

graves, for they a:.c·e alrea.dy socic:J.lly dead:! (1958 : 98--99) .. 
Whe:i:::·eas Cowgill overgeneralises the 9 pri1ni ::;i •,.-e i situation, his 

) 
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statement ma.y be modiiied to suggest that P.E_qJ?QE~ti.222£.~~.eJ:..;z more 

of the aged category hold positions of power in preliterat~ 

than in modern societies. 

Cowgill fu.r-'cher states that: 11 the individualistic value system 

of western society tends to reduce the security and status of 

older i)eople 11 (op cit~ : 323). However> Shanas et al. ('1968), 

working in Denmark, Great Britain and the United States, have 

convincingly shown an unexpectedly high degree of social 

integration and life satisfaction. 

~I1he present study does not attempt macro-·gene:r·alisations about 

western society or about South A.frica.n society or even about 

white SotJth A.frican society. It merely documents the adf.:<.pta-

tion processes of those in the sample (from life-histo-cies) and 

sketc.hes the current life styles of these elclerly in their 

respective residential settings. · However, insofar as many 

of Cowgill 1 s statements asst:un<::i middle-class chu.Tacterif_;ticG a.nd 

since the sam:ple for this stud;y :i.s co.rnposed of wbi te bDuth 

Af.cic.aus who by structural definitio.n are miclclle-clas~3 o:c e.t 

lea.st lower mid.dle~class, this study~ s fra1ne of reference include;3 

the following cultural values: a preference for youth, fo:c 

:nuclear (a.nd s::r.i.a.11) rather than exte:ndecl faJnilies, for :p:codu.ct:~.·

vity, for individualisation, for independence, for activity, for 

upwardly mobile education <rn.d occupo.tional expectations 

resulting in a d.eg:!:'ee of discontinuity between the generations,, 

This context helps explain why the inc.reasing proportionf.:; of 

the retired and el(ierly are not being housed and int.sgrated, or 

re-integrated, into the family lives of their descendants, and 

it is these J~'etired and elderly ·who form the focus of this study,, 

Finally., a few socirJlogists a..."'1.c1 8J.J.tb.:copo1ogists have utilised. 

t1 t . . t "b . . th· l ., l • ' ·1,. • ' ...J ...;; _1e par -:i.cipa.n -·-o .serv.:-.T;io:n me· oc.oJ..ogy usec.t. in "G.1.ns s-cu0_y an1...1. 

have reported their findings in relatively :recen.t pu"bli.eations 

(Townsend, "195'7; Hochschild, '1973; .JG.cobs, 19'?4; Fl.or:is, '197'7)o 
·whereas this study G.oe~ not in its elf purport to pre;:rnnt 

Cross- cultur2l ,,,,.,Jyci· c 0 0'·"e coIDD"'l".:LSons 1!/\iT,_·.11 eme,r::;::e i.t:'.·· ].:'elati.o:n >. " J --• CA.J-,0.. • , _ _, ,:.;, } D './.W , ..i::·O.-. -·-· ·~ 
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to the concepts of corrunu.nity formation and the contemporary 

emphases on the dj-na.mic, situational and transactional asnects 

of inter-personal relationships (Goffman, 1959, 1961 and 1967). 

2. The Aged as a Sub-Culture 

Arnold Rose (1965) offered the concept of an aged sub-culture 
in an attempt to clarify the social I"elations between old 

people and the rest of society. According to Rose, whenever 
members of one category interact more among themselves than 

with people from other categories, a sub-culture is generated. 
He pointed to a variety of demographic and social trends that 

contribute to an identifiable aged sub-culture "effectively 

cutting across all :previous statuses to impart t~ the elderly 

a sense of group identity over and'above earlier memberships". 

For example, retirem0nt comm.uni ties, residual ru.ral communities 

created when yow1ger people migrA.te to the cities, institutional·

is~d retirement policies,(specific social services, etc., all 

promote increased identification and interaction with an aged 
peer group. He cl~imcd that through these demographic and 

social trer1ds (including the increasing publicity given to 

problems of the aged) an aging group consciousness has evolved 
promoting awareness of, and feelings of solidarity wit:!J., a 
particular group and not mer~ly a chronological category. 

My data support the evidence that there is a strong relationship 
between peer gr:>up participation and the adjustment process of 
Jchc: elderly (Stre:.b, 1965; Hochschild, 1973), but whereas this 
may be one principle of cohesion cutting across many others 
(kinship, ethnicity 1 religion, class, a wide variety of interest 
groupings), the validity of treating an essentially horiz.ontal 
segment in any coIIl.Illunity as a segment of -Che same order as a 
vertical one, mu.st b~ questioned.. All the evidence I have 
supports ,the notion of the age:l as a category, not a group, 
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and certainly not as a sub-culture, since such a category 

includes mer:ibers of several sub-cultures ·within any complete 

society. 

3a. pisengfil5ement Theo:sz 

One ex:plici t ex_planatory model in social gerontology appeared 

in the form of dise_ggagement theory .. This theory refers to 
the aging process as: "•o••an inevitable mutual withdrawal or 

disengagement, resulting in.decreased interaction between the 

aging person and others in the social system he belongs to,. 

The process may be iPitiated by the individual or by others 

in the si tuationc ••• u.. When the aging system L: complete, 

the equilibriw:n which existed in middle life ·bet:ween the 

ind::i.vidual and his society has givet1 wa;/ to a. new eq_u.ilibrium 

charaeteris.ed by a g.ceater- distance and an altered. type of 

re1ationship11 (Cumming and Heni7, 1961). 

Aecord.ing to Cu;::JJD.ing and Henry, disengagement can occur on three 

lev·els: physical, psychological and social. l")hysieal 

dise12gageffient m8ans a reduction in the amount of physical 

activity expended., a slowing down and. conservation of energyo 

PsychologiceJ..l disengagement refers t;o the withdrawing of 

concern from the \·.rider world to primary concern for people and 

things di:cect1y affeet7ing the self - a shift from concern with 

the outer world to 
thoughts .. Thi~3 

the inner world .of one is ovm feelings and 

invol v-;es the red~~ion of mental a.nd emotional 

Sccial · disengc.ge:ment mean.s the reduction of' f:;ocial 

ac tivit;y r-:J.nd involvc~ment, a "mutual wi thdra-vva.l. or w disengagement' 

between the aging pGrson and others in the social systcmrr .. 

Two main parts of the theory have become controversial (see, 

for exrD11ple, Palmore:, '1975; Shanas et al.~ '196.S; HavigJ:m:cst et 

al., 1969). The fiTst part state$ that disengagement is 

biol.o~?;ically :inevitable a:nd inder.•endent of i11-·heal tb. or poverty 
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as a person ages; a..'ld that tl1.is process of mutual ·withdrawal 

normally occurs in orde:r to ensure both 11 an o:ptimum level of 

personal gratification11 and an "uninterru1Yted continuation of 

the social system" - i.eo that disengagement is good for the 

aged and for soc.iety. It is good for the agecl because it 

is the best adaptation to the declining abilities of old age; 

and it is good for society because younge:c peo:i;::le can take over 

the functions previously performed by the agE::cl and society can 

thus avoid the problems/disrup!ions caused by the increasing 

incompetence or inevitable death of the aged.. 

The weight of evidence is generally against both parts o:f the 

theory; at least, in the m1equivocal form stated in the origin.al 

publication.. Disengagement is not inevitable and some people 

even show increased. engagement (Havighurst et a'· .. , 1969; 

Palmore, 1963; I1addo:x:, 1970). As to disengag_ement being 

beneficial, most evidence indicate~ that disengaged older people 

tend to be lonelier, LIT1:i1a:ppier, and suffer more-; from ill-health 

than morA active (~engaged 1 ) older:- people (Havighurst et al .. , 

"1969; Palmore, 1970; }3lau, 1973). The Clark anC_ Ander[:;on 

study, as reported in l'ic:.ddox and Wiley ( 1976), sh<Yvved that. 

al though the cuJ..tural values of the United Sta.tes make growing 

old a difficult challenge, most of the el<ierl;y- people stq.died 

appeared. to show a 11 rich and 11.fide variety of adaptations., ... 

Social integration of older pei'sons they found, is not only 

:possi.ble, but also :probable~.,00 11 (ibidQ, : 11). 

Tb.e evidenee then suggests that the relationship between 

physical~ psychological and social disengagement is not .§._E~:.£.~:.~. 

predictable .. Retirement may be perceived as a relief from 

burdens end freedom to pu.rsue new relationships and interests, 

as will be seen in the following chapters. 
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A second theoretical model or perspective had received implicit 

emphasis in gerontological discussions p~ior to the publication 

of disengagemsnt theory but received most explicit attention 

in reaction to it. This was the emphasis on active 

involvement on the pa~ct of the elderly as a means of sustaining 

high moraleo ~'he central thesis of activity theory can be 

summarised as follows: :i~ ••• the greater the number of optional 

role r8sourc es with v;hich the individual enters old age, the 

better· he or she will withstand the demoralising effects of 

exit from the obligatory roles ordinarily given priority in 

adulthoocl11 (Blau, 1973). In othe.r words, this _perspective 

ackno-,,rJ.edges a redL'.ction in activity levels 8I.l.d a decrease in 

the range of social interaction but does not see this ::J.s 

'natural', ra~her as rooted in societal 

rea~hing that socially prescribed s'tage 

(older people) a.re commonly divested of 

aspeci;s: 11 'u-oon e 0 O G ...L. 

of l:Lf e wherein they 

many· o.f the roles 

that have 1)een so central to their lives fo~e years Q .. o .. 
0 (J:h:)ndI'icks 

anJ. Hendricks, 1977 : 1'1'1). Activity theory also d.enie;:; that 

disengagement is beneficial: i.n fact, it; presumes almost the 

converse: i,. e o that res ti tut ion, in the form of compE~.n.satory 

must ta.ke place; that by keeping 8.ctive, p-sople 

wi11 ren1.ain socially and psyc:1:wlogical1;y fit. 

This perspective implies a j::dgment of wha.t is v.ro.r.·1;hwhile: 

i.e. the longer the individual can keep busy and involvBd and 
+·},er•e::.,o-v deny· olc1 ao-e (··,resu.med to 1)8' cy··nf-,011· c.c'.\d 1-•y -'\·1· sp·-~~,,,.·~,::;nin·'"l-Ll U.J...!.. • .1 - ~ t} ._ A. C~Q .~- ·. "-..J l.i..~u _ .... .) · U U ... i-. ....,.LJ.f6.c1..t:)._.1._.i...._,.,.t . ..1..l1/ '') 

the .µappi.er he vij.11 b~. Whereas rn.any studies (a.s cited 

:J..0.,;ve) show a po::,iti"ire relationshi:p 1)etween role involvement 

and l:i.f e-satisfB.ction, the concepts of ~active 1 and 9 invo1·1recl 1 

a.re themselves hie:r1:-;_;y relative and subjective: behaviou.r 

that is highly- o.cti ve ±:'or some olc" people may be relatively 

passive in the perception of others; in aQdition) people's 

capacities for, and disposition towards activity vary grea.tly 

as will be shown beJ..ovr _ 



Although both longitudinal and cross-sectional studies of 

old age have repeatedly found a positive association between 
morale, personal adjustment·and activity levels (Havighu.rst 

et al., 1969; Palmore, 1970), little attention has been given 
to the constraints on the individual to perform or select 

those roles. In addition, not all activities necessarily 
contribute to a positive self-image or to a sense of well

being. If the activities engaged in are meaningless in 
terms of dominant cultural values (in which old people still 

share), busying oneself with them may not in itself contribute 
to positive adjustment .. 

Activity 2...nd disengagement then, are not really competing 

theories of un.i versal aging.. They are rather alternative 

modes of adaptation to the aging process anQ are best viewed 

as opposite ends of a continuum.. The position of any 
ind.j_vidual along the continuum will depend on many variables -

physical, psychologi~al and social ·- and will 1;9 further 

influenced by the values of the individual 3.nd of the society 
in which he lives .. 

4.. _;cndividual Coping Abilit~ 

There is another group of gerontologists who contend that in 
order to understand why some people have difficulties adjusting 
while others do not, what is needed is an agp:ceciation of the 
interplay between bioJ.ogical, social and personal changes as 
they are expressed in an individual 1 s cn0 coJ2.iE_g st_yl~. (author 1 s 
emphasis). Not only do people develop distinctive coping 
styles through a life-time, but these evolve in response to 
a unique configuration of events. i.e., the coping patterns are 
stable features of the self - yet they are also cly-.namic and 
perpetually evolving (Birren, 1964; Havighurst, ~968)0 In 
relation to adaptability, those who focus on the persistence 
of personality traits assert: 

11 There is considerable evidence that; in normal 
men and women, there is no sharp discontinuity 
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of personality w~th age, but instead, 
increasing consistency. Those character-
istics that have been central to the personality 
seem to become even more clearly delineated, and 
those values the individual hc:ts been cherishing 
become even more salient. In the personality 
that remains integrated - and in the environment 
that permits - patterns of overt behaviour are 
likely to become increasing]y consonant with the 
individual's underlying personality needs and 
his desires 11 (Neugarten, Havighurst and Tobin, 1968) • 

.Although I do not have tb.e necessary training to assess 

personality traits, the method of taking life histories has 
yielded some data on individual's personal coping patterns 

over time and has provided some insight into persistence of 
coping styles .. One important dimension in this regard 

seems to be the degree to vrhich p::;ople have experienced crises 
or adjustment hurdles in the past, and whether a. consistent 

response pattern has been establishE;d over time. On the 

whole, those pecple in my sample for whom both conditions are 

present and who have experience of successful past adapt&tions, 
adjust smoothly to old age. However, in spite of continued 

coping, some people express 9 tirecl.11.ess' -- a wish not to have to 
make any further adjustments. There are also some people 

for whom old age looms as a spectre and for such people this 
image neutralises the value of their own past adaptations~ 

.5 c Aging and Envirornnent 

To try to bridge the gap betvrnen theories that stretrn social 
factors aD.d those that emprw.sise personal factors, some writers 
are calling for a close look at the reciprocal relationship 
between aging and social environment .• 

_The particular social environment provides the range of 
legit:i...mate/sociall;y acceptable alternatives to 1'1hich the 
individu.s.1 adapts and acl.justs, so to understand adjustment 



the range must be known. 

such a model: 

Three elements .form the base of 

- an emphasis on normative expectations derived 

from particular contexts 

- attention to individual capacities for 

interaction/activity 

- a focus on the 11 subjectively evaluated 

correspondence between abili t;y and expectations 

in a particular situation 11
• 

The success of adjustment will depend on maintaining a 

supportive environment and on individual resources for 

manipulating situations (i.e .. tran.sactionaliE;m: maximising 

revmrds and minimising costs). 

Sevc:ral (selected) conclusions may·be summarised from this 

chapter: 

i) The meaning of 9 old e varies -by social and cultural 

context .. 

ii) Aging connotes three distinct but interrelated phenomena: 

the physiological capacity to survive; the psychologieal 

capacity to adapt; and the sociological capa.ci.ty to play 

social roles .. 
iii) Chronological age is a useful gene~al index of life 

expectanc;y· arid a convenient rGference for aclm.inistrative 
classification. It does mark s1ibstantial variation 

in capabilities and. behaviouT, but has very limited use 
in the understanding or p:c-ediction of adult behaviour~ 

In addition, the published. social scientific literature on 
aging encompasses t•:!O r:;eparable streams v.rhich I have called_ the 
structural and the pro~essual.. The .former emphasises the 

ways in which the aged as a c2.tegory fit iD.to the total society, 
whereas the le.tter P.Xplores the individua:1_ 2.daptation to this 

phase of the life cycle. 
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By focussing on adaptations within particular social 

environments, this study will attempt to demonstrate tll.at tb.e 

process of adaptation by individuals themselves is a significant 

factor in their position in the total culture. Within the 
limits of the social fields delineated ~n the following 

chapters, this study will emphasise the relative cmu3traints 
and advantages of specific :physic3.l and social environments. 
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RESIDENTIAL AVI!ER.!:JATIVES 

One frequently heard observation about old people is that 

uhe/she is just like a child" or, more harshly, is :rgoing 

through a second child.hood11
• The kernel of truth in this 

stereot;y-ped observation is that many elderly people after a 

life-time of physical, financial ancl social independence, do 
become more dependent upon the individuals rom1d them, or upon 

the agencies and institutions of society, than they herl been 

at any previous time in their adult lives9 

The middle-class value system in western society (see Chapters 
One and Tvw) emphasises the wortl:l of the individual and in so 
doj_ng lays great stress on the co:o.com.i tant value of independ.ence. 

To be fully adult, children are expected. to become increasingly 

independent. Whilt: financial depende::J.ce may continue into 
the first years of marriage, residential independence is 

occurring earlier than it did, even for unmar::::'ied children, 
only a generation ago.. Parents consider it cb.eir dllty to 
educate their children to 11 s·::;and on their own two feet!! and 
children expect to support themselves and to make decisions 
by themselveso 

~ny society is a composite of a2.1 its generations so that 
independence as a dominant value in western s0ciety is shared 
by the elderly as 1.1\TGll.. The fact that an image of dependenc.y 
is a ma.jor aspect of tJ~e negative stereotype of the aged (as 
indicated in Chapter One), held as vigorously by them as by 

others about them, demands that a great deal of the time and 

energy of old people 1bP. devoted to denying depe:nde:ney and 
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promoting either real 0x:pressions of independence or, most 
significantly in the present context, pretences of it. 

One crucial dimension of the expr·ession of independence is 

reflected in the type of residence. Those living in private 

dwellings whether owned or rented, generally consider themselves 
more independent (and more fortunate) than those living in total 
• +- • t -1- • '1 mh · · · 1 h d b tb · · t ins~i u~ions • ~- is view is a so s are y _e maJori y 
of those resident in such institutions. Since this is the 

majority view, and since most adults in western middle-class 
society live in independent housing we need to consider at 
what point the elderly begin to question the suitability of 

their residential setting, the reasons for that questioning, 
the alternatives ayaj __ lable and the kinds of constraints 

influencing decisions about those alternatives. 

Our first question then, concerns the awareness of changed 

circumstances and the awareness of the need to t:;ake action. 

f'Io3t of my informants, whether living in speci':'l-1 residential 

settings o:r elsewhere, said that old-age 11 took them by surpriseir .. 
That is, they recogni8ed that they were old, or defined them-

selves as old, in response to a particular event or situationm 
The most common such events 1irnre formal retii'ement, d.sath of a 

spouse, or sudden ~ross ill-health, most often a heart-attack. 
It was only after this reccg:;:ii tion that the rea.lisatio::o. E3et in 
that old-age posed problems that needed solutions, together w~th 
the realisation that changes had to be made to their current 
life-style. 

1. The use of the concept 2 total in.stitution 3. in this study 
follows Goffman ( 196',I) .::i.nd will ·be explored more fully in 

Chapter Five" In sum, he suggests tlrn.t every institution (in 
the everyday sense of social establ:i.sbmen~::) has i encompassi:ng 
tendencies 1 but some are 11 encompa~:ising to & degree discontiuuousJ_y 
greater than the ones next in line" (ibid.. : 15). He noteE.i that 
11 in modern society t.he individual tends to sleeJ), play and wo:rk 
in different places~ w:i th different co-:p<::i.rticipants, Lmder 
different authorities and without a.n overall rational. plarL. 1r:r10 
central feature of total i.nsti tutions caIJ. be described ?..B a 
breakdov·n1 of the barriers ordinai'ily se_parating these tti..ree 
sphc:3res of life 11 (i"bide : ·'J'?)., 



I was able to formulate a generalised id.ea of old ag;e through 

taking life histories and aski.ng questions about expectations 
for old age, bi}.t I also learnt that this ideal had been formed 

retrospectively by the aged themselves. That is, there 

seem to have been implicit assumptions and expectations about 

old-age, but their explicit articulation was for the most part 
evaded. However, when faced with the reality of old--ag-2, 
and for most people r-;ome degree of disillusion, those previously 

implicit expectations became formulated as a 'missed.' ideal -
a st<.::1.tement of how thinss should have been .. So that in an 
important sense, the idee.l was formulated .in response to the 
reality .. 

Clearly, this ideal will be very different in its detail for 

each i:.'..ldividual, but o:r.i.c crucial dimension is common to al.l: 
the high value placed on independc:;n.£,£ as the ideal state of 
1 aging gracefully' a In all cases where any :preparation 

for :retireffi8nt or old-age had occurred, this vms only :Ln terms 
of financial pla.rming - insurwice :policies, investments and 

savings.. Health was ne-'rer consic'l.ered - until it declined; 

socially, people expected to maintain\ties with their kin, 
friends and neighbours, and no consideration -v;as given to 

family or friende :perhaps not maintainin.g their_relationships. 
Residence, too, wa.:::; taken .for granted until some particular 
event r:endered the ~urrent styJ..e less viable. 

A retrospective rec:onstruction of the ideal then would be 
i) to maintain good health; ii) tc be abl0 to afford to livG 

in an independent residence and continu9 to m::: .. i.:nt<.dn the 

stan.c1ard of I.iving to wb:i.eh one had becom::e accustomed, ai.1.d, 

iii) to continue one's existing network of kin, friends and 

neigb.bours$ For not a single Tespondent ?..t the time of 
the stud-;y· vrere all these components present in their ctLr:r.'c-1.:i.t 
life styles .. 
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The Decision to Move 

According to the Proceedings of the 1971 White House Conference 

on Aging (1973), 11 aside from his spouse, housing is :probably 

the single most important element in the life of the older 

person11
• Whether the initial idea of making changes in 

living arrangements comes from the elderly person or perhaps 

from a relative, the actual decision is seldom taken lightly. 

This is essentially because the cho.nge, however minor, involves 
an acknowledgement of smo.e degree of diminishing independence. 

At this point, al though continuing to a:::.'ticulate the social 

value that total independence is good, there is simultaneously 

an evaluation of reality: the (actual) situation demands 
modification. 

The following were reasons frequently given for residential 
'·. 

change, although in most eases a combination of fr.lctors was 

founde Declining heal th or energ;7 was the commonest cause 
of some residential modification - that is, the sheer pi(fi3ical 
demands of maintaining a totally independent residence had 
become too great. The death of a spouse, whereupon the 
residenee seemed too large or too empty or toe-painful a 

reminder of the loss, fjenerated feelings of loneliness or 

isolation. Such feelings were also frequently the consequence 
of retirement; - and thus a contraction of the social network -
or the result of the la.st child lea"'1ing home? or bec.ause friends 
and neighbours had died .. or movedo A .. :reduction in i.:nc01r .. e 

because of retirement was also a prime motivating force (whether 
that was o·wing to reaching retirement age or to the ill heal th 
of ariy of the earners).. Finally, the ~.rn.:petus to modify 
residential style might simply 1Je the recogx1i tion of having 
reached a life-crisis m1d deciding that ch@i2;8 would i offer a. 

new lease on lifeva 

A common theme ru..nning through a11 these rea>-:ons and made more 
or less ex:plici t, depending on the personalj:L;y ,;f the info:rmant, 
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was the notion of fear: fear that one nw.y Buddenly take ill and 

be unable to call for help, fear of injuring oneself' in i::.ome 

routine domestic chore. l'1any informsnts related stories of 

elderly people falling and breaking a limb and being q_uite 

helpless until found - which could take hours, o:e even days. 

The fear of dying and not being found for quite some time v1as 

the ultimate horror for manyo 

There is also the f es.r of being alone aftei· the routine of many 

years of sharing one's time, energy and ex:perie:rl~es with others -

particularly the spouse and children. Finally, there is the 

fear of loneliness. I found the fear of loneliness far 

more prevalent than the actual incidence of loneliness s.nd 

can explain this only in the context of old :people's expectations 

of the society in which they J.lve.. Since thtc:y she.re, at one 

level, the n::;gati ve stereotype of old as decre1nt a:nd un.cles:i::r·able, 

they ex;pect to be abfmdoned and neglected, and_ quot.'-! newspaper 

horror stories on the s~bject as :proof that their fears in 

this regard are justified. They also constantly compare 

themselves with their :peers as reg:J.J:'d3 the attention :paid 

them by kin and friends and clesc:ribe themselves as 9 one of 
the lucky onesv if the results are favourable to them~ If 

not, they tend to accuse the gmodern generation' of indiffGrenc2, 

implying that the current parent generatio1J. has not rea:ced. 

offspring with proper respect for the aged. Often they 

consc~iously blame their own deDcendants, but do not take the 

logical step of examining their own responsibility for 

socialising them in this way. 

Onee the inclividu.a1 s themselves, or those who care about therr., 

have :.realised ·thC:J.t some change in residential st;;r1e is either 

desira.ble or necessc.-i.ry, the range of available alternatives is 

' 
) 
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explored and evaluated~ However, it would be quite false 
to assume that the full range of alti;rnati ves is knovvJ..1 to 

everyone, let alone equally attainable by everyone. Only 
two people in this entire study had made anything approaching 

a thorough investigation of alternative housing. 

Various organisations established to assist the aged provide 

information about housing as an essential part of their services .. 

The most prominent of these in Cape 'row:n are: The Department 
,Jf Social Welfare and Pensions, the South African National 

Council for the A~ed, and the Cape Peninsula Welfare Organisation 
for the Aged. All these associations employ social workers 
who recommend and assist in obtaining suitable accommodation. 

Information can also be obtained from the Western Province 

Retirement Ccuncil and from the different religious 

organisations. Hospitals and medical practitioners also 
ref er people to social workers and ·frequently directly to 

specific old age homes~ However, very rr..any middle-class 

whites either d.o not know about :;hese ore;ari:L~OJations or consider 
it stigmatising to apply to them, and hence rely on word of 

mouth references from peers or kin, or occasionally respond to 

media advertisements for specialised housing .. 

'I'he kinds of housing available for whit es in Cape Tmm fall 
into two distinct categories, with a third, rather blur:L'ed~ 
intermediate category: 



' Normal v 
1 Ho D-~iDii 

i) owned house 

ii) rented house 

iii) owned flat 

iv) rented flat 

v) serviced 
i'lat 

vi) shared house 
or flat. ovmed 
or rented (see 
below) 

vii) residential 
hotel 

viii) boarding
house 

Inter-mediate 

i) boarding house 

ii) residential 
hotel 

iii) serviced flat 

iv) apartment 
block that has 
become cle facto 
old-age
residence 

"·l) part 
. . . t t• 2 
ins~.::i u ion 

vi) with kin 
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i) privately 01rmed. 
flats in 
maisonette 
complex and 
additional 
facilities for 
aged (ru."".1 by 
pri ~,.rate enter
pri s e and 
perceived as 
ir.•.dependent) 

; ~ ) 
-~.L. registered 

~rivate homes 
(i.e .. economic 
lEli ts) 

iii) serviced apart
ment r: s.nd. rooms 
for the well aged 
and. add.itional 
.facilities 
(economic units 
rm1. ·by w-3lfa::ce 
n·L··'r::'"~1ll

0 

c~~ti OllS) ._,. (:Jr_..._ "-..JO. ·- . 

(part institutio~ 

iv) registered homes 
a) ae. iii) but 
sub-economic 
(:part ins ti tuti01~: 
b) old age homes 
for sick infirm 
(run ~-~ry vrelfare 
organis.'.:~.tions ·but 
sub--eccinomic) 

.) t_,(:l_,_ (to ·'-rl 

institut:!.on) 

v) old age homes for 
sick/infirm 
t' ci··,.,tr. L"',,' l 
\,,. J....,1 JO- c; u..u . .,.. 

(total 
l. ns·~·.;t1 1 i-1· o· ·n \ u ...L ,.A., .J ~- ·~-) ~ 

----,-~-· ,..I o i. e o 1!'1he::·e the of the resident is not the defining 
charactei~istic 

2 .. An institution he..ving some of the 
presents for total institutions; 

characteristics for only some of the 
discussion, see Chapter Five. 

clw .. racteristics Goffman 
or having all the 
residents. For further 
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Serviced apartments, residential hotels a.nd. boarding houses 
appear as 1 normalv housing because none of these kinds of 

accommodation is, as a type, exclusive to the aged.. They 
reappear in the intermediate column because many of these in 

Cape Town are de facto homes for the aged. Sinee where one 

lives is a highly visible factor in one's image and since 
'normal' housing implies, as least to the casual observer, 

independent living, it is very important to the elderly to 

be seen to be living in housing that is at best totally 
independent and at worst has ambiguous status·. Resid.ences 
of this intermediate or ambiguous category are often derisively 

labelled 9 old age homes 9 or 1 old fogeys homes 1 by outsiders 

and even those few informants who were good-humoured enough 

to make this kind cf reference themselves, always seemed to 

do so either in a jokingly defensive manner or in order to 

put the interviewer at ease by saying it first themselves • 
... 

The shared accommodad_on in the colmnn of ij normal I houBing is 

also a category that can be diffi:;rentiated with reference to 
pe::·ceptions of independence~ The situation ·where all elderl-;y-
person ovms or rents accommodation and has a paying companion, 
or a paid companion (perhaps kin) is rather different from the 

situation in which a person has to go to live with someone else. 
Which of the pa.rticipants will actually be more dependent will 
depend on criteria other than whose home it is, althout;h this 
may be the most significant ".1 ariable to outsiders~ 

Which kinds of housing an individual perceives more suitable 
in the consideration c,f alternatives seems to be a function of 
~rhether or not tha person is retj.red. Those who still ·work, 
with rare exceptions, do not appear to consider specialised 
housing of immediate rE:!levance for themselves, al though 2~11 
recognise its existencP, express the hope they will n.ever need 
it, and ad1ni t that it may be an eventual nccessi ty. 

Being still emp1oy2d? then, frnems to be a factor, independent 
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of the other reasons given for ::ce~>idence cha.nge that creates a 

sub-category among the aged in relat~i..on to attitudes to ho1ising. 

This sub-category tends to select (a .. nd perceive) a modification 

of residential style within the 'nor-mali - intermediate range 

rather than a. drastic change to institutionalised living, 

This is perhaps best illustrated by the following statement 

from an informant: 

awevd lived in this beautiful seven roomed house 
on the sea (Indian Ocean) for 25 years. Our 
three children had all left home - the youngest 
only left last year - and are all living overseas .. 
One day my wife asked me to fetch something from 
one of the rooms upstairs. As I walked into the 
room I :realised I hadn 1 t been in it for :::aore than 
eight months - and neither had anyone else - except 
to clean it. I W8nt do1msta:i_rs and said to my 
wife, "We must "te mad! 11 "What do we need this place 
for? You 1 re always trotting off to see one of 
the kids and we really donut need to run a hotel 
for the maids and cats and dogs". Within tt.i.ree 
months we'd sold the house an4 all the junk.in it • 
. Just kept the few things we -really liked and we 1 ve 
been very· happy here for about a year now. ( 1 here 1 

is a luxurious two roomed fl .. at overlooking the 
Atlantic). I 1 m 66 and I don qt i::i.tend to stop 
working until I have to. It takes me a little 
longer to get to work and back but l 9 m not in a 
hurry anyway". 

J:!'acto~i;:.s Inflq_encing Decisi.oJ-1: 

Whatever the factors that initially cause the retired elderly 

to start considering p,1.ternative housing and whatever form of 

independent housi:ng tl::.ey may consider most desirable (and some 

otl ... ~r form of j__E.d-~ndent. housing is always the first 

consideration) two questions are always s.sked: "Can I afford i t'? 11 

and 11 Will I be abl~ to ;_ook after msself? 11 
o If "both these 

questions are answered in the a.ffi..rniati ve (and. the assessment is 

in fact sometimes tragically inaccurate) then other criteria · 

are evaluated in maki_ng the decision. The actual proximity 

of kin thougb_ always ar. important consideration does not alwa.ys 
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have top priority rating -- despite the widely held. ccnviction 

among the younger generation that their parent(s) would 

like to live with them. The overwhelming evidence for 

western middle-class society shows that the elderly prefer to 

live near, but not with, kin (Shanas et aL., 1968; Cowgill 

and Holmes. '1972). In Cape Town, where most white middle-

class, middle-aged and young people owtl cars, proximity is not 

a problem. The most important criteria influencing choice 

are: 

i) the type of accQ_~D.modation - the following comments are a 

fair cross-section of attitudes: 

-
11 I can 1 t be bothered with the maintenance of a house .. 

A two-roomed flat is just my size.¢••" 

11All the mocJei·n flats have such poky :.r.'ooms -- a little 

cottage with a bit of garden is what I reaJ..l;y- vmnt o 

This pre-war (ground floor) flat has a little garden 

out there ancl was the closest I could. findn 

- "After the children had. m::.~.rried I wanted to lilO\Te into 

a )::esidential hotel, but my husband '1vouldn 9 t h;:J..vo it. 

After he died I felt guilty about giving up tJ:e house, 

but I never did like b.ousework., e". "II 

ii) l~ - -J::b.is has at least tl~·.ree aspects: geographic, 

socio-economic, and familiarity. 

Geographic location is important i:n Cc:~pc" Tmm where th:.; climate 

can. var·:1 considera.bly from p2.ace to place o:n the same day o 'I'he 

to:pography is 2,lso important, :particularly if the individual 

cloes not dri 'le or own a car .. Distance from the city cent!.'e, 

from the sea or from famil~T and. friends, is the third eomponent 

of this aspect. Many Sea Point residents agreed with the 

informant vrho told m.o 11 1 v m only 15 minut 1:;s frurn. tow11 b~f bus 

and ha.1.f-an-·hou.r from m·_r daughter. There~ s no 1,r.rind here most 

of the time and it 1 s fJ~t - I go·f0r long walks on the beach

front most days" .. 

The socio-economic aspect relates to the general ~tone 9 of the 



area: whether it is mostly residential or corn~11ercial, whether 

the buildings and public amenities are well kept or run-dov,in ~ 

whether the shops are cheap or i classy' , ru1d, in general, 

whether the individual concerned sees the change as a 'co:ine-down 1 

or not. Whether one wishes .to remain in a feJniliar area or 
make a complete change is a very indiYidual matter and relates 

closely to the two following criteria. 

iii) the availa"J?.ili_i;y and accessibili 1:'.X of facilities and 

~uneni ties. Among the most important of these are transport 

and shops, which are, of course, important to everyone. 

However, for the elderly, and particularly fox: those who live 

alone, the availability and accessibility of these have an 

added significanceo For many elderly people, especially 

those who have moved. away from the area in v.fr1ich they spent 

most of their adult lives, the bus a:..1d the telo1>~1one (if thc:;y 

havs one) are the only means of maintaining old ties. And 

the daily visit to tJ.:i.e shops is often the only ooc.ial contact 

for many. If one is coping on. a tight bu.dget it is very 

co:".".venient to have a wide range of shops close at hand so tha.t 

one can compare prices and take advantage of the ccmpetition 

of the market--place" The availability of other facilit:Le~:;, 

such as a .1-io::ca::::y, post-office, seniorsw clubs, cinem.a-s, 

restaurants, tea-rooms, bridge-clubs, a hos.pi tal ~ and poliee 

station, although not all exclusive to the elderly, ce~tainly 

make life easier for people vTho are less active and lu~s rrto.bile 

than they used to be~ 

iv) 12_ro~imi ty_ tci .frtenY,s.,: nei_gh_9our,§..,, kin~ For old people 

0f all inccm.e gro;..:__ps, in whatever state of health and of 

whatever degree of gregariousness, this facto:L" is always of 

considerable impor-ce..:ice in the decision to modify or drastically 

change residence .. Because of -t!J.e expectations of abandoD.IL1ent 

and loneliness outlined. above, people tend to move to those 

areas and residences where they already have friends, 

acquaintances or kin> St.nd. to use those peoplew s opinions rrnd. 

attitudes as the informB.tion on whieh to base theLc ded.r_:lio:n. 



One tendency, suggested by my data, is that for n:tore affluF;.'!nt 
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people this fac.tor carries less weight the.xi for those in mo:r·e 

cir·cu.mscribed financial circumi3tances. .Since social networks 

usually comprise people whose socio-economic position is 

similar, this would mean that if a person ~ould not go to see 

her friends because of illness, they could. proba'bly afford to 

visit her more .frequently and perhaps more regularly than 

someone whose friends budgeted for every train journey. 

Close proximity of friends and r:elati ves 8.1 so means that peers 

and younger people can v pop-in i .more frequently~ Time is 

the thing that most elderly retired people havo a surfeit of, 

and when younger peopJ_e, whose time is usually :r.;1ore pressurised 

can conveniently visit at odd times, this is higb.ly valued by 

both. In addition, the literature suggests (and is s1J._t)ported 

by my data) that most old 1;eoi;,le enjoy the supp0_:rtive company of 

peers so tha~ even if one moves av;ay'from a familiar area, the 

tendency is to move to an area of rssidsnce which has the 

reputation of providi:ag opportunities for the formation of 

new peer relationships. 

We now turn to a second configura.tion.. If both o:::· either 

of the two questions: !!Can I 2.f:ford it?" and "Will I ·be able 

to look after myself?" are answered in th~~ negc.t:L-v·e, decision·-

making will include addi tio.nal consic:leratioris.. Tb.us far 

I have presented the decision-making process almost as though 

all old people investigate housing alter.natives and question 

themselves without consul ting others.. Cf course, this is 

not usually the case" When individua.1:::3 are really des ti tut e 

and alone, official bodieD of one sort or· a.."1.othr~r (hospitals, 

police, welfare organisations) most often come 't0 t:t1e rescue 

and the person is placed in the most suitable institutional 

care available -· unless the major fear comes true too soon, 

and he d.ie.3 alone and uncared foi'. Most people, however, 

have .someone to consuJ..t - ki:n, friends., neighbours, ministers 

of religion, their own et1Ji1ic welfare organisations, etc o 

And very often the g_uestions about finance and self-help are 



answered for the elderly individual by othe~".'S. 
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If an individual can,1'.lot afford to continue his current life

style and has kin willing and able to support him, the deeision 
will nevertheless depend more on the attitudes of the person 

and. his kin to institutionalised living and the :presumed 

attitudes of others in their immediate community, than on the 
actual availability of finance. The same is true if the 

trigger problem is health. People who need constant care, 

even at a professional level, can have it at home as long as· 

someone can pay. In addition, most people in total 

institutions have arrived there only after some :prior residential 

modification, so that the total institution is a last resort in 

more than one sense and is usually consi.dered to be the o::::tly 
option left by all concerned, P.Ven when that co!.:.sensus is 

'forced' upo:i.1 the :Lndi vidual o 

• .. 

Some Selected Cases 

This chapter has been concerned with individual adaptations 

to the realisation of changed or changing persone,l caps.cities, 

the high value plac eel 011 f:>OC ial ir::.de:pendenc e and the J_'ela tionship 
between thes2 fo.c-Cors and resiC..ential arrangements.. 'l:he 
issues raised can perhaps best .·be seen in all their ccmplexi ty 
and variety through a brief consicleration cf some specific 

caseso In this Chapter I ha:ve limited. that consideration 
to examples from the two most distinct categories: in6-ependen.t 
housing and total insti.tutions1 ~ Each case reflGcts the 
individual's coping strategies developed over time. The 
variety of ada.ptations demonstrates that alt.hough independence 

1. I have selected two cases from each category to show the 
bases upon which people make their decisions about residence 

and how they cope ;·;ith those deciBio:ns.. Case 2 :i.s particula.rly 
intended to highlight the value of il1dependent lb.ring where 
good health and financial resources are not abundant .. 
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as symbolised through residence is highly valued, succesful 

(or miserable) adaptation c.an occur in E'ill independent or 

institutional environment~ The crucial factor seems to be 

whether the individual is able to come to terms with the 

discrepancy between iifhat is good a.s an. id.eal in the abstract -

i.e. an independent life stlye - and what is good in this 

particular phase of his ovm life-c;ycle. Furthermore, the 

cases support the contention of the previous chapter that age, 

l;er se, is a very \,Jeak :Lndicator of actual behaviour,. 

Case 1. Mrs Schultz is a ?O -vear old German-born Jewess. 
Sh-e is childless and a recent widow,. · She came to South 
Africa in 1948 when she married a::.ld claims tc have led a "bitter, 
boring, miserable life 11 and. to !!suffer from bad nerves because 
of my unhappy life for the last 29 years because my husband a..ud 
I were totally incompatible".. She has no contact with her 
only sister who lives in C2.:0e Town ·and c1ai.ms to have been 11 done 
out" of her sha:!:'e of the inheritance at theL .. ' mother's death. 
Since her husband.es death, she has cut even the weak ties she 
had had with his kin. She belongs to :no clubs or as::3cciations 
nor has she ever done so.. She is very cone erned with mone;;r 
al though she lives in a weJ..1--kept, well ·furnished flat and seems 
able to satisfy all her material needs mory than adequatelyn 

Ad.just~~nt~ to widowhood: Mrs Schultz's daily routine has 
not cib.augedc She is as fastidious i:.1 her care of the flat 
now as she was "before ::1nd still cooks a full meal though no•1,r it· 
is for her alone. She says she is lonely but said. the r3ame 
itvhen I first met he:".' before her husband Q s death. The death 
of her spouse has meant the loss of the one person s'!::e could 
and did regularly complain to and complain about. Her only 
close regulo .. rised }1.uma.n interaction is gone and she is left 
with the cat for company,. 

Social N etv.rork: Nrs Schultz has no vi&bJ..e social network. 
but her· li:t;e history since leaving schol>l reveals this as her 
norm. She considers the; German-speaking commm1i ty in Cape 
Tow.a. 11 snooty and insulting!! and has never associated herself 
with the Jewish community. She clairn.s that she is not a 
member of the local synagogue nbecause my :lllsband vmuld never 
pay for the seat and now I cannot afford to 11

• The latter 
assertion is clear!y false as it is not necessary to pay for a 
seat in order to b'.) a member of a congregation,. The least 
impersonal social contact she has sir.l.c.e her husband 9 s death is 
1:1ith a neighbour. Since he is almost totally deaf, and is 
very involved T"'Tith his hobby of eJ..ectronics 8.IlC. since she 
visits him onl;y when. h:Ls wife is out, evo:n this relationship 
is somewhat superficial.. All.her other social contacts are 
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fleeting and impersonal - with shopkeepers, the doctc-r~ the 
llbrarian and the like .. 

Acti..Y.i . .t..z: :Mrs Schultz is sprightly e:1nd energetic o She 
is an 11 avid reader 11 ru""ld up-to-date on c ULt'ent af:fa.irs. She 
does crosswords and enter·s newspa:per com:petitio:D.s regularly 
(and has won a few).. She listens to the ra.c1io whenever 
she 1 s at home (which is most of the time) and attends a matinee 
at the local cinema once a week. She u_sed to do pewteJ:: ·work, 
pottery '-ancl painting but stopped some yeEJ.r;:; ago 11 because I wa~'l 
never encouraged and everyone needs encourasewent". 

Attitudes to Residence: Mrs Schultz has lived i.n her 
curre11t home- for '17 -):-:::-:3.:rs:- She says :::;he wi:L1 not consider 
changing her life-· style (al though she clearly :b.as considered it, 
since she has her answers quite ready and worked out) unless 
she is "no longer in control of my mind a:nd then they 1 11 carI'Y 
me outr:.. Sea Point is "flat ancl so convenient - ever~'/thing 
I nAed is just rotmd the corner or a short bus--:_·j de awayn ~ She 
despises people in total institutions or i.ntermec.liate Y.'es::Ldenc.es 
unless they are "very ill or vegetables" on the grounds tlw .. t 
they are "lazy, spoilt or vrnre too stu1)id to pr0vid.e for their 
Ow.£1 futUI'eS II • 

Hrs Schultz is unusual in the degree to v,rhich she ' seems to 

delibera~ely cut herselr off from all social ties, yet her 

daily routine is not that different fro~ other sim:'._lar2.y situc:lted. 

widovJB in Sea Point o She hew a high degree of se.lf··-sufficie.ncy 

and is proud of ro.aintaining what she ca.lls i standards 1 - of 

dress and general personal ap:pe~J.rance as well as the appeaTance 

of her home~ Yet she aclrn.owledgos that "my l.i:f o j.f; empt:;y 11 

and sees herself a;:; the victi:m. of prej urJ.ic e. Du.ring e.11 

my ccnversations with her she was constantly relati:i:1g past 

slights, insults and rejections from people who had featured. 

in her life. Although she herself considers her past 

'bitter• and scathingly continues to blame her husb8.nd for this, 

she nevertheless dwells on the :past. Despite her seeming1y 

successful maintenance of self, she is lonely~ :rrnu:cotic a:o.d. 

bo:red an_d visits her doc.tor frequently. She ali3o fusses over 

her cat, t8.l(es him to the veterinary surgeon a1xn1t once a. 

fortnight for no good. reason and says she t.opes she will die 

soon after her cat does. (The cat is 16 ~ears old). Her 

doctor has suggested that she put her neJD.e dovm. for the new 

( P,.,onom"" r·) ·"'··' ' -- ..J_ J residen<:.e :planned for Sea Point, but she has ro:jected. 
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this on the grounds that pets are not allowed. 

The frequency and manner in which she seeks out her neighbour 

and the way in which she related to me as a casual visitor, 
would suggest that her 'disengaged' life style is not self-

satisfying, despite her self-sufficiency. Had I merely 
conducted a survey and adlilinistered a superficial questionnaire, 
I might have concluded. that her life style was a .fur.iction of .g_ge .. 

Instead, it is clear from her life history that she has always 
conducted her life in a 'disengaged' manner and to the extent 
that she continues coping, it is a successful coping style for 
her. It seems likely that she would be happier in an 

intermediate residence, but her well-developed past prejudices 
make her perceive such an action as the relinquishing of her 
greate.3t value and stre:u.gth: her own self-suff_iciency. If 
she should become physically unable to cope e,lone, she wonld 
have to enter an institutio11 since 'she has no social resources 
whatsoevero To her this would symbolise a living death .. 
She, on the other hand, is determined thaT, she will die ;n her 
mm home when her cat does ("of a ·broken heart if notb.ing else:•) -

as independently as she lived. 

Case 2. Mrs Bright is also a SJ?rightl;y, energetic w:Ldow of 
74. H:r husband died 22 years ago and he:c daughter, aJ1 only 
child, is a widow with five chi::! .. dren. who lives in Ladybrand, 
and visits her mother once a year.. Mrs B:cight was :m active, 
busy housewife for the first 18 years of her married life. She 
had trained and worked as a libraric:m before he:t: marriage, 
returned to work in '1952 11 to help Viith the house 11 and :cetired 
in 1968. She lives in the da~k, spotless hDuse her husband 
had bought :four ;years before his 1:10ath, a .. nd he.s had.. a lodger 
(no board) 11 to ma.k:e ends mE:r:rt;n, ever sines his death .. 

Ad,justment to retirement: When Mrs Bright retired she 
joined the local sen.rorsr-club.. 11 I knew tha.i; when I reti:r:ed 
I would have a pensio:2 ·- what I didn v t realise vms that al.::.. the 
little ailments onG ignores wJ1en ·working · suciclen.1-y ma.ke a talr.e-· 
over bido .. ~•o Itis so .important for the old aged to find a 
niche for themselves - a place where you 1 re missed if youire 
not there ..... rr. 1'his clu·b l.ater became i:~corporated into the 
local Service Centre and Mrs Bright is one o:f ii:;s most active 
members. She is on the House Colilllii ttee, :i.'uns the office 
of the club, &J'.J.d is in charge of all club 9 statistics 1

.. She 
also does tea duties and is one of the founder members of the 
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Drama Group~ She takes her office duties very- seriously 
and regards them. as work - and she is tns:p 1;:; daily.. She e.lso 
enjoys complaining mildly (and htL.ilorously) about the "odd ways 1 ~ 
of some of the members, but on the whole is s;ympathetic to "the 
adjustment problems o:f..· those members who a:r.'e al~::.o residents .. 
She emphasises how bus_y she is and then acl<:L3, n t:t:.o se who keep 
busy and active, remain vrnll 11

• She en~oys the Drama Group 
and consid.ers that it is 11 good for ciiscip~_:ine 2nd excellent 
for character building. We put on wigs, and for brief hours 
become yolli""lg again, and the realisation that vre can accoru.plish 
this, must boost the morale 11

• 

Social :q_~twq_;.:_k, actiy=h_ties 2i1d assosi,c::1.tion~,: Mrs Bx·ir.;ht 
has always been a 1 joinerrand an active 1 commit+::ee person 1 • 

Apart from her uwork 9 at the Service Centre, u.ntil six years 
ago she ·wc:i_s also an active t:illd life-long member of the St Jot.ill 
Ambulanc9 Society. She left St John vs because "vlhen I got 
to 68, crawling around on the floor got a bit too much"~ A 
born Anglican, she became Methodist ·when she married. Her 
husband was a Methodist local :preacher and they ware both very 
involved in the church. In 1966 she b2cams a Seventh Day 
Adventist and is very observar.1.c, dedicated i and. ac tive1y 
in.vol ved.. She has alwa;ys been on good terms ·with her 
neighbours, draws the :pension for one ~ eJ_cler-ly 1 couple and 
organised meals-on-wheels and a ciisabilit;y :peru=:iion /or 
another widower whose son lives in Germany. She writes to 
her daughter about once a month and sees the family once a 
year when they visit the Cape. She has many friends at the 
club but doesn~t invite them home. The focus of ::::.er life 
is the club and her religious activities, ·with housework still 
taking :much time but being of seconclary importance. Her 
income is small and her budgeting has to ·be done very car8fully 
so that she lir.o.ics her club involvements to those activities 
that cost nothing, except for the one organised bus t:cip that 
she allows herself each year. 

J:'frs Eright coulC.. easily be a fully in'cegratec1 member of the 

residence to which the service centre is attached. Her 

financial situation w·-=iuld be much the sr-une, but ~-:3he ·would he 

relieved of household. tasks and the .maintenance of the :property. 

Why doesn~t she choose this option? I:n her o-r,,,m words: r: I 

·would.n v t live there al though I go there so often ..... the daily 

·walk is good for me ....... this is my ho:m.e ... "o. ~it Q s mine end my 

husband a.rd I made it together ... ~ ... M.y religious life means a 

lot to me and theTe I e d be the odd-··man out~.". I might even be 

called a crank and a fan.a.tic o .. .,., ~it h:s.s no ap:poal for me. ~~.I 

don v t kn.ow how lo:r.i.g I can continue, but I wouJ..d like to be 

independent for 8.8 long as :possibleo 0 vol think iti s good for 

the self ..... ~ •• " 
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Al though their life-styles are so different and the slig:fii:;ly 

hunch-backed Mrs B:rig:O.t has achieved what Eriks01:. has called 
1 ego integrity' , she and 11rs Schultz manifest ce:ctain common 

traits. Both maintain staunchly independer:tt life-styles and 

wish to do so for as long as possible, and both show coping 

strategies consistent with their past behaviour and their 

middle-class values. Mrs Bright's ac.tive and 'engaged' 

life-style, her orier:!:cation ·to the present, her wide range of 

friends and interests would tend to confir:;n the activity 

theorists' position that increased vengagement' leads to 

increased life satisfaction. 

Case 3. Mr Brown is an 81 year old who lcioks much younger. 
He is 8.n amputee who entered an old-age home three and a half 
years ago because he needed daily professional nursing care~ 
and financia.l resources were limited. The Home was tb.e 
'no option' solution. He is mar~ied, brrt his· wife lives 
in the flat they shared before he entered th8 Home. 'J:hey 
have no chilclren. 

Adj ustm~nt to _ill:g~E_?.§.: Mr B:rown 1 s medical problems 
originate from a leg injur;y sustained. during active seryice in 
the fi~cst World War. I-Iowe-1le:r:', he had had. no problems UJ."'1.til 
shortly before retiring at the age of 73. Within four years 
he had undergone four opers.tions and. the fina.l amputation. 
The illness and the arn.putation were traumatic o His wife 
suffered a nervous bred<::<.iown a.::1d. althou.~h his physical adjustment 
was rapid~ he is still bitterly resentful of his situation and 
blames the army and the hospital for his plight .. 

Pa§_~. __ lif e-stxle: l)rior to retirement, Mr Brow.a. had 
enjoyed his ,job as a fancy-good.s saleso.o.n with the same firm 
for over L+O years, His wj_fe clid not work a:r1d they had ru._1 

acti v1-; social life" They both enjoy music and were me:mbers 
of the S A Association of Arts. They had both been active 

:' in many charity organisations and maint'.J_ined close t;j_es with 
h ..: ~ s-i'olJ"ngs (cr>·.o·t.tered ~,1-, ov·.0 r· 0 oui-l1 ~1 f .... -i0a· ). <:P1d tbe-ir .LS ~ . ""~"~. .~---~ ". o " J.-. -'---' O-J. - ..• -·· 

families. He usecl also to walk six miles a day. He 
did not enjoy retirement but increased. v1hat his wife eall;:; 
his vhigh-brow 1 activities and his charity 1;,;o:c1~·, to com:pensate .. 

;;\sls~stment to_ t1~e ~tit_2..t:L~2:£2:: the sudo.e:o.:ness and trauma 
of J.Vlr Bro1m 1 s situ~i..tion were very difficult for him. His 
wife :now has to wo..L'k and al though she visits hi.m regularly and 
frequently, their relationship is marred by frequent bickering. 
He strongly resents -being an invalid and al though he knows it 
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will TI(J"G oe possible, co:o.stautl;y nags his 1,·rif e and the st a.ff 
to be allowed to return home.. He j_s cLLsparaging a1Jout the 
other residents a.nd participates very little in the mRny 
activities offered.. He associates with only two or three 
of the other residents: 11 

.... some of the r)eo:pJ.e here are half 
crazy and most of them are uneducated •.• ~ .. the me,jori ty of 
people here ars from R.ussia and haven't developed a western 
European way of life, .... their r2arn1erisms are the sa.me now as 
they used to bee ... 0 I like to talk: to peop1e I can learn from .... II~ 

Mr Brown maintains a facade of independencA by dist2.llcing 

himself as much as possible from the other residents and the 

social facilities of the Home. He a:ppreciatc~s the formal 

aspects - the standard of nursing, the guo.lity of the food, 

and the services.. However, he will not use the library 

but prefers to badger old friends to visit him and bring him 

books, and generally focu.ses his attentions and energies on 
9 outside 1 activities: . . t +' h . . '~ 1... 11 visi s ~rom .is wiie, pu~ne ca s and 

p:ci vate activities such as rec;_ding and. listening. to the radio 

in his room~ His reluctance/refusal to integrat0 is his 

only means of adapting ••Ii th some measu:re of preserved self

esteem tJ what he sees a.s a thoI'oughly g misers.ble fate 1 • 

However, his past coping sty-le and his past interesti3 and. 

personal resources have :facilitated an ada}/ta.tion 1vh:Lch :is 

not apathetie resignation - so com.mon with 9 no optio:n' 

institutionalisation. 

Case 4. Mrs IJam1)ert is a 91 year old ''lidow ·who h:;i.s been 
resident in an old-age home for ten years. In -;~hiu group 
of case presentations she is the only one of the fou~ whose 
significant adjustments over the past "i5 years have 'been 
directly related to chronologica1-age-l:i.n~"-ed :frailty and 
illness - but then, she has been in the aged category for 
31 years. 

Her life history contains an ongoing series of adjustments 
to dislocating events, 1)eginning vrith her arri"',ral at the Cape 
II aS a YOUY!g Child., 0r:t8 Of a famil~y Of nine m 4 o" ~ T8fUf;e8S from 
the Boer War 11 ~ She had little formal ed.ucatiox:i. but held 
good jobs, first with a local newspaper, then at a Bloemfontein 
Co -1 -1 "'G'" ·l-h"n at: . .,, rnr,,-,..lS''Taa1 UI""J- ,-,.,,-r-s·i ~y ''1"'1,·1 ,., +•.l .• (,-n • .,,.,.., ··i -; l r, P;' :-~ _.__1.::;;. V' V l:; v G' .. J.~ CL:... 1. v _t. .J. .. _ JI.:.·-- -!.· v, '} 0 .. L..• ... .l c.-.J~ l.; ,.,...L O.J....\. . .1.....t..~- ... u .. -_,.):;)~) 

ret-lll'''>cd f:o t'··.t-18 CCl 18~8 ;::_!-.,.,8 l P.roL-:- ··v·.roI>!.< ·'"'t· ·1:;]·)8 c··,cpp nf 7\9 to --•............ .... .,, ---·- u e ,...,11_~. _1- ...... v v "'"'"" ~-:t. J . . .1., 0 ...• .......- . ./ 

marry~ Her husband was a :.cetired wido1,rer with two ms.rried. 
child.ren and several grandchildren. 
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'.rhey went to live and farm at George and_ 11:cs J;am.bert •:·J;ook to 
.farming like a duck to water ---------- I al1,rays liked to do 
things properJ.;y so I d.id courses :La :poult:r.y --·--·- learnt about 
the soil ------- <'J.ncl won prizes .for poul t.r-y cc.nd 1:)utterl! 4 At 
this time Mrs Lambert vras also re~~ponsi1Jle for the upbringing 
of her nephew who had been orphaned at ths age of seven. 

They fa.rmed happily for 23 years, but wb.e.n. Mr I1ambert became 
ill tbey' moved to a cottage at Great B:rak Hi ver·. The quiet, 
isolated_ life--style was a great adjustment for Nr-s I.ambert 
and after her husband. 1 s death tvw YE~ars ls.ter ( sl-ie was now 63), 
she settled his affairs and went off to jo::_n hE',.C brother ·who wo.s 
a govermnent representative :i.n Home.. Italy vv··8.B ll fun for a 
holiday and good t'o:r: recovery from my beree:vemer .. J.;, but too 
foreign to stay 11 

,, She lived vd.th a. ma1.·ried ·,;.rother in Ce::i.pe 
To·"'rn for a while 11 but that \vdsn it good for an;;rone" so mo\red 
into a hotel in the same subu:r:b. \tJl1en b.er :?.,:cthritis really 
began to trouble heI·, she decided. to nbe f}ensible 11 a.ncl moved 
into an old-Rge home in Bellville. At the age of 80, she 
decided to look for 11 more cent:rG.1 accommodation so I could 
dispense with the car 11

., 

Nrs Lambert ~'ias born :Lato the Dutch Hefo:rDLed Church but hacl 
nbecome Presoyterian when I rn.arried. Nr IJa:mbert .1 who ·was a 
Scotn u She ha.d a f:ciend v1l:i.o was· a nkeen Catholi(•. -- cu.id 
when she heard I w·as :Looking aro1rn.d. wit::Cout mu.Gh luck s!1<.~ 
brought me to see this ~lace· a.rid. sort of ~:=;ponsored me in.,~ .• 
I'm ver-v 1-181'.JT.)V ll""i'E' and r~-v··e ,[>A 0 "Ll 'J-Pr··v J.{.'r·u·o·:=il so- -Jr- ,·lr;r1~·c' "ha·vp. - ·u (·"..t:..!-tl ·--'---'..... _.J......... ... ... u .. ol..·--- ~ ... U.'-...- J..J.. ,..,, 

to ask anyone for any fa.vours,, .. ~.,.hut I 1 m getting- ·cirE:cl now 
and I don 1 t want; to become mo:ce of' a burde.n, .so I~ :m. hopi.ng to 
be called. soon~~••e 11 

;3ocial :network and cm::rent J::Lf e·-style: T1:r::1 I1a22ibsrt has 
al wa·:is-· m.t:J.d.Gf.'r{ends .,,[]iere-1iC.)r she--1.1as·· 1rv~ a:ncl h2-s maint<oti=i.ed 
her rn.a.ny friendshi1)s by cori'c:::;:pondenc e ovo.· the yea::_'s. TodaJl·· 
'""'ll1

. e l i ~rc1 "" a --··e-.-.,- qtii· e·t; 1-i ·fo ·r·~;i-,·'-1 Ctl] arl·<T s··i nr' ~ Q.i,.,8 hrir~ "" +·a 1 ] ,-, ·- -- , ,_,.-, < V ..J... ,j ... , --•· ~. "' 1-'"'-· [., _.. • .. . ,_y _; .. ~ "t;; ,_Le --·'-··'-'- <~ .. ~ • .J •.. 

about '18 .mor:iths ago$ She r::ad.:3 a li ttlo but wr try to 
preser.ve my eyes and never read by electric 1ight • .,,., .. ~I c1on 1 t 
do nE::;ed1ework an;ymore either~,,~ ~but I can sleep like the 
devil~ ••• n.. Bhe pays one of tb.e staff to do her. la.1xo.dry 
but makes her ovrn. bed "bi:::cause one must do scm.eth:.i.ng!!., .81.rn 
goes for a short -vmlk daily, weather permitting, 'but doe:.3 not 
1 •• v-atch television nbacause I must cross (to anotht-jr liui1cli:ng) 
in the wind at night" o She has a nu_r1il;E~r of ~ nut::-:d.de 1 

f .,.,• l ' 1 • .: .L. -h .,., · "1,::,-·l-.;-· b ··1- ,~1- .;. c. ''·-c _._.]-.,~- -~ 1QGT' .1.lenCS vHlO VlS.Ll.J (;..;.. regL1 <:.. . .I ,J U, .:::>J.18 _,_J:L.i.1.Sv ... , u .. 1.c:-..•.1 v-·,y 
n' ,,, ... -...... ( l '" h·. "ho.,... ·1.TY ~- ... ,,<=>nh"- ,-.'- 1;.: .. - c·r·s:-o T ·1··-,-.Vt· .t'none llI'ov snc ... _as .l ... ~,..L 0., .... 1 vG..L~.1:-·'-'·0.v) . .LH .•O .. ;,(~. -- C.UJ . .J. J 

feel like itisi tors .... q "at my age I 1 IE ent:itlecl to do o.;:,; I f ei..?:l ..... 11 ~ 
About th:-eee times a ~ea.r she i~-:: £'etc.heel. b;y the dnq~l-,te::::· c:f an 
old friend (deceased; to visit one of her few remaining peers 
in Stel le:cibosch. She h8.f3 01J..e e:~.osc friE"::::D.cl at the !:-Tome who 
···pops -·LJ.-... !~ (~lr:iJ'l·v fo~· a r•'.JJa+· .-.:i1··1c1 ·'1nec:· CY'!l":'; ... i 1 !'"'-,,..~,...~llPC'i T/)-r 1J8'[l --in •.. .._ • -· .. L•..<.. .. . v - . ..L .. ~ • . v "' . .... '-•- -· ·"-' >JJ.J ........ ~ .••• ·~ l..L\~. -· u -· •. - - . . ·'-

to T-TY'l ctl1e ,1,.:is·· ·bre!'.l·k-·P ... _:in·i- ·~1 .. ~ }-.,·~··ri ·r··"n'·( 1)111- ·'-·:ul.,...1-).•_, ·1··\<~,,.. ()+·}"'rj~(.' 
v;.U.o • Q -~-<::..~ ~c.;._ ••.. ..!..c.c.-:>L• .J-•·· .. .1c:. ..... • '-'-"-·"'l' l .... • 1,~ ~'':"'-::> ... .!...·-'· ... v .. "·"'··. 

meals in the d_in::..nz; :r.'C)OID., though she u.:::>e.s 8. -r,;r8.Lki:o.g BtJ..ck 011C1 
b.er steps are no lcng8r very sure.. He::c" :r·.:.>e.>rn if~ fu:t.1 of 
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photographs and mementoes of family and friendi:.1 and she J '.)Ves 
talking about them though she can no longer see the·m too clearly. 
She is very· conscious of family history and very proud. of' · 
family connections although she regrets family rifts that have 
occurred through differing political allegiance. She has 
one remaining brother in Rustenberg who visited her la.st year 
(he is the youngest) and he has invited her to spend some 
time with his family, but she's decided to "put it o.ff for a 
while 11

• 

Each of these four cases in its 01rm way highlights the great 

individual variation in adaptation to the a~ing :process through 

the life-cycle. However, whether the current adjustment is 

satisfying as in the cases of l"Irs Bright and r'.Lrs Lambert, 

limiting as in the case of l"Irs Schultz, o:c frustrating as in 

the case of Mr BrovmJ each indi vidtrn.l ha.s in some measure 

done a cost·-benef:Lt type appraisal in terms of the overridinz; 

value of independence e The sug~estion running tln·ough this 

chapter, that rP-sidence is a crucial dimen:si·:·n in the total 

configuration of the individualvs self-~nage, is supported by 

these four illustrations. Each of the four has had to 

evaluate the actual situation while continuing verbally to 

articulate the social value that it is best to be independent. 

For r·1rs Schultz this valuation has resu1 ted u1. her maii1taining 

her life-style of 21ast years because, i:::i her case, go:Jd 

heal th and adequate finance have allo-v·rnd. the benefits to 

continue to exceed the costs.. AgL1g itself has nnt demanded 

any particular adjustment other the.J1 the (for her) re1.a'Cively 

minor one of adjuE;ting to widowhood... Sine e her so<~ial world 

has always been ego-.. cent:ced by choic.s, she has no :particular 

difficulty in continuing this life~st;y-13 aJ..though there is some 

evidence that since her nusba:c1d 1 s cLsath s:1e har.; been seeking 

more contact hours with those in her :cer-Jtricted ntstwork, but 

she is limited in this by her o·wn coping style an.d the high 

val:ie she places on. self-sufficiency. 

Fur M.rs Bright, too, although the physical Dncl financial costs 

of maintaining an independent residence are ".''.uch greater than 
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for Yirs Schultz'J the be:o..efits still exceed the costs~ Her 

choice not to change is influenced not only by her.desire for 

independence, bu.t also in terms of her current residence 

corresponding to the factors described in the text. Hrs 

Lambert, who is old enough to be the mother of Nr;:i Schultz, 

perhaps best illustrates the process over timB: independent 

living is best, but when circumstances change, find the best: 

possible compromise using the criteria described earlier in 

this chapter9 And when dependency becomes inevitable, . 
as it must do if one lives long enough, find an optimum 

solution "while you can still decide for yourself",. 

1'1.r Brovm provides an extreme .example of the drastic adjustment 

necessary when circrnfl.stances dema:n.d that 'choices' be made for 

a.."1. individual by others. Age its elf is a factor here for 

had I"Ir Brown's leg been amputated v1hen he was young enough to 

be r,rorking and earning, institutionalised 1.i ving would not have 

been his only available option. 

Fi~ally, one other clear aspect emerges. In each of these 

cases, in common with the l'J.iddle--class generall;y, the individual 

is born into a two-geL.eration u_ni t, marrieE:t, and. creates another 

and formerly, with loweI' life expectru.1cy, died in one. It is 

this last component which has chsc-J.ppea.red with increased life

expectancy, a.nd for wb.icb. a substit<-Lte is sought when dependence 

is inevitableo However, k:.:.n arr:-; not always so conspicuously 

absent as in three of these four cases, and thi::-1 will be one 

of the aspects dealt with in the next chapter. 
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CHA.PTER FOUR 

THE INDEPENDENTS 

This chapter •.r..rill describe those old people in the study who 

live in the wider community in 'norma.l' housing (as defined 

in Chapter Three).. They are all middle-class and relatively 

affluent. The presentation will be a profile of 50 
informants and will include data on state of health, wealth, 

occupation, and the ::::-easons for choice of residence. 

As indicated in the Methodology in C'hapter One, the study began 
by d.rawing a sample from the voters' .roll of a particular 
constituency.. Or.~e the decision was taken to change the 

focus of the stud;y to institutions, I did not continue working 

through the sample, but continued visiting those 50 informants 

for whom I had complete questionnaire data~ The group of 
people described in this chapter does not, therefore, constitute 

a sample in any statistical sense., However, the d.escTifition 
has been retained in the study for a number of important 
reasons. Firstly, the area acts as a 1 feeder' are~ into 
the institutions to be discussed later. Secondly, since 
the study set out to invef:;tigate the process of aging for 
ordinary people in the aged category, a.I1d not only these seen 
as having problems, it vms felt th.2,t this G.escription would 

9..fford a valuable comparative categc•r;;r" Thirdly, a.rid perh.aps 

most importantly~ tG.e bulk of the published material about 
midcile-class, olci pP.ople in vnorma1~ housing was not collected 
using this kind cf methodology" . Ifost of this literatur·e 
is co:nce1:ned, at the m.acro--level, ·with. :p:coYi.d.ing a profile 
of t;he aged :po:pulati.oD. of any givsn country and utilises 
survey method.so Thu::::e stu.c1ies· that do use a :participant-
observation methodology- have tended to concentrate exclusively 
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on special settings for the agedo This study, though small 
in scope, attempts to comvare residential settings. 

A major theme of this study is the notion that independence is 
highly valued. In the context of this chapter~ the 
importance of projecting at least an image of i:nd.ependence 
will be shown. Since the aged share the dominant attitude 
of 9 old = dependency = bad 1 (as stated previc11Jr::ly), and since 
they are well aware of their increasing age, this chapter will 

show the ways in which they attempt to maximise s.n image of 
independence in thE"~ir everyday lives. Afte:c presentation 
and discussion of the o..bove factors (health, weB.l th, wo:rk, 

residence choice), data concerning social in:t;erac.tion patterns 
(with kin and non-kin) and other activity pci.tterns wi11 be 
presented .. These will be r3lated to the theoretical fr:.:1.m.c-

works presented in Chapter Two: activity, cli;:::enga.gement, persor·.Hl 
coping, and envirorni.ent,. 

A Profile of the GrouE 

All those in this group of 50 people over the age of 60 liqe 
in ¥normal 9 housing in a seaside residen.tL::l a.rea o:f C2,_pe 1I1ovm .. 

Some moved jnto the area after the age of 60, others have 
lived there much longero This will be discussed further 
in Section E below. All may be descrLbed as midrlle-class 
in terms of values and lif'e-styles, an.d eleven of them have 
professional qualifications. Ta.bls A shows the sex and 

age distribution and marital status of the group. 
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Table A represents heads of hou;3eholds, 1,r.ri th the exce:ptirn 

of three cases: one where the husband refused to be inter

viewed, a second where the informant's mother refused, and the 

third where the wife was the effective household head because 

the husband was.totally incapacitated. Although all tabled 
data in this chapter will refer to this group, unless other

wise indicated, most spouses and other members of the house
holds were also interviewed. 

In common with other inC.ustrial societies, Bou.th Africa has 
. . 1 

more females than males in the aged population • In 

addition, disparities in the SLITvival of the sexes are 

paralleled by disparities in their marital status (Jeffreys, 

·'1977 : ?; Riley and :8'oner, 1968 : 158-160). Although the 
group presented in Table; A does not constitute a representative 
sample, it is nevertheless striking to note the .:proportions 
of married and 1:Tidowed informants in relation to sex (married 

males 32%; married females LJ-%; widowed m.ales 12%; widowed· 
females 32%). l'forecver, single females ( w:i_clowed, nev'9r 
married, divorced) co11sti tu.te 50%') single males /14% .. 

B Health 

The occurrence of cdrtain chronic difJeases ~ i.mpairments and 
disabilities, increa.ses with age, although this increase 
begins -before old &ge.. It is the .~njc nature which 
is particularl;y character:Lstic of the aged category and which 

sets it apart from other age categories as regards health. 
In old age, disability is ::;_n_-,.rersely related to income, but 

this is true of all ages (Sweetser, '1975 : 102). The 
direction of causation, however: is uncerts.in~ T.he :Ouke 
Longitudinal Study (Palmore, 19?0) fow1d that i.n groups. ms.tched 
for age, sex and r::1.ce 11 fewer limi ta.tions on. physical functioning 

1 .. See alr:3o Droskie, "1977, for details of life--expectanc:;y for 
white, elderly males and females in Bouth Africa; Jefferys, 

Aq77 f B "t . B 1 1 AC7r7 f' 'h U 4 ~ 1,. , or ri ain; a..i.. , , ;F, , · or ·c .. e o J.~. -
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were present in persons of higher socio-economic sta.tus 11 (ibid. 

32). Riley and Foner ;ha>re noteci that t11e death rate of 

adults has usually been observed to rise as occupational status 

drops (Riley and Honer~ '1968 : 3'+-35, 21 ~·) ~ which suggests 

that socio-economic status is the cause and poor health the 
effect.· A greater number of longi tud.ir.i.al studies would 

have to be a.vailable for comparison before this observation 

could be considered more than a correlation .. 

The informai.J.ts i:n this study were given heal th r:::!.tings by the 

researcher on a five point scale: good, fair, poor, very poor, 

invalid. The health ratings were, irrespective of age, 

based on the degree to wbj_e;h the person 1 s state of heal th 

affected performance of everyday activities such as walking, 

dressing, household cb:n·es? shopping, etc.. .f. .. rating of 
1 goodi means that heal th doei:; not restrict the succ·esGful 

performance of such activities., ' wFai.ra indicate:'! occasional 

limitations and/ or the :cestriction of some ac ti vi ties. 9 Poor' 

indicates freque1rt l"estriction tt. .. D.d/or the limitation of many 

activities.. vvery poorv means that health is t::.ie primary 

consideration in the undertaking of any of these activitiesa 
9 Invalid 1 describes those informants whose physical capacit;,r 

is so severely restricted that full-time _;1ursi:ng and technical 

aids are required. The results are tahied overleaf: 
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The three people descri11ed. as invalids D-<lVf-:; su.f.f ered strokes 

and all have .full-time p:cofessional nu.rsing care at· home. 

Mr King, 70, is unable to do anything for himself, but is 

able to walk with the support of his nurse and a stick. 

His speech is quite severely impaired and although he is still 

able to make himself understood, this frustrates him terribly .. 
He suffered the stroke when he was 68 and his life was 

irreversibly changed overnight, as were the lives of his 

family. Mrs Cool, 68, was considerably J..ess seyerely stricken. 

Her speech is norm<il, she is mentally alert, and a.l thou.gh she 

can walk with support, prefers to use a 1:.;rheel-chair for greater 

speed and efficiency of movement. :Mrs Chr::<.rles has been ill 
for some ;years and spends most of her time in bed~ She is 

listless and often c0nfused, with occasional, but irregular, 
periods of lucidity. All three cases will be ref e~red to 
again later in various contexts. 

Of the whole group, !+0% rate 1 good i heal th, whereas 60% range 

from 'fair' to 8 inva1.id'. Yet, almost 50% of those ra.ted 

il'. 'good' heal th are 70 ;years and older. While it would 
be inappropriate to generalise from this group, some consistency 
with the findings of others does appear. 

Although there is a generalised tendency for health to decline 
with increasing age (qgoodv health ~s described here fits a 

particular criterion and is not intended to imply that heal~;h 

h8.S not declined from previous levels) nevertheless, the whole 
range of ratings may be found wi.thi.i:l eB.ch age-grade. That 
is to say, chrr_'nologL3al age J25-::r se is not a sufficient indicator 
of health status. nAs a consequence of numerous societal 
and pathological c:i.reu1nstax1ces, wide di.scI'epancies between 
chronological and p~1.ysiologica.l. age are not at all "t..1Jlcommona 
Chronological age, t:fierefore, is· ·tJut a faeade ~ it ca."1lllot be 

relied upon as an accurate indicator of :pb:rs:J.ological aging" 

(Hendricks and Hendi:icks, 1977 : 99)., 

A more detailed presentation of the· financial 2..nd edueational 
statuses of the informar1ts will "be given in the next section. 
For the :purposes of this section, in tl:e attempt to relate 
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these factors to health, this group may be divided into three 

financial statuf.3 categories and three educational categories. 

The tr...ree financial status categories are: a) affluent 

(irrespective of source of income) - that is, an adeq_uate or 
more than adequate material standard of living according to 

informants' ovm evaluations; . b) budgeting - a financial state 

which requires esta.blishing priori ties for s1)ending and which 

demands considerable care in the allocation of funds. People 

in this category may have to forego entertainment and similar 

luxuries frequently or even totally, but with careful reckoning 

generally manage to afford essential goods and services; 

c) battling - a financial state for which budgeting is an 

inadequate strategy. People in this category frequently 
have to forego everi c-;ssential goods and services in order to 
survive independently.. Borne examples are: eating fewer 

meals, managing without .bot water to save on ele.ctr:ici ty 

bill.s, walking to save bus fares. These financial measures 

often contribute sigiiifica.ntly to heal th deterioration. l'he 

three educational status catego:ries are: a) 12 or more years 

of formal education; b) 8-10 years; c) 7 or fewer years. 
CChe following tables show each of tll.e three .financial 

categories relative to educatioD.al level and health rating: 
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In terms of Table C (i), 64% of the whole group (32 individuals) 

are affluent. Within the affluent sub-group, 53% are in 

'good' health, whereas only 11% of those in Table C (ii) and 

22% of those in Table C (iii) are in 'good' health. This 

may suggest a reliationship between health and financial status, 
although the numbers are too small for any generalisations to 

be drawn. 

Of the 22 people who have 12 or more years of schooling, 19 
are in ;fair' health or "better, but the group is too small 

·to allow of any further interpretation of the educational 

data. The educational details have nevertheless been 
retained in the table since one objective of this chapter 

is to provide a full descriptive ,:profile of the group. 

Older people rate their health as generally good or excellent 

less often than do younger ~eople, 'but again, after allowing 

for actual heal th status, a better self-:-rati:LLg of heal th is 

associated with higher socio-economic status (Sweetser, '1975 
102). This association. is true for this group and is 
important in that how people evaluate their own health affects 

activity patterns, morale and life satisfacticn. Shanas 

suggests that "old people :Ln the U:r1ited States, more than old 

people in Europe, seem to feel that to adm~t illness or 
incapacity is somehow psychnlogically wrong 1 (Shanas et al., 
1968 : 46). This is closely associated with indi7idualistic 
values of independence and ·is frequently expressed in the notion 
of 1 standing on one 1 s ovm two feet 9 literally and metaphorically. 
For this group it was found that apart from tli.e association 
between a better self-raci:ng of health and. higher socio-
economic status noted above, people were perfectly willing to 
discuss specific heal th :problems but would 2.lw2.ys add assurances 
that whatever the problem, they could nevertheJ.ess cope. 
The assurances of coping 1rrnre almost always related in some way 
to household chores - in other words, to the ability to maintain 
independent residence. It mus·t be. remembered that 18 of 
the group are married and hence have at least-one other person 
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to help with choreso In addition, as is common for white 

South Africans, most households employ a full-·time or part-· 

time domestic servant. 

the case. 

C Financial Status -----

In only 5 hollsehold.s was this not 

Adequate data about income were the most difficult to o"btain, 

for most informant;:; vrere m1willi:r:i.g to disclose specific figures, 

with the result that final judgment ar)out adequacy of income 

had to be based on information f:rom indirect questions. 

Many informants were quite willing tQ discuss monthly expenditure 

and most were willing to indicate the source of income.. Since 

all informants were interview8d more than oIJ.ce in their own 

homes, and since many of' the questic:i.s were concerned with 

lif8-style, it was possible to as:::rnss standard of livi:ng -

albeit somewhat crud.aly. However, one complicating factor 

in the absence of actual figures is the problem of relative 

nc-:;ions of sufficiency.. For exa.mple: 

Mr Turner, owing to ill-health, was fo:rced to retire at 
61+ years of age" His wife had never ·worked, and they were 
both unwilling for her to do so,. He considers his :per..sion 
inadequate, yet he has sufficient capital assets to be ineligibl(; 
:;:or the state old-age pension. He o~rms his house, bond free~ 
He drives a car, has a telephone and a teJ. evisi..on set, em.ploys 
a gardener onco a month, and has do:':'lestic help once a fortrd.ght o 

His home is well furnished a..:1d he has no debts e His daughter 
is financially independent, and. although she lives oversec:.s 
ru~d does not contribute, his son lives at home c.i.nd does 
contribute :part of h:l.s earnings. M.r '.J.lu.J:>nET knows his income 
is more than ad.equate for his needs - he has do11e the C<::ilcula.ticm.f3 
many time.s. 1°3ut ha feels dependent on llis vrif e and son. 
Although he cau drive~ he has respiratory prob1ems and cannot 
walk much, and tl:.is adds to his feelings of dependency ancl 
resentment, so that he views his reduced inccme as quite 
insufficient and his final misfortu:ne. In his mrm wo:i:~ds: 
"too old and sick t0 work, too· young to die - and what do we 
live on meanwhil1:?.?n .. 

Mr Price, on the other hand, is 67 years old 2JJ.d has drawn 
a disabili t;y pensio·,.;. since the age of 49 when he -vras forced to 
retire through ill-11eal..th. He and his ~'rife both clrs.w state 
old-age pensions anJ. tb.ese three f.:;u..m.:3 constitute their sole 
income. They have no children anc1 live in a d.cirk, bm-.roorued, 
pre-war flat. Their pleasures are reading the week-end 
newsps.:pers, listening to the radio, walking their d.og, and 
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watching the activity on the main road from their ba.lcony ~ He 
says: uwe manage. I don 1 t ovrn anyone anything and I 1 m not 
asking anyone for anything. As long as we have enough for 
the rent and food. and to get to the hospital once in two months, 
';.Te' re all right". His only worry is that if he dies before 
his wife she will have to manage on one pension. However, 
he told the social worker: 11 We haven't been a nuisance, always 
nagging you for things -·- you'll look after the old girl when 
rvm gone, won~t you? --- perhaps get her a place in one of your 
homes----" o 

The problem of subjectivity in assessing adequate income was 
dealt with by comparing informants' material situation with 

their stated expectatioL.:3 and ambitions in tl.1.iG respect, and 
by comparing their present material situation with their past. 

Having owned a car in the pa.st, for instance" and not owning 
one now, was not counted as a material loss if the informant 
was no longer able to drive or no longer wisb..ed. to do so 

because of failing heal~h$ 

Financial status :Ln the first instance~ then~ was rated 
according to the above-mentioned categorisation of those who 

were coping or affluent (irrespecti"i/8 of the source oJ i:.:.come) 

i.e., those whose present &aterial life-style was largely the 
v.ray they wished it to be and was for the most part consistent 

with past material life-style, even if had ex-ot-.n'ieneed 
• .L 

a drop in income. 6L~% of the group 1rrnre in this category? 
which is probably consistent wj_tb. the kno;,11.n :r-elat:Lve affluence 

of ths residential area under consideration .. 

The second category in tbis consideration "'W8.f3 eomposed of the 

'18% w1:10 i1ad to budget very carefully in orch~r to cope wi t:O. a 

reduced income an.d yet maintai:-:1 the sta.o.clard of living they 
For some pu)p:!..s in this grout), standards had had. 

to be compromised but a toleJ.'able level (from their own :point 

of view) was still maintained. Two of the nine in this 
category were themselves still wonnng a11d fou::: hacl ·wo:i::ki:e.g 

d · '" 1-· 1 · +1 e· 'h i~eho.lds Q-r,_l_·y. t 1 ·10 of an COI.l.'CI'lOU\.lllg pc~0};·-8 :J_J'.J. vJ.1 ~lI • Ot io -- . ,, ,..,. v 

this group had '12 or more years of schoclin~~ and one of these, 

a 70 ;/ear old wid.ow, still wox·ks part-time, thnugh Iwt at her 
old l)I.'Of ession.. The fi""le widovrs and one divorcee i.n tf.lis 
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category have had to budget carefully for m<:tny years, that is, 

this financia.1 circmnstance is not a fLmetj_on of old age, but 

rather of their marital status. Th.rc~e of the Nomen were 

wid.owed while they still had dependent chi.ldren at home. 

The third group in this categorisation '3orG:prised 9 people who 

have to struggle to make ends meet and who have had to adjust 

to being without many of the goods, pleastu:·eE.~ 

to which they had. previously been accustom8d. 

services 

In two cases 

this was owing to early forced retirement throu[;~1 ill-heal th 

and the resultant meagre pensj_on. Three cases were women 

with professional qualifications who had not made adequate 

provision and vrho were disadvc..:o:taged h;y their ages at the 

time contributory pension schemes were introduced into their 

respective vmrk situations. 

irregularly ::i.nd 

full-time .. 

Two of the nine still work 
, '71 d 7r· agea 1 + an o, are emp1oyed 
'·. 

Two of the cases in this last category are partj.cularly 

interesting, as they highlight the relationship be~·vvee:n 

financial. status a...n.d morale, and also relate to attitudes 

towards independence. 

Dr Daly, 78, marr:LE;cl vrith two childr::;.n, h::..s been a general 
practitioner in private practice for many years. His wife had 
never worked. They had liv3d a modest, ~ut comfortable; life 
but Dr Daly had one passion: horse-racing. Over tho years 
he s~'J.andered most o:f his savings on the race course and 
continued to do so even after he retired from his practice. 
To supplement b.is income afte:c retirement, he worked part-time 
at a hospital, and his wife went out to work for the first 
time since their marriage. Eventually, owing to declining 
health, he had to retire from that too, so that now t~eir 
income derives from. a small pension, meagre savi:,j_gf.\ and his 
wifevs salary as a saleslady in a department storen He was 
one of 7 children and. has 5 surviving siblings to whom he is 
very close and ·who a.re '"realthy ~ They in fa.ct suppltm1ent 
his inc.ome on a regular basis -·· including indulging his passion 
for horse-racing -· but ·both givers and reesi ver regard the 
contributions as gi.ft.s, al though both lrn.o'.iV that without them, 
he and his wife wot:ild have to enter a:n old~ age home. Dr· Daly's 
morale is generally low and his health is poor. llis social 
network does not extend ·beyond kin ru1d he iJ1ames himself 
quite bitterly for not hailing been more c::areful of money in t:he 
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past. He is still a-ble, hmrnver, to assert inde:penclenc e and. 
some power in a nu .. rnhe:c of ways, which 2.llows him some degree 
of self-respect. He is the oldest male of the siblings and_ 
they consult him frequently on nany aspects of their lives. 
He is respected and loved by his children ru"ld says with a ·wry 
smile: "at least it~s not for what they can get out of ms--- 11

• 

He still lives in the house in which his children were reared 
and so with some extra scrimping and some timely 1 gifts' he 
can play host to his married daughter, her husband and their 
children when they come on holiday once a year, with fair 
dignity. Until very recently he still maintained interest 
in his profession and visited the medical library quite frsquently 
In this manner, he is able to project a..11 outward image of 
independence~ but his morale is lowest when he spea~ks o:f ·who_t 
11 could and should h:J:ve been our gold.en years 11

, and it is then 
that he says he despises himself o 

Hr Light, 64, also had a close~lrn.it famj_ly, c::;:".lcl was the 
second of 6 children. of whom only 1+ s 1_lrvi ve. He nevor 
married <:u"ld lived 1vi {h his 88 year old rnotht>r. He was able 
to retire at a.bout 40 owing to the most successful sa1e of the 
family business, and neve:r.~worked again. lie took exto.nded 
annual overseas holidays a:ad enjoyed giving generous isifts to 
all the members of his family. 'When in Cape 'Iovm he 1i ved 
simply, but ab-mys ellj oyed 11 only the he st~ Gverything of the 
best". He had one financial disaster on the ::'.:1onclon utock 
ma:::'ket as a yot:mg maE and hs..d bPen very caucious -but successful 
·-1J·-1--b hi"s l

0 Il''·estme"'·1-,-. e·v""r CJ.I'f"'P, Ho 1·reve·r n;.,..., 0 momE>~·+- (')"f ..,. .. v ·-'- ·- v ' -"'· \J 0 ., e. ,:.) - ~v ~ ~ - v - ' ~...... o.. ."-!- -.1 • .l v -

madness - could only have been senili ty11 he lost ever:; thine; in 
a second 11 flirtation with the market 11

• His siblinr;s rallied. 
and supported him and their mother - essentially so that the 
mother would never kn'.)W ~ In ar.1. atten_; _ _pt to retain :-:;ome 
IT'.easure of independe:nc e, he looked for work <:md. was fortunate 
enough to find employmente At the time of fieldwork, he was 
ill and struggling to maintain t:r1e ,job. I maintained-
eontact after the study ·wafJ com.pletodo Hir3 mother di :::d shortly 
afterwardsc - He went to Jo:-_.an:rrnsburg ir.i_ search of a better 
job, contracted pneu.moni~l, and 1:ms brought back to Cape ~fovm..o 
He was so ill that his family put him in an old--age home on the 
grounds that he needed professional ea.re, -IJu.t ·vJhen he recovere~t 
somevrhat, and realised that he wa3 to reill;c1.in there; he ·was a 
broken mai."1.. His Oilly re.sources were his past memori8S but 
though he ·would. begin reminiscing happily he would encl up -
oi-t:;ter and depre;::~;ed., He alv:ays expreB~3ed grat;j_tude to his 
family, saying that they had no choice, but he had nothing left 
to live for, and died socn1 afterwards, 

In both these cases the men were ineapabJe of adjusting and 

adapting to drastically cb.anged finci.neial status s 'I1he 

people ¥.rho could anu ci"' d give them fi.nc:i_ncial . s 1J _ _pport we:r·o the 

very people who cou.lcl fi88 right . thrqugh ar._;v facade of' 

.-



independence they might project. 

The above anal;ysis of s_ffluence, budgeting and battling was 

originally devised in order to relate .financial status to 

health a.."'1.d morale. However, if we co:nsider the group 

in terms of financial self--sufficiency, a rather different 

picture emerges. Of this group, 41 people are self-

sufficient; 24 are self-sufficient and afflue~t (in terms 

of the above definition); a.nd '16 are self--sLlff::.cient but not 
affluent, i.e. they are either.budgeting or battling. 

One 68 year old ma.n would belong to this second category 

if he lived alone (self-sufficient but not affluent), but 

he lives with his mar:L'iecl son a.n.d therefore has none of the 

usual basic expenses of rent, food, electricity and water. 

This man, together with two of the '16 in the se-~ond. category, 

were included in Table C (i) as affluent becamrn tlu:d.r fa:ci.i.ilies 

supply various 1 pe:cks' which, though irregular and i:uformo.1, · 

justified so classifyins them in that context. 

Nine people in the group are not self-sufficient at all, yet 5 
of these ha.ve an affluent life style and wer(:; also :Lneluded. 

in that category in Table C (i). Three of the five have 

never applied for state pensions, .al thoGgb they ·would be 

eligible," but are fully support eel by their cb.i1ciren; 8.11 

of whom consi.der tl1is their :prc~r)er f:i.lic.1 ch;:t;y, can afford 

and consider that applying for a Bte:t:\?- l)enrc>ion on behalf of 

their paI'ents woulcJ. re.fJ..e~t l)adly on them.~ 
. . --~---

Orce cf the three, 
I'l:cs Prine e, lives •1rith her son an<l his .family and ·works in hi::-; 

·busines.s o She drmvs a sala.ry? whic.11 she agrees to d.o noJJ_l;y-

for tax purposes 11 but insists on hand:i.JJ_g it over in full to her 

GOD.o She made thiE a co:r.::.d.ition o:f her living w:i.th them, and 

since all desire thi.s lb.ring arrangement, :Lt is a most successful 

modus -~r!;L-"Yl_.9-i. ~i'i.ccording to :her son, altlwu.gh she works 

purely for enjoymsn+-; ~ she is one of his m0st va.1ued employees. 

· 
1I1bis arrangement then. allows her full ind0pendenc.~ a.11cL complete 

security, leading to exceptionally high· .r_uorale~ 1:Fhe two 
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who have old age pensions applied for... these as a matter of . 
principle - they consider it their right as citizens - but 

are fully supported in a..~ affluent life-style by their kin. 

The four remaining informants are neither self-sufficient 

nor affluent. Mi ... Price (see p 67) has his pension as his 
sole source of income. Mrs Smith's husband has a pension, 
but if it were not for small bu"!! regular contributions from 
their two sons, they would simply not manage. Mrs Brand 
lives with her 65 year old spinster daughter and they survive 

on the daughter's pension, with occasional assistance from 
her. married son.. Mr IJight (see p 70) accepts the very 

minimum needed for survival from his siblings. 

This discussion shows the tremendous range of financifll coping 

strategies even i.n this relatively c..ffluent mid~le--class group, 
an~ it must be noted that even in the affluent group of 24, 
seven are widows who never worked after marria~e and whose 

good fortune is the result of 17-areful planaing and investment 

by their late hu.sbands and, in some cases, late fathers. 

D RETIRE:MENT 

Income security in old age is clearly related to the retirement 
arid pension policy of any country, as well as to pre-retirement 
income levels. Where eligibility for a state pension is 
dependent on a :means ·~est, as is the case in South Africa, 
an:J. not on age alQne, income during old age is clearly related 
to past earnings. As .Atchley ( '1972) expressed it: "The idea 
that the right to c..:rrent income without current employment 
must be earned is relat:ed to the- !:act that retirement is 
reserved for only older.workers". 

Retirement is a pher.omenon of modern industrial society. Other 

socio-economic systems, as ind..tcated in previous chapters, have 
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had varying nu.ribers of older people, but .none has ever had 

the nu..ntber or proportion .of aged present in the industrialised_ 

societies of today,. More importantly however, older people 

in tl:i.ose societies, with close-k!li t kinship systems, almost 

all·rays had defined aJJ.d valued social role:::;~ even if they no 

longer contributed directly to economic production. 

At the present ti.me, the proportion of the at;ed. :Ln the 
international work force is d.eclining, al:thougl1 there is some 

evidenee that more older people, :particularly women, are 

beginning to seek work as inflation rates erode -Che value of 

fixed income (Sheppard, 1976). .A1thoug.h state pension 

:pla..-vis in Britain and .America have shown some succ.ess in 

abolishing poverty (Bal.l, '1976; Jefferys, 19'76), income 
security for most people is not de.fined. in subc:~r>tence terms. 

For most people .security means l-iaving an income .which makes it 

possible for the indi1.rid.ual to mai.:d.ta.in a levrc'l of living 

near that attained w11ile ·worki11.gu 

In South Africa in ·1975, approximately 140 000 whi i:;es reeei ved 

old age pensions (Droskie, op cit., 1977).. In the same 

report it is estimated that, compared with 4970, the value 

of the Rand is about L.J-5 cents, and this rrieans that the olci. 

age pension of R?2, 00 per month ( '1977) for vrhi tes is worth 

only R3'1~00, co:'.l.parecl with tlJ..0 r2nsion of Hj5, 00 pa5.d b;y the.· 

The state views social pensions only as a 

supportive aid :paici to :poor ps.o:p:Le to aug111.~nt thei:c income, 

but it has been found that ·i1vi th no c;)m.pulsory pension. schemes, 

national or ~9J.:'i va.te ~ ver-:/ .few old people h3_ve had the oppoJ'.:'tw1:Lt;y 

to save for retiremen.t.. Also, although })ensL.)D.>3 scl1.err::.es are 

rn.ore c.om.mon J."::.iw, -rrer-y few employers had offered pension schemes 

to this gens:r:-ation of' a.gsdo The cld age pension was R79,00 
per month as at October /1977 an.d· will inc:;::3ase to R88,00 per 

month from October 1978. There is so~e indication that 

the state :Ls aware of need and of the effects of inflation. 
This :Ls further borne out by the fact that ex:pend.iture on old 
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age pensioners rose threefold from 1967 to '1977. This is 

partly accounted for -b~y the increase in the nu.::nbers of eligible 

aged, but it also reflects raised pensions. 

As indicated in the previous section, the group of aged in 

·i normal v housing in this study is, relat:i vely affluent and 

this is partly the result of a relatively high proportion 

of the group (or the husbands. of the widows) having been self

employed: 23 of the 50$ 

In this section, retirement J_s discussed with greater emphasis 

on the part work or retirement plays i:n enhancing informa..-rits 1 

feelings of independence and secur·ity and, therefore, life-

satisfact;ion. M~m and women will be discussed. Ee:parately 

and age grades are relevant here. 

TAB.LE D: PRESENT EMPLOY11ENT PROFILE FOR 23_11A:LEB 

Afse- -1 Self-employed 
grades I Full 1 Pai:t-
Years T. . T"me ime l ·' 

I 

60-64 2 'I 
---· 1 -
65-69 
70-7L~ 
_,,_ 

75-'79 
---
~ ::~:J 80-84 

-·· 
85-89 

90+ 
-1-

-- Emplo,y~a =-~[-. -. -1~---··" 
Part jrrregularly .Rei:;J_red I TOT.A.Ii 
Time 

1

. ?u~~/Part ,, . l 
"J.lffie I 

. ·---·-"'-------·~t------tt---·---· 
. I 1 . I !l 3 

1 -t·---~----·--_ [ 517-

l t ··- ---+--
__ · J_ -+-· .. 2 .!._ .. :~-

- ---+----..l--6-J~ 
_I ____ .:. -·-·-·-·_L_2_ __ JL~--.. 

I I 1 JI 1 
·---~- - ___ ._,J, ____ ~---·- ------... 

~~ 

.. 

. 

-·-· ·----·~.-- ... ·--·-___ L_. __ .. ____ .i...,~-··---·-
Of the fou.r self-em.ployed, one is a 71 year old. high school 

teacher who first ratired from gove;r.,nL1ent school teaching at 

the age of 55 .. He then taught at r-.. _private school u.n.til 
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b.e was 67 and then retired because of ill-health. Si:rv~e 

recovering, he has been teaching p:civa.tely for the past three 

years. lie does not need the money but both enjoys the 

contact with young people and says it makes him feel good 

to know he can still provide a valued service for which 

people are prepared to pay. 

One of this group is Mr Rose, an 82 year old businessman. 

He and his wife bo·ch work in the f2.mily business and, although 

he can afford to reti:r·e, he enjoys working artd wishes to 

continue "as long as possible 11
• His health is failing 

but he says: 11 I would die much sooner if I stopped working 11 
.. 

Many people, men particu1arly, often co:o.tinue working if at 

all possible, whether they enjoy it or not, i-'imply because 

they (:;nvisage complete} y empty lives if they stop .. I1r Hose 

is unusual in this regard because he has many a.I1:d. varied non

business interests an.d. is ar-:.ti vely ·involved in many associations 

and charity orgar.i.isati.ons. He says:"When you're active, you 

feel alive ancl young - but when you're working you also feel 

independe::.:.t and that, at rr,_y age, makes you proud". Some 

years ago his sons persuaded him to retire and he took thei:c 

advice and was out of the business for t·wo yeCJ..rs. In that 

period he bought a new house, rencva.ted. it, esta1')lished. the 

garden and then "got bored11 and went right back to work. 

The two remaining :men in this category are both in t!le youngest 

age grade and are ·::ioth pref essi.onal. Both are in good 

health a1J.d both intend. working for as long as possible .. 

.Neither has made any preparation for old age, exc;ept in 

terms of finar1ce; and be.1th avoid discuss:i.::m of perhaps having 

to retire trirough some unforeseen circwnstance., The 

doctor expressed his attitudes this way: 
11 Compulsory retirement is probably necessQ_ry for 
industry and other occupations highly clepende:o.t 
on developments in technology. On the other 
hand, in my practice I have treated mari.y people 
for what I call the ~post-retirement b.Lue_s u. An 
experienced general practitioner, if he l0ves his 
work a.s I clo, alway:.:.; has a positive contribution 
to make.. I am awa.re, though, that experience 



is not enongh, and I spend. about four hours 
a week in the Neclical Library keeping up to 
dat:e. I also subscribe to a nurriber of' 
professional journals~ I shalJ. only retire 
in one of two eircurnstances: either if I can 
no longer work satisfactorily or if my children 
live all over the place and I need the freedom 
to visit them to remain friends with my grand
cb.ildren11. 

·7,·-0 

The one person in full time employment is a 68 year old 

invoice clerk/packaging ma:n2.ge:r. He has no pension, will 

not be eligible for one in terms of the mea:is test and is 

afraid of losing his job. His health is poor but he both 

needs to and wa11ts to work. He is a man with few personal 
resources and according to his wife, spends his annual leave 

im1Jatiently waiting to get back to work. He is a very 
conscientious and relia.ole worker but is we.11 awa:L'e that his 
employers could employ a much you .. uger man to do .his work at a 

lower salary.· He would l.Lke to viork for &[3 long 2.s possible, 

but has calculat·;:;d that, if f'orc.ed to retire, either through 

ill-health or by decision of his employers, at the age Gf 70, 
he would probably be able to cope financially. His wife, 

59, has always worked C-oy cb.oice, as we11 as need) and she 
will have a small pen:o1ion, small because she bad her 01:m 

business for 25 ;]"ears ar:td. joined a peru;ion :3cheme only at 4-8 .. 
I'Ir Gold spends a lot of time calculating and recalculating 
his future fina.nci2,l needs and. does not feel secure. Des:pi te 
his married children 9 s assura:nees of any assistance .iJ.e may 

need, he has always enjoyed the fact that in the past they 
have been able to call on him for aid, ancl he very deeply 
wishes to retain independence. 

The two people who work irregularly clo so for entirely 
different reasons. One is I"lr Light, desc:!'ibf~d above, who 
needs to work, for money and for. his own self·-csteemu His 
security is in .fac c guar::mteed by his kin, but he does not 
se~ it that way. He has had great diffj_r· ulty finding worko 
Al though crrly 61+, his heal th is poor, he ha.u. n.yt worked for 
many years and has no fo:r:mal qualifications .. The other 
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man, Mr Ruby, retired at 55 in order "to live a little i·Jhile I 
vms still young and heal thy enough to enjoy it. I worked 

very hard all my life from the age of ·16 a..."'1.d never really had 

time for pleasure 11
.. He and his wife travelled extensively 

for five years and then he decided that at that rate of 
expenditure he might outlive his capital.. Now he lives 

more modestly, seldom travels and occasionally 'helps out' 
in the businesses of friends and acquaintances 11 at my 

convenience ru.J.d on:i._y if I have the inclination".. He clearly 

enjoys this ru.J.d. says with pride "to be asked to work a 15 hour 

day at 68 I see as a compliment". 

The 16 retired 1)eople reflect the notion that financial status 

and health in old age are closely tied to prc--retirement 

occup2.tional status (8't·~2etser, op cit. : 102), but also reflect . . 
the variation in attitudes to retirement. Riley and Foner 

show that higher status occapations exhibit relatively high 

rates of e:mployment for men in later life (Riley a.rid F.'oner, 

1968 : 450-1) bu~ this depends on many factors some of wbich 

will emerge in the cases b8low. 

Seven of the 16 had been self-employed ~d on0 had first been 

self-employed and then employed. However? of the eight 
who retired at the age of 65 or below, only two were self-
emplo~ed. Four of the eight are satisfied that they ret~.red 
then, although this was a result of the firm 11 s policy rather 
than by personal c::.ioiceo A:nc:ither man sold his business at 
55 for health reasons, but retained control of several properties 
and claims that this continues to give him business interests 
although he does not actua.l.ly work. T·r,-;ro were forced to 
retire eaI'ly for heal th reasons and are un..h.appy w:L th the 
situationo One of these is battling, ano. the other is 
Mr Turner, referred to in Section C above, who is in the 
budgeting category but has very low mor~le closely associated 
with his retired status. In every conversation he relates 

anecdotes from his past work situation - a.necdotes which 
usuall;y include reference to his owil competence and ef:fic.ienc3r.,. 



The eighth man is Dr Daly, refe:cred to in Section C, who 

retired from private :practice at 60, v-rorked full time at 

hospital until he was 65, and irregularly from 65 to 70. 
He is now 78 and deeply regrets not being able to work, 
which he still feels competent to do, and also chafes at 
the financial loss. 

Of the eight remainir1g retired people only one had. been an 

employee. · He retired at 68 because of company policy 

and considers this 11 a g:.ceat pity"o He feels that he was 

put into a :position of "waiting to die, a.lthough I'm not 
ready for that yet 11

m He meets his colleagues as often as 
:possible and still occasionally pops into the offj_ce for a 

chat.. ·He is aware that he should seek ne~'f interests and 
activities, but says that nothing is as exciting as the 

business world. He is now 78 and fortunately for him 

many more of his colleagues have retired in the :past few 

years and have maintained their relationships 1-"si th him. 

1.rhree men, one of whom retired at 66 and two at 68, are 

satisfied with their decisions. They felt they had worked 
long enough and had earned tb.ei:r leisure. Mr King, the 

invalid referred. to in Section B, was forced to retire at 68. 

He is quite unable ever to vmrk again, and is frustrated and 
unhappy. Because of his health he is very dependent, buc 
his mind is still very active and as he says "I know I'm useless, 
can v t even speak :p:r.~o:perly, but m~y- mind is bored and angry in 
this vegetable bodyn .. One 86 ;year old retired. at ?O because 
"the children insisted", but now he says he w::;.s foolish to 
listen to them nbecause I still had ten (;;;cod years 1eft". 
Howe-1,rer, he has a few close friends, visits the synagogue 
daily, and does not mincl "being financiall;y d.e:p,;::ndent on his 
ch~_ld.ren 11 as long as they let me live :m.y ow"'TI. 1 -i_f e my way · 
which they do". Another 76 year old sold his "business a.t 
70 a:cid still retains some property inte:cest0 o Howev·er, 
h.e feels he sold too soon: 11 Iifow I ~3pend my 2.ifA mostly with 
old :people and there really are too ma.ny women araund ....... " .. 
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Finally, the 90 year old retired at 77 11 becau.se I vms ti .,..,ed. 

I 9 d worked very hard and it was enough11
.. He plays bowls 

four or five times a week and 11 rests in betweenr'. He is 

quite satisfied with his life and grateful to be well enough 

to enjoy his children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren: 

nI j m healthier than some of my 01vn. children who retired much 

younger than I did and I'm sure there's some connection ...... 11 
.. 

Some of the men heip their wives with domestic chores such as 

shopping, but none can 1e said to manage his household 

independently of female domestic help. It was the opinion 

of many of the social workers interviewed that older single 

men often choose to live in hotels (even if they ca.LJ. afford 

domestic service) because it rel:ie-ves them of" domestic chores, 

i-·Jhereas ·women tend to cnoof3e hotels mo.re for the social aspect .. 

The social workers also suggested that single mE?n a:cc often 

ad.mi tted to institutions, i~respecti ve of age; or financial 

status, 11 because they ca.n ~ t cope domestiee..lly o o .... it's self

induced malnutrition .... 11 

For women the situation is somewhat different. I\'Ian;y had 

never worked outside the home ~-3ince marriage eu"".ld even those 

who had~ u.nless living in hotels, remai.;.l housewives snd hence 

not fully retired. In South Africa, however, maJ1;y, if 

not IIlO 3t J white midt.1..18-·Glass households em:ploy d.OfileStic 

servants, so that the role of house·v';rife is less ph;y-s:.:..cally 

taxing than in man:; ... other 0ountries ~ 
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Note: 1$ The 27th female in the group is an invs.lid wb.o has 
never worked outside ti.Le home and who is not 
responsible for the organisation of her household .. 
The other female invalid has been recorded as 
e housewife vii th help~ because she organises the 
housework, draws up the ,shopping lists and generally 
super.vises 8.:D.d is directly concerned with the running 
of the household. 

2. Four of the seven vmmeri recorded in the emr)loy<:;d 
categories are ::tlso housewi.vcs (with or without 
domestic help). 

Johnson, 63, had to retire from teo.ching., She missei:3 

her work and for the first year th:Jught that being a fall-time 

house1 . ..;if e with no hel}) and being involved in many acti vi.ties 

anrl organisations would be satis.f~y·ing .. However, she soon 

discovered that her :pension was simply ·inadeqt..1.ate, and., al though 

she still pursues mdny of her interests, she also has a job 

selling household eq_ui:;?ment at private q home parties! • She 

fells unfairly treated by the Dep8.:rt~nent Q:f Education and 

regrets not having ·;llanned more carefully for her retirement, 

and not· having troubleri to find out ·what her :pension would be .. 

As she expresses it: 11 0f course itvs !:!.ice to be independent-· 
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but only if you~ re c.omfortable. Quite hone;stly, as a 

divorced mother, JGve worked jolly hard all my life and I 1d 

willingly be dependent on someone else - only I haven't 

found_ anyone willing to have me". 

Miss Baker, 74-, worked a.11 her life~ although she i.n.herited 

a substantial amount of mone:'! and does not need to. However, 

she enjoys working and. says it provides her only opportunity 

to meet young people.. At 67 she askecl her employer if he 

would keep her on part-time and the arrangement suits them both 

very ivell. She would like to work for as long as possible 

because, she says "when you 9 re working, you've no time for 
aches and pains". 

Mrs Woods, 73, is also a retired teacher. She retj_red. at 

60 and then taught at a private school for 8 yearso She 

spe:i-1t one year at home 11 doing all the granny things but mor.,;tly 

feeling lonely, much older, and useless".. BtLe is now 

employed in the school's li bra.r;y on a part-time basis and says: 
11 1 feel quite rejuvenated - younger than when I left. All 

my friends are here, I love the children and I know I 9 m doing 

a useful job which reiieves the lib:r:-ari2J1 a little. The most 

important thing though is that my children can stop worrying 

about me and. trying to organise my life, and they needn 1 t feel 

guilty if they don't see me so ofteu. No, truly, I hope 

they carry me out of here ·- .straight to the grave" .. 

J:Jiss Blake is a 71 year old retired school teacher.' who lives 

in an hotel.. She h8.d to retire at 60, did regular :cel.ief 

i,;ec.'tching until she was about 67 and now works irregularly at 

whatever job she can find l)ec2,use she need;:, t.he money o Her 

attitude: "You 0 11 n(:ver catch me in an old age home a lot 
of old fogeys making ec.~~h other miserable., _ I keep up my 

contacts and so far I• ve foui1d some:t;~1ing that pays a little 

whenever I've needec~ i t 11
., Miss Blake could have had a. job 

as a paid compan.ion. l)u+: pref erred to live independently and 

• 
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not be so tied to ar:io'ther person o She says, however, that 

if such an o:Qportu.nity were offered again, she would gladly 

take it -because at 71 it is difficult to find any kind of 

work. 

Of the '17 housev1ives in. the group, tvrnlve had not ·vmrked 

outside the home since marriage$ Eight of the twelve wish 

to remain independeni; housewives and avoided discussion of 

possibly not being able to remain so forever .. FoLLc of these 

women had already consiL,_ered some other foI'm o:f residence in 

order to be relieved of rrn.m.ing a home bt.A.t all said they would 

actually make such a move only if they felt physically unable 

to continue with their present arrangements .. 

to be w a burden 2 to children.· 

None wished 

Mrs Schmidt, 78, retired at 65 when her husband sold their 

businesso He has since died and ~;;he lives with a wj_dowed 

sister, is fina:c.cially comfortable and has mc.-my ho.bbies whic.h 

she says are he_' fu.11 time occu~pationo 1''.I:es Bright, <'lescribed. 

in Chapter Three, retired 3.t 65 and felt that tb.a.t was too 

early but has kept herself very busy since with many activitieso 

Miss Osborne, 72, retired. at 57 through illne.:Js and although 

she has to budget very carefully, says she is not sorry: "I 

live a very q_u:Let life - I meditate a lot and I have learned 
a lot since I retir3d. l"Iy job was not stimulating and I 

wasn 1 t sorry to leave" I ro.a_nage well enougb. '- :r: don 1 t 

thir.J<.: work is all ·i;here is to life~ n ... \\ 

.Mrs Joyce, 68, was widowed at 63. At· 66 sl1e sold the f a:mily 

·business she had worked in all her marrisd life and. is ve:r:;/ 

happy.. Bhe is not very well -t:mt she ha.s many friends and. 

enjoys socialising with them frequently. She is relatively 

affluent-, and after a life time of work and nu:rsing a h1.rnl'D.nd 

who 1i·ms in a.nd out of hospital foJ: 25 years, feeL-o she has 

earned her leisure: "I vmrked jolly hard and while ! 1 m :not 

complaining a·bout a.:nything in the past, it j. s nice to have time 

for one~ s self. I e IO. careful with my diet a.nd I rest every 
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da;y, 1)ut; it~ s lovely to see fr:-i.ends and have tea parties as 

often as I like 11
• 

Mrs English, 86, lives ina hotel and retired at 40. She 

was vfidowed rather young and although her hus·band' s life 

insurance was adequate, she decided tr.> ·work to support her 

children until they finished school: "They say 'life begins at 

L~oe so I retired then and did ·what I liked. I travelled 

extensively - I 1 ve been right round the world - and 20 years 

got used up just like that!" She gave up her flat at 60 

and moved into a hotel: nit gave me more time to play bridge 

and to see my grandchildren". At 68 her son--:i.n-law asked 

if she would help him in a new business and she v1crked until 

82. She sa;y-s: n1 could have gone on, but one must be 

realistic ..... I used. to go in and help when my daughte:r and 

son-in-law went on holiday, but my €Jrandson does that now .... o 

anc: I su:vDose that's the way it should be.. I still t:r.avel 

overseas one e a yeaI·, but it takes me longer to prepare for 

it and even longer to recover t:'ian it used co. That and 

bridge and visiting the kids a::ce m;y main occupations now end 

I 9 m grateful to have been spared J.ong enough to see th:cee 

grandchildren marriecl and one great-grs_nd.child on the way 11 
.. 

Each individual in this middle-class group has worked out hiE/ 

her own :pattern of coping. It i.3 this responsibil::..ty for 

the self that has enabled th9se people to see themf:el ves at 

least in some degree, as independent, even irhen in some cases 

they are dependent on others for financial assistance or other 

forms of aid because (if failing heal th. All but one female 

invalid strive t0 project an image of independence in inter

action with others and all relate this close1,y- to notions of 

self-respect. Tb.e c0verwhelming impres.sion conveyed is 

that no matter wh<:rt fo-r:m or degres of independence is ma.intainedi 

heal th and weal th emerge as crucial in thi:..; self-imc:,ge a.11d are 

closely linked to a key symbol of independence -· remaining 

gainfully, or at leP.(3t usefully? occupied. 



E R-SSIDENCE 

Chapter Three identified residence as an important variable 

in the lives of old people. It is an important element 

in their self-image because it is seen as one visible criterion 

of independence.. It is important for their projected image 

and it is import::.mt as a component of lif e--satisfaction. 

Type of housing, loc:::..lity and proximity to amenities, peers 

and kin were all seen as significant factors in choosing 

residence, given the avrC:.i.reness of a need to 11ove and/or given 

the nee essary financial ability a.nd heal th to do so. 

S:b.anas et al. (1968) have sho-vm that in Britain, the United 

States and Denmark, the overwhel:rning major:i. t;~r of elderly 

couplP.s 1.i ve alone - 6f5%~ 79% and 82% respectively, and 

~3ignificantl;y more of the single elderly live a~one rather 

than with child.ren, other r3lati ves or non-relatives~ Thet')e 

figures are expl::iined h;y the shift to nuclear family households 

in industrial society. The cultural value is that ir.depende:r.1t 

nuclear families are 1 nor:rr...al 3 and 9 hea1.thy 1 • This does not 

necessarily mean that relatives, especially children, are not 

im1x>rtant. It simply means that the residei.1tial preference 

is to live 1 nee.r, ·but not with 1 .. I'a.lmore ( 1975) found 

t.h.at in Japan, by contra.st, the overwhGlming majority of 

elderly lived with (;heir cb.ild.ren - 79% of elderly couples 

m1.d 83% of elderly single,, He exrla.ined this in terms of 

trad.i ti on: "The ,Jarmri.ese ·cradi ti on of filial responsibility 

and respect for the aged seems to be the main force maintaining 

integration of the aged in their families des:!)i te the 

· d - · - 11 (107n(_r:: •• 5""7>) • counterforces of in ·usti:-ia1isatJ_on ; _,, Japan is 

a relatively new industrial nation, and. Palmore explains the 

comparativel;y high labour force 1)articipat:i0n ~c·ate for men 

(55% Japan, 32% U S A, 28% Britain, 38% DeP...mar~:) again in 

terms of tradi tioJJ.: Ii One tradi tiono. (iii>). o that every able 

person should ·work c:u:; much and as long as p.)ssible" ('1975 : 55) 
The other tradition is that of seniority 8..JJd. r.qspect for the 



aged which a:p:pe2.rs to prevent discrimination in employment 

such as is .fou.ud in the other ind.ustrialised countries ( 1975 
56). 

In South Africa, a survey of the National Bureau for 

Educational and Social Research ('1960) shovved that 6'7,6% 

of white aged live alone in the co:rn.mLm.i.ty ~ 21, 6% li-ire with 

children, 5,L.1-% live with relatives or friends, a.nd 5,1+% live 

in old age homes. This l.ast figure has now increased to 

approximately 7%1 • 

Table F shows household composition and the die.cussion which 

follows will emphasise duration of residence, reo.sons for 

choice, and the relevance of the factors described abo1re,, 

'1. I 1 . .vas u:nable to find a more rec.ent or a more d.etailec.l 
breakdovrn of these figures~ 

~. 
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The two men aged 60···6ll- ·who live . -'-, 
WJ. t.,ll a 

nr7 0 

spouse also have 

an u:ru:n.arried cbild a.t home.. In one of these household.s 

the man's 90 year old father-in-law f3hare:..::; the household .. 

One of the couples in the age-grade 65-69 2.lso has an 

u.umarried son at home, but this is not sim.ply because he has 

not yet left home~ but because the father is a very ill man 

a:ad the wife cannot drive a car and is afraid to be alone 

in case the father should suddenly need to be rushed to 

hospital (as has b.appened on a number of oc.c.asions) B Another 
couple in the 65-69 group has a married son and :nis wife a.nd 

infant son living with them, as well as a lodge:r.>.. When 

both their children had left home, they let a room for the 

extra income~ Their son, who is still a student, a:nd 

daughter-in-1<::..w lived independently for "'18 months, bnt oJ~ce 

their child was born and they could not cope f:i.:::1ancially, 

they moved back hom.e and the lodger f3ta..ye<1 on as. the extra 

income was needed even more. 

It will "be noted. from the table that whereas five women live 

completely alone, there is no such ca.tegory for me.a. This 

would support the social workers q coruments a.bout men 9 s domestic 

coping abilities, reported earliero It will also 'be noted 

that a nuJJlber of categories on the ta'ble could form part o:f 

the 67, 6% reported in the .snrvey cited above as 1
' living alone 

in the co:mrmmi ty1
i • 

It may cause some surprise, in the South A~rican context, that 

living alone and living ·with a domestic servant a::re prese:u.ted 

as separate categories, since domestic servants usuall~f have 

separate living quarte:c~1 from their employers, sat apart and 

use separate aJD.enitieso Hovrnver, it was found tb.e.t in a 

num-ber of households this was not the case and. in some 

hotu:oeholds, even if the servci.r.1t had an ou.tside :room, sbe was 

frequently regarded as a member of the household - a cornpaxlion 

of the elderly persono 
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We shall now turn to the subject of cha.uges of residence in 

old age.. In the group, 24 people had not changed residence 

in old age, and ten of these were widowed while living in the 

same residence (one man and nine women). Of the ten, six 
were self-sufficient and affluent, all these had 'good' or 
0 fair' heal th, and fi "J-e employed full-time domestic seI·v~ts. 

Of the remaining four, one had taken in a lodger after the 

death of her spouse, and two had unmarried children living at 
home. Eight of the remaining "14- who had not changed 

residence in old age, h&J no desire to do so at the time of 

fit=.ldwork, al though two sa.id they were planning to do so 1-;hen 

and if their unmarried children left home9 One, while 
not changing residence, had nevertheless changed the composition 

of the household by having a full--tim.e, li1;--e--in nurse after 
he suffered a stroke. The couple wh<~se married son and 

· family were living with them had already' reserv~d places in 

a residential h0tel for the month ~fter their son's graduation 

and plam'.).ed to sell their houseo The four remaining informants 

in this sub-category all wished to change residence but ~ould 
not afford to do so. 

Twenty-six people had changed ;residence in olC. age. Seven 

of these had char"ged only once - · sither at retirement or 

because of the dea·l;h of a spouse., Tb.irtee:n had changed 
tv:ice - the first mvve usually being at retirement or when the 

last child left home and the second after the death cf a spouse .. 
These kinds of movo, often from a residence of many years 
standing, l1ighlight the v crisis~ nature of the13e points in the 
life-cycle: :retirement, death of a ~>po nae, the last child 
leaving home. 

Three of these cases were rather different. fiTLI' and .Mrs 

Ruby sold their house when he retired and moveC. into a twu 
roomed luxur;y fl;;-:.t which they considered adequate for their 
needs.. Neither of their children live i2: Ca:pe Tovm and 
when their grandchildren came on holiday, they could not be 
accommodated,. I1r & I1r·s Ruby decided that that ;-1aD foolish 
and :w.oved into a much bigger flat so that they could see as 
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much. of th~i:r grandchildren as :possible when the latter visit 

Cape Tm·m. 

Mrs Short moved resid.e:nce for the first time after the death 

of her husband.. Some years later, when her daughter 
divorced, they wanted to be nearer each other, but did not 

wish to live together. They took two flats in the same 

building and as the daughter had to work, Mrs Sho:.ct was able 

to care for her grandsono 

Y.Lr Townsend's first move took place after the death of hi.s 

spouseo When he re-married, he and his wife moved to a 
larger flato 

Interestingly, the six informants who changed residen°-e 
three or more times in old age all lJ.ave some degr·ee of 

financial difficulty and were categorised earlier as 
either battli:ng or 'budgeting. Miss Osborne had moved 

twice in her home to-wn and her ~resent ::i.'esidence ·w2.s her 
sc8ond in Cape Town.. She says that tbL::; was ~J.1so her last 
move as she has now found a flat with a view she e:njoys at a 
price she can just afford. Mrs Carrpl has moved five times: 
into a flat after her husbandPs death; with a married daughter 

when the flat was lonely; into a part-institution when she 
felt "in the way" in her daughter 9 s home; into a secoL.d flat 
beeause her room was too hot and she "didnit like the peo:ple 11

; 

and finally into a I'esidential hotel, but ;3he is looking 
for aiJ.other hotel "with better bridge pJ..ayersll. 1'1is~1 Newton 
moved twice to economise and the third time into her mother 0 s 
fl~t to share with her spinster sister after the mother 9 s 
death. Mrs English, 86, first moved in old age into an 
hotel "in order to have more time", although she b.ad alread;y 
moved rather extensiveJy. In· the 26 years since her first 
move in old age, she ·has changed residence fi v·e times: "I need 
a change e-v·ery now cind then - itv s stimulo.ting, ke8ps you 
young - you meet ne-'ltr people each time - and since I only live 
in hotels, it vs not as though I have to i)ack lots o.f fu:c:c.i.ture 
each time". 
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I1.iss Blake moved for the first time when she retired.. She 

shared a flat with a retired friend to try to rationalise.her 

reduced income. However, she "couldn't bear the lack 

of privacy11 and moved into a bachelor flat on her own. When 

she turned 70 she decided that to keep house for one vms an 

unnecessary waste of energy and was rather lonely anyway, 

so she moved into an hotel. She is not very :b.a:ppy there 

and calls it a 11 sei:;dy joint 11
, ·but she has nqt been able to 

find anything more suitable at the same price$ 

' 
Mrs Johnson decided to chan.ge her life completely when sh~ 
retired and moved into a part-institution with an attached 

·service Centre, thinking that since all the facilities were 

close by, she would save on travGlling and e11tertairnnent.. · 

She wc.s 60 years old ar.iJ the youngest (and ver;/ energetic) 

resident.. She soon decided that she had made a.n error 

and 11 wasn it read;;r for an old age ho.me 11 and. moved in ·with he:;'..' 

sister and brothc:r-in-lawo However, she found their l.i.fe 

style too 11 formal and smart 11 and rented a flat near her .w.ar:r:i.ed 

daughter.. She took the cheapest flat she could find but 

the rents were raised and. she has had to find work in order 

to cope financiallyo 

The emphasis on apa-c-tment accommodation in the above 

descri1)tio11 is partly as a result of the art.~a of study, but is 

also a reflection~ especially on tb.e part of singJ.e people, 

of the ·wish to avoid isolatio:u. 1'1ost of the informants 

felt there was greater safety ina.u apartment block since one 

could always call a neighbour or the j sni tor ~-f in trou.ble .. 

Some informants also colli.:.D.e11tecl that the::::e was a greater chance 

that one woulcl be missed if not ~men for a few days~ 

'.11he above descriptive sections all show the ma11ipnJ.a.tions 

anc.l the strategies old people use in their attempts to remain 

independent members of their society in ij no;"mal a housing .. 

The illustrations also show the variety and dec;ree of the 

constraints relevant to the aged which operate i.n \·rn.st;ern, 



ur1Ja.n society. One additional factor emerges very clearly .. 

While no age category or age grade in society is necessa:c-ily 

homogeneous in any other respect, this is even more evident; 

for the aged. With a lifetime of unique experiences behind 

them, cld people manif(.3St the very widest range of needs, 

expectations, :preferences and living patterns. The 

im:plic.e.tions of this heterogeneity for the policy makers 

who :p:c-ovide social services for the aged, is the need for 

:policies to be flexible enough and services broad e:nough to 

enable the elderly tc select only the assistanc.e they desire, 

feeling as though the choice is theirs to make~ 

F SOCI.AL J:IBTWORKS AND ACTIVITY PATTERNS 

By rJ.brrnrvi::::ig and participatin@; in the lives of these 50 
informant.s ~ it was possible -to gauge some m0asure of thei.r 

degree of social interaction with kin aJJ.d non-kin, peers and 

other generations and to assess how time is utilised~ 35 
of the informants kept diaries over a th:cee-week period wb.ich 

gave some indication of the range of re].ationshipf::'l, the 

frequency of i:r..teraction and the kinds of activities :most 

commonly undertaken. However, no formal network analy:3is 

was carried out .. 

It soon became very clear, when attempting to make ,sen.se of 

this data in terms of life-satisfaction and qsuc.cessful 9 aging, 

that two variacles harl_ to be taken into account over and 

ab'.::ive heal th, weal th and tJie constraints of the envi~cor:unent. 

These are individual interaction c.nd activity :patterns o.f the 

past, and the interaction and activity rates that satisfy 

different individualB.. It is· simply no use applying 

quantitative data, such as the nmn.ber of v.i.sits, club 

mem"oershi:ps or outi:1.g, etc u ~ tb.at any individual h9.s ~1 to the 

qualitative concepts at life satisfaction or :personal well

being.. For ru.1y investigation to ·imply that Mrs Joyce who 

attends a tea-party with several friends every afternoon, is 
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any more or less happy than Miss Osborne, who spends most 
of her time in solitary meditation, would be to distort the 
facts of the matter. 

There are, however, some relationships that are more diffuse 
and enduring than others, and in western urban society kinship 

and affinal relationships are the example of these par 

excellence (Schneider, 1968). 

Only five people iil the whole of this group did not rate 
relationships with children, siblings or affines (excluding 

spouses) of prime importance. It is worth noting these 

exceptions in some detail: three of the five are childless,. 

three have no liviP.g siblings. The two who have child.-ren, 
have one child each - one living in the Orallge Free State and 

the other in England. The two who have sibl:~ngs never 
inii::iate contact with them and are·indifferent when contact 

is made. Of couI·..3e, one cannot have relationships with 
non-existent relatives, but what: is intGresting is that four 
of these five people are the least socially active and the 

unhappiest of the entire group. Moreover, through taking 

life histories it became clear that none. of the four had had 
good relationships with their O"IA'TI. parents or siblings while 
they were alive. It would seem that socialisation within 
the family has implications for widor relationships OLltside 
of it, and these implications extend through adulthood and 
into old age. 

Seven other pecple in this group were child.less too, but four 
of these lived with siblings and on.e with his mother. All 
informants (other than the four 'unhappiest') said their kin 
would be the first the:r would call o:n in time of need and many 
did during the course nf fieldworlr., with 'help' ranging from 
providing a lift to a concert, to consul ta"'.;icn about a guest 
list, to borrowing rioney. Of this groLi.p, 85% (excluding the 
4 and exclud_ing those who live with children) had seen, spoken 
to or received letters from their children within the ten days 
before the interYiew; 96% within t·wo weeks.. This pattern 
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was more or less consistent ·throughout the fieldwork period. 

Of those without chLLd.1:en., and excluding ·i.:;hose living with 

kin, 75% had seen, spoken to or received letters from kin 

during the fortnight· ririor to the :Lnterview ~ The women 

were more active at initiating a..11.d kee:pint.~ up contact - the 

men terided to await visits and phone call;3 and 1vould then 

respond$ Of the 22 informants who lived with neither 

spouse :nor kj_n, nine had daily eontact vrith k:inD 

What was noticeable, however, was the relativeJ.;y limited 

contact with grandchilcl:cen, compared. with chilcLcen and other 

kin. This seems to be a function of o. .nw.nber of factors: 

proximity, age of the graD.dch .. i.ldren, health of tl1e grandparent( s) i 

the atmosphere of the gra.~dparents 9 home - forbidding or 

permissive -f the grandchildreni s extra-c.ur·ricL~~ar activities, 

and perhaps ill.Ost important of all, the preJ,:>EJ..recL-viess of the 

parent to co-ordinate visits to grandparent vii th tho schedule 

of the grandchildren. J:'.Ian;y- informants 9 explained 'I that 

their cbildren, particularly daughters and daughters-in-law 3 

cam.e to see them "in the mornings, while the children a:ce at 

school and out of the way" o SchooJ..-goi.ng childreD. CIJJ.d. 

particularly those of the relatively affl.uent middle~class in 
South Africa, have a great number. of aftcr-·sch0ol organised 

activities and if granclparents do not live within walking 

distance a.ncl parents do n.ot plan carefully, there is no time 

to see them. It was quite clear ·that tb.ose four informants 

who had gra.ndchiJ.dren living close 1)y or f0r whom grand.parents~ 

home was on the school route, not only saw their grandchildren 

more frequently, but had a much closer relationship with them 

than with their other gradnchildren~ This appl::..es to the'· 

four three-generation hov.sehold.s in thE: group too .. 

Al.l those i1.1 the group with children in Ca:r;:1e T01:\ln see them. 

regularly at week-ends. In some cases °S]Jj.s is a regularised 

routine, with the older person spending the week-end or the 

da.y with the child and family o:c, in a few case::o, going to a 

cliff erent child each week-- end,, In two cases, where the 

older people live in houses, their children and gr<:-1 . .nd.clJ_il.dren 



all spend .Sm1day with them once a .f ortnig!'.:l_t. 

special occasions, such as religious holidays, 

most part celebrated with kin. 

BiI'thda:-s and 

are also f9r the 

In relation to non-kin interaction! the group varied very 

greatlyo Fourteen people have work relationships at 

least some of the time, but for only four of these people 

do these relationships have a :persona1 8.11.d positive character .. 

Three of the women among these four admit that their work 

is more than merely a jc,bo Two of them <lo not need the 

money at all but they enjoy the social COD.tact and the 

knowledge that they are being 1 useful 1 
o '.I'he third says 

that the money is import2.nt but the social contact is more 

important , and that her friends, after hoi::rc, are drawn from 

the wo3:k situation .. One woman who returned to work solely 

for economic reasons has found that she enjo;ys t.he people she 

meets a..."ld now bas the time ·'to follo'VJ up o.nd develop interesting 

relationships in a way she was not able to do when teaching 

full-time. l"'ir Ruby does not need the r::ioney he ear-ns 3.t 

his irregular jobB, but enjoys being in the work milieu 

occasionally, and in fact his occasional jobs are based on 

friendship ties and not the other way round. 

Four people in the group do not bave any fri.end.s,. In the 

case of Dr Daly, th~s is compensated for by his extended 

kinship network. In the case of Mr Light it is hi.s reaction 

to his ne-V'T economic circWii.3ta:ncesQ He delibe.rately broke 

off contacts with fr-iends because he says he feels a.sh8llled 

at having 0 disgraced~ himself and he "can't fe.ce them o:r their 

sympathy11
.. I'1rs Schul -t;z, described in cletail in Chapter 

Three, has restricted her social interaction to infr·equent and 

irregular visits to one neighbour, an.d Mr :?1·.i..cs and h:is wife 
c:··oend "'11 ·t11e1·r +-i'me· ·t;ocre~-be·r .,,-ri.-1 l·1a,re i·1c1 f·ri· er"1"' Tl1R'T see u .L .J. ... ~. -· v. . 0 LI . - l.JJ.J..l.,...._ ---~ - . ...... • _ ... ..,.A.~J 0 -~ Jt} .,., ~ 

kin perhaps twice 8. year - visi tf; always initiated. by the kin -· 

and Mr Price sa;ys: nwe don 9 t need anybody - -,.ve hav<:; each 

other. I used to see my frienC.s from the rece-course 

occasionally, but that was a long time ago. We just· get along 

a...."1.d mind our ow.a. business -· friends only use up money anyway ......... " .. 
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Everybody else in the group Jias some frie:c.ds and u:nless these 

are associations born of .so~e specific activity, such as bowls, 

bridge, or other club mem.1)e:rship, these friendsbips are 

expressed in visiting, telephoning 8.D.d 1:mlking together. 

Ifost of this interaction takes place for most people during 

the d_ay o All the informa..."Ylts say that they d_o not like 

going out at night because "it's not safe". Some do go out 

at night occasionally, when they havs arranged lifts, but 11 I 

don 1 t want to ask and be a nuisance" is an oft--repeated refrain. 

Those who have cars prefer not to drive at .nighJ:-,. 

Television has been welcomed by most informants precisely 

because it fills the evenjngs. All those who live in hotels 

watch television in the public lom1ges and this is a.:a. add.ed 

o:pportuni ty for social interccurse.. Eight 2:ieople clo not 

have televieion sets - four because they cannot· a£'ford them 

and one because "I am just not interested".. Throe people 

categorised a.s battling have television sets which they 

receiveci as gifts from kin. 

Most people see at least one friend. on average once a w·e13k, 

·but several :people lead very busy social lives. 1'1.rs BJ.1o:r-t;? 

a widow, neither of whose children lives in Cape To1JJ11, sa;:rs:. 
11 During the week Iv m vc-:ry busy, but the vv-eak-ends can get very 

For most: people t:'°'.e week-end. is .farn.iJ;y time and I 

don' 1; like to "be o. fifth wheel ... So I use the week-ends for 

chores and writing letters a.n.d I just stay at home. quietly 

LL"Ylless something speeial comes up 11
• 

In general, the women are more active than the Een unless the 

latter ha.ve specific hobbies" Mr Ir::o..::-1.cs, 90, plays bmvls 

four of five times a weeko Nr Jones is interesteu in. 

electronie;s and has a room set aside for all his equipment, 

and Mr Gooding ·works for a nu.mber of wel.fare orga.uis2.tions., 

The other retired men do very little, but with varying degrees 

of dj_ssatisfaction. Mr Cooper says: "I spend. most days very 

quietly. I listen -Co the radio and read 2_nd go for ·walks 

occasionally -· particularly when my v;ife has her friends in to 
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tea. It!s quiet, but orderly. I like routine,. I 

have my meals at J~'eguls.r times and the days pass 11
.. I"Ir 

Cooper's quiet daily routine is similar to that of many of the 

other informants, but for most, whether they are active or not, 

their current activity pattern is consistent with what it was 

before old age. 

Although retirement from employi~ent necessarily means less 

regular activity, the social interaction patterns of retired 

people are also cori.sistent. 'I1hose who had many friendr:3 

and interests still do, and those who had few, still ha.ve 

few. The one outstanding exception in this group is I'lr 

King) the invalid described 2.bove. He. had. alw&.ys planned 

to work for as lone; h..S possible. He was an aggressive man, 

full of energy, and sat on a number of committees, an0 enjoyed 

nothing more tha.n a good argument 11 &.bout anythi:t1:g~ as long as 

he vron - even if _that was just because he shouted louder 

than anyone else", a~cording to his wife.. They entertained 

frequently, often went to the c:i nema and. co:o.ceI'ts, and took 

at least two holidays a year.. All tbat has changed E~ince 

he suffered the stroke~ He has a full--time ~1urse who takes 

him for walks along tbe street once or ~wice a day, reads to 

him and -bears the brunt of his bad temper.. His wi:fe too 

has suffered as a result .. She lives on 11 vaJ.ium11 and says: 
11 The worst thing is tb.at his tempero..ment has:u' t char1gc:.d~ 

He 1 d. like to be as ·bossy aud aggres:::d.ve as he used to, but he 

can 9 t. He can 1 t even get the woJ:>ds out fast enough or 
loud enough when he wants to complain o:r shout.. It's very 
hard for hire., ci..1t it~ s very hard for me too". T1:JO of their 

Ghi.ldren live over.seas and the third in Johannes.burg. Th('3 

la.st has visited, with his family, on o. number of occasions 
since the father's ~lliiess, essentially to relieve his mother. 
:rlr King will not go anywhere, do0s not v1a..'1t visitors, ruJ.d 

fusses badly if his wife goes anywhe~ce excupt shog:ping~ His 

illness and persona~ i ty have u.tterl;y eh8.ne;ed her life too o 

In this chapter I have tried to show the range of adaptations 

in the aging process. The life histories show that people 
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who bad high activity levels and high satisfaction maintain this, 

and those who had low act.ivity levels and .low se.tisfaction 

do not change markedly in old age. High activity and low 

satisfaction is rare, but .low activity and high satisfaction 

is not unco:rnmon. This J.ast ·fact must be rem.;:nrrbered. 

Satisfaction is, after all 
' 

a subjective evalu2.tion by the 

actor and if it is achieved through. a low a.ct:i·v"i t;y level, this 

is nevertheless positive. Very often ~~ the literature 

and in conversatio.D. ·with social workers c1.l.i .. d. eve.n with informants' 

kin, negG.ti ve judgments a.re made ci.bout :pear.Jes ri prem.uned 

satisfaction simply by observing their ac:. tivi. t-;5r levels. 

Personal coping strategies developed. through a l:'..f e time are 

not modified radically, D.nd although circ1Jiastances might have 

changed, people who have had el{:perience in ada1:r:·;_ing and who 

have always "been resourceful, continue to be r:io e.nd are the 

most an.xious to maintain independence a2:1d minimise .:ailure .. 

Those in hob3ls l1ave recognised their limitations in some areas, 

but this is not nec.essa.ri.ly related. to age. Ln the words 

of Mr Weber: "If, God forbid, m;y wife had died when I was 

younger, I would still have gone into a hotel.. Iv m not 

interested in all the bits and pieces wom-:m liJ:e to ha.ve a:cou:nd. 

them and I couldnqt be bothered with shopping or organising 

a maid, Thi2 is convenient and leaves me free"., All those 

in hC>tels stressed. the convenience aspect aud were aJ.l careful 

to emphasise that this form of residence was of t:beir own 

choosingo 

In fact everyone in this· group~ a:o.d man;y of thei:c a:::>sociates 

met during fieldwork, emphasised that independent living was 

what they wanted and. anything else would. be a ~no opt:i.on 1 

al ternati v~ o Seve.ral informants visit other old :peorilB 

in old. age homes and. always express pity for them or desc:cibe 

quali·tJies about those people which [·mggest their helplessness .. 

:Many of the informants seemed to assu.mG tnat all :re~3idents 

of old age homes are very old and/ o:r ill. Se~,/e1.'.'Jl comment 2d 

disparagingly abou_t the kin of inrna t:es they knew Q The 



opinion expressed was that with a little less t selfisbJ.iess 1 

on the part of those kin, they could have :prevented such a 
1 fate a .. One frequentl;y quoted expression by Yiddish 

speakers was "one mother· ca11 look after ten chi1drer_, but 

ten children ca.nit look after one mother". 

Knowing that a new intermediate reside~n.ce is being built in 

the study area, I asked informants ·whether they would co:O.f3ider 

a_pplyingo All but two answered that they had heard about 

the project, thought it 1,vas an excellent idea, knew people 

who were interested, but were not interested them.selves. 

Mr Price expressed interest but said that it was only for the 

rich. When told that there would be some sub-economic 

un.its, he said he i:·ra.s sure "they woulcln 1 t take dogs,. (v..rhj_ch 

is true) and so he "couldn it possibly go 11
• 1'1iss B·1,ake, 

who is battling, so.id she intended applying and _although she:; 

di6 not make it explicit, it was qili_te clear that in her view 

the fact of economic and sub-·economic un:Lts in one building 

would allow her to save face. 

Several children of informar:J.ts J.i vi:ng alone expressed concern 

about their parents 0 jJerso:nal safety~ :p2.rticularJ..y in terms 

of accide~ts i~ the home, but all reported reactions of 

anxiety viheu the topic was raised in con7ersation with their 

parents. There is no doubt that: informa:r::l.,s themse:.veb 

feel some insecurity about l~Lv:Lng alone and. about failing 

e;Tesight, hearing and general physical abilit;y-, but all seek 

to minimise or avoid thes(~ fears and rr;.aximise impressions of 

independent coping~ 

T, · d ~ th D - I · t " · ·i c• t c1 ( T~ 1 ,, O '"'O) .ne ev.1 .en.ce OI e . uKe ;ongi UQlila .... u ·u .y .ra. more, i j f , 

as well as that rP.po:rt~d in other studies using a partici1)ant

observation methodol.0~1 (Hochschi~.d, "i9'?3; Ross, '19?7), }.:;upports 

the evidence of this study that wl:1.ile dise:...1gagement does occur 

among some old peop~.e, it is neither uni ve.rsal nor inevitable" 

The disengaged stab=~ may also be the J..if e···style of mu.ch you.nger 

people a.nd is most likely to be observed a.mong the very old.? whose 

declining health reduces their capacity to :play any social 
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roles successfnlly9 It is also observed among those 

for whom disengagement i~ a life-style ru~~edati~~ old age. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

INSTITUTIONALISED IJIVING 

In Chapter Three we looked at residential alternatives in 

Cape Town and considered some of the factoI's influencing choice 
of residence in old age. Chapter Four presented a profile 
of the life-styles of 50 elderly people whose only shared 
feature, apart from being over sixty, was their residence in 

'normal' accommodation. Through the cas3 studies we saw 

the sii:;nificance of typA of residence for their daily routines) 

their social networks, their integration into th~ wider society 

and their feelings or fears of loneliness, isolation or rejection. 
O:n.e overrid+ng feature to emerge through both c.hapters was the 
importanc.e of 'normal' housing in these pAoples' images ')f 

themselves as independent &.dults functioning normally in 

society. :Most people were relatively able to assess 
realistically their own capacity (physical anci financial) 
to concinue maintaining vnormalv living. Residence was also 

a symbol of independence as a measure of' self-worth, and was 
often :J.. source of pride, particularly in those cases where simply 
maintaining an independent living arrangement was a d.aily 
challengeo WNormal' housing serves as a symbol in two 
directions - both equally important to the individual actors: 
it is a crucial factor in the image of ::::elf and is perceived as 
a crucial factor in othe:r :p·3ople ~ s evalua cion of the self .. 
Being r;..ble to live u like anyone else v , no matter how many 
compromises have to be effected to achieve tlJ.is > is presumed to 
be a condition which makes a ciear statement: tl:lis person ~an 
cope and is responsible for and controls his or her ovr.a destiny. 
Whatever the objective accuracy of such a st'.1.tement, it was 
clearly a :priority value ,for each individual i:ri the gl:'oup and 
:cesid.ence ~rnemed to be the clearest symbol embodying t.his ideal .. 



At the same time, as we saw through the cases presented, 

security was also a major concern - physical, financial o:t; 

social. It is in the attempt to balance independence and 
security that these people manipulate their social situation 

and exercise varying strategies. For some people, however, 

seeurity can be achieved only through fi!l.ally abandoning, or 
corn.rJromising, that major s;ymbol of independence. - 'normal' 

housing. This latter category, of cld people in specialised 
residential. settings, co!l.stitutes the focus of this chapter. 

As we saw in Chapter One, it has long been social policy in 

Britain to maintain the aged in their ovm homes in the com.mun:i.t~7 

for as long as posr3ible. In 1971 fewer than 3% of the aged 
population lived in hospitals and f evrnr thc:..:;.'l. 3% .in residential 

homes (Jeffreys, 1977 : S)M In-the United States about 5% 
of the aged population are in long-term care ins:ti tutiorrn (Ball, 

1977: 20). In South Af.::?ica in.1970, 5,'+% of the white aged 
lived in old age homes ai1d it has been estimated by the South 
African National Council for the Aged that this has incr3ased 

to some 7%~ Since tho establishment of the South African 
National Council for the Aged in 1956~ it has been polic~y to 
maintain the aged in their own home£> in the cmnmunity for as 

long as possible. However, accord~n~ to officials of the 
various welfare organisations, home-help services and facilities 
are still inadequate, so that the most efficient care is to be 
fom.1cl in institutions for the agedc 

In the Cape Peninsula, a·bout 1 000 V1Thites are accommodated in 
five residences run by the Cape Peninsula Welr are O:r·ganisation 
for the Aged1 • AnothGr t•Ho residences are currently under 

1. This Organisation distinguish~s between 1 HoEes 0 
- full-scale 

institutions which provid.e complete social and medical facili
ties for economic ~nd sub-economic. aged; a.nd 9 B.t.::sidences ., , which 
may be economic or sub-economic, but do not provide medica.l 
facilities. I 'J_se the term 1 reE;ide:nce 1 to cover all special 
residential settings for the aged, WJ.less tb.e :!:Jartic.u1ars of ea.ch 
are stipulated and defined. 



construction. In the Peninsula there are a:pproximateJ.y 

40 additional residenees (affilia.ted to the South African 

National Council for the Aged, and registered with the 

Department of Welfare and Pensions) vrhich are either privately 

ovmed and managed or run by churches, ··trustB or companies. 

In terms of the Aged Persons Act (Act 81 of 1967), all homes 

for the aged must be registered with the Department of Social 

Welfare and Pensions and must corn1)ly witb. cer-'cain regulations 

in order to be eligible for registrd.tion s.nd tb.erefore foT 

subsidies. There are many otb.er boarding hou.::;eB and residen-· 

tial hotels in the Peninsula which, though not registered, 

nevertheless function as de factQ_ old. age :homes without medical 

facilities. 

The different reside:;:ices for wii.ites in the Peninsula offer 

di.f ferent kinds of accommodation.: single roo:ms/d.ouble rooms/ 

flatlets; with/without private bathrooms; a.11 meals/some meals, 

etc. There are also pther and more important restrictions: 

some residences are restricted to men, others to women. Some 

are specialised according to other criteria. - for cxarnple: 

retired nurses, the blind, a particular religion or religious 

denomination. Some residences are economic, others for 

sub--economic aged only, and a few combine both categories .. 

Some residences have age restrictions at e~try (e.g. - only 

under 70) but the resident may remo.in beyonC. this age. Some 

resiciences will accept only reasonably healthy aged, and if 

they become ill, they must leave. Man~ residences will not 

accept mentally frail or incontinent old. people. 

The range then for any single in.di vi dual :Ls not ~~ s 1.vide as it 

at first appears. In addition, costs var-:/ enon:10ucly a.11.d 

it is almost impossible to afford an economic residence if oneis 

sole incornP. is an old age pensiono Alexander Frater, while 

preparing an article for 1 Puneh 1 rnagazin8 on the 9 o1d folks 

industry 1 in BritB.in (.J?u:nc_h, October '19, '1977), invented an 

age:-1 relative and attempted. to find accom;nociation for him a1.ong 



the ~Costa Geriatrica' (i.e. the Sussex coastal area). He 

varied the 'uncle's' condition from mild incontinence to 

advanced senility, and in an area ·which has over 4- 000 private, 

charity and J.ocal authority homes, he was able to find only 

three willing to accept 'uncle'. According to various 

officials of the different organisations dealing with the aged 

in Cape Tovm, housing for whites in South Africa is adequate 
in terms of current availability and current building program.mes~ 

The problem for the old people themselves is not that there is 

nowhere to go, but the cost to self-esteem that is involveC.. 

They are often unable to afford the kind. of accommodation they 

would like and view residences classified as old age homes as 

cutting off their independence and taking control of their lives. 

'11his chart er will cx<.~.mine the validity of this view in the 

context of two special residential settings for the agsd in 
Cape Tovm. 

PINEWOODS and STONEF ... A. VF..N 

Pinewoods is a Jewish old age home set in large grounds on the 

slo_pes of Table I1ounti:l.in. It aecommodates about 265 rn.ale 

and female resid.ents (including 2 or 3 married couples) :Ln 
single rooms on three floors. Residents share bathrooms. 
There is a central communal dining :i.:oom and lounge, as well a.s 
a smaller solarium, on each floor.. It also bB.s a synagogue, 
li.brar:y, occupational therapy a:o.d ph;ys:i.othera:py rooms ancl a 
tuckshop. It has a hospital wiug for the cl.Lronical1y ill 
and senile, whi0h is 1iartially segregated from the main building. 

The official staff consists of an executive director, 8 
elerks/receptionists, tvvo social workers, a matron and a 
deputy matron, a part-time occup~tional therapist, a part-time 
physiotherapist, several fully qualified nursing sisterf.~ 1 · as 
well as many trainee nurse aides, cleaners~ kite.hen and 
maintenance staff. This work force of about 260 j_s .further 
supplemented by a regular group of volunteer ·workers from various 
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Jewish women's organisations. The social workers arra.11ge the 
programme of activities, ·with the help of the volunteers. 

Eligibility for residence is based on religion and age, although 
at the time of writing there were four resident.s under the age 

of 60. Economic and sub-economic residents are accepted 
and fees are established by an admissions committee. Pensions 

are administered for the residents by the executive director 
by arrangement with the Department of Social Welfare and Pensions. 

If an applicant is able to pay at the rate at wh~ch assessed, 

he is not obliged to divulge his assets. If adjustments have 
to be made, he and his 1 interested' kin, if any, have to submit 

a full record of assets for assessment. This aspect will 
again be ref erred to in this chapter • 

.Medical practitioners assess applicants for :phy;3ical and mental 
competence on the basis of a scale ·estahlished by t:,,_e Department 

of Social Welfare and P<3nsions. This, together with the 

economic assessment, is the basis for any subsidy which may 
pertain. The medical grading also determines t::.-.1.e physical 

placement of the resident at Pinewoods (1st floor, chronic wing, 
etc) - this too will be referred to again below. 

Most of the residents at Pinewoods are widowed, but there are a 
few married residents whose Sf,".)Uses live el.:;ewhere. All are 
cons:l.dered (by their kin and by the staff) to be incapable of 
maintaining an independent life-style -- for ph;ysic::;ll, financial 
or emotional reasons. The staff at Pinewoods, as well as 
the staffs of the South African National Council fo::i:' the Aged 
and the Cape Peninsula Welfare Organisation for i;hp Aged, have 
noted that in recent years applicants have been more dependent 
and mor(~ infirm at entry than previously a Since very many 
of the residents had undergone at lea.st one, and often a series, 
of residential adjustments before applying to Pinewoods for 
ad.IIi.ission, it would seem that social :policy reflects the wish 
of the aged to remain in the wider commun.i·cy .for as long as 
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possible1 This in turn means that Pinewoods increasingly 
has the image of a last resort, a no-option, final refuge.· 

The ino-option finality' image was one which those involved 

with the running of Pinewoods had been very concerned to change. 

The name was altered a few years ago and much effort was expended 
in persuading at least the wider Jewish community of Cape Town 
that the residence was a home for aged parents rather than a 

terminal institution for the chronically incapable. A 
building program.me for an additional wing for healthy aged 
ls in progress and i:\ras part of this effort. Although this 

image-building campaign was deemed valid when initiated, it 

was not really successful and has since become inappropriate. 
Pinewoods is a total institution (see p 36 ) as we shall see 

below. 

TABLE G: AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PINEWOODS RESIDENTS 

r 60-69 

I 

I i ---
Years Undei"' I 90+ 50 50-59 70-79 80-89 TOTAL 

I1en 1 1 10 34- I 31 3 80 

Women - 2 26 "12 187 
79 ~---

15-1 f --·---I 

136 -113 I 99 TOT.AL I 1 3 267 
I J 

Stop.ehaven is a large imposing stone building also set in 
large grounds, ··at the foot of Devil~ s Peak. It is a 
• .. )at.holic institution - bot:h. an orphanage and a residence for 
the aged. Although the Mother Superior is the official head 
of both, the two s8ctions are physically apart and ·are managed 

and function quite sep&~ately. 

1. The increased number of institutionalised aged at the 
national level (~ited earlier) probably reflects the 

greater number of very old people being kept alive through 
improved medical care. · 
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The section for the a.ged divides into two cl.ear units - one 

a total ins ti tu ti on similar to PinewoodG (kno1v.Ll as 1 the House 1 ) 

and the other a :part-institution (known as 'the Flats'). The 
latter will -be discussed in the next chapter and compared with 
the other part institution in this study, City Place. The 
two units of Stonehaven are physically separate as well as 
having different internal organisation. 

The first section, 9 the House', is divided into male D-.J."1.d female 

wings and accommodates about 70 men and women i.l.i. single rooms 
with shared bathroom facilities.. All the women (44) live on 

one floor and most of the men live on the sa.llle floor, but in a 
different wingo A few men live on the ground floor, but 
this is because of a shortage of rooms on the first floor 

rather than to deliberate plarming. Each w:L::.J.g has its own 

dining-room, lounge and sick bay, and on the gro.und floo:c there 

is a large comn1on-room for all res:ld.ents (including those in 

'the Flats'), and also a chapel. 

TABI1E H: AGE DISTRIBUTION OF STONEIIA v--:EN REl31DEN0.:3 

y Under ~8•)-~9 _ears 
50 50-59 60-69 70-79 

Hen 2 5 18 I -'l - l 
' I 

Women 1 - 1 10 l 2L!-
l ---- . 
-c-;~-TOTAL 1 I 2 I_. 6 

.1 
28 

·-·---
·-·7 

-----·-r--·---
~O+ i TOTA.L 

-. j ------

8 I 
[ ~-i·-- 70 -

26 

Stonehaven has a staff of 13 nuns (including the Mother 
Superior) and employs two trained nurses as well as kitchen, 
cleaning and maintenance staff .. Dif f orent nLuis are in 
charge of the different sections (male, feillale, vthe Flats 1

) 

an.d each is responsible for the welfare o.f the residents in 
that section as well as for keeping their records. In 
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addition t'o the full-time trained nursing staff, the District 
Surgeon visits weekly, as is the case at Pinewoods. 

Although this is a Catholic institution, eligibility for 

residence is based solely on age. At: the time of fieldwork, 

eleven of the 70 residents were not Catholics. Economic and 
sub-economic applicants are accepted, but Stonehaven has a 

higher proportion o.f reBidents who were indigent at entry than 

Pinewoods. Most of the res:Ldents in 9 the House' are in the 
sub-economic categc:;:7, whereas most, though not all, of those 

in 'the Flats' are in the economic category. The basis for 
receiving a state subsidy for the residents is the same as that 
at Pinewoods - economic as well as medical grading. 

There are several married couples in 'the Flats' at St0nehaven, 

but only one married man i.n 'the House', and his wife is not a 
resident. 

Applicants to both Pinewoods and Stonehaven a.re usually inter

vi:;wed prior to ad.mission and view the premises and. their 

prospective roomsa Sometimes people are admitted directly 

from hospital. At Pinewoods there are a number of residents 

·who first 3.p:plied some years before admission and then had to 
reapply. There are always more applications than ad:m.issions 
in any given year but there is no W8.iting 1is-t since t!"1e ·building 
is very large, the death ratt:> is about 60 a year, an.d about '12 
pe(Jple a year enter for short term convalescence and leave aga.in. 

Pinewoods has the facilities to accept residents no matte:c what 
their physical 0r mental condition. Sto.ueha•v""en, however, i~:_; 

much smaller· and because residents are not discharged, no matter 
·how ill they may become, prefers to accept people who are not 
chronically ill at entr:y. It does have a short w:a:L-t:ing·-list. 

Stonehaven a.lso has a ~no-option J.ast resort w irn.2.ge, ·ou..t tb.i.s 

is viewed as a fact rather than as a pI'oblem, as in the ca.Be of 
Pinewoods,. I see this as a function of the way in which the 
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two institutions are managed and of the communities they serve. 
·rhe dail;y menagement of Pinewoods is in the hands of paid 

professional staff, but finances c:...nd polic.y-making (all really 

major decisions, in fact) are managed by a!l honorary committee. 

This committee is drawn from the wider Jewish community which 
was also the source of the original funding for the residence. 

Additional funds are raised from annual subscriptions and 
donations, as well as special appeals which coincide with Jewish 
festivals throughout the year. In addition, the Jewish 

community has a general fund which operates in a similar manner 
to Community Chest and very many of the 9 000 Jewish families 
in Cape Tovm contribute to this. Pinewoods does not receive 

an allocation from this fund, but many people are under the 
impression that it does and hence feel involved with the 

institution and care acout its image (and occa.sionally even 
interfere in its mao.agement), although they have no direct 

connection. 

Stonehaven, on the other hand, does not serve a particulqr 

and defined section of the community in the same marmero The 
Mother SLlperior and the nuns are not answerable to com.mi ttees 

vii th greater aut:hori ty, and their chief sources of funds are 

the a.i."'1.nual street collection ancl b2ques·~so No particular 
segment of Cape Tovm 9 s population feels responsible for the 
reside::ice in quite ~he same way and there is far less generC:tl 
community involvement in activities at the J:>esidence. 

'I'he :preceding two chapters have suggested that the nature of 
a residential setting influences :peoplez 1 life-styles to a 
considerable extent.. J?c.'r people in v normal' housing the 
effects are, of course, reciprocal~ since the current life
style or the desired life--style will also i.rLflu .. :;nce the choice 
of housing.. When we are concerned 1,vith special settings 
as the residential framework, we Illust; investigate the character
istics or dimensions of that setting before we can evaluate 
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the effects on the inhabitants. 

Peter Townsend, i:c. an article entitled: 11The Purpose of the 

Institution", makes the following comments: 

"The institutional community is one which is .relatively 
closed and artificial. Closed in that it tends to 
be set apart from the rest of the community as a more 
or less self-contained unit in buildings of an 
identifiable kind; artificial in that it is not a 
representative cross-section of the g8neral community; 
it does not consist of people of both sexes and all 
ages~ or of people held together by a netwc12k of 
family, occupational and neighbourhood ties. Residents 
are usually strangers from a wide area 11 (in Tibbitts 
and Donahue, 1962 : 392). 

Kleemeier (1961,.Chapter 10) discusses three aspects or 

"descriptive dimensj ons of spe0ial settings 11 wl-::-.5.ch he naTues 
as: a) the segregate - non-segregate continuum. · That is, 

residences are distributed along this continuum in ~erms cf 

the opportunities they provide for interaction with all age 
groups i~ the commQ~ity; 

institutional continuum. 

b) the institutional - .non

This is the control c.1.mension 

and is concer:nE:d with "the varying degrees to which the 
indiviciual must adjust his life to imposed rules, discipline 

and various means of social control used by the administre~ion 

and staff, and by the residents themselves to oring about 
desired behaviour patterns"; c) the congr"'!gate - non-
cong:Legate Qontinuum. This is concerned with the group 
aspects of the setting - the size of the group, tha closeness 
of individuals to each other, and t~e degree of privacy 
attainable in the setting. 

Goffman. (1961) is concerned with the same dimensions when 
he discusses t9tal ins ti tL1tions thus: 

"The central feature of total institutions can be 
described as a breakdown of the barriPrs ordinarily 
separating th8se t:b..ree spheres of lif '3 (sleep, play, 
work). Fi:!:'st ~ all aspects cf life are conducted 
in the same place and under the same .single authority. 
Sacond, each phase of the membervs ciaily activity is 
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carried on in the iI:1II1.ediate company of a large batch 
of others, all of whom are treated alike and required. 
to do the same thing together. .Third, all pbases 
of the day's activities are tightly scheduled, with 
one activity leading at a pre-arranged time into the 
next, the whole sequence of activities being imposed 
from above -by a system of explicit formal rulings 
and a body of officials. Finally, the various 
enforced activities are brought together into a single 
rational plan purportedly designed to fulfil the 
official aims of the institution" (Goffman.~ 1961 : 17) 

Kleemeier'~ first continuum: segregate - non-segregate, 
incorporates Townser.i.d • s concept.s of 'closed' and· 'artificial' , 
and these aspects ref er mainly to the external characteristic 
of an institution - its relations with the wider community. 
Zleemeier's second and third.dimensions (the institutional and 
congregate continm:..) are concerned, as is Goffman.; with 
internal characteristics. 

The following sectio:.is will examine the above aspects in 
relation to Pinewoods and Stoneb~ven, drawing on case material 
an~ attempting an on-going comparison. 

The Segregate Dimensiun 

Both Pinewoods and Stonehaven are set in l~rgo grounds clearly 
demarc2.ted from surrounding properties by vmlls ::i.nd fences. 
Both are situated in residential areas overlooking the city 
and each complex of buildings is set in attractive gardens 
with excellent views of mountain and bay. The buildings 
themselves, bot~.1 in size and architecture, could not be mistaken 
ior a private hom0 or estate ru.1d Stoneb.aven is a particularly 
imposing edifice. Both have entrances reached by a drive-· 
way and on ap:proac.hi.CJ.g~ one has ~ rlistinct sense of entering 
a-special, set-apart environment. 
visitors report this feeling. 

Both residents and 
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For some, this separation is pleasurable and positive; for 

others, it sym.bolises their special (negative) needs: :l:Ir 

Tomlinson often strolls quietly rou.:nct the gardens at Stonehaven 

or sits on a bench near the entrance .. He says: 
11 1 like to walk about~ I've always lived in 
semi's ••.. there 1 s different things here - trees, 
flowers - or the docks ... ". and it vs quiet, you see -· 
you can eve:n hear the birds -- I never heard the 
birds like that llefore I carre here. And it ts 
safe, too - the 1 bergies' (v2,gabond mountain dwellers) 
don 1 t dare coEe through tho~3e gates - they can see 
it's an. important place" .. 

And Mrs Abrahams at Pine-woods says: 
11 Sometimes J sit here under the trees and. write 
letters ••••. it 1 s so :nice and open and. in the 
morning you ca.11 even smell the pines o., •• mi:nd you, 
it can bl01.v here too o •••• but then I just go in •••• " 

11r Jacobson, on the other hand, eees neither the pine trees 

nor the bay: 

!!This drive-way, and the cars •. o •• I al·ways f·eel 
like it's a hospital ••.•• you kriow - special . 
parkine;-bays for doctors and for the a.mtulanceo o. 
once you tu~.:-n the corner it 1 s just like going to 
Groote Schuur •• o .. 

11 

At Pinewoods, the sense of isolation and segregation is 

exacerbated by poor public transport.. ~r.he bus service 

is very irregular· and t;he walk to and fJ.~om the bus stop is 

rather steep, even for those who walk without aids. There 

are no public amenit;ies close by, so there can be no sense 

of being even an observer of the passing world goi.ng about 

its affairs. Tl:i.e entrance hall, poi'ch and gaI:clen are 

quite busy during the da;)T, with visitors anrl :personnel coming 

and going, and many re.sidents enjoy sitting il~. the fro:r.rt lobby 

where they can see the ~ boi:ngs--on 1 .. F()r the observer and 

for regular visitors, the sight of a rm·1 of old people on tho 

porch or lining the walls of the foyer ser':res to emphasise 

the separation of the 'inside' wbrld from the 'reali world. 

But for the residents this human traffiG is important as a 

sotJ.rce o:f enterta.inment and novelty, a sourc: 3 of i!lformation, 

to be discussed and passed on. Delivery ille~ bring medicines 

and parcels to the reception desk and the residents speculate 

and gossip about them: 11 See that ce.ke? It must l)e 1'1rs Behr 1 s 
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birthd.ayr:.. 11 I told you I'Ir I;evy ·wasn 1 t well .... there he comes 

now, back from the horJpital". 

Not all Pinewoods residents use the front areas as their contact 

point with ;outsiders' - and this will be referred to again 

later in this chapter - but several wheelchair patients 

frequent the area and specifically ask to be taken there. 

At Stonehaven there is no reception area and residents' 

vicarious 'participationi in the 'outside' world is ciuch more 

cle:pendent on indi vi'dual physical condition. On the other 

hand, for those who are aiubula_nt and well enough to move about 

independently, outside alt!.eni ties are more ace essible. The 

bus stop is at the main gate, and a library, post-office and_ 

several shops are in the immediate vicinity. In addition, 

the bus service is more frequent and more regLi_1ar in t~1is a:r'ea. 

Visitors are welcomed by all at both residences and the staff 

encourage relatives end friends to visit freq_ue:;:1tly .. Vi.siting 

hours are not restricted, a1thoufd::h most :people vi~:;it dL1ri:o.g tb.e 

da,y· and avoid meal-times,. To1rmsend suggests that 11 perhaps 

the most distinctive feature ~f institutionalised populations -

is the absence of close relationships between three generations 11 

(in Ti.bbitts anrl Donahue, /1962 : 393). Of course this is so 

since institutions tend. to be segregated by age or sex or both. 

And in specialised homes for the aged, the in~n.ate po:pu.1.ation are 

all over 60 and the staff all adult~ Hovrever, whether the 

fact of living in an institution necessitates less frequent 

interaction between the generations, is questionable o '.T.1he 

age structure of the social networks of informants at Pi.newoods 

:::mcl Stonehaven was no different from that of the ~independents' 

discussed in Chapter J!'our, and in some cases the residents~ 

range of social collt::i.cts wi tb. _outsiders was expandedo 

Childless people, or people who.se ehildren do not or cannot 

visit frequently, often show keen interest in the children and 

grandchildren of other residents. 
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leads to greater integration between the generations. Old 

age homes are, b-;l definition, segregated living arrangements 

for older people and, in terms· of frequency, there is more 

interaction with peer·s than with other age groups. The 

above comments simply maJ<::e the :point that this situation often 

pertains equally for elderly people in 'normal' housing • 

. There are two physical features shared by.both residences which 

<~on.tribute significantly to the sense of separation from the 

wider community - a:nd neithe.:c is related to the institutional 

aspect 12..§L§.Q· Fir~:;tly, both residences a::ce situ.ated on 

the slopes of Table I1ouiJ.tain and since the majorit~r of :cesidents 

of both homes are relatively physically frail, cilld do not drive, 

the steepness restricts them to the grounds of the reE,;(lective 

homes. In the case of Pinewoods, the largest garden area 

is itself steep and sloping, and though ver:y pleasant, it is 

never used. Secondly, both areas are notorious for strong 

south-easterly winds 5 parti.euJ..ar..Ly ir.. th2 sum:mer" Both 

fantors keep people indoors or within a very limited area and 

contribute signi:f:Lcantly to feelings of being separate and 

restricted. 

I asked staff a.rid residents at both homes whethe~c it 1i·T<:rn.ld make 

any difference if the residences were sj tuatecl in Sea .eoint 

which is flat and has a temp(~:i::ate climate. This was the 

onJ..y question asked on which there was unanirc.ous agreement .. 

All agreed that if the residences were in Sea Point, people 

could and would go out mc,re often .. 1rhe point most freq_uen:tly 

:nac'i.e by staff was that residents would. be able to do more for 

themselves - bits of shopping, visits to the chemist, hair

dresser, post off.ice, etc .. ·-instead of being cared. for and 

catered to by having things cle1ivei::ed.. It 1tmuld broaden 

the range of independent action for very m.any more residents. 

The point most frequently made by the residents themselves was 

tha.t in a flat~ v:indleBs area like Sea Point, they would be able 

:) . 



to meet friends at v orclinar;y' (normal) places such as cedes, 
the cinema, a bench on the beachfront, i:c.::::tead of being 

dependent on lifts or other people's time schedules. In 

other words, they would be able to visit, to initiate actions 

and programmes independently and outside cf the physical 

boundaries of the institutions instead of being visited and 

waiting passively for the initiative of others. 

But perhaps the most important component of the segregate 

dimension lies in people's perceptions, rather t::ian in objective 

circumstance. Residents, staff and. visitors g_ll used 

language that indicated clear perceptionB of • :Lnside' and 'out
side 9.. The most frequently used word· to describe that 

distinction was 9 here'. My field-notes are scattered with 
such phrases as "It's di ff erer.1c here"; 11 ;rou sec;., here we eat 

early11
; nher2, we just sit round 11

; nyou. can't really do that 

heren; 11 i t 1 s very comforta.ble heren·-; 11 no-one ~~§:g:ts to come here 11
• 

All these com.ments, and many more, carry a clearly implied 
contrast between 'here i a_nd 1 there' - 1 inside* <-J.:nd 1 outside' o 

It is noteworthy that the phrasing denotes I)lace ro_ther than 

expressing what Ross has called i ·we-feeling v (Ross, ·1977 : 5) .. 
This notion will be discussed again later when we consider 

whether the popul~tions of these residences operate as 
commu11i ties in any other than the terri toL~al sense. J1'or 
the moment it is sufficient tc note that at both Pinewoods ru1d 
Sto:n·?haven it is the staff who imply corrununali t;y when speaking 
of the residents, cu1d not the residents themsel ve,s., 

There are additional factors which contribute to the perceptim: 
of Pinewoods and Stonehaven as segregated entities. Most 

residents were strangers to one a:r.:i.other on acimission and, as 
has been indicated Hbove, most entered in 9 no--option' circwn-

stances. The files at Pinewoods record very clearly the 
reasons for entry: failing health, inadequate income, mental 
frailty, abject loneliness believed by fa.mily or medical 
practitioner to be contrilmting to mental/physical decline, 



kin no longer able/willing to support the applice:\nt, a desire 

for the company of peers j_n a protected environment. Stone-

haven has much the same record but proportionately more resident;; 

who were abandoned/rejected by kin or referred by the police or 
hospital services. 

Whatever the particular individual reason for entry and 

irrespective of the success (or otherwise) of individual 

adapta.tion to the new 8IJ.Vironment, a.11 btrt the most senile 

residents are fully &ware that entry into these institutions 
marked a new and final phase in their ovn.1 life-cycles - that 
of dependency. However dependent individual residents may 

actually have been prior to admission, the fact of living in 

independent housin~ Rllowed some measure of feeling integrated 
into the wider society. Whether residents resent the 

dependency or accept it graciously, admission to. a total 

institution is a cut-off point in their lives. Some 

residents (only a few, as we shall see later) p.i_ay down the 

segregation aspect; and talk of : lJ.tegration into a new way of 

life, but all are aware that their special needs as a group, 
ma.ke them a 'society apart'.. Mr Levinson put it this way: 

11 You v ve got to be strong :Ln ;your mind as well as 
your "body if you don 9 t vmJ1t to let it get you downo 
You see, e•ren if you are, f"eeling well ar1d fine e..nd 
you go out for the day, y6u still have to come back 
here. o .. ~and. theno. o .you have tu come -oac·i;c early, .if 
you don~t want to miss supper ... o oa11.cl 1'1r Levy 1 s coughing 
keeps you company. o o ... au.d the nurse ln·ings Mrs Abel. to 
the lounge in a wheelchair ••.• although she ·was walking 
·with a stick only this morning. You see, you can't 
really get away from it hei'e o $ e .. ~even if _;y·ou 1 !'.Q f eelin.g; 
fineoo • .,and sometimes you can get very dcpressedQ .•• 11 

Pinewoods has one other aspect related to per~eptions of 
segregation not shar<:-)d by Stonehaven., 1"Iost of the ,Jewish 
community knov,.r of its <::xistenc e aIJ.d very many have had relatives 
or friend.s 3 o::- friends of friends reside:c.t there. '.I1hey have 
been to and seen or heard about the place o.nd the peoJ;;le and 
have formulated some idea of .'there~ .. It is not surprising 

] 
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then) at entry, that the;-;- continue to dichotomise and 'tl'.8re 1 

translates into 9 here 1 
.. Several residents at Stonehaven 

had never seen any old age home prior to their ovm entry and 

most had had no connections whatsoever with Stonehaven itself. 

Clearly, from the above description, neither Pinewoods nor 

Stonehaven can be placed at the extreme segregate end of the 

segregate - non·-segrs5ate continuum. A maximum security 

prison would probal)ly be the institution closest to that 

:position. But equall,:l clearly, both res:i.dences have a 

segregate dimension in objective as well as subjective terms 

and this dimension is perceived more or less consciously 
( e:zplici tly·) by residents, staff and others concerned with 

the institutions and the people tbey house. 

The Institutional Dimension --------------

Total institutions .for the aged are established esser.:.tially to 

care for old people considered to be 'both incapable and harmless. 
Since the residents are considered. incapable of caring for 
themselves or ma.n.s.ging thei.r own affairo, there must l)e a body 

of people to do this for them. Thus there is a basic 
dichotumy between the managed, dependAnt group, the residents~ 

and the managing, capable group in control, the staff. 
Howev·er ~ since the i--esiden-i;s are also deemed to be harmler:>s, 
the formal control framework of rules and. regulations need not 
be too· 1imi ting and· these are usually explained. as being 1 good 
for them 3 • Ot;her regc..l.ations flow from the very natu:r:e of 
the institution: lithe handling of m:::l:o.y human needs by the 
bureaucratic o:rgm1isation of whole blocks cf people ... o •. ~is the 
key fact of total insti tutions 11 

( Goffro.ann, 196''1 : '18)., On 
the other hand, rnoE:t modern residences for the aged. are called 
'Homesv and the staff emphasise the need and the desirability 
of making the resldences as home-like as possib.le. 
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Neither Pinevwotls nor Stonehaven has elaborate forms.1 rules 

of conduct o · Residents. are told_ that valuables should not 

be kept in their rooms, that cooking in the rooms is not 

allowed, that medicines must be ta_k:en und.e:r.' supervision, and 

that a senior member of staff must be notj_fied. of a resident 1 s 

intention to stay out overnight or go m·m;•r on holiday. Most 

controls relating to the total i:>.una te :popu.l.atio11. involve the 

I"'egulating of the use of space an.(i tim(~, 1Jt~rt <)·t.hers, though 

less formal, concern individual decisio:n-moldng,. 

a) Control of S-pac.§.. 

At both Pinewoods and Ston2haven, rooms a.re allocated to 

residents by staff on arrival. 

in the matter. Ac Pinewoods, 

particular floor on the basis of 

There is rareJ;.y any ch~ic.e 

a pe:r'Bon is al.1.ocated to a 

health status; at Ston~haven, 

according to sex. At neither r~sidence are people allowed 

to bring larse pieces o.L their 011m furni tu.re with them (beds, 

d.ressing tables 1 etc).. It was explain eel to me that a) nitie 

d.on 1 t know what condition their ·beds ara li.kel;y to be intt, and 

b) Jnany old people have large and heavy :pieces of furniture \ 

which are too oulky f cr the rooms and which would make cleaning 

difficult. Both residences encourage peopl0 to bring smalle~, 

favourite pieces (a mirror, a chair, paintings, etc.) and 

residents may arrange these as thGy please. .At both 

residences the women 9 s rooms contained more personal effects. 

l1any displayed their own handwork in rugs~ bedcove:cs and 

cushions, and often during i.nterv:i.ewri, p.hctographs would be 

brought out and discussed, or some o1)j ect in the room would. 

be the spark for a string of associations. The menqs rooms, 

in general, reflected less of their personalities or their 

:past histories. The less stark men. 9 s rooms had usuall;y- been 

arranged by a female relative, one exception being a man at 

Pinewoods whose clu·t;tered room bears ·t;e13timony to his ma,."1.y 

activities. He serv~s on --:rarious outside committees and 

attends to much corresponclence for these, end also enjoys 

'fixing things v foI.' ma:ny of the residents o 
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The spatial arrangements at both residences are designed to 

facilitate the supervision of residents by staff o 
1l 1his 

applies to the private area -- the resident 1 s own room - and 

the public areas -- the dining-room~ lounges, etc.. In a 

total institution where, as we have said, all aspects of an 

in.di vidual 1 s life occur in the sa.me place, this supervision 

is not to be likened to that in a ·work situation~ for instance, 

where it may take the form of guidance or periodic inspection .. 

Here, it is rather surveillance - a constant, watchful eye 

~hecking tb.at the resident is where he should be, doing what 

he ought .. 

At Pinewoods, residents are assigned to floors according to 

their heal th stattrn ·- the crucial feature of which (for this 

purpose) is to determine the degree of de:pende:ncy. The 

medical (or hospital) nature of the c.:llloc::1.tion is underlined 

by i-;he fact that the person responsible for each floor is a 

nursing-sister assis-i.:;ed by nurses and nurse-aicl~s. All at 

Pinewoods knovr th2.t if their physical co.ndi tion deteriorates 

thoy may be moved up one floor, or two, or possibly cremoved 9 

to the chronic wing. Residents do not WECO.t to moveo They 

have often formed. fricndshj_:ps on their mm floor, they pref er 

the surrouY.J.ding;:; that have by now become frur.iliar~ and movir.i.g 

up physically :really means deteriorating (or moving down) in 

terms of independence and. general sclf-con.tro1. The 

institutional dimension lies in the fact that they have no 

control over this decision. 

moved .. 

They do not move -- they are 

J.lhe system is bas0d on tNo factors.. '.l~his arrangement 

facilitates practical efficiency for the nursing staff who 

care for the resideLts with a similar degree of dependency 

in a ~batch', as it were; and, mors importantly from the 

residents~ point of view, the sick are not quite <ls constantly 

on the view to the ~ell as a possible reminder or warning of 

what may lie ahead for them .. 
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1'1eals are served in the GOiillll.unal cu.nJ.ng-roorn. for resident 3 

who do not need f eedi:ng, a.nd. several wheel-chair resid.er!ts 

from the upper floors are wheeled there by nurses .. Each of 

the upper floors ha.s a large room called a solarium 1 ·wh:i.ch 

serves as a dining-room/lounge for the residents on those 

flocrs .. Many of these residents need help arid supervision 

at meal times. 

The institutional d.imension regarding meal-times v.rill be 

discussed in the next s~D-section - but ~n this context, it 

relates to two aspects. Firstly, the food itself and the 

predictability of menus .. 

institutional settings. 

Food becomes very irrcportant in 

Elderly people have much leisure 

time, and meal-times are one vmy ·:he day is regulated .. 

Second:1.y, meal-times arc social occasions and the food served. 

always provides a topie of conversation even beyond the bow.1ds 

of the dining-room. 

Very few residents at Pinewoods complained. about the foo1..-:. ·

most said the quality was sati;3factory and the.re was alway:3 

plenty, but almost everyone interviewed mentioned the boring 

predictability.. One resident wc.~.s most disc:?..t:i_sfied and 

insisted that her daughter accompan;y b.or to a meal a:c1d ther.;. 

write a letter to mane:i.gement to complai.n., This oc.cltrs 

from time to time, ·but is usually settled amical;ly., Mrs 

Lessing summed up the situation: 

"The kitchen staff have a hard jo1) to prepare meals 
and. teas for so many of LlS ··• and don't forget lot:3 
of people here have special food~~ •• there 7 s nothing 
wrong with the food ••••• it could. lnok nic2r, I 
suppose ••• Q but it vs :a.o ;·; a fancy restc.ura..i.---it after 
all. The only th~ng is, that after you 9 ve been 
here a while, it all tastes the same.. The first 
few weeks are quite exciting - specially for me •••• 
I dicln' t bother much with cookj.ng ·when . .I lived on my 
o"ltlrn and I put on quite a lot of weight wheLl I. first 
came here"-~ o - • but· then you get used to it and you 
YJ.low it's alwe.ys fish on FI'iday~3 B.D.d lunch is this 
or that er the other n But my daugb.·;;er a1\·mys 
brings me somE.thi:ng nice and I go to her on Sundays ..... 
I 0 ve got no com:plaiJJ.ts really - but some people 
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complain all the time - you 9 ll find that those 
are the same ones who complain about everytln.ng ••• 
some people are like· that •••• nothing .Pleases them ••• 11

• 

The dining-room at Pinewoods is large and airy, and tables 

seat four or six. At meal-times the room is filled with 

bustle and chatter as residents discuss the food, the news of 

the day, and argue about whether or not to attend the.activities 

advertised on the notice-board. 

Residents are allocated to tables at both Pinmwods and Stone-

haven and, according to 

potential squabbles. 

management, this reduces friction and 

Residents can ask to change if they 

that this is frowned upon and only are unhappy but all know 

done 'with good reason'. Serious quarrels do occur occasion-

ally and then changes are made by the catering supervisor and 

the welfare officer, bQt many people have eaten together for 

some years and some very close fri~ndships have grown out of 
dining together. 

The public areas - all the lounges and the gardens - are 

open to the residents all day ru1d there is little formal 
supervision in these areas, except for those residents who 
need to be wheeled out or who have =special' nurses assigned 

to caring for them 24 hours a day. Several residents who 

are not ambulant cc,mplained to me that they often had to wait 
in their rooms f'o:r a long time before attendants fetched them 
or saw to their needs. This would seem to be a feature of 
their dependency rather than institutionalisation, ·although the 
number of residents and the length of the corridors are perhaps 
factors contributing to their perceived discomfort (sometimes 
articulated as neglect) in this regard. Other aspects of 
the communal rooms I shall discuss in the section on the 
congregate - non-congregate dimension. 

One other factor hes great importance for x-esidents and refers 
directly to the institutional dimension. At ad.mission, 
finaucia.l arrangements are made with the admissions committee. 
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:Residents who control their own legal and financial affairs 

are aware cf the measure of ind.epend(mce they retain by so ·doing 

and consider themselves part of a small and unspecified elite., 

Very few residents are in this posi ti.on a.nd this is related to 

reasons· for entry anc't the responsibility for the decision to 

entero Mr Harris expressed his feelir~gs in this way: 

"I was living at the Savoy Hotel in Sea Point, but 
I wasn't very well and needed some hospital treat-
ment. While I was in the nursing home I had 
some discussions with my ehildren and we all thought 
Pinewoods might be a good idea because we all k..11.ew 
it wouldn 1 t be the last time I;d need a hospital ...• 
so my son came to sAe them here and he said it was 
0 K and I cam:; straight from the nursing home .... ~ .. 
I pay my own way, thank God, I d.on°t need. anything 
from my children - so I did.n 1 t tell the ljOIDmittee 
all the deta.ils about my personal affairs .••• as long 
as tbey get my cheque ever;/ month they rlon 9 t worry Ille 
and I don 1 t worry them. Some r·eople here have 
really got nothing and. itis harU. on their children -
but what can you do'? Than_k God I don 9 t have to 
ask •••. o and my chilclren can lo'ok forward to a good 
inheritance too ..... Q .. 

11 

I1o8t people are not as fortunate as J:'Ir Harris.. If their 

relatives can pay the full rat8, no queBti.ons are ~,sked-~ but; 

if not, they must give full details of t:1eir financial affairs 

so that the appropriate r.'ate can be e~?tablishr::;d~ Some 

residents sim:pl;y accept this a.s the dut:y of children a.nd kiri.1 

others are s:?,d and bitter about it., r'lrs L:.i..r.,;beI.'lJtan:::i. 

rationalised it thus: 

"My dau.ghter said I should come and live \·vith her,, 
but I knew that wouldn 1 t ·work and she kne·w :Lt too •• , 
Young people mu.st live their own lives ..... *so her 
husband ..... he 9 s a good ma.r1q ••• G and my son, together 
they made the arrangements., It vmul.d. cost them if 
I lived. with them and here at least I~m no trouble to 
them if I get sick .. o ... I have a l.i ttle mone-.;r of my ovm 
.. ., .... enough for what I need ... ",, .,·yoll know t.hsy say if 
parents have to support cb~ldren, they both smile, 
but if children hw.re to suppo-:".'t: parents, the;y both 
cry~ ••. I 1 m luck;y, J.JJ.Y children don ° t cry, so I don it 
er;;· o o .... " 

Many residents are m1aware of· the costs involved... 1'hey are 

simply told that everything has b,2en· arranged and that the 



Home will manage their pensions,. This latter fact gives the 

desired impression that the pension covers cosi;s a.11cl the matter 

is not referred to again. Several kinsmen of residents 

have instructed management to in.form them directly of any 

material needs so that the residents will :not k:r.101:1 the source 

of payment and will not feel beholden. 

The reception office aclm.i.nisters v pocket--mons;y- 1 for residents 

and also hands out cigarettes which are donated to the Home. 

Residents who manage their own finances do not u.:>e this service¢ 

It is intended for those whose kin leave a ftu1d for this purpose 

and the home provides such 1 pocket moneyv for those who have no 

resourceso The am.ou.nt that may be dra.vrn at any one time 

is limited ( 11 for their mrm good, because rnari.y a:ce careless BJJ.d 

forgetful") and has l:;o be reqw=rnted. from the re'' eption d.esk in 

the lobby. Occasionally, relatives have forgotten to 

replenish this fund e.:nd residents thems81ves often :t."orget 

tt.at they have already U.rawn.their day 1 s allocation. 1'1oney 

may be d-raw'll only until a certain time in the afternoon. 

Since many residents are hard of bearing or confLJ.Se::d about the 

precise regulations, hardly a day goes by without long and loud 

'explanations' overheard by all who hB.ppe:n to be in the foyer 

at the time.. Mr Jacobson commented thus: 
-

11 1um sure they could find some other way of handling 
the upo0ket-money 9 busineas ••.•• it 3 s no~ so much that 
I mind some of the others hearing Mrs R telling me 
there 9 s no money left ••••• we 9 re all in mDre or less 
the same boat here - except for the fcTH very :;::'ich •• ., 
itvs being treated like a child that I resent~.0• 
you have to ask and you have to te.ke their answers -
what else can you do?~••osorue of thE people hGre are 
like childrenc •.•• l'hss A:ro:nson goes to get money 
four or five times a day". ~ .. she do esn v t UIJ.dc;rstm1d 
how it works ..... ,,-but we 1 re not all the sameOD4Q~ 
we u re not all c.h:i.1d.ren. o o •• 

11
• 

Two aspects emerge from these comments - tlie first concerns 
perceived wealth d.iffo:cences and the second, the way in which 

administrative decisions a.I'e accepted by residents .. 
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Several residents implied. di ff erentia.l attitudes from staff 

in the following ways: llYou get better treatment here if 

you' re rich11
, or: "1'1iss Gutkind' s brother is on the corrrrr1i ttee, 

thatis why she 8 s got a bigger room", or: "if you've got money 

or important friends they speal{. different to you -- maybe they 

think you'll tell your £:riends ••• 11
• A few 'outsider' friends 

and relatives of residents made the same sorts of comments but 

could not or -\llrould not cite specific examples. Residents, too~ 

never made these observations when chatting in the public areas 

or in groups; but cnly in co.nversation alone with me~ Through-

out the entire period of ob_servation at Pinewoods I was unable 

to find evidence of preferential treatment of this kind, and 

staff would r)ecome most indignan.t when questioned, al though 

the welfare officer "'tolunteered the information that such 

opinions existedo 

All residents are allocated rooms and treatment according to 

their reported health status - but there are t~o distinct 

areas where dissatisfaction can occu.ro There is a very 

l[u:'ge staff of nurses a:nd. attendants, and some are more 

attentive than others, as in any establisbrnent with many 

employees. Most residents - even those who complain 

accept tho..t this is not the fault of management, although it 

is the latter who rec.eive, .and deal wit11, the complaintso 

The second area is not clearly pe:rci:=:ived "oy t.he reside:o.ts 

themselves, but several of t:r..e staff express0d concern about 

it. This relates to the reeo:u:unendatiorw emanating from 

the medical report itself~ Several residents are attended 

by private doctors who are iJ.nder pressure f:com residents' kin 

not to allow the ~esidents to be moved - particularly not to 

the 0 chronic 9 wing. Someho1r;, this is seen t·c) reflect 

adversely upon the kin., and as it is the doctor who makes the 

recommendations to the matron and to the Executive Director, 

there are several residents receiving priv:.,_te medical cs.re who, 

in the opinion of many of the staff, should be accommodo.ted 

elsewhere. 



'I'he second factor, which, albeit inclirectl·;y, stems .from Fir 

Jacobsen 9 s comments, relates to the manner in v1hich resid.en:ts 

accept decisions and procedures. The pass:i.ve m~rn.nei.~ of 

quiet acquiescence is a factor which contributes significantly 

to the institutional atmosphere. Things are done to and 

for :i::'esid_ents with very little initiative shown by them .. 

This would seem to be a function of the very state of dependency 

which brought them to I)inovmods in the first place, coupled with 

a fatalistic attitude that they have no option. I fcw1d. no 

indication that pur1ishment or negative sanctions by staff would 

follow if residents objected or suggested alternatives and, in 

fact, the recorci.s show that about twelve peop1e a year leave 

the home - a few because thGy are not happy. However, it 
is true that most pec,ple do not have anywhere else to go (o:f 

which they are well aware) and passive acquiescence wou.ld E:.~eem 

to be an easy method of adjustment.. I do not wish to suggest 

thar; very many residents would voice 0-bjoction.;3 if they had an 

al ternati.ve, but I a.ill suggesting that advancing age co:r::i.binecL with 

some considerable degree of clepc11.C:Lency iD. the insti tu.t5..onal 

se~ting serve to create aud :cei:o.force a tendency to maint9.in 

the status quco 

JJl'ir Roberts is a:i exception tc the .!'J.bove. He writes mru1;y-

letters to the Director and to tb2 Welfare Officer suggesting 

changes and criticising vo.riolls c:u:-;pcets of tb. 13 formal 0rganisa

tiona He writes in the ne.m.e of u the resicle:nts 1 but, in fact, 

is a self-appointed spokesmano He often urges ac.tion among 8. 

little group of intimate .friends a.ud has asked for reprer;entation 

on the com.mi tte0s, buL, though his f:eiends nod and :m.l~.rmur 

support for his Vclrious causes, the;y are not really i:r..i.terested 

enough to ini ti.ate action. Many of the staff co:r..1.si<.ier Nr 

Roberts a bumptious nui3ance, while ackno':orledgi:ng that his 

interest and involvemert in the affairs of the hom.e are "good, 

and healthy, for him.:r .. 

At Stonehaven, an atmosphere ·of passivity is even mo.re notice-

able. This is partly related to ·the smaller nwn1)er of 



residents and staff which creates less noise and lJustJ.e ') ci.:o.d 

partly to the resid.ents 9 use of space, although this 1.:-:.:ttc;r 

aspect does not seem to be directly regulated by staff. 

At Stonehaven, residents a.re accommodated in male and. female 

wings. Each wing has its own dining-room, sun-porch and 

sick-bay, and men and women always eat sepa::ately. A tray 

is taken to those residents who need feeding and they are helpecl · 

in their rooms. 

same floor, and 

in the evenings. 

interaction will 

· The 101Lnge is in the women~ s wing on the 

sev3ral men gather ::;here to watch television 

The acti vi.ties and oppo:ctm1ities for soc.ial 

be discussed in the next section. 

The institutional direension here, as at Pine1:'fOOds, lies in 

the regularity of meal-times, the food serv8d, and the 

supervision. ·rhe average age of +,he ·women at Stoneb.avex:. 

is higher than Pinewoods (82 and 78· respectively), and the 

women tend to remain in their own rooms more th.::::.n at Finewoods .. 

The matron 1 s office looks onto ti.1e sick-bay and the sunpo:cch, 

so that one is always conscious of a vmtchful eye. The 

sick-bay is pleasantly furnished and has more of the appearance 
' of a colourful dormi tor;;r than a hospital - but the atmosphere 

is always very subdued no matte:c how man;y or how few :people 

are in it at any one timeo 

The chairs in the lom1ge are arranged in :cows for television 

and I have never seen anyone use the lot:rn.ge during the da;y .. 

A few women sit on the sun--porch, chatting novr and. the:r:., and 

the rest simply remai:Q in their rooms doing handwork or resting, 

'.'rh:i_le a few help the staff ·with various 1ight chores c Many 

of the men, too 3 remain i:n their rooms, while other;-:3 are to be 

seen wandering abou.t tl:.c; building or the grounds or sitting 

and smoking in the garcien. I'1o:r-e people, .Proportionately, 

at Stonehaven are involved in tasks and chores whieh contribute 

directly to the running of the home than at Pinewoods, but the 

general level of activity is lower (see next section). 



leave the 
premises for an-;;- reason, but some residents have created pi~oblems 

in this regard. Several residents have had to ·be b.I.'ought 

back by the police because they have wandered away, become 

confused and not knovm where they were. One man has a 

tendency to wander about at night in his pyjamas. As a 

result of these various cases over the years, as well as the 

greater pressure on the smaller staff, surveillance is more 

blatant at Sto:nehaven than at Pinewoods. 

In addition, several of the Sto:nehaven residents, both men and 

women, had drinking prob}.ems prior to aclmissio:n.. I gained 

this information from the staff and from hints t)y •:rn.e or two 

residents about otbe:r.-s -- never directly from tho::;e aJ_leged to 

have this problem.. The sisters keep a careful water). for.' 

excess alcohol on the premises ancl attempt to ov~rcome the 

pro1Jlem by 11 giving them their little drink" every evening at 

dinner. 

Re;'.}idents at Stonehaven are even :more aware than those at 

Pinewoods of the 9 no-optionu nature of their situation. 

Five of the residents were themselves reared in the children's 

home of the sam2 institution -· in Cape 1I'own or in Port Eliz.a.beth ... 

and two have had their chilrlren reared in the home.. At 

Stonehaven '1Ll-% of the resid2nts havs no kin ac all ··- c0mpa~-:ed 

with L+-% at Pinevrnods - and 28% have no kin in Cape Tm·m, 

,::!o!npared with ·16% at Pinewoods .. 

The most striki::'.lg difference that emerged in interviews was 

~he difference in attitude to the respective residenDes. 

All the residents interviewed at Stonehave2.1 ex:pres;:;ed ]?rofound 

gratitu.de to the insti t•.rtion 11 for taking me in11 and no-one 

volunteered complaints or grumbles" :rte Brown vs attitucle 1,vas 

fairly typical: 

"I was living iD. this boarding-house, see ..... it 
wasn 9 t up to much but I ;made do ...... then I got 
sick and the am:·oulaJJ.ce took me to hos:pi tal and 



the land.lady at the boarding-house 1r:ouldJ'..1. 1 t 
take me ba.cko ..... said I 1 d. only get sick again 
and she d.idn' t want the trouble." •• ~ DO I. 12.nded 
up here ... o ... it~s a good :place .. ~ ....... the,~_s:i.sters 
are so kind ... ~ •• I keep to my~; elf and I ha·1.ren 1 t 
been too sick since live been here so I'm not 
too much trouble~ ...... don 9 t kaovl what Ir d have 
done if the:y had.nit taken me in ••• a ... ri .. 

I"LL' Brown has one daughter whose address is u.nknmrn and who 
contacts the home on.C•3 or twice a year to fir;.d out whether her 
father is still living, but she never visits. 

At Pinewoods, although residents compliment the home on its 

care and facilities, there is much more expression, or near 
expression, of repent!!lent at being there~ The resentment 

is diffuse - directed at themselves, their families, the world 
in general, and not articulaterl.. very ex:plicitly 1 but it io 
nonetheless there,, There seems to be a cont1:-·acliction 

between the pr:inci:ple of an old age home, ·which :Ls r::eemed 

positive, a.r:td the at ti tnde towards J!ersonal experience, which 
is mixecl but al.most always has some negative component. It 

is as thDugh Pinewoods resident& are saying: chari~y is good 

and necessary - for others; whereas Stcnehaven residents 
seem to be sayir ... g: hov-..r fortunate for us that charity exists. 

At both residences ti.me is formally structt~red for the 
residents roun.d :n.02.l_s 7 and 1)2.rts of the day are frequentl:;r 
referred to as vbefore 1 or uafteru meals. As in most 

institutions, meal-times are comparatively early tc allow the 
staff to leave at a reasonable houre Residents at; both 
homes reported. clifficulty in adjusting to the earlier times, 
particularly when they were first <::.dmi tted, but all agreed 
that 11 you get used. to it eventually" like all the other facets 
of institutional l:l.vingo Mrs IJane repoi·ts: 

"At first I felt like a baby - eating my lunch at 
'12 and my dinner at .5 - bLlt you get used to it ..... 
and as Sister says, the staff also have families 
to go home to •••• 11 

.. 



Miss Parkins says: 

l!At first; I just couldnvt get used to ea.ting 
so early ••••• I used. to run a boarding-house 
myself t:1nd I alv . .rays ate late ..... I thought I'd 
enjoy being waited on for a change, but it took 
a while before I got my appetite working at the 

· , t • · I II rJ_gn i:;ime. • 

Several residents at -ooth homes echoed Mrs \1leinberg' s 

sentiments: 

"I don 9 t mind ea-cJ_ng early -· I'm used to it 
now - but it q s a nuisance when ;you g::) out -
you must always be home earlier than other 
people •••• 11 

This factor was mentionSd by all the people interviewed 

who do leave the residences fairly regularly, whether they 

are taken out or go out on their· ovm.. The early mea.1--ti.me 
serves as a consta.ut reminder tha·L; they ars not in complete 

contro:::.. of their ovm lives - a reminder of their actual 
dependency despite the illusory independence of their few 
hours 1 outing. 

Since all rooms are serviced, residents are disturbed by 
cleaning staff in the mornings at a particular time - over 

which they have no control. The time between meals is, 
of course, Qfree 0 , but certain regular events occur at both 

residences which structure the wi;:;ek, anc_ round 11.rhich residents 
schedule their other activities. Such events are the visit 
of the district surgeon, the hairdresser~ the physiotherapist 
ar:i .. d, at Pinewoods 1 the daily occupational therapy sessions. 
Television time and activities programmes are also part of 
the routine o This regular fJchcduling of events and 
activities for residents by staff and m::::.nagemeJ1t is a key 
.f' t f - ] . t . t ~· . , +- • d 1 l t t _,_ea· ure o. al.._ ins i u-~10ns, a_nu .... o a conc:i .. era.J_ e ex en 

symbolises residents 0 dependence and underlines the fact that 
others are responsible fo:e making decisions about ·when .. one should 
do what. Yet, compared with the 1 independentsv discussed in 
the previous chapter, this aspect of institutional living for 
the elderly isweleomed. f1iss Fa;yman, wt.:..> had kept house 
for her bachelor brother for .many years, ex:p:ressed the matter 
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this vmy: 
11 I ran the house and sometimes he:Lped :him in 
the shop. We never made much from the shop 
so there wasn't much to do ••••• then we retired 
BILd there wasn et any money to spare so we never 
went anywhere really, and with just the two of 
us at home, the days just passed~.~$ .on e...nd on .... 
and then when we came here~., ... there was so much 
going on ...... always something •••.. and no worrying 
about money or whose turn to do the washing up .... " 

.Miss Fayman seldom _participates in the organised activities, 

but like many others takss pleasure in anticipating the events, 

weighing up whether to go or not and discussi11.g them with 

others. Many of the 9 independentst maintained an equally 

rigid daily schedule because setting a time for something 

to take place - even if that something is an afte:cno()ll 'napi 

structures the day and seems to g; __ ve it some purpose,, 

.As stated above, this dimension refers to the group aspects 

of the setting - the o:r;:ipo:r:'tunities for interaction on the one 

hand, an.d the possibilities for retai:ning privacy on the othero 

It is ~articula~ly in the context of this dimension that 

individual preferences a .. nd par3t behaviour patterns have to be 

taken into a.ccoun.t when attempting to assess the effects of 

institutional living» It seems cle.0.::1.r that the more the 

institution is segregated from the wider society, the more 

it symbolises the resid.ew.ts 1 dependent qu~.li ties and their 

distinction from others of all ages. For most of the people 

intervie11red in this study -· other tlw..n the b-.lnd:::'ul who had 

attended boarding--cchool or served i:o. the army ·- the segregate 

and institutional d.imension.s offered a new framework for 

experience. 11he congregate dimension, iri the sense of 

providing opportunity for interact;ion and grou:r activity, 



is sometJ:1ing everyone has e:xperienc.ed in one form or another, 

but it is also all a.rea Whf:re :personal disposition and past 

interaction strategies manifest most clear.ly.. By entering 

a total institution, willingly or reluctantly, the in:liviciual 

must eventually come to terms with both tl:.e segregate an.cl 

institutional dimensions~ By virtue o:f his continued 

residence he has little choice in either of these spheres. 

The congregate dimension, by comparison, (otli_er than. meals) 

offers the greatest s~ope for individual decision-making and 

the decisions the individual makss will depend on his energy 

and his behaviour repertoire (.following K:Leem.eier, 196-1) .. 

In both homes the only way :privacy is attained. is r)y remaining 

in one 1 s room. At both homes bathroom facili t.Les a:ce shared, 

meals are communal, and any ac \·;ions or activities outside of 

one 1 s own room are clearly visible to all o Most residents 

at both homes consider their own ro·oms nrivate terr.i.tory and 

others are not encouraged to . enter O!le 1 s room without knocking 

and selclom wi tho~.t an invi tationo Indeed, one major cause 

of complaint by some residents at Pinewoods wo.s th.:t.t "some of 

the people here are confused most of the time and go about 

barging into other people as rooms o They don't mea:-:1 to 

intrude.~~. but if you can 9 t have privacy in your ovm roorn., 

what's left?". 

Most residents at both homes rest in their rooms after lunch 

a habit common to most of the a indepen.der.i:t:;c; too .. Other 

than that period, however~ there i~3 a striking difference 

between the two horn.es which is evident to even the most cast1s.l 

observer: mo:re of the residents at .8tonehaven si;a:f in their 

rooms for more of the time thaXi. at Pinewoods.. The d.iffe2ence 

is noticeable immediatelyo The corridors at Stonehaven. are 

empty a...11.d quiet, the lour1ges empty and only t1i,ro or thTee people 

are to be seen i.n the sun-porches or in thA grounds. Two 

or three more he1:p with various tasks a.n.d ehores on a regL1lar 

basis, but the rest; can be found~ alone, in their rooms .. Some 



residents seem to rest all da;y., for no matter ·what time I would 
visit, that was all I ever saw them do. 

At Pinewoods, on the other hand, (other than after lunch) the 
foyer is always crowded, several people line the porch, there 
is always someone in the lounges and on each floor people are 
in the corridors or the solaria - usually both. 

Of course, the re spec ti ve groups are vastly different in nu.:m.be:c .. 

There are only '70 residents at Stor.ehaven, but 267 at Pinewoods. 
But certainly part of the reason lies outside o.f group size and 

is related firstly to the individuals themselves, and secondly 
to ~unwritten 9 :policy. The two aspects themselves inter-

relate to produce 9 subdued' and ~busy' effects, respectively. 

Kleemeier ( '196'1, Chapter Ten) sugge2ts four combinations of 
high and low energy expenditure v.ri th high and low beh.T1liour 
repertoire. 'I1he stereotype of the normal oljer person is 

closest to the low energy, high .:cepertoire ~ombinationo Such 
ph)ple are content to follow im:posed routines because energy 
demands are small: they are also :responsive to appropriate 
activity pr0graiill1les d.~signed for low energy such as are 
tradi tiono..l in old ag8 homes. J:'Iany of the i independents~ 

we saw in Chapter J:l'our fall into t:his category, where low 
energy results in diminished activiT.y but high repertoire allows 
satisfactory levels of compensatory adjustment. A second 
combination - low energy and lov,;r repertoire - comprises people 
most needy of the care (services) of a highly institutional 
setting since they ha,re neither the energy JJ.or the initiative 
to cope independently any longer. The two categories 
comprise the bulk of 1)oth residential populations. 

During the first perioJ. of fieldwc1rk, I gained the impression 
that Pinewoods had proportionately more re2idents in the first 
category and Stonehave:n. more in the second. After extensive 
interviewing however, ;:;nd particularly through the taking of 
life-histories, I concluded that the differences in atmoffphere 



suggested. above, lay not in different ·behaviom::al ~cepertc ii..,es 

of the residents through some freak self-selection process, 

but rather in the opportunities for the expression of tho:-:;e 
repertoires$ And this relates to the second feature 

mentioned above - that of 0 unwritten' policy. 

Stonehaven seems to have a i 1aissez--faire 1 policy. No 

activity programmes a1"'e provided for residents du.ring the 

day on a regular basis. There is an amrn.e.l outing arranged_ 

by one of the Lions' clu"'.Js and a film eveni:ng.once a month .. 

Residents are not encouraged to a.ttend concerts or theatres .for 
which they are eligible to receive pensionersi concessions, 

because transport would be a problem,. (They are also not 

discouraged from doing so - these events ar\3 simply not brought 

to their attention). Those resid.ents who volunteer 

assistance in the various tasks a.nd chores are warm.1.y thanked 

and encouraged in these activities) but residents are not 

actively recruited to helpo In other words, the 1 u:r1w-ritten1 

policy states that physical care and the retarding of fu::ther 
deterioration is the p:cime a.im of the i:nsti tution and the 
implicit assumption is that those reBidents who do not i.n~Ltiate 
activity are happiest left alone. The ~isters frequently 
1 pop in 9 and visi·t:; the residents in their rooms, ask how they 

are, chat for a few moments, admire a piece of handwork or 
enquire about a relo.tive, and are off about their dutieB again. 
There are far fewer visitors and visits are :far less frequent 
at Stonehaven than at Pinewood.so Visitors are certainly 
encouraged, but a larger proportion of residents have no kji1 

in Cape Town and a larger proportion have been a·bandoned by 

kin and friends a 

'.I~he situation at Pine-woods is very d:iff ere:r.t. These people 

are actively encouraged to leave their rooms ani often alm0st 
forced to attend tlrn various activities provided.. There are 
daily occur)ational therapy sessions in a rooL:' set aside for 
this particular p1.1rpose, frequent physiother.:::.py sessions (once 



a week at Stonehaven), a weekly ~short <::··'-·" .,...,.,7 1 gJ"'OL1'1 ( 7'8" di· ·ng ,_.. l.J ..... J.~. !J - -1::-' '_. __ .JC:.. -

aloud), a weekly classical music af,cernoon, v;reekly film shows 

and exercise classes. Special day-outi.ngs are offered a 

few times a year and resident:3 are encouraged to attend concerts 

and plays and ar~ transported in the home 1 s own bus. I''lost of 

these activities (including a hairdresser, beautician and 

chiropodist) are arranged by the Welfare C.fficer, but carried 

out by volu.nteer workers drawn from the wider eonm.uni ty ~ A 

few of these volunteers have relatives or .:Lr-ie:c.cls who are 

residents. 

Des:pi te this very act:L ve progr~e, only 50 or GO of the 

Pinewoods residents regularly :participate in those activitieso 

'11he effect generated, however, is one of busyner)s and the 

:provision of talking points ar::.d obse:cvation for the non

:partici:pants e 

This effect carries ove1: into the dining-room, vrhich is the 

most congregate dimension of both residences. The hu;n and 

chatter at Pinewoods have been referred to above. 1.I:he 

contrast with Stonehaven is evident. There, residents sit 

quietly, seldom more than two or th:cee at a table and retire 

to their rooms equally quietly. There is ljttle to discuss 

on aIJ.y given day and little new-s to share.. 1 Keeping to 

oneself 7
, if not :posi:l;ively ar~~iculated as a value, is certain1y

observed~ 

The personal choice factor operating within the congregate 

dimension and ref erred. to a.bove, is seen more clearly in the 

almost coercive activity atmosphere of Pinewoods~ At 

Stonehaven 1 residents seem lulled into non-activity by the lack 

of demand to be active. Yet not one resident complained of 

boredom or inactivity. The most frequsnt sentiment ex:p:cessed, 

as I have already i:.1dicated, was that of t!;I'atitu.cle for the 

security offe:!'..'ed at Stonehaveno And since 1ess is done for 

residents than at Pinewoods, there is greater sero.blm:1ce of 



independence _, albeit passive independence. 1'1rs Long::..an 

epitomises this balm1ce: 
11 1 do 11/hat I can to help sister .... ~ .different ,jobs .. ~. 
depends what needs doing ... O•#•the sisters are so 
kind here, they really love everyone.e ••• the least 
I C8..11 do is to help where I can •.. c. the rest of the 
time I read or knit or just rest,. •... I do whatever 
I feel like doing ••••.• no, I'm never lonely ••.•• 
sometimes I visit Miss Rose down the passage ..... or 
I pop along to the sick-bay to cheer them up •.•• I 
just do whate-..re:c I feel like doing ..... that vs one 
good thing about being old - no-one minds if you 
don v t feel like do::l ··1g much ...... " 

At Pinevwods, several in.formants expressed much the ~:;ame bac':lic 

attitude as Mrs .Longman, but often s. certain self-consc.iousn.3s.s 

about inactivity or non-participation was implicit. 1'1rs 

BersoL expressed her pr0ference in the matter quite explicitly: 
11 .At my age (87) Ivm entitled. to d.o as I like -
I like being alone a lot of tr+e time - I altvays 
have. o... I eau ent0rta.in myself quite well, 
thank you .. o·~ I usually have a littlo chat with 
a few of the ladies in the afternoon, in the lounge -· 
and if rvm not in the mood for them, I just stay 
right here in m;y room,_ l'Iy daughter always nags 
me to join in~ .join in .. Goosays it will bP. good for 
me., .• ~ . she vs a good person, ·but I think I 1 ve li vecl 
long enough to lmow what~ s good for me ••. ,.. 11 

Nany Pinewoods res:.i..dents would list the home's activities 

with :pi:-ide in respo".'.sc to the request: 11 tell me about ;your 

weekly routine" o When obse:i.'ving who participate11 D.nd 

who did not and fihdi.ug ttese people .sfbsent, I would go back 

and ask questions and would be met with a. series of excuses: 

"I went to the hosp:L tal that morning anrl. I was tired11
; "11.rs 

X said she didn ~ t think that would be a g~-:od concert eo I 

didn v t go"; 11 I we:!J.t to Bingo last week so I thought I' cl give 

someone else a chance". Very few people simply sc:i.id "I 

didnit feel like it". They were certc:i.inly rriaking independent 

decisions about; their degree of :participation, but v1bere those 

decisions were in conflict with the prevailing ethos of congregate 

activity being desirable~ few people were goi:r1~ to admit those 
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decisions$ :B'or these people, the ongoing acti v:Lty 1)rograrnm.e:3 
empl1a.sised, by contrast, thei:r O\."rn cUminishing 2.ctivi ty levels 

(negatively valued), but as long as this co~tra3t was not exposed 

they could reflect, vicariously, the activity levels of the 
institution., 

The prime aim of Pinewoods is also to prevent fu.:r·ther 

deterioration where possible, thr·ough efficient :medical ca.re 

and providing an atmosphere of ms.xi.mum security) but the 

underlying assumption is different from that at dtonehaven. 
At Pinewoods the assumption is 11 that activity is good for all 

old people whether they think so or 11ot 11
., if'hat nei t.her 

assumption holds completely for all people at either institution 

is illustrated at Pinewoods by some people expressing resentmeLt 

at being 'forced' to participate, whereas otherG. feel the need 

to disguise their non-participation. At Stonehaven, the 

fe.ct that many residents participate reaclily i::::1 the activities 

that are offered - notal)ly a regular, thcugh informal, evening 

prayer - suggests that higher activity levels could be achieved 

and would be positively accepted. 

This chapter set out to examine tvm institutionalised residential 
settings for the aged in Cape Town. '.l:hree desc:r:iptive 

dimensions formed t:he framework within which to examine the 
effects of such settings on the life-styles and self-images 
of the resident aged populations. The following chapter 
will utilise the same framework to examine the degree of 
constraints operating within two part-institutions for the aged, 
and will include some comparisons with the total institutions 
described above and the uindependentsu described in Ch~pter Four .. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

PART-INSTITUTIONS - A COMPROMISE? 

In Chapter Five we examined the lives of old people in two 

total institutions in Ca~e Town. The presentation included 
formal descriptions of these institutions and, following 

Kleemeier (1961), considered the effects of three dimensions -
the segregate, the institutional, and the congregate - on the 
daily lives of these people and on the mean;_ng of old age for 

them. Both through ·~he general descriptions and the detailed 
cases, we saw that for most people the total ins~itution was a 

'no-option' solution to var~.ous pro·blems in old age. Even 

when the decision to enter such an institution is made by the 

individual rather than· for them, this cannot be construe0. as 

exercising any real choice. 

Part-institutions, on the other hand, are closar to the 'normal' 
housing discussed in Chapters Three and Four. Their 
distinguishing feature compared with 'normal' housing is that 
chrono!.ogical age its elf is the criterion determining eligibili t;y. 
Choice is involved here to a considerable degree, anG. will 
therefore be one of the aspects considered in this chapter. 

What, however, is a part,-institution for the a~ed'? I·t; 
d.iff ers from 'normal 1 hou.sing in that it is a residential 
setting designa:ted specifically for a particular horizontal 
segment of society - the over 60s. It d.i~fe-cs from 
Townsend's definition of the institutional commnnity (op .. c:i_t .. , 

392) (see p 109) :i.n being less 11 set apart from the rest of the 
comm.unity" than total institutions. It i'."l, however, also 
'artificial' as described by Townsend (ibid)-

In relation to both Kleemeier's three continua,(op. cit; see 
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p 110) and Goffma..."l'.!n's discussion (196'1 : 17, seep 110), the 

difference, when compared with total institutions, is one of 
degree. 

Not all part-institutions operate in quite the same way, and 

this chapter will examine two such residences, drawing 
comparisons through the description. 

Whereas one of the residences, City Place, purports to operate, 
according to its manager "like a residential hotel", the age-

eligibility factor carries many implications. Stonehaven 1 s 

'Flats' also have ·some particular characteristics resulting 
from their proximity to the 'House'. In the terminology 
of the Cape Peninsulc.. Welfare Organisation for the Aged, which 

runs City· Place, part-institutions would be designate~ 

'residences' and not 'homes' (see fcotnote ! on p 101 ). 

CITY PLACE and STONEHAVEN FLATS 

City Place is an economic residential home for the aged run by 
the Cape Peninsula WeJ.fare Organisation for the Aged, set in 

pleasant surroundings near the centre of the city. It is a 
modern building which accommodates 241 men and women (including 
seven married couples at the time of fieldworl.() and o:::f ers tkree 
types of accommodation: sin12;le room with bathroom; single room 
sharing bathroom with three or four others; and· flatlets, 
comprising two single rooms, bathroom and separate toilet in 
one unit~ The rent includes servicing cf rooms and two meals 
s. day. There is a central communal dining room and a small 
central lounge. _ Each of the five floors h3.s two sun.-rooms, 
two tea-kitchens, a public telephone, and an ironing room. 
There are no medical facilities at all. 

Less than fifty yards from the main entrance of City Place is 
the Service Centre - a separate organisation, but also run by 
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the Cape Pensinsula Welfa.i'e Organisation for the Aged~ The 

centre has a library, a l~:i.rge lounge, dining-room, a hall with 

stage, two brid.ge .rooms, a kitchen for m.erG.bers 0 use, a.nd an arts 

and crafts studio, which also operates as a physical exercise 

room. The centre al.so houses and admi.r.d .. ~3ter.::0 the tMeals-on 

Wheels a· kitchen, which operates independe11.tly f:i:om the main 

kitchen. The main kitchen serves both the Service Centre 1 s 

dining-room and that of City PlaceG 

The manager of City Place is an employee of the Cape Peninsula 

Welfa.re Organisation :for the Aged and supervises the staff and 

residents. He also serves on the management committee8 There 

are four additional staff and 35-l~O kitchen and rr;.aintenance 

staff members with varsing tasks and degrees of authori t;y .. 

The manager, assistant manager and floor superv:i.sor all live 

at City Placeo 
· .. 

The Service Centre has l;wo fl.lll-time staff members assisted by 

part-time instru0tors in various activities, and further 

supplemented by volm1teer members. 

Eligibility for -r.esidence at City Place is based on age and 

on the ability to pa;y the rent.. Religion is not asked e:d; 

all but, according to the manager nclass is importanto If 

I feel that people wo:a 1 t fit i:a, I tell theni so - and I 1 ve' had 

to de., this on a number o.f occasions 11 ~ A further criterion 

is health status.. Again, according to the manager 11 applicants 

must be of sound health - that is, they must be able to operate 

as though they were living entirely independently". The 

relevant clause in the legal agreement entered iJ~.to betvreen 

resident and the Cape Peninsula Welfa.re Orga.i.-viisation for the Aged 

is as follows: 

"5 (n): Should the RESIDENT, in the opinion of a 
Medical offit;er appointed by the O.RGA1USATION, 
become so frail, either mentally or physically 
as to require regular meclical attention or assistance 
in respect of mobility, dressing or undressing, 



feeding or personal hygiene, tlE~ OEGANISA'I1I. ON 
may at its discJ:etion offer to the RESIDENT a 
traT1sfer to the Zcrilda SteJ-n Nemorial Home or 
some other suitable home whers adequate medical 
nursing and general care are available. A 
failure by the EESID:filTT to accept such offer by 
the ORG111USATION or al ternati.ve accommodation 
shall constitute a breach of this Agreement which 
may then be terminated by the ORG.f\lUSATION on 
giving of one month's notice to the HESIDlli'JT". 
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Two clauses in the Hot1se Rules also relate to health status: 

"1 (b): Meals will only be served in the main 
dining-room except in the case cf illness when a 
service charge of 20c will be made for each meal 
served in a resident 1 s room. 

2. SICKNESS 
(a): In the event of any resident reqo.iring 
p~olonged, continuous or skilled nursing attention, 
he/she must arrange for hospitalisation •. 

(b): In the case of illness, ~esidents must call 
their O'v\TTI. doc torso In the event of c.. resident, 
for any rea~'on, failing to do so, the Management 
reserves the right to call :in a doctor and the 
resident concerned wi: 1.l be rssponsible for .payment of 
his fees" 

J:1embership of the Service Centre :i.s open to all white Capetoni<..iJls 

who are over 60, 3..lld residents of City :P12.ce must apply for 

membership in the came way as a.I1;yo11e elsea The Centre 

offers a full progr.?lfu"Ue of activities includ.ing a weekly 

religious service given by the various demo:ni:o.a.tions i:n turn .. 

It is closed at weekends and on public holidays, and prior to 

the start of television it was closed s.t night~ Ho1~rever, a 

special committ;ee has been formed to take res:ponsil)ility for 

opening and locking the 1.:iuildi:ng so that Ce:ntre members can 

watch television at night. 

Rooms at City Place are seldom vac<.:int for more than a few days 

as there is a waiting list of applicants, but the sex ratio is 

virtually constant. The f o1J.owing table :Ls compiled from 

a list of residents in Ju.ne 1977. 
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1'1ale residents at City Place account for about '15% of the total 

resident popu~lati.ori, comJ~ared. with 30% at Pinewoods and 37% at 

Stonehaven. Although the group of 'independents' presented 

in Chapter l!'our does not constitute a sample, vrn may note that 

7 of the 50 were men who were widowed or had never married and 

none of these lived entirely alone an.d independently - 2 lived 

with kin, 3 employed full-ti.me live-in dom.est~.c servants and 2 

lived :i_n hotels .. I r.ave no reliable sex--·ratio figu_res for 

residential hotel populatio1-:s in Cape Town, but even the most: 

superficial observation of the elderly populations of such 

hotels shows a pre:pond02rance of womeno Gi».ren that most 

residents o.f Pinewoods and Stonehaven tend to be ~no-opt..i..on 1 

cases, it is clear that me~ choosing to reside in part-institu

tions can expect to -be part of a very small minority. 

w11h~f!'l0-~~ at §_::~ehave12 (described in Chapter Five) are 

composed of three smaller buildings beh:ind 'the B~ouse 1 
.. The 

oldest and la.rgest of these (donated by a private co:rm~)an.y) has 

single roe ms (some J_arger than others) •xr~i th 1)athrooms. There 

is also a very smc:;..11 communal cliniDg-room and a co:rriffiunal lounge n 

The second building was built by a resident. It has one 

three roomed flat 1Hi th k:i.tchen a..YJ.d bathrorim (occupied by the 

donor and his wife); one two-roomed. flat 111ith kitchen and 

bathroom; and two pairs of uni ts, eac11 ·with two rooms and one 

bathroom., The third building.is :::i. detached l;hree-roomed 

cottage with kitche!'.l and bathroom, occupied o:f its donor and 

his wife. . (Since completing :fieJ_dwork, a second such cottage 

has been built and. a third_ is in progress).. All these 

-r.esidents eat in the coi1Erm.nal dining.--room~ u.nless ill or 



entertaining guests. They may also use the large co:rnmon-

room on the ground floor of 'the House 1
o 

At the time of fieldwork, there were 26 resiclents i11 1the 
Flats 1 , including 7 married couples. ~:1able J. shows the 

sex, marital status and age distribution of these residents: 

TABLE J: SEX: ,_I"lAFfl'A~ STArilJS AND AGE DIST~~IB~~IQN OF TH~ 

26 RESIDENTS OF STONEH.AVEN 1 FL.it'_PS a.· 

'The Flats 1 are .situated in pleas2.nt gardens ancl some of the 
residents tenrl particular sections of the garden as if they 

were their mm p:r.i vate property .. 

Age is the sole criterion for eligibility and although these 
flatlets were intended to be fully economic. units, several 
of these residen:ts are no longer able to pay the full c:.illloo.nt, 
but know that they have full security of tenure,, 

We now turn to an examination of these special residential 
settings in terms of Kleem.eier's (1961) .framework - the 
segregate, institutional, ac.ci congregate dimensions. 



Stonehaven 9Flats 1 are situated witb~n the total Stonehaven 
complex and hence share with ~the House 1 that sense of being 

set apart, discussed in Chapter Five. Yet, they are also 
set apart from ;the Hou.set and all three are single storey 

buildings.. Once one has entered the grounds through the 

main gate (but only then) these two aspects neutralise the 

institutional atmosphere and it is as though one were visiting 
1 normal' attached or gro: 1.:p housing .. Bec21.use Stonehaven is 

set in such large grounds bj.gh above the city, the atmosphere 

of quiet and remoteness nevertheless remains .. 

For all but one married couple this atmos:ph8rH was :positively 

:percei-;,-ed as quiet remo·~eness and not as isolation in any 

negative sense. All but the same married couple had chos6n 

to live at Stonehaven in preference· to other considered 
alternatives and thought themselves fortu:o.at8 that space had 

been available in such limited. accommodation. The one> 
couple referred to were rec::.l.ly candidates for tthe House~ (in 

terms of health and finance), but becaLLSe there was space in 

'the Flats' at the time of their application, and because 9 t:he 
J!'lats a have la:ege:i.:- rooms and. are therefcre more suitable for 

couples, they were given their roomo 

r".u: Krochek (who built the second building) gave his o:pi.nion: 
11 'vle have no ch-U.dren, and after I retired for 
the second time and I wasn 9 t too well, my wife 
suggested thD.t wc'J go back to Germany" We went, 
and we lived_ there in a little cottage in the 
forest area for more than a year. We were 
very happy·, lmt our capi ta1 was here and the 
income ·wasn qt reall:y enough, so we came back and 
rented a flat -- we had sold. our housec Every-
thing was fine until my wife and I got sick at the 
SEtme time - then we realised that v.re couldn_ v t go 
on alone - we had to be with other people. So 
we started to look around - but everyv,ihere the 
rooms were so small and alviays the places were on 
main roads -- so noisy. We thou.ght City Place 
might be all right, but I coul:d.njt live in those 



boxes! One da;y 1irn came here; --· straight 
away we loved the place - higJ::, fresh, clean 
air, quiet - everything we wanted - but there 
was no available space. The I'1other showed 
us round and we saw these 0 1.itbu.ildings - I 
think they were once stables c.rn.d 11JOrkshops -
so that night the idea was born: I d:cew up 
some plans, found out about costs ancl a:pproached 
Mother. She was wonderful - she immediately 
agreed to the whole idea - we :r:enovs.ted the whole 
building and my wife and I have this apa.J::-tment 
rent free for life, and :Mother has promised she 
can stay here even when I die -- they won 9 t put 
her in 'the llousee. Sometimes we cook for 
ourselves, sometimes w·e eat in the dining room .. 
We have our own 1i ttle garden - ·but the best 
thing is that it~ s so wonde:r'fully peaceful -
peace - and also private - but someone here to 
call if you need them. We both think vrn are 
very lucky". 

I1r and Mrs Krochek 1 s cEJ_se illtJ.strates a number of poir:ts 9 

The trigger factor which caused them to seek non--indepencle.nt 

housing was ill-health. They knew vihat they 1~rantec;_ ar.Ld 

had the means to acbieve ito ~~hey have succ8ssfu11y 

balanced independence and security, and the vsegregated.' 

aspects give them :pleasure. 

Mr Matthew,s, on the other hand, is irked. by both the quiet 

and the proximity to v the House~ .: 
11 Wha.t we really wanted was a housing complex like the 
one at Somerset West - quite private~ but neigh
bours close by - and near to the shopping centre 
and the cinema., We C..icln 9 t want to move to 
Somerset ·west but vrn would hs.ve if it hadn Y t been 
so expensive~ I suppose we were lucky to find 
this - but it 0 s so quiet - I go to town nea:ely 
every day just to see some people - and that ~House 1 

always reminds illP- where I am •• ".whe:n I sit in the 
garden I face the mountain just so I can. 9 t .see it ... ri 

Several of these residents have their ow-n cars and use a -tn1ck 

entrance driveway whic~:i. leads directly to 'J the :H'l.ats e .. They 

go out frequently, as do several others vrhc, use the public 

transport which. is a.dequate in this area. The majority> 

however, are over 70 ar:d do not go out too often unless they 



a.re fetched.. Visi to:rs a.re enc.our-aged by the staff, b1,t 

there are not ma...-riy.. The majority of the residents live in 

single rooms aJJ..d the dining room is too r.:;mall to have guests 

for meals. (This has changed since fieldwork. The dining 

room has been renovated and special tables are set aside for 

resid_ents who vvish ·to have gues~t;s. Jtccor'cling to tl1e sister 

responsible for sthe Flats' entertaining is done mainly by 

those residents who mDved in after this change). 'I'.hose 

residents who have mere than one room happen to have no kin 

in South Africa and for +.;he most part pref er to meet their 

'outsidew friends elsewhere .. Some do socialise among 

themselves and this will ·be fuJ:ther discussed below .. 

1'1iss Drubber, a very active 72 year old ret::!.r8d social worker, 

reports: 
11 This place suit.s me ·very· vrn11.. It~ s comfortable 
a.."'1.d has all the conven:i ences o.f service and· medical 
care, hut it woulcl drive me mad if I stci.yed here all 
the time. ram usually 01it for most uf the day -
I go to lectu.res, visit friends, and gene:ca.lly run 
around ·- I~ m usuall;y back in time f Ol' supper and I 
stay in most evenings ··· got to make ;3o:rae concessions 
to my age, yon know - but when I stay here most of the 
time, then I 2 11 know I 9 m really olcL .... m 

11
• 

Whetb.er peoJ_)le at Sto11chaven are wholly satisfj_c-;d with their 

living arrci_ugements or not, they share, fo:c the most part? the 

notion of 1herei, the notion of ginsider-outsider' discussed in 

Chapter Five for total instittJ.tions o Mrs Smith express eel it 

this way: 

"It us very nice hen:, ancl we 1 ~re quire satisfied., 
really, but it can get a ·bit lone ls.. ~·Ty huE1ba:nd 
does odd jobs around. the place and that keeps him 
busy, but I like to get out sometimec •••• I go across 
to see one or two old people in uthe Housei every 
few days -· used to know poor old. l'1r J:f'ieldi:ng in 
.Bloemfontein - 01:- I go to the hairdr<=assr in town 
if I feel up to :Lt - somet]_mes I vis:L t my sister at 
City Place - she won 1 t come here -says thereus nothing 
going on -· I supJ)OSe it is a bit quiot -- but -vrn°ve 
got to face it ·- we 7 re not getting an.y :rouuger, any 
of us here .. ., ... "a 
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City Place has a completely different atmosphsre ~ 'I'he 

complex is situated on .:::_ l)llSY road with a cinema next door 

and a hotel a few yards away. It is on the bus route a,.11d 

close to a supermarket, a restaurant, a co'11ege and a public 

pa.rk. 

The resident population is almost ten tim2s greater than that 

of 1 the Flats 1 , the staff is much lar·ger and ·chere is the 

additional 'floating' popula.tion of visitors to the Centre, 

which is in the same complexo Like Pinevmods, City Place 

has a central reception office where mail is received aJJ.d other 

business conducted. In addition, the lifts serving the 

variou~ floors are opposite the office, so that, except for 

the period immediately after lm:ich when most peo:ple rest, 

there are usually several peop.1e in the entranc.e lobby at 

any one time. 

~rhe explicit airu of the management is to r)pera-t;e ·tl-:e place lik.:e 

a residential ho·cel aucl in this they have been su.ccessf'ul., I 

was told that rooms weI'e deliberately huil t small so that 

residents would wish to get out and about.. Nanagement 

clearly subscribt7.s to the views of the activist theorists 

described in Chapter Two - that activity lrtaintcii.ns and. promotes 

physical and mental health. Because the Serviee Centre is 

part of the 0ame c.;ompJ.ex and vt.:ry many activities are offc.:;red 

there, there is a constant hustle and bu.stle betwee:n. the two 

buildings. In fact, City Place has a far busier atmosphere 

than most of the residential hotels I visited. 

This does not mean that all the residents of Ci t;y l?la.c e 

participate in these activities. Several residents are 

still employed and go to -vmrk from here as they would from 

any kind o::· residence o Some o'f the residents" most importa:-a.t 

social relationship0 s.x·e with non-residents (discussed further 

below)$ This is also true for many residents who are not 

employed and there are yet others wi10 pre.Ler to spend most of 
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their time in their rooms; Yet~ only 30 of the 240 residents 

are not members o.f the Ge:p.tre. 

City Place is the clo:3est of the four in the study to the 

non-segregate end of the cm::i.t:i.nmLrno Its segregate 

componei1t lies in the fact that age is a firm criterion for 

entry and in the proximity of the Service Cent:ce., which is 

not a feature of ordinary commercial residsnt:ial hotels. 

Hesidents at all four establishments are aw9.re 01.' the f.~egregate 

dimension, but as we have seen, for some this l:u.:;_~:; more relevance 

for their self-image thG..D. for others.. However~ even a.t City 

Place, which is the least segregate from an emic or an et:i.c 

point of view, it is. a component in the formation of this self-

image. Essentially, at City Place, this is hecause of the 

age restriction. Miss Evans described. her reservations 

during the decision making proc.ess 'thus: 

"I 9 m a very incle_pe:u.dent :person -- always have been 
and I e d lived in flats fo::::- ;years - nslla1l;y- the same 
fla~ for a long stretch (17 years in one and 12 
years in another),. I heard of City Place from 
friends and first put my naJne dovm during a phase of 
tiredness -- lmt x·emoved it when that :passedn,, 

Miss Evans kept J.10u.se for her urllll.a:cried brothe:1: for a v..rhil.e, 

but ·when he became ill and the~y had to leave 11 ;:i,ncl most of 

the furniture had to be sold and that was a real wrench" she 
entered & peric<i of 0 l.ow.ness 0 a:nd b.a.d her ~ fiJ~~st real illl'JJ]SS 

ever 1 
o Bb.e was a·bout 74 at this. time: 

n ~ .. a the lowness was probabl;y the result of the 
cu_umlative eJfects of strai.n and '·Horry about 
my brother - a.ncl age - I had. nowJ::.ere to go, 
reall;y -- I stayed with friends until I had. 
recuperated -· ·but for the first time in my ~1_ife 
I began to thinlr about my age in. a perEo:nal Gort 
of wa;/ -- of course one is aware of getting on -
needing to rest more -· and I u d retired years 
before and thought about it.a bit then, but 
then l v d i:otarted to vmI·k again.. I was 
reli.::.ctant to cQme to City Place - so:i:o.Phow it 
seemed so final - a sort of real identific~tion 
with old age - but I just told myself to get on 
with it and be sensible - and I 9 m not sorry -· I 
live my own life in much the same way as I 9 ve 
always done,o ... 11

• 
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The fact of the age restriction demands that all applica.LGS 

to City Place must acknowledge their age status in a way that 

is not necessary when entering a residential hotel or signing 
the usual rental lease. For some people this is quite ' 

unimportant, for others it marks a transition point in their 
lives. Many of the 'independents' discussed in Chapter 
Four indicated quite clearly that although such a part
institution may be appropriate to their current situations, 

they were not yet prepared to identify themselves so 
unambiguously with a (ne15atively perceived) segment of the 

population. The clauses in the Agreement cited above 
accentuate this aspect. 

The Institutional Dimension 

As we saw in Chapter Five, the inmates of total institutions 
are considered incapable of caring for themselves indepeudently 

or of managing their own affairs. In a part-institution 
like City Place, the opposite is true and is insisted upon 
to the extent that it is a condition of retairing residency. 
The dichotomy bet--irnen residents and staff is thus not nearly 
as marked here as it is at Pinewood.s and Stonehaven. 

The office staff, all of whom are themselves middle-aged, have 
casual 'friendly relationships with most residents. r1ost of 
these relationships have the nature of an acquaintancesbip of 
long-standing r.'ather than intimacy - bu"i:i the i:!!l.portant factor 
in most cases is that these are deemed to be reciprocal 
relationships between individuals of approximately equal status .. 
In the same way that Mrs Thomas in the off2-ce mc.y enquire about 
.Mrs Neethling 11 s sou 9 s holiday - having noticed "!;he postmar;c on 
a letter -- so may I"frs Neethling enquire about; I"Ir 'I'homas' 

health. 



All the office staff c.lai.m to c:a~ce a-oout the residents and are 

concerned if someone is npt well, but; the~T do not have 

the responsi-bili ty of caring for 

room-service staff may establish 

some residents than with others, 

them .. The 1,r.;-aitcesses a.nd. 

closer relationships with 

but in no sense do the staff 

have any res:ponsibili t;y for their welfar.2 - other than in the 

usual style of the hotel service t1:ad.e: tti_at of pleasing 

the customer as a condition of service. Several 

residents have completely impersonal relations with the sta.ff 

and others treat all staff with an attitude o.f l!I'm paying 

for service, so see that I get value for moneya. 

The situation at Stonehaven. 'Flats 1 falls betwee1: that described 

above and that describecl for total institutions 1 though i1~ is 

closer to the lattero The sisters belong to an o::cder 

established to care for the poor, the sick and. the needy and 

this is ingraineq. in _their att~ tude", _al though residents are 

encouraged to be as inciependent as possi"ole,. All the residents 

at 1 the ..l:!'lats i a::::e ·a.m.buli...YJ.t, bi,~f, ___ sevcrat may be described as 

being in u frail i health. Some residents consul-;.; private 

doctor9, others use the services of the District Burgeon who 
visits the institution, but al.l have their medication ": 

su1)ervised by the sister in charge u Though the sister is 

careful not to seem "to be doing a daily vvard round", she does 

do 11 a silent head-cou.:w.t 11 at me,.::._l tiraes and : _pops-in' to visit 

residents in their rooms. 

Place except by invitation. 

This last is never done at City 

Stonehaven has no formal list of rules of conduct at all, but 

City Place has. These refer to meal times? te.riffs fo:.c 

guests, hours of sileuc e, ro.c:f.:Jsages ar:Ld deli verLes, ma.n.agement 9 ,s 

rights in relation to residents~ illness~ c-:md rer:iidents 1 own 

res:ponsibiLities in regard to loss~ theft or damages .. 

The remaining institutional aspects will be discussed ·within the 

framework used in Ch.apter Five: the control of space and 

the control of time. 



The system of room allocation in a part-institution is rather 

different from that in total institutions. At City Place 

three kinds of accommodation are availa1)le with different 

rentals for the different categories, on a cost without profit 

basis. It is obviously the resident who cieeicles which 

category of accommodation he can afford, bG.t ·,,,,ithin these 

categories there is seldom any choice (3imp1.y because rooms 

usually fall vacar.1.t one at a time and, since the.i:e is a 

substantial waiting list, a::p:plicants must take what is 

available or must be prepared to wait o.n 1.JJJ.k.nown length of 

time. On the other hc-:UJ.d, applicants to City Place are not 

desperate for suitable accommodation, which is seldom the case 

for applicants to to cal ins ti tntions. Sever:=i.1 residents 

in one wing complained of the heat on their side of the 

building and one woman who left during the fielclworl: :per:iod 

gave this a~ her main r~ason~ However, management has been 

known to give di3satisfied residents first option when a :room 

bec.omes vacant. Res~dents, however, have to beo.r the cost 

of the move themselves and many cannot afford this .. 

Stonehaven establishE~s rental in aecordan,~e with tb.e mea11s of 

the applicant rather than on a fixed basis. There is a 

waiting list here too, BO that rooms are aliocated .sim:pl.;y on 

the basis of their availabilityn 

aspect peculiar to Stonehaven. 

However, there is ar..othei~ 

In the oldest building of 

flatlets, some of the rooms are larger than others ano. these 

are usually allocated to couples.. This :poses no particular 

problem. However, in the second building, thers are two 

larger a1)artments, one a. three roomed flat with kitcher1, bathroom 

and separate toilet, occupied by the donor, 1'1'.t.r Krochek and his 

wifeo 'J.:his apartment is clearly superior to the others and 

when it eventually 1)ecomes vacant the i'lotb.e:r Superior will have 

to establish some criterion for its :ce--allocation if jealousies 
are to be avoided. 'J:he same situation applies to the separate 
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cottages occupied presently by thc;ir respective donors. The 

sisters have thought about th:is bl).:!:; have reached no decisions, 

though they agree that n1u1man nature being what it is 11 it could 

cause problems in the futux·e. 

Unlike total instituti.on:3, both these part institutions 

encourage residents to bring their ov.nl furniture. At City 

Place this is a necer;si ty as rooms are totally unfurnished, 

but residents are sncouraged to bring something :rold and dear 

to you so you can feel a.-t-; home at once 11
.. At Stonehaven, 

furniture could be suppJied :if necessary, but all those 

resident during fieldwork had brought their oi,,vn furniture .. 

I was told that it was quite common for residents to bequeath 

their furniture (along with any other worldly goods) to the 

.instit:.ition. 

As noted previously, the rooms at City Place are very small 

and al though it is claimed that this '•Jas don·" deliberatel;y 

for the social benefit of the residents, everyone I inte~viewed 

commented unfavourably aboc.t the fact .. I was first told 

of this purpose by a resident, whose comment was: "I understaJ1d 

the reasoning, but they need:o. 1 t have been quite so mean-... ". ll .. 

A few of the more affluent residenr;s had bought r:m.its.bJ.y 

proportioned furniture once the:y had seen the rooms, but man-y· 

could :r:.ot afforcl to do so a.:nd :for many· residents their own 

furniture was what ·they we.nted with them. Many residents -

all women - explained at g:r.'eat length hov'r tralrn1atic it· had been 

for them to part with their possessions. There were a few 

people who said they had welcom.sd the o:ppo:r. ... tunity to 11 get rid 

of the junk", and v-iewed tl.'c.s as one of tb.e symbols of their 

'new life'. Because residents at City Place chose to 

live there, there are generally few complaints cJ.nd. an aceepting 

attitude prevails foI' the most part.. As' l"lrs Hofmeyr ex:'.)ressed 

it: "The rooms are too small but we lrn.ew that rJefore we came and 

there 9 s nothing to be done about it 11 
.. 
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The dining-room is another matter, however .. As at Piri ~·woocls 

F ... I1d Stonehaven, residents are aliocated to tables and 

management claims to try to match people compatibly. The 

manager comments: '!Tb.j_:3 is always a troublesome area and 

one must play diplomat~ We 9 re reasonably flexible a-bout 

changing, but at the same time we~re fairly strict 11
.. A 

number of minor squabbles occured at the tables during the 

fieldwork period and_ 1·rere dealt with g_ui etly and. briskly by 

the staff-member on duty. There are frequent complaints 

about seating arrangements and this is defillitely one area in 

which the institutional dimension intrudes. However, only 

two moves 9ccurred during the fieldwork period. 

The dining room its elf is spacious ai1d pleasant, a:u.d most 

resideDts praised the food. Guests are allowed ar:1.d all 

residents agree appreciatively tha.t the tariff for· g;.rnsts 

is very lowu Meal times 1.vill be· discussed in the next :::--;ub-

section. 

The dining area that serves Stone.haven ~Flats' is in the original 

flatlets building, a11d at the time of fieldwork, was very small., 

There ·was no space for visitors and_ mee:lls were relatively silent 

and crampedo Cf.1he tables could ,:eat c:o.1y one or tvw people 

so that meal times were not social occasions. 

Those residents who have cooking facilities i:n their ::·ooms or 

apartments occasionally eat there ·but must in.form the kitchen 

staff in good time.. Mr and Mrs Matthews have a single rocm 

and sha:r·e bathroom facilities, but they have s. kitchen dresser, 

a refrigerator, a kettle aL.d a hot plate in their room~ and 

enjoy preparing food for themselves at least once a week .. 

"It's not that the i'ood isn it good, or ::.1-:nyt:hing 
like that", said Mrs Matthews. "In fact I 
enjoy not having to do the cooking but my imsband 
says my food tastes different ...... and its just 
that I like ccoking .. o~••rr 

Several women at City Place bake regularly ir1 the kitchen 

provided specifically for this purpose at the Centre. Mrs 



Venter said: 
11 I have baked o.nc.e a week for so many ;)Tears, its 
part of my life - this kitchen is one of the most 
important facili t:i.es here, for me. I sell 
most of what I bake - just keep something back 
in case I have visitors - and quite often the 
other residents or club members give me orders. 
A few of u.s do it regularly. Mrs ·J:ruter is 
very funny because she grumbles and. eomplains 
about standing in front of the hot oven - but 
no one forces her to - · she wouldn't stop for -
anythingo .... 11 
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During the fieldwork period a.t Stonehaven 'Flats' , an incident 

occurred which illustrates a number of the aspects we have 
been consideringo 9 The Flatsw cook had left and the sisters 

had been unable to find a suitable replacement. During the 
interim period a catering firm was employed and the food was 

most unsatisfactory in the opinion of all the residents and 

even of the sisters. The latter .. chose to igncn·e the matter 
and to bear·with it until a new cook was engaged. All the 
residents grumbled to one another and a few complained t0 the 
sister, but nothing was do:::J.e until Mr Krochek and r1r Stevens, 
the two do.nors, made a ,joint public statement to the sister 

and the catering manager in the dining room one lunch time. 

The caterer was dismissed the next day and another satis:factory 
cook found. I was liot a witness to the speech, as it was 
called, but it was reported to me b;y a number of residents 

. and discussed quite openly by the sister when I askec~ v-rhat had 
happened.. M.r Krochek's version (on being asked): 

"Yes, we had a bit of trou-ble. :Mother had some 
trouble finding a new cook - the food was really 
inedible - eventually we objected and luckily 
Mother found a new r.ook" .. 

Mr Steven's version (volunteered): 
"Had the first decent meal in a long ':rhile toda.y -
got rid of that awful caterer yesterday - food was 
always cold - back to normal now ..... n 

l'1r Matthew's version (volunteered): 
11 Did you hear about the scene in the di:iing room? 
Mr Krochek to1d sister exactly what he t;ho 1ight 
about that caterer 9 s food - and out she wsnt. 
l 9 ve been moaning for days - we all have - but 
he only had to say something once and that was that",, 



The sister's version (on being asked): 

"The caterei,i s food wasn 9 t very good I'm a.fra:Ld 
and the r:3sident 1 s were unhappy about it -
fortm1ately we were able to find a re-placement 
cook.,.e~" -

I asked the sister whether this could havs happened at ~the House' 

and her reply was: "Oh no - they never com1;lain a1)out a..-riything. 0 
1•
1 

I also asked at Pi.newoods and wa.s told by tJ.rn Executive Director 

that all complaints were immediately deci.J..t with by him. I was 

also told, and observed myself on a nur.o.ber of occasions, th!lt 

the quickest way to have a complaint remedied wa;::; to report it 

to a member of the Pinewoods conliilittee~ I haYe noted in 

Chapter Five how Mr Roberts' various attempts at introducing 

changes were humoured by tl1ank-you letters~ but no action was 

ever taken .. 

This incidenl; and the attitudes to it tend to confirm both the 

greater capacity for independent action of residents in part

insti tutions and the relatively more efficient response to that 

action. '.I1he J.iff erential treatment implied in r'J.r I'Jatthew 9 s 

comments will he referred to again in Chapters Seven and Eighto 

The cupboards in the rooms at City Place have been designed with 

a hinged. section at one end to create a sJ-1.eLf a.nd small wo:ck 

area for residents to prepare their ov.m breakfast - which 

is not provided. I-Iany people entertain friends to tea or 

drinks in their rooms, but other cooking equipment, such as 

hot plates or frying pa..."ls, are not allowed :i.n the :.c·ooms o 

The main lounge and. the gardens a.t City Place may be used by 

residents at all times and the.re is no stJ_rveillai-1.ce of any 

kind.. But these al'eas are not used very :freg_uentl-;y· except 

when residents congregate just before meal tirr1es o The sun 

rooms on e:J.ch floor are used rather more frequently though not 

to anything approacl"iing full use.. The;y e.re sometimes used. 

for small parties and must then ·be reserved in advance to a.void 

clashes. Otherwise they are used on a 1 first-comer' basis. 



Some residents use these semi-J)rivate areas regularly - almost 
as extensions of their private living space. This amenity, 
together with the activity space provided by the Centre, 

distinguishes this special residential setting from ordinary 

residential hotels, as well as from Stonehaven 'Flats'. 

At 9 the Flats', other than for television viewing, I have never 

seen the lounge used to entertain guests. A few people have 
their afternoon tea there, others collect their tea and return 

to their rooms, and most of the residents of the other buildings 

do not come to tea at all. Of course, there are people at 

City Place too who do not utilise the public areas, other than 

the dining room, but many of these people utilise the Centre. 

I have estimated. that: less than 10% of the residents at City 
Place almost never use the public areas QE the Centre - but 

10% of that population is almost the total popul~tion of 'the 
Flal;s'. However, from the conve·rsations held with res:i.dents; 

it would seem that an important factor in most _people's choiee 

of City Place concerns the faciJ i ties a1J.cl amenities, whether 

th-::;y are used or not. For most people at 0 the ]'lats' the 

security aspect was of greater importance .. 

b) Control of Time 

At both these part-institutions, as at the total institutions, 
time is structured for the residents rotu:i.d. meals d A few of 
'the Flatsi residents mentioned. the early meal times bu.t all 
reported that they har1 adjusted fairly quickly and this was 
D.o longer a probl2m. Many more residents (proportionately) 
at City Place were still irritated by the early times -even 
when people had beer.. thare as long as five yearso It soon 
became clear at both r~sidences tb3.t those who 11vere most 
bothered by this were those who spent most time away from the 
residences. Cleerly, this was an aspect which ma.de them 
feel at odds with 'outoiders '·.. One means of controlling 
frustration at this factor is simpl~r not to have all meals at 



the residence .. .At both places, residents are expected to 

inform management if they, would not be attending a meal~ 

Ylany residents reported that the nuisanc.e .factor of making 

this decision in advance was less than the bother of being 
sure to be back on time.. However, for residents who cannot 

afford the cost of extra meals, this remains a:u. irritating fact 

of institutional living.. Equally, there is no doubt that 

more people (proportionately) at part-instit~tions miss meals, 
than do residents in total institutions .. 

We noted in Chapter :Five tha-c at both total institutions certain 
regular events occur v.;rhich structure the week and rour1d which 

residents schedule their other activities. For residents 
of the Stonehaven vFlatse these events are the same as those 
for v the House 9 • No special or separate act·i vi.ties are 

arranged ei t~1.er for or by these residents - but proportionately 

fewer residents consider these events when planning their ovm 

schedules. The IDDSt affluent residents pay least attention 
to the programmes offered and tend to arrange their time in 

mu.ch the same way as the 9 independents 9 described ..;.n Chapter 
Fouro 

At City Place the situation is far more complex and the 

variation much greater. The residence itself offers no 
programmes er a~tivities whatsoever and other than meal times 
and ·:::he request in the House Rules for silence between two 
and four in the afternoon, and after eleve1~ at nigb.t, there is 
no attempt to structure the residents 9 time for ans pur1)ose or 
in any mannero Of 0ourse, even residents in total 
institutions are theoretically free to ignoI'e any f..!chednling 
but al though many peo.ple do not participate, most 1)eople do 
take these events into account (for example, ·when encouraging 
a child to visit on a :particular· day), and as we saw at 
Pinewoods, residents are freq_uently venccu:r.aged 9 to attend. 

However, the Service Centre at City Place offers a very wide 
variety of activities and events and a detailed programme is 
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circulated monthly (see Appendix). J'1an~v of the })rog:ram.me 

items are regular activiti·3S) whe:cear:l others are special 

events. As the Centre is so close to the resid.ence, and as 
most residents are also Centre members, tlJ.e ai;".rareness of these 

progra.rnmes is very high. All. the residents valued the 

existence and availability of these activities and events 

very highly although the extent to which individuals structured 

their time accordingly varied enormously 3 TJ::..e :follo·wing 

excerpts from field notesigive some indica~ion of the variation: 

JVf,_rs Hofmeyr: 

"I like to be involved ·- I~ ve always served 
on lots of commit·cees and have been a.c;tive in 
many organisations 9, I chose this :place 
mainly because of the Se.rvice Centre - I 1-vas 
a member before I moved in. My husha11d "t;·m.E:m at 
very keen in the 1)eginning - moving in here was 
a big adjustme~t for him - but now he 9 s also 
involved and he ~:says he vrouldn 1 t know wb.a. t ·to 
do without al1 the things that go on there:1

. 

(Mr Hofmeyr was forced through ill-heal th to retire ea~cly 

and was unable to pursLJe his. only hobh;y, gar·dening. 

becoming involvBd i:::i the activities of the Centre, he has 

resumed his interest in gardening - although now· on1y in a 

supervisory capacity)Q 

Mrs Olivier: 
11 rvm a member of the Centre bu.t r~ve never been 
there. I make my own activities right here 
in my :r:oom, b•J_t I hear a1•out everythinc; in the 
dining-room and I tell m;y· d.aughte:c if there i ~3 
something on she might be interested in - she 1 s 
also 9. member - then she combines her visit to 
me with a visit over thereo ..... 11 

Miss Evans: 

"Yes, Iv m a member of the Centre but I don Vf; 
take much advantage of it -· I still work pc:.:;::t·
time and I have lots of friends an.d interests 
away from City Place - but I do go occasionally -
to the things that interest me 11

., 

I'1r Brooks; 
11 Oh yes, I ta:i':e a ::>troll across thff':·e eve1.7 day -
either morning or afternoon - unless I have 
something to do in tO'i:m - or I go to my daughter ·
then I'm too tired - but I never. miss the films 
if I can help it~ .. ~ .. !I 



I1r Peterson: 

rtNo, I've never b:3come a meml·rnr -· I'm oot most 
days c.nd there just doesn't seem to be time to 
go to all those things - so what 1 s the use of 
signing up? My eyes have been giving a little 
trouble lately, so I suppose if I have to stop 
driving, I 1 11 :probably join -- I' 11 see what 
ha:ppens ...... 11 

~57 

In this discussion we have been concerned with control of time 

as an aspect of the institutional dimension of these residences. 

A significant difference bet·ween total and :part-ins ti tut ions 
in this regard relates to different perceptions of the 
expectations of :partici:pationo 

institutional in this respect. 
Pinewoo~s is the most 
Whether or not residents 

actually :participate~ they believe that they should and they 

know that the social workers would like theIG. to do so.. At 

the same time, it is one area where they can make independ.e:nt 

dec:!.sions about :participation~ ·g!he rate of ac.tu8.l partici-
pation is higher tha?l it v.rould be ·without the constant 
•encouragement~ of the staff but every resident interviewed 

or spoken to mentioned these programmes when asked about 
his own weekly routine. At City Place, those rGsid.ents 
most actively involved. in the Centre bot.n J.Jarticipe.te to the 
greatest degree ancl believe they are expected to do so (by 

Centre staff and other members)o A greater variety of 
choice patterns :prevails here but it is also the case that a 
la:;::ger number of residents (proportionately) have 9 outside 3 

interests than at either Pinewoods or Stonehaven... At 
Btonehaven, both in v the House 9 and in ~the .Flats 9 there is 
little pressure from· staff or residents to participate in 
struc.tured ac ti vi T.y. 
activity level is lower at 
'the House 9

), many of the 

However, even though the general 

this residence (and 1ovrnst for 
residents speak of their own time 

schedules in terms of ti.1e programmed events .. 



The Congregate Di~;.ensjon 

The general remarks made about this dimension in Chapter Five 

(see p109 ) are applicable here too. However, we have 
established in this chapter that part-institutions are both 

less segregate and less institutional than total institutions 

(though_'the Flats' are somewhat closer to the latter than 
City Place). How, if at all, does this affect the 
congregate dimension? 

In her discussion. of I1errill Court, Hochschild ('1973) makes 
the following points: 

11 It is not enough to put fairly healthy, socially 
similar old people together. There is clearly 
something different beti;·rnen institutions a.21d :public 
housing apartments (i.e •. i·1errill Court). Perhaps 
what counts is the kind of relationship that 
institutions foster. The resident of' an· 
institution is a 9 patient' ••• ~- He cannot ret:.·.rn the 
service...... If the old in institutions meet as 
equals, it is not as independent eqnal.:.-; o ~ .. • .. • 

1.rhe 
widows of Merrill Court took care of themselves, 
fixed their ovm. meals, paid their m·m rent, shopped 
for their own food, and made their own beds; and 
they did these things for others. Their sister-
hood rests on adult autonomy. This is ·what 
people at herrill Court have and people in 
institutions have not 11 (ibid: 68-69)~ 

Hochschild's reference to institutions refers to total 
institutions, whereas we are c0ncerned here with part:-
institutions. By definition, therefore, residents of 
such institutions fall somewhere between the desig11ation. 
'patient' and the degree of independence described in the 
quotation. All the residents of City ."Place described in 
this chapter meet as independent equals and the d.esire to 
maintain this independence combined with the less segregate 
and less institutional nature of the setting itself serves:, 
to create an environment which tends tow:;~rrls the non-congregate. 
On the other hr.illd, t]:ie range of opportunit:Les for congregate 
activity offered by the sister organisation, the Centre, in 
such close proximity, allows considerablE:: expression of ·this 
independence ~>ii.£1 the total context of this special setting. 
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We. stated in Chapter Five (see p 130) that the congregate 
· dimension offers the gre~test scope for individual decision
making and that this, in turn, will depend on the individual's 
energy and on his "behavio1.lr repertoire. Al though all four 
combinations of energy and.behaviour repertoire (see Kleemeier, 
1961 : ·chapter Ten) are to be found at City Place, proportionat
ely more of the residents have a high energy, high repertoire 
combination than at any of the other residences - which was 
one of the factors that led them to choose this residence in 

the first place. 

I=: sum, therefore, we find that this part-institution provides 
ample opportunities for retaining privacy in terr:i.s of its 
spatial arrangements, its relatively non-segregate naturE> (as 
a result of which the resident,s are not throvm. npon each other 
for compa!ly) and the residents' desire to maintain independence; 

' . 
while at the same time it provides ·ample opportuni t.1 es for 
group interaction withi~ a highly congregate environment -.that 
of the Centre. The felxibility of this arrangement is seen 
in the wide range of choices people make and in th~ range of 
choices the same people make over time. It must also be noted 
here that the social groups.formed in the context of any activity 
at the Centre will almost always include non-residents - t~at i..;, 

people who a.re 'oa.tsiders 1 in relation to the residence but 
'insiders' in relation to the Centre.· Th:s point will be 
take~1 up again in ou.r consideration of comm.unity formation in 
Chapter Eight. 

One factor motivating many people to enter a special setting 
in old age is the desire for the company of peers. As the 
vast majority of residents at Pinewoods, City Place and 'the 
House' at Stonehaven are single, it follows that where 
congregate activity occurs in these institutions it satisfies 
that need. However, the composition of the populatio:!l of 
'the Flats' at Stouehaven is peculiar in this respect and must 
theref·)re be taken into accou.n:t; in the discussion of the 
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congregate dimension there. 

There are seven married couples in 9 the Flats' at Stonehaven. 

That is to say that 14 of the 26 residents have spouses with 
whom they share a room or an apartment. FivE; of these 

couples have been married for more tha_n 40 yea.e~; and all more 

than 30 years. All 14 people spend more time alone with 

their spouses· than they do with anyone else& Each of these 
seven sets o£~relationships has a quality of self-sufficiency 

which diminishes the generalised need for co:ngrr,~r:;ate activity 
in this setting. 

In addition, the 26 residents are accom.I<lodated in three 

separate buildings, one of which contains one of the two 
communal rooms available to tbese residents. The second 

1 . . f th " . ld. v ' b ~J ' If com.muna room is J_n a . our oui ing, t: _e hOU.:3~ " 

we add to these factors the very limited activity programme 
offered at Btonehaven (uiscussed in Chapter l!1 ive) &.'1.d the 
comparati.vely 101iv eriergy levels of the majority o.f these 

residents (which led them to seek the high securit-;y offered 
at Stonehaven), the resultant weak congregate dimension is 
not surprising. 

I am not suggesting that there is no group interaction or 
social interaction in groups at Stonohaven .. But such 
interaction is relatively infrequent and when it does oecur 
the groups so formed are very small indeed: two co;.iples play 
bridge fairly regula~ly; several people watch television in 
the lounge - but three couples ha,re their own sets and a.t 

least five people never watch television because they are 
not intBrested, too tired, or it strains their eyesj 
Several single women help the sisters with chores but this is 
individual rather than group activity.. Several people 
visit 9 House 7 resiclents and one a.:nother, ·on.t these visits 
take place in the individualws own rooms and can hardly be 
designated congregate activitya Even mealtimes, which 
constitute the one sphere in which the institutional dimension 
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at~the Flats'. The only real congregate activity I have 

ever seen on a regular l;asis is the informal evening :prayer 

which takes place in the lounge before the evening me.s.l and 

in wbi ch most of the women res:i.dents from the original flatlets 

building participate. 

This cbapter set out to examine two part-institutions for the 

aged in Cape Tovrn i.N·itb. a view to distinguishing their descriptive 

dimensions from total j_n3ti tution~:i. In -chis process, 

comparisons v-rnre drawn ·with both total institutions and with the 

life-styles of :people resident in vnormal 1 housing. The 

residents of both City Place and. 9 the Flats 9 proved to be moi'e 

independent in their actions and self-ima.ges than most of their 

peers a.t either Pinewoorts or Stonehaven, but residents at ~the 

ll'lats' seem to have greater security than residep.ts at City 

:Place. This aspect will be ·further- discussed in the next 

chapter v-rhen we examine strategies for balancing these tvw 

elements of inde:pend.e:nce and securityo 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

WALKING THE TIGHT-ROPE BALANCING INDEPENDENCE JLND SECURITY 

This chapter is presented in two sections. 'I1he first will 
review the preceding chapters and will then sugsest a perspec
tive which I believe encompasses;·and motivates virtually all · 
the social relations· of elderly people in sociffcies with a 
predominantly western value system. The seco~d will provide 
further evidence for this perspe.cti ve from the case material 
of this study. 

The first. three chapters of this report were concerned with 
what is known about_the process of aging and were also concerned 
with how such knowledge could inform this particular study. ., 
Chapter Two was particularly concerned with the theoretical 
literature pertaining to aging. Althcugh it soon became 
clear that the all-encompassing nature of the general topic 
demands a m~lti-disciplinary approach, it w~s felt that the 
emic perspective, using the anthropological methodology of 
participant observation, could add significantly to our state 
of knowledge about old people. 

In Chapter Two we spoke of two streams in the literature: 
the stream. concerned ;·;ith old people as groups or categories 
and how these fit into the total social structure in which 
they occur·; and the stream concerned with the processual 
aspects of aging - the adaptation of individuals and groups. 
This study is a part of the second stream. rather than the 
first although, as we shall see, the adaptation processes 



themselves contribute to old peoples' position within the wider 
structure. 

Each of the chapters presented 'the way of life' of the people 
studied and its meaning for them individually and collectively 
and was concerned to explore the ideas presented by exponents 
of the various theories. We were concerned with disengage-
ment (or withdrawal) and with its complement - engagement, 
re-engagement (or a~tivity). We were also concerned with 
the effects of coping styles learnt in the past on adaptation 
in the old-age phase. We saw that all these adaptation 
strategies were relevant in the aging process and that 
individuals tended to use combinations of strategies 
according to their perceptions of immediate situations. 

However, this study focussed in detail on the relation.ship 
between the aging process arLd its meaning for the people 
themselves a..nd their particular residential environments. 
The thesis i·s that the residential environment itself has 
an important role in the aEing process because of the constraints 
it imposes, the 
symbolises. 
agent of change 

opportunities it offers and the values it 
Furthermore, residence was see~ to be a major 
in old age, even for those people who had 

remained in the same dwellings for long periods. The main 
body of this report therefore has been concerned with the na~ure 
of aging within social establishments which operate es relatively 
closed systems. 

These environments or special settings for the aged in Cape 
Town may be characterised as small-scale end bounded, with 
potential for high density and high multiplexity, and with a 
rapid flow of information, a bigh 
high degree of social control. 
is not unique to the aged), it is 

consensus of norms and a 
In such an environment (which 

to be expected, and indeed 
has shown to be so in the preceding chapters~ that relationships 
will be mt:itiplex (following Boissevain, 1974 : 32). All 
human interaction comprises elements of exchange (Mauss," 1967) 
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and Boissevain refers to these as their transactional content: 
" •••• the material and non-material elements which are exchanged 
between two actors in a particular role relation or situation" 
(Boissevain, 1974 : 33). Multiplex relationships imply that 
a wider range of 'elements' may be exchanged between the same 
people than is the case in 'single-stranded' relationships 
and indeed we have seen this.in each of the residential settings 
investigated. 

However, in this chapte::!:, I wish to emphasise one particula:!' 
element in the transactional flow. It is no accident that 
Boissevain refers to exchange between actors since all 
transactions contain elements of play, of drama, through 
which the participants project or present .?.:£..image of self. 
Goffme.n (1959), in his jiscussion of the structures of social 
encounters (interaction), has this to say: "The key factor i!l. 

this structure is the maintonance of a single definition of 
the situation, thj_s definition having to be 3Xpressed, and this 
expression sustained in the face of a multitude of potencial 
disruptions" (ibid : 246). 

From the evidence presented in this study (both the presentatiou 
of the fieldwork material and the evidence from published studies) 
a 'situation' common to all the old people emerges and that is 
the nE:ed to express an image of independence. Evaluation 
and judgment (implicit or explicit) about independen~e is the 
most common element transacted (exchanged) in encounters 
between old people and others, and between old people and other 
old people. It is also the attribute most frequently 
evaluated by old people in 'confrontations· with the self' 
The lack of such independence - defined. according to diverse 
criteria such as physical, financial, social, 0r even ind~pendence 
of spirit - is the prime component in the stereotype of old age. 

It is this attribu·i;e which is most vulnerable in old age, since 
the time-span remaining in which to ove:!'come o~ compensate for 
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any diminution of independence is perceived as finite. As 

we have indicated, social. systems having the characteristics 
described above· are not unique to the aged, nor are situations 

in which much time and energy are devoted to impression .. 
management (Goffman, 1959) (projecting an image of self, in 
thls context). However, the manipulation o.f social 
situations and social encounters .to project an image of 
independence (or conversely, to minimise projecting an 
impression of dependency) is ·the most common and pervasive 
feature in the behaviour of old people in this s~udy. 

There are many references to the need to express an image of 

independence i~ the literature, but its significance tends 

to remain implicit or to be mentioned only en nassant, as is 
shown in the following exampl6s: 

11 
•••• older people ••••• frequently express the 

feeling that these (special settings) are the 
only places where they can live in in~ependence 
and security" (::ioss,.1977: 9) 
·'Passivity and dependency are ascriptive roles 
reserved for the old in our society" (Ste:t:::.iens, 
1976: 98)· 

"To mair...tain reasonably good health is to keep 
at bay old age with its implications of 
dependency ••••• " (ibid : 4-7) 

Such commentary assumes the significance o; the concepts of 
independence, dependency and security in th0 social lives and 
self images of old people, but does not examine it in actual 
behaviour and real social relationships. Two recent 
exceptions to this are papers by Colson and Myerhoff in a 
publicatiDn entitled: Secular Ritual (Moore and Myerhoff, 1977), 
in which the respective rituals described emphasisG precisely 
the dominance and centrality of these concepts for old people. 

Independer1ce may be defined as relative freedom from control, 
influence, suppoI·t or help of others. Security may be 
defined as freedom from danger, care, fem .. ~ or doubt: a condition 
of being safe, certain or sure. Clearly, influence, support 
or aid from others must frequently be elements in the acbieve-
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ment of security. The two concepts are thus closely inter
related. It is in ord.er to maintain a }?alance between them 
that old people manipulate their words and deeds and those of 
others, and off e.r interpretations of social si to_ations which 
they hope succes~fully project them as independent. In 
striving ~o maximise such an image by expressing the value of 
independence, they contribute to their position, as a category, 
in the total structure. 

Some furthe~ comments may be made by way of conGlusion. 
Goffman (1959) names four analytical perspectives "which seem 
to be the ones currently employed, implicitly or explicitly,· 
in the study of social establisbments as closed systems" (p232): 
the technical, the political, the structural, and the cultural. 

The technical perspective, he suggests, views an establishment 
"in terms of its efficiency and inefficiency as an :!..ntentionally 
organised system of activity for the achievement of predefined 
objectives" (ibid. : 232). This report has utilised this 
perspective in presenting the data for each instit~tion and has 
shown some discrepancies· in the perceptions of efficiency 
relating to staff and residents respectively. 

The political perspective views an establishment "in terms of 
the actions which each participant (or claso of participants) 
can demand of other participants •••• and the kinds of social 
controls which guide this exercise of command and use of 
sanctions" (ibid : 232-233). This perspective is manifest 
in all the illustrations of interaction presented, but particular
ly in those relating to the discussion of the in.stitutional and 
congregate dimensions of each setting. 

The structural perspective views·an establishment "in terms of 
the horizontal and vertical status divisions and the kinds of 
social relations which.relate these several groupings to one 
another11 (ibid: 233). Again, this perspective has been 
manifest in the or~anisation of the descriptive data but 
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will perhaps be most evident in the chapter concerned with 
community formation. 

The fourth perspective, the cultural, views an establishment 
"in terms of the moral values which influence activity in the 
establishment - values pertaining to fashions, customs and 
matters of taste, to politeness and decorum, to ultimate ends 
and normative restrictions on means, etc."· (ibid : 233). This 
perspective has provided the context for the presentation of 
all the data and serves to underline the ultimate interrelated
ness of all the perspectives for a complete representation. 

Goffman, however, adds a fifth perspective - the 1 dramaturgical 1 -

which leads to a description of the tecl:mia_uea o~ impression 
:manage::nent. He showa (ibid : 233-234-) how the data used in 
such a perspective 'intersect' with all other perspectives. 
The following section of thi.s chapt·er will present 1 drama
turgical 1 evidence to support the notion tha!; a crucial 
dimension of the behaviour of old people is to be seen ~-n the 
strategies they use to maximise an image of independence which, 
in turn, entails striking a balance between independence and 
security. To maintain the consistency of ~he total thesis 
it will also examine the degree to which each residential 
setting facilitateG or contrains such behavioural strategieso 

Walking the Tight-Rope 

One aspect of this study has been concernGd with independence 
as a dominant value in western society, shared by the elderly 
described in these chapters. The study ~~s also presented 
an image of dependency as a major part of the (prevailing) 
negative stereotype of the aged in such societies. Together, 
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these factors seem to demand tha.t a great deal of the time and 
energy of old people be devoted to denying dependency and 
promoting real expressions of independence or even pretences of 
it. 

The qualities of independence·, dependency and security. are 
relative concepts, evaluated subjectively by individuals in 
relation to real or imagined 'others'. The thre.e major 
aspects used for such evaluation (by the subjects themselves 
~d by others) relate to financial status, health status, and 
degree of social participation and activity. 

We have already noted that residence itself is one crucial 
are-a through which sti:ltements about independence may be made. 
There is no doubt from my fieldwork that all those I h~.ve · 
c.alled 'independents' consider themselves more independent 
thru1 all those.in total or part institutions. There is 
also no doubt that this view is ·shared by all tli.ose resident 
in such institutions. The very fact of my having designated 
them 'independents' is a reflection of both the objective status 
and my havirginternalised the generally accepted interpretation 
of this as 'truth1

o 

The majority of the informants in this independent category 
have an income adequate to cover the costs of running a private 
residence. The majority ~re also in a st&te of health 
su~ficient to care for themselves (in nornal circumstances). 
Their degree of social participation varies and has been 
discussed in Chapter Four. These criteria of sufficient 
:income and sufficient health indicate acceptable levels as 
perceived by the 'independents•. In addition, however, 
all these informanr.s sh~re a sense of pride in being more 
independent and therefcre somehow ~ore worthwhile as people 
in relation to those in institutions. 

But what of some of the ingredients that create financial and 
physical independence? How independent is I1r Benson whose 
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rent is paid directly to the land.lord by his son.? Of course, 
no one other than Mr Benson, his landlord and his son need know 
that this is the case, so that a projected image of independence 
could be maintained. It would seem, however, that this is 
not enough. What is sought is a real feeling of independence. 
Mr Benson, on being asked questions about financial resources 
and budget allocations, reported to me as follows: 

"I manage on a pension and some savings - it's 
not very much but I don't need very much •••• I 
manage, although everything' s very e:;q,ensive 
these days and sometimes you get a nasty sh0ck 
wh.en you realise you can't have something you 
always had ••• ,.I don't buy two newspapers a day 
anymore - I get the Times because I go for an 
early morning walk and like to read it later, 
when I get home - over a cup of tea ••••• I pass 
it on to my neighbour before lunch-time •••• she 
buys the Argus ~n her way home from bridge -
looks at the 'hatches, ma~ches and despatc~es' 
and passes it on to me..... Of course, my 
son pays my rent - when my wi.f'.e died we agreed 
that I would be more comfortable !Il2..naging in my 
own place where I Y..new my way round - it's so 
convenient - shous round the corner and a bus 
sto::? just here 5 on the corner - no, I didn't 
consider a residential hotel - there you have 
to eat when the hotel decides you're hungry -
here I can do as I like". 

Nr Benson is quite clearly dependent on his son for security 
of residence but that is not what strikes him. What is 
important to him is that they both agreed that he was too 
independent of spirit to have· anything but an independent 
life-style. Eis :pride lies in his ability to 'do' for 
hi~self and to arrange his meagre finances for himself in 
ways that suit him. His son's generosity is taken for 
granted as right and natural since they both understand his 
needs. In addition, his daily contact with his neighbours 
serves as reinforcement of the fact that they have 'managed' 
their situation themselves while also providing the security 
of making contact with someone else on a regular twice-daily 
basis. 

tlrs Clayton, on the other hand, while financially secure, 
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might as well be living in a private nursing home as regards 
health status. She is_ crippled and confined to a wheel-chair, 
and, as well as a full time maid, employs a day and a night 
nurse. However, she has a large, well-furnished flat and 
is mistress of her own domain, even though she can do nothing 
for herself. She never asks - she always commands. Her 
independence is asserted everytime she speaks. She dictates 
the shopping list, devises the menus, supervises the polishing 
and entertains frequently. -It is not that she likes the 
sound of her own authority, but simply that she.does not trust 
other people's ways·,of doing things. She will never go into 
a 'home', as long as she can.help it: 

"What would I do there all day? Nothi!!g to 
organise or arrange - here everything's done 
my v;ay - my mc.dci even bakes biscuits from my 
mother's recipe~ I taught her, and the.taste 
is almost perfect". 

Mr and Mrs Martin are both rather frail. Tb~y have no 
children and no relatives in Ca~3 Town, but have a small 
ci=cle of very close friends. They are financially 
comfortable but are aware of their growing frailty. They 
have agreed that in the event of one dying, the other, with 
the help of the family lawyer, will go into a fully serviced 
residence. 'W'nile both are alive, however, they enjoy the 
home they have made and the treasur&s and meEories stc£ed in 
it. Their independence a~::..d their security are in· fact 
bound up within their relationship, but because they have 
openly conceded that the future will probably find one of 
them alone, the arrangements they have alre~dy made seem to 
guarantee for tnem a feeling of continued independence within 
a more restricted future environment. 

In C~apter Four we saw the variati~n in financial and health 
status within the 'independent' group. That is, while 
those people were able to maintain the image of total indepen
dence as symbolised by independent residence choice, many were 
in fact constantly juggling reality .and selecting and re-
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selecting criteria through which to state this independence. 
I do not wish to imply that these informants are fooling 
them~elves; most are fully cognisant of the tight-rope. 
But it seems to be the meaning of the projected image that 
outweighs the fact that it is a facade. However, the notion 
of independence is itself a multi-faceted concept only some 
facets oY which may be absent. Nrs Clayton, for example, 
cited above, avoids discussion of her manifestly poor health 
and by this selection process manages to retain and to project 
the desired image of independence. 

. ·' 
Mrs Nathan is a 78 year old widow whose sole independent income , 

is an old age pension. She is not well and has to be helped 
with many simple everyday tasks. Her children support her and 
supply her basic needs so that her pension is bisr pocket money. 
She lives iil a comfortable three-roomed flat with a full-time 
servant who sleeps in the flat. ·. :Mrs Nathan stat:=s the case 
this way: 

"I won't live with my children - I don't believe 
in that, it never really works. The Old A~e 
Home is not for people like me - if I went there 
I'd just be taking a room away from someone who 
really neeC.s it. I'm lucky ·- my children can 
afford this and it's really no more expensive 
than one of those residential hotelE· - but it's 
much better. Also I can have as m1:1ny visitors 
as I like, whenever I want. You know all the 
children still come to me for Friday n~ght supper 
and they say my cooking is still the best ••••• 11 

What each of these people seems to be saying is that no matter 
how it is achieved 5 independent residence gives them the feelin~ 
that they are personally responsible for the day-tc-day living 
of their lives and that they have di:!'ect control over the 
decisions they take and the choices they make. Most also 
state quite explicitly that going into an old age home is an 
alternative they have ruled out unless (and this is only after 
I pressed the issue) there was absolutely uo other way of 
staying alive. The implication here co!!i.es through quite 
clearly - that they would hope to die before such a situation 
of no option occurred. 
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There is, however, also a group of people within the category 
of 'independents' who say they know they should go into a home -
because they are frail, or lonely, or tired, or frightened, 

. lr'i 

or not coping financially. Many of these people were 
categorised as 'budgetingv or 'battling' in Chapter Four. 
There are also several who are childless or whose children 
do not live in Cape Town. All these people say that there 
are insufficient facilities in Cape Town for people of their 
limited means - or that the waiting lists are too long. This 
is true - but not one person or couple in this category had 
made any real effort to find such accommodation and not one 
had his name on a waiting list. In other words, in terms 
of their personal and individual evaluations, the benefits of 
independent residence still outweighed the costs. 

The notions of 'benefits' and 0 costr' are not necessarily 
articulated in this manner. The most repeated phrase used 
by all the old peopl~ in this study was 11 while I can". In 
other words, although people have different degrees of awareness 
of the range of problems that can occur in old age, there is 
always some degree of awareness of changed circumstances by 
the very nature of th<?. life cycle itself. Aging, after all, 
does not begin at 60 - it begins at birth and each phase, from 
whichever perspective it is viewed, brings its own associations 
and realisations of change. 

Everyone in this study, willingly or u..llwillingly, had recognised 
some degree of change in the self (for ex.ample, increased tired
ness, or more frequent loss of memory, etc.), or some change in 
pe~sonal circumst!'.3.Ilce (for example, reduced income, or children 
leaving home, etc.), and this recognition had led to implicit 
or explicit consideration of alternatives on a cost-benefit 
basis. The ingredients comprising the respective categories 
of 'cost' and 'benefit' varied from calcul2tions in material 
terms only to calculations in prestige terws only - but for most 
people the 'analysis' comprised a combination of such factors. 
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The next category refers to residents in residential hotels. 

Although only five such people were included in the completed 
data presented in Chapter Four, many more were interviewed and 
this sub-section will refer to all. 

All those in this setting are, of course, by definition no 

longer living a totally independent life-style, though it may; 
nevertheless, be designated 'normal'. They have little or 

no control over the content or the timing of their meals, the 

colour of their sheets or the style of the furniture in their 
rooms .• Their facilities for entertaining are limited and 
their privacy cannot be complete. All the residents in this 
setting have to be physically capable of looking after themselves. 

They fall into two categories - those who choose this setting, 
and the ~easons are many and varied: death of a spouse, 
general loneliness, safety, the convenience of service, etc., 

and those whose families choose thi.s setting for them. The 
reason for the second category's choice are mainly safety and 
the convenience of not having tc cope with chores. For all 
tI'-9se people, once it had been decided that independent living 
was no longer suitable, this was their only perceived available 
alternative. Those in the first category did not wish to live 
with kin and those in the second either did not wish to do so or 

their kin did not wish it. No one in the first category had 
even considered an old age home and although some .in the second 
category, or their kin, had (!Onsidered it, it was always ruled 
out in terms of the 'stigma' aspect which I have discussed 
elsewhere. 

The factor of •:who made this choice 11 is not just a convenient 
criterion for dividing this population into two categories. 
It also colours their self ~perception on the issue of 
independence. All "!=hose who c!::ose this setting themselves 
see that fact itself as a dec1aration of their independence. 
l"iy interp~etation of statements such as: 11 It was the sensible 
thing to do"; "It's so convenient"; 11 I have more freedom" -
read as follows: I am a full human.being although 1 am old. 
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I am sufficiently in possession of my faculties to recogr'ise 

a problem when I .see one and sufficiently intelligent 
(and.fortunate) to be able to solve it rationally. This 

was my solution and although it is not perfect, I do not 
regret it. 

There are many ways in which people in this category continue 

to assert their independence. Those who have cars let everyone 
know that they have independent means of transport and so are 

freer to visit people or go to shows, and, lli.Ost importantly, 
to give lifts to other more dependent residents. Most of 
this group lead social lives which are as active as they were 
before the change (and sometimes more so, especially for the 
women). In some of the hotels, the resid.(-!nts organise 

themsslves almost on a elub basis and are very proud that they 
have "convinced the management to co-operate". At these 

hotels one finds weekly fil:1t shows;· regular bridge and other 

card games, all initiated by the residents, as well as frequent 
small groups of residents treating outsid~ friends and c~e 

another to tea in the lounge: 

The emphasis here for showing independence has shifted, when 
compared with the 'independents'. For the latter, it is as 

though the fact of independent residence were sufficient and 
self-evident proof of independence. In the residential 
hotel setting, people are more constricted in variou8 areas 
and thus display independence in the remaining areas. The 
emphasis shifts to being active, physically and socially: 
really a scale on which the individual :::-ates 1Limself and is 
rated by others accordin~~ to- how active ht) is in relation to 
"them". Social activity here means not only how often one 
goes out or is visited; it· include.s too, hc-:.v \'\ide a range of 
people visit and are visited. · This shift is a theme I. shall 
return to in all the residences described below. 

Examples of this continual one-upmanship are evident in virtually 
every interaction, and the degree of consciousness of its 

,,' 
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meaning is particularly clear when it is reported both to me 
and to others: For example: 

1) Ylr Fried always accompanies Mr Kay, who has to use a 
walking stick, on his twice-daily walks along the beach 
front. The two live in the same hotel and have been friends 
and colleagues for almost fifty years. Mr Fried reports: 
"I'd prefer a brisker and longer walk myself (which he never 
takes) - but no one else has the patience to walk with Mr 

Kay and he needs the exercise and the fresl1 air 11
• tlr Fried 

is communicating both his superior physical condition and his 
'kindness' and usefulness. 

2) Mrs Hess always negotiates with management on behalf 
of Mrs Dick. Mrs Hess reports: 11 She 9 s very hard of hearing 
and she gets very embarrassed if the manager has to shout, 
right there at the d.esk11

• fils Dick is hard of hearing and 
does get emtarrassed, but every time Mrs Hess a.c_ts on her 
behalf, :Mrs Hess is making her own ·-statement that .f~s Dick's 
hearing is impaired and her's is not and that Mrs Dick trusts 
her wit~_her private affairs more than she trusts any others. 

3) Mrs Henderson is 68 ye0rs old, always vers fashionably 
dressed and very fond of lavish make-up and jewellery at all 
times. She looks at least ten years younger than she is. 
Whenever she emerges from the lift or cones in from outside, 
everyone in the lobby/lounge waits to hear where she has been, 
what she hao seAn, w1.o brought her home, or who is fetching 
her Jater. She is always in a hurr--.J to get ready for her 
next appointment but always makes the time, breathlessly, 
en passant to answer questions_ and relate the details. tlrs 
Henderson reports: 

"I moved in here because it seemed. such a l':t.ts-~e 
of time running a whole home and doing the shopping 
for one per-son. I have lots of friends who 
invite me out and if they don't, I invite them to 
town or to bioscope or tea.. I'm certainly not 
going to sit around here turning the place into an 
old age home. This hotel is better than some in 
Sea Point, but the foyer is still full of people 
with nothing to do •••• 11 

.. 

People in the seco~d sub-category - those for whom this 
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residential aiternative was chosen by kin - tend to be less 
active, physically and so_cially, and show less i:r:i.i tiati ve 
both inside the hotel setting and in maintaining social 

contacts outside of it. Thev resnond to and welcome 
u -

organised activity within the hotel but a:r.·e followers rather 

than leaders. Most of their friends and associates are 

co-residents and most of their 'outside' contacts are kin 
who fetch, carry and visit on a more regular basis than seems 
to be the case for the others. Most of these too are 

resident in less expensive hotels, those in which virtually· 
every resident is permanent and old. In other words, 
almost everyone in this category is perceived to be more 

dependent according to some or all of the criteria of health, 
finance, social activities and attitudes. 

Thus far I hs.ve been concerned· to show how people manipulate 
reality and their perceptions in order to present a public 
and private image of iniependence. The implication is that 
if they do not do these things their self-image and their 
public image might be one of dependency and insecu:::-ity. 
Independence and dependency operate along a continuum, but 
security contains elements of both and the task at hand is 
to balance the two ends of the continuum so as to maintain 

security. For example, if one is financially secure, this 
allows a wine range cf independent choices D.D.d decisions; it 
allows for normal operation and even indulgence, without guilt, 
anxiety or fear, and most importantly in a value system within 
a capitalist economy, it allows fo:r individual control - a 
sense of power over one's own destiny. Similarly, if one 
has good heal th, not only does this contribute bea'.rily to a 
general sense of well-being, but it also objectively enables 
one to function more effectively, again contributing to the 
notion of 9ersonal controlc Health in aging is, of course, 
knmm to be a precerious factor: having it today does not mean 
it will still be th.ere tomorrow, so that each time one assesses 
one's health at this stage in the life cycle, one i.s implicitly 
measuring it against potential disaster and this means that 
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some degree of implicit insecurity and/or anxiety is built in. 

High positive ratings on both these criteria therefcre are thought 

to spell security, safety. 

Security, however, aiso conta~ns significant elements of 

dependency. The kind of secu:r-ity discussed above suggests 

that it is considered 'good' to stand on one's own, to be 

reliant upon oneself, and to be personally in control. There 

is a large degree of consensus about this, but it is also very 
frightening, particularly when one of the components, health, 
is knovm to be inevi te.blJe deteriorating with incre::i.sin~ ase. 
Security, therefore, cohsistsalso in being able to have 
available 'others' on whom.one can depend - not only, but 

also, in emergencies or situations of stress. 

It is this fQctor which creates this crucihl dilem.ma in old 

age: which to opt for: image-security (i.e.: independence), or 
real security (i.e.: some, often considerable, deg~e~ of 
dependency). Mos'.: people i;.vant i l:; both ways, hence the 

notiou of balancing on a tight-rope. It is this dual and 
simultaneous need,_ exacerbated in old age in our ."3ocie1iy, 
WLich causes the paradox of making the most independent life
styles the least secure, and ~he least independent liie-styles 
(i.e. fully-institutionalise.d), t:t.e most se<..:;ure. 

All those I have called 'independents' acknowledge the need 
for dependency-security through their behaviour, whether the 
acknowledgement is overt or covert, and at whatever :i.egree of 
consciousness. It is this that underlies 'intercoms• in 
adjacent flats, for instance, or th~ repetitious nature Qf 
many old peoples' activities.ascribed to habit or 'being set 
in one's ways'. Regularity of habit, always walking in the 
same place at the same time for example, or always buying the 
evening paper from the same shop - and regularity of contact -
"my daughter 'phones me for a chat at 9 .. 30 every morning"; 
"my son fetches me for a drive every second Sunday"; "I always 
wait for the postman so I can get my post myself ••• :people ta.'l(e 
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things from the boxes, you know" - all these are devices 
whose underlying assumption is that if the individual is 
missed, he will be looked for, checked up on, found, saved, 
perhaps even buried. All these ruses, though not articulated 
as such, are used.with greater or lesser success by the 
'independents' and all these insecurities are alleviated to 
some degree for those in institutions, with a corresponding 
decrease in their independence, as we shall see. 

Institutions 

The first formal institution I wish to consider is the part-
insti tution, City Place~ described in Chapter Six. City 
Place, as we have seen, is similar in its operation to serviced 
apartments that have dining facilities (few and far between in 
Cape Town) and the residential' hotels descri"'ued above -
particularly those that have come to cater virtually exc...Lusively 
to an aged clientele. 3ut it is also different from both 
of these. It is known to be run by a welfare organisation 
and has a minimum acceptance age, so that it ~s by definition 
a special residential setting for the a3ed. This means 
that all the resid0nts know that they are defined as aged 
(whatever tbat defi~ition may mean) and must accept that 
definition and designation. Most of the residents of 
City Place call themselves 'Senior Citizens' (following the 
trend in the newspapers published for them by the welfare 
organisations) in a semi-self conscious attemr-t to minimise 
the perceived negative conrr.otations of tho words 'old', 'aged' 
or even ' elderly' o . 

We saw that because the accommodation at City ?lace is reFted 
unfurnished, residents may bring part of their previous material 
environment with them. However, the size of the rooms 
militates against this, and al though it gives 1:ise to many 
complaints, it also provides one area in which one-upmanship 
operates. 
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Those who complain most about their missed possessions are 
expressing a very real sense of loss - not only material, but 
also a sense of lost independence, a sense of having been 
reduced in status. Those who frequently comment on the. 
successful rearrangement of these material symbols of their 
former life-styles are in the process of adapting t~emselves 
to a new self-image and a new definition of independence. 
Those who comment least about this aspect seem to be those 
who have best resolved the issue of their new status to their 
own satisfaction. 

Again and again, City Place residents have, in their individual 
styles, volunteered the information that: 11 th.is is not an old 
age home •••• we are qnite free to do as we like here •••• to come 
and go as we please •••• there are no restrictions •.••• this is 
home •• ~ ... we chose it •••• lots of us here work, yo_u know •••• ". 
It is not an old age home, but a home for the aged. Residents 
are free to come and go as they please, but there are restric
tions: meals are served at fixed hours, rooms are serviced 
at fixed hours, seating at table is strictly and officially 
arranged and if a resident wishes to entertain guests for a 
meal, management must be informed. In other words, there 
are rules, the rules of institutionalised living, minimal 
though they may be. 

All the residents accept that these kinds of rules must exist 
in this kind of institution and most residents adapt their own 
habits to the institutional requirements very quickly, but 
they also pref er to avoid reference to them and emphasise 
in;3tead the conve.nienc e of service, the standard of the food 
and furnishings, the pleasant atmosphere, the facilities. 
Those residents wbo most resent the curbs on their independence 
while accepting them a2 a necessary and inevitable consequence 
of their choice, are those who direct most of their activities 
and interests outsice of the residence and are least integrated 
in the co!Il.Dlunal aspectR. 
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Living at City Place represents a mid-point in the independence-
security dichotomy. The •jnd8pendents' have their 
independence actually or apparently and theii"' struggle is -co 
achieve maximal security without seeming to do so and without 
relinquishing that independence. Those living in total 
institutions have security but seek means of bolstering a 
private and public self-image of relative independence. 
Those at CityPlace have relinquishod a significant measure 
of independence, have to rationalise that fact and, at the 
same time, have not gained appreciable security. 

What makes for insecurity at City Place? Everyone there, 
other than the three or four who work (out of a population of 
241) have fixed incomes. Although the rent includes 
electricity, water, service, and two :LJ.eals a day, it does net 
include laundry, telephone, radio and teleuision licences or, 
of course, entertainment or travel or medical expenses. The 
cost of living is continually rising and if residents cannot 
pay the rent, they have to leave, exa~tly as do the 'independents' 
Secon~ly, there is the clause in the lease (see p 138) referring 
to health status. Both these factors mean that City Place 
is not necessarily the final move between independence and the 
grave, but possibly only yet another station on the WP.y. 

However, all the residents hope i"t will be +:heir last move 
for the fear of a possible final phase before death - a phase 
in which one relinquishes all control over one's self, probably 
without any self-awareness - is a fear much greater than the 
actual fear of dying. 

In addition to the above, City Place provides no medical sarvices 
whatsoever. Not only does this mean additional expense in the 
event of illne3s and no surety of immediate aid in the event 
of an emergency, it also means the same potential dependency 
on kin and friends as if one were an 'independent'. There 
is also the possibility of having to go to hospital and perhaps 
not being well enough thereafter and so forfeiting one's 
place at City Place. 
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What then is the seeurity offered? Essentially there is the 
security of being part of. a commui1i ty, however loose and 
however peripherally one may participate in it. There are 
neighbours and friends at hand; there are facilities for 
socialising; members of staff live in the adjoining wing and 
are known to be reassuringly efficient at coping with emergencies,. 
and, perhaps most important of all, as one resident so succinctly 
pbrased it: "At least I know that here I wilJ... be discovered a 
maximum of 23 hours after I'm dead". (The maids have instruc-

" 
tions that if there is no reply when they come t;Q service the 
rooms in the mornings, they must enter anyway). 

The Service Centre attached to City Place is very well attended 
by residents and other members, and for these people it 
:provides the arena i.a which the independence-dE-:!}endency 
continuum is most clearly evaluated in terms.of .the active
passive dichotomy. 

For most City Place residents the Centre is the focus of their 
daily routine, yet there is a significant proportijn for whom 
this is not so. The latter, in turn, may be considered i.11 

two categories. The larger of these clusters round the more 
passive end of the continuum. By and la::-ge, they are older, 
less agile, less sociable, poorer, and more dependant on kin. 
They are the least visible people in the r~sidence, emerging· 
from their rooms at meal times, but seldom otherwise. Often 
their chores and errands are done by other residents, or kin, 
and they spend most of their time alone. But I do not wish 
to suggest that they are necessarily lonely and pathetic. 
Mrs Ohlsen explains: 

"I've worked hard all my life and I'm old an·i tired 
but I'm certainly not bitter or mis.erable. I have 
everything I need. here and a lovely view from .my 
window. I read aui te a lot - I never had much ' 
time before - and f 1 m crocheting matching spreads 
for my grandchildren. I have the :cadio on most 
of the day for company, but I doze off quite a lot 
too, and I pi·ef er to do that in my o•rm room. l"Iy 
daughter visits me a few times a week, sometimes 
with the children, and. my son comes in from Somerset 
West once a fortnight. My old neighbour pops in for 
tea every Wed.!lesday afternoon •••••• ". 
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The second and smaller category of residents for whom the.City 
Plac·e complex is not their main focus have a differ,ent attitude. 
Considered together, they are more active, though not necessarily 
younger and are people who have maintained the interests.and 
social contacts they had before retire~ent an~ before entering 
the residence. The few who still work are included in this 
category, although, as we shall see below, several people 
perceive their involvement with the Centre to be 'work'. 

Most of these people have accepted the independence aspect City 
Place offers as well as the conveniences, but seem not to need 
the communal/security aspects. For them it is more or less 
like a residential hotel, but less impersonal. 
reports: 

Mr Gray 

"My daughter lives in Tamboers Kloof •••• she worke 
and I go there every day to be with her little boy 
in the afternoons. We have lunch togetD:er and 
have fun together. She brings me home for supper~ 
At the weekend 1 rest. I usually watch television 
in the evenings but I haven't got time for all the 
other activities across the way11

• 

Mr Gray also has a girlfriend at City Place, so between her and 
his grandson he really does not have much time left over. 

Miss Evane reports: 
"I work half-days and often rest after lunch -
but often I don't do that either. I can't 
really tell you what my weekly rou~ine is - it 
varies all the time ••••• but I'm very busy. I 
write letters and read •••• I visit friends 
frequently ••••• I have a car •••• they visit me ••• 
I do more visiting at weekends, then I don't rush 
back for supper ••••• I am a member of the Centre, 
but I don't use :i..t much •••• I haven't the time •••• 
besides, these people are not really my friends ••• 
I don't mean that I wouldnet want them as friends ••• 
I have some friends amongst them •••• but most of my 
friends live elsewhere •••• " (This is the informant 
for whom the security offered at City Place was 
expressed in term~ of 11 I 111·ce found 23 hours after 
I'm dead"). 

Mrs Grant reports: 
11 1 used to live i:2 Kenilworth and I still go out 
there twice or th:.t:ee times a week. I have a 
yoga class there on Tuesday mornings and I do all 
my shopping at Cavendish Square - have my hair done 
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there too. Sometimes I visit friends, but. more 
often I meet them and we do things together. My 
sister-in-law meets me in town every Friday and then 
we come up here and have lunch at the Centre and she 
usually spends the afternoon. I also do some 
charity street-collections, go to meetings of the 
women 1 s group at the church •.••• I'm busy11 • 

Those residents who participate most in the activities of the 
Centre are, of course, not all involved in and with it to the 
same degree. There is a core group who have converted their 
activities there into a work role a=.i.d they serve on all the 
committees, convene the annual fete, and consider themselves 
responsible for the success of the place. They provide 
morning and afternoon teas ~ccording to a roster of duties and 
help the paid staff v:ith various tasks - collecting monies, 
selling tickets, and promoting participation in vario~s 
concession activities offered to Senior Citizens. Members 
who are not residents are involved·here too, but there does not 
seem to be a residen~-non-resident dichotomy. They share 
a commitment to the Centre and tills is thei:;:- focus in these 

.joint activities. 
criteria. 

Cleavages occur in relation to other 

Clearly, this is an area ripe with opportunities for one
upmanship, for maximising any talents one has and for displaying 
them in relation to everyone else. The articulate~ aim is 
to provide for the education~ entertainment and socialising 
of the members through self-:-help vis-a-vis the staff and 
through co-operation. Act.ual behaviour frequently involves 
an upgrading of one's own image of independence and high 
ac-l;ivity by 'putting dovm' most others. :Mrs Hofmeyr, in 
an aside to me while chairing a meeting: 11 God, _they're so slow~ 
They ·can take hour·s to ma...1.ce a decision about the most obvious 
thing! Sometimes· I :ceally ~9n' t know why I bother! 11

• 

Mrs Hofme;y-r bothers because. ~h-e enjoys autl'.ority and because 
she likes to see the fruits of her own energies. She is 
very energetic and ver;y efficient and is also good at delegating 
tasks. Everyone at City .Place recognises her talents and 
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respects them, but few like her. She has always been very 
active - never .employed a maid and always participated in many 
women's groups. Initially she resented the move to City Place 
very much - "not that I ever liked housework very much, but it 
seemed so pointless to stay on our own and he (her husband) 
couidn't work_ in the garden any more". Throughout their 
married life I1r Hofneyr had gone to work and come home to work 
in the garden~ Mrs Hofmeyr had kept house and had many 
social activities outside of it. Their only daughter had 
left home_ soon after matriculating and had. married (unhappily) 
very late and has no children. After her husband's illness, 
Mrs Hofmeyr's activities had been severely restricted and her 
reaction to his forced reti:cement was: "You marry them for 
better or for worse, in sickness and in health - but not for 
lunch! 11 • City Place and the· activities at the Cent::-e 
provided her with an alternative environment for her indepe~dence 
and energy and relieved her of the·bother of housekeeping. 

There are endless examples of this expression of relativa 
aci;ivity and independence in relation to others who, it is 
implied, are less able and more dependent. I shall cite 
just a few,very briefly, from some cf the different areas 
of interaction: 

11rs Adler aboat Mrs Tate: 
"She's almost blind you know •••• the doctors can't 
do more for her eyes •••.. I'm in the :next room so I 
always help her with al~ the little things and I 
get the newspaper and read it to her". 

Mrs Tate about ~i.rs Adler: 
"She's a very lo:c.ely person - her first husband 
died and s~e should never have married this one ••• 
he's had to be put into the Zerilda Steyn, he's 
so bad •••• sometimes she 9 s really a bit of a 
nuisance •••• and she talks such a lot •••• but I 
haven't the heart to say I'm sleeping, or 
something ••••• " 

"'7',.i__- -

I1rs Fairfax about :Mrs Bright, in the reception office of the 
Centre: 

!!Just because she used to be a librarian, she 
thinks she knows everything about everything •••• 
always fussing about the records •.••• my figures are 
usually mo:re accu.rate ••••• still, sheis got nothing 
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are her life now •••• and mind you, at her age 
she's jolly good •••• " 

l'lr Powell, during a painting class: 

"I always say: you can teach an old dog 
new tricks - sonie of these people never held 
a brush before they ca.:rre here •••• of course, 
the techniques are tricky, but I've been 

• t. f II paining or years •••• 
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tlrs van Zyl, overheard whispering during a play rehearsal: 
"She really thinks she's a film star, doesn't 
she? Of course ·.:e want to be good but we 
all know wevre amateurs". 

Mrs Eaves, in reply: 

"Sh ••• it's the only thing she does •••••• Mrs Hill 
(the Centre's paid organiser) is very pleased 
she's so keen". 

And, finally, an example which emphasises the importance of 
being useful and the symbolic work-role nature of a great deal 

of the activity here: 
"I donit lmow when I can let you interview me ••• 
When do you vmnt to come? I work in the shop 
Tuesdays and Thursdays, there's the church service 
Friday morning. I promised Mrs Hill I'd count 
the ticket money tomorrow •••• no, there's too much 
work this week ••• you'd better find me another time ••• " 

Of course, not all residents participate with this degree 
of intensity - som6 merely use the library and the bus 
service - but all tL.0se having some duty there, whether that 
be to attend a meeting once a month, or even knit a ~oll's 
garment once a year, see their participation not only in terms 
of what pleasure it gives them, but in terms of the contribution 
they make to their world. All this, of couxse, is a 
simultaneous contribution to their self-ir;;.age. Playing a 
game of carpet-bowls while others watch, says: 11 1 can still 
do it 11

; producing a batch of cookies for sal3 and to order in 
the Centre's kitchen says: "I haven't lo st the touch, peop.~e 

still think they're tasty and I can still earn, though it's 
not much"; even going to managemen-t with a c0mplaint or a 
suggestion and having it put to the next meetin~ and acted upon 
contributes to a sense of personal control, personal worth, 
personal relevance - all of which always need re-affirmation 
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in our society anyway - but for the aged this is particularly 
sp since they are part of the prevailing value system which 
implies that old is useless. 

As we saw in Chapter Five, Stonehaven and Pinevw.ods are both 
classified as old age homes, al though Storieha--.ren 1 s two sections -
'the House' and 'the Flats' may further be classified as total 
and part institutions respectively. One of the criteria for 
categorising an institution as part or total concerns the 
number of staff or officials it has, and the nature of their 

/ interaction with the residents1 • Pinewoods has a 
particularly large staff for its 260 residents, whereas 
City Place has a comparatively small staff for its 2'-Vl 

residerite. 

The pertinence of the above is to remind us that. the degree to 
whi~h the residential setting is in.sti tutionalised has direct 
relevance for the aspect of image-maintenance a~d image-
proj ection under discussion, sir.:..:e it irmnediately introduces 
th8 notion of stratification. Whatever other kinds of 
stratifying occur within such settings, they take place within 
a population whose members are of roughly equivalent status -
at least by forinal definition. That is, they form an age 
grade about which there is some degree of consensus that its 
members need institutionalised accommodation. In relation 
to staff, however, formal divisions are inherent in the 
interaction and are hierarchical in natu-re, so that whatever 
modifications are made to behaviour to achieve the desired 
image, in relation to staff the hierarchical dimension must 
also be considered. 

The most obvious kind of example is of the resident who is 

1. Since the 'independentss are by definition not institutional-
ised, this aspect has no real relevance for them, although 

being on good terms with the nigb.t-watch:rri.en or caretaker 
certainly makes for security, as one infor~a..nt who lives in a 
very large block of fl.at:s learned to her cost. She berated 
the 'supervisor' while in the lift with two others, for vgetting 
too .familiar', and he promptly saw to it· that her corridor had 
no lighting at night for two weeks. 
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always assertive in relation to other residents - an expression 

of independence - yet always submissive to staff - bec~uee he 
believes that they will then 'be nicer to him' - a stateIJ..•ent 

of submission as a dependent. 

This aspect is observable at City Place, but is in much g:.:-cater 

evidence at Stonehaven and Pine";mods. 

Although 'the Flats' at Stonehaven function in much the same 

way as City Place, there is far less class homogeneity among 

residents. In certain settings, such as the dining room, 

this factor is the motivating one for assertions of one-upman

ship, but for the most part those who feel the gap most clearly, 

avoid one another. But sometimes this gap is expressed 
in~ire:.tly. l'1r I"Iatthews is a case in point. He is a 
retired railway employee and is a cor:vert to CatholicislLt. 
He and his wife are very grateful to have found a home at 
Stonehaven because they were not coping when they lived 

independently. Neither of them is very well, although thGy 
are quite able to get about a:w.d Mr Matthews still drives a car. 
He expressed what I ·have been describing, as follows: (This 

was in response to questions about the dining room facilities) 
•

111' m a simple fellow - never had much schooling as 
:I told you, but me and the wife - we're decent peoplP. .... 
That's what I don't like about sister •••• she's 
supposed to be religious •••• well, where's her 
Christian spirit? •••• I'm a convert myself ••• took 
on the Catholic church for the wife's sake and my 
late father-in-law ••••• well, sister, she picked 
us out ...... table ma:aners not good enough or 
something for l'1r Krochek up the road •••• well, 
if he doesnit like the way we eat, why doesn't 
he eat in his own flat? •••• he's got a nice big 
kitchen and he can afford fancy food •••• no 
Christian spirit •••• disappointing, that's what it 
is •••• and when we had all that trouble with the 
cook (see p 152) because the food was so bad -
sister took no notice until he complained ••• he 
and his pal •••• 1"1r Stevens •••• 11 

Mr and .Mrs rfatthews 'keep to themselves' most of the time, but 
Mr Matthews has been reprim~ded by one of the sisters on e~ 

number of occasions: for leaving his wife alone too often 
when he goes for walks O:!:' goes to watch television at .night in 
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the lounge at 'the Housei; for being too friendly with som~ of 
the l:i. tt1.e girls (Stonehaven is an orphanage too), "dirty 
mind she;s got, too •••• never mind the Christian s:pirit 11

, he 
says - and he resents these repriffiands terribly, they reduce 
him tc feeling like <:?. helpless child and he is fully aware 
of increasing helplessness anyway. rir Krochek, on the other 
hand, was responsible for funding the renovation of the building 
in which both men live (see p .,14-2). He represents a direct 
and visible cnallenge to I'1r Matthews' feelings of growing 
dependency, so that in the above quotation the latter cuts 
both his adversaries down +,o size through his appeal to the 
value of 'common decency' and 'real Christian spirit;, which 
by implication he has and they do not. 

Mr Krochek, on the other hand, has never in my hearing ma.de 
derogatory comments about fl'.Lr Matthews. However, he is 
envious of two things relating to Mr Matthews: the fact that 
the latter can still drive a car ("the thing that bothered him 
most after his illness" says Mrs Krochek of her husband, 11 is 
that he had to give up his beloved' I'1ercedes") and the fact 
that Mr 1'1atthews has the 9nergy and haa.lth to do maintenance 
jobs. "I 1 m not allowed to do anything aJ1yrnore", complains 
Mr Krochek, as he stands and ~urveys the scene he paid for, 

"all that building and gardening and I'm not 
allowed to lift a finger. .Mr I1atthews and 
Mr Smith do all sorts of jobs for sister •••• I 
wish I could show her how grateful I am ••••• " 

Each man, in fact, perceives the other as more independent than 
himself, albeit according to different criteria, and each has 
found ways of expressing his ovm 9 greatera independence -
Mr Matthews through mild verbal abuse and l"Ir Krochek through 
his acts of material generosity. 

The others in 'the Flats' vary in health status and actiYity 
levels. The average age is higher at Stonehaven than at 
City Place (as it is at Pinewoods) but the average incone is 
much lower than at City Place and so1~ialising among residents 
is far less frequent. We have previously noted the dramatic 
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differences in activity levels as contributing factors to 

the general atmospheres o;f Stcnehaven and Pinewoods respectively, 
or even of 'the Flatsi as compared with City Place. At 

Pinewoods the residents are seen as useless - ':patients' who 

cannot really know what is best for them or tell the staff 
anything of benefit to the institution. Their efforts are 

therefore perceived as expressive ('good for them') rather than 
instrumental ('good for the community'). At Stonehaven, 

although residents are no less dependent overall, they are 

nevertheless encouraged to contribute instrument~lly to the 
institution - which thus becomes more of a 1 home' with 
members contributing what they can to the whole. 

·Many people at Stonehaven have no outside visitors and few have 
many. There is some internal visiting thougr'_, and the best 

illustration3 within the context of this chapter concern 
visiting between 'the Flats' residents and 'the House' 

residents1 • 

Yirs Smith expressed her independent - active self-~ating this 
way: 

"I usually go and see someone over there (at 'the 
House') most afternoons •••• poor dears •••• they're 
really lonely over there and most of them are very 
old, ••••• I stay a bit and chat a.~d cheer them up •••• 
I don't tell ~hem when I'~ coming so ic can be a 

. " surprise •••• o • 

l"Irs Smith is 77 herself and has never had a visitor at 
Stonehaven in the seven years she has been there, but because 
she lives in 'the Flats', does some of her own washing and 
dusting and is physically fairly agile, she emphasises these 
factors to herself a.."".l.d others by a patronising a·cti tude towards 

those at 'the House'. 

1. Most intra-flatlet visiting consists of vpopping-in' to see 
someone knovm to -be feeling poorly that day and staying just 

about long enough to say 11 hello, ho';., are you today?", or, two 
women doi~g their mending together for an hour in the morning, 
or, the special relationship between the most affluent couples 
which centres round one or two card games a week and watching 
special television programmes on Mr Krochek's own set. 
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The 'poor dear' designation is a useful one for conveying to 

oneself and others a whole range of areas of greater independ-

ence. It is a phrase that ranks the speaker in relation 

to the person referred to (usually in relation to some specific 
attribute) and simultaneously endows him with qualities of 
kindness and caring. Almost everyone in this study has a 
'poor dear' and are often 1 poor dears' themselves in relation 
to staff and kin. 

ffochschild (1973), writing of a public housing·apartment for 

elderly citizens, describes the syndrome as follows: 
"The 'poor dear' system operated like a set of valves 
through which a sense of superiority ran in only one 
direction. Someone. who was a 'poor dear' in the 
eyes of another seldom called that other person 'poor 
dear 1 in retUI·n; but seldom did anyone accept the 
label from 'above'. Rather, the 'poor dear' would 
turn to someone felt to be less fortunate, perhaps 
to buttress a sense of her own achieved or ·ascribed 
superiority" (ibid : 59). · 

tlrs Lambert, 89, provides another example. 8he is visited 

quite frequently and often fetcL.ad for drives and visits by 

friends. She reports: 
"I've been here ten years and it suits me. I have 
everything I wru2t and the nuns are very kind •••• I 
don't have to do anything for myself but I do make 
my own bed ever:..Yday - I think it' s the 1 east I should 
do while I can ·- and it~ s good for me •••• I don't ·walk 
much, I get too tired but I do go dow::J. e.:id visit poor 
1'1r Phillips at least once a week. I knew him years 
ago in Bloemfontein and he has no o!le left really ••• 
we talk about the old days a.nd he relives old rugby 
games - he played with my late -brother •••• he was a 
Smuts man •••• did I show you the photograph of 
General Smuts at my brother's wedding?". 

•Poor' Mr Phillips has clearly come down in the world in Mrs 
Lambert's estimation, but he is still 'all right' because of 
his past. Mr Phillips is physically much more able than 
Mrs Lambert and would "be able to i·Talk across to visit her 
far more easily - but he has-never been invited. By 
visiting him and telling me.about it in this way, ttrs Lambert 
is saying a) that she ~-s still capable of doing so (his room 
is on the first flo0r); b) he has no one, she does; c) she 
still knows what 'the done thing• is and does it; d) she has 

·•, 
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may seem old, dependent a,nd useless, but she is not. 

The residents at Pinewoods range, in general, between the 

relative passivity we have seen among a few of the City Place 

residents, the greater passivity of more of 'the Flats' 

residents, and the almost total passivity and dependence of 

almost all 'the House' residents.. 'The House' residents 

at Stonehaven are far more segregated and isolated than at 

Pinewoods. There are separate :physical sections for men 

and women, each of which includes its owr.t. dining room, lounge 
and sick--bay. There is always someone in the sick-bay, but 

seldom anyone in the lounge. Some of the women sit on the 
enclosed sun-porch, but converse very little. Some of the 

men stroll about thb grounds, usually alone. The sisters 

pop in and out of residents' rooms all day, pat _them on the 

shoulder, ask how they are, and disappear. Whene~rer I was 

introduced to anyone b;y one 9f the sisters, the resident was 

always :presented. almost as if he or she were not in the room 
and yet was referred to: "This is Miss Forbes, she's quite 
hard of hearing, poor thing •••• aren't you, Miss Forbes? ••• see 

that beautiful q_uilt she made ••••• took you a long time, didn't 
it Miss Forbes? ••••• she's been here a lo~~ while, one of our 

oldest residents and really gives us no trouble at all, never 
complains ...... you never compla.in, do you Mids Forbes? 11

• All 

this delivered at top speed., moving close to I"iiss Forbes and 
talking very loudly every time she addressed her, never waiting 
for an answer, and then bustling out of the room with "I'll 

! 

leave you with this lady now ••••• see you later, dearie", flung 
over her shoulder. Each time this kind of introduction 
occurred - and that ~as virtually every time, the first thing 
the resident said after we had both recovered, was "the Sisters 

are so kir1d". 

Interviewing these residents was very difficult, especially 
the women: it was almost as though most cf them had forgotten 
how to converse. But the overriding impression I had was 
of total acceptance of total dependency. The only ind.epen-
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dent activity any of them showed (other than feeding and dressing 
themselves and attending church) was doing handwork and 
discussing that with pride - and the only sort of verbal 

expression of "I am still a worthwhile person, someone cares:; 
about me" occurred, mildly, in discussion of visits by kin. 
Even occasional participation in activities in the downstairs 

common-room were more of a response to the sisters' shepherding 

than an expression of personal initiative or will. 

In a previous chapter I discussed the correspondence between 

the degree.of physical and social ability of Pinewoods residents, 
and where their rooms are in the building. Despite the wide 

range of the residents' abilities and. the spatial constraints 
of the institution~ a quite different general atmosphere prevails. 

There is certainly more overall bustle, hum and throb at 
Pinewoods than at any of the other residences di_scussed ,_ 

including City Place. But on closer observation this is 

not because of the r·esidents, but because of the large number 
of staff, visitors and volunteer workers (some of whom are 
vo·i_unteer visitors). 

As at Stonehaven, most residents at Pinewoods are there as a 
'no option' choice, but unlike Stonehaven, almost everyone at 

·Pinewoods resents the fact and strives to minimise it. The 
staff state the 'no option' as a saC. fact and promptly 
rationalise it away because j_t· negates their attitude that 

Pinewoods is a "happy, rational, alternative residence choice". 
They imply that it is so, because they believe that it should be 
so. The welfare officer reports: 

"Just about 3veryone here came because they had to. 
We have to work very hard when families first approach 
us, to show them how positive life here is - but once 
they 5 re in almost everyone says they're sorry they 
didn't decide ages before •• -:··" 

Most of the kin are sorry they did not decide earlier because 
. .... ~ . 

Pinewoods solves their immediate practical, problems. Most 
of the residents explicitly say so because to admit anything 
else would be to deny that they had pad any voice in the 
decision and to concede that they had been 8 dumped 1

• 
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Nr Brown asserts his independence of' spirit by arguing with the 
welfare officer about the kind of prograrn.mes she provides. At 
the same time he is asserting his superior· intelligence and 
'culture' in relation to the other residents when he says: 

"She must cater to everyone here •••• more classical 
music is sadly needed •••• surely part of her job is 
t~ educate these people? She mustn't just accept 
their standards •••• they wouldn't kno-w the difference 
anyway •••• she sends them along to everythi.ng •••• and 
they go like sheep •••• 11 

Mr Brown is an amputee and is very bitter about it. He does 
not like being at Pinewoods and tells ever:yone b.e is going home 
soon. He does not want to 'belong' because 'belonging' to 
this community symbolises total dependency for him, which he 
can:lot emotionally accept. 

Pinewoods is the 1 end cf the :road' and everyonE· in it knows it, 
but knowing does not necessarily bring acceptan-:::..e or inner 
peace. The only place to go from here is to the cemetery --
unless one admits the possibility of a WRy-station in the 
chronic·wing. This is the kind cf way-station everyone, 
in all the institutions, would rather avoid since lt is 
utterly devoid of any semblance of independence and, at the 
same time, beinE there almost certainly means that one is not 
even conscious enough to know that one hf.ts maximum security. 

At Stonehaven, ~y contrast, there is an atmosphere of acceptance 
an ac.ceptance which seems to lessen the need for continual 
overt stressing of independent qualities. The difference 
is a matter of degree but, although this lies outside the scope 
of this thesis,· perhaps its explanation lies in. the religious 
traditions of the two institutions. The Jewish tradition 
emphasises life in this ·world arid man 9 s deedB and actions are 
considered the only true indication of his beliefs a.nd 
intentionc. For this generation of Jews, too, there is 
perhaps the notion that they must itry h~rder& to survive 
(as a minority) in what is perceived to be a hostile world. 
For the Catholics, death is just aJ1other pite de -passag~ in 
a divinely ordered system. The human condition is accepted 
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and hwn.an frailty is incorporated into the system, thereby 
retaining dignity - without the same passion to transcend i't 

by action. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

RESIDENCES AS COI1MUNITIES 

Thus far this thes~s has been concerned to present and describe 
the nature of the aging process for elderly whites in Cape Town. 
lt has moved from a general consideration of aging, through a 
summary of different theoretical perspectives on the aging process. 
and the position of old people in their social environment, to a 
detailed description of the social lives of the particular people 
studied in their respeccive residential frameworks. A major 
concern has been to show the relevance of the residential 
framework itself, for peopl~'s adaptations to the old-age phase 
of the life-cycle, for their perceptions of Ghe nature of aging 
and for their perceptions of self. In order to demor.strate 
the importance of the resi~ential context the data were presented, 
compared and analysed in relation to the segregate, institutional 
and congregate dimensions of the four special settings examined 
in this study. 

A further question ~ow arises in relation to the internal 
dynamics of the institutions investigated: Can thes~ residential 
populations be considered communities? The question arises 
partlJ f~om the fieldwork experience itself and partly from 
two particular publications, Hochschildvs 'The Unexpected 
Community' (''1973) and Roas'.s 'Old People, New Lives' ('1977). 

It has been noted that staff have frequently r€f erred to 
residents as an entity, a communality; whereas residents 
themselves have stressed 'place' ('here') rather than 
corporateness ('us 1

). Though these discrepant perceptions 
may be explained in a variety of ways, the question of the 
validity of the designation 'comm.unity' nevertheless remains. 
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Hochschild titles her book about an American senior citizen 
housing project 'An Unexpected Comm.unity' m.1d, indeed, states 

that "the book tells about their community as a mutual aid 

society, as a source of jobs •••• as a pool of models for growing 
old •••• as a subculture with its own customs, gossip and humour ••• 
•••• what the community does for and means to the people in it" 
(Hochschild, 1973 : ix). However, although the book is 
scattered with comments such as "how a collec.tion of near
strangers became a community" (ibid. : 38)~ it does not give 
explicit criteria for such a designation. 1-IE·J: method, for 

the most part, is to "let the data speak for themselves". 
The implicit suggestions are of a territorially-based group 

whone social organisation "fosters a 'we' feeling and a 'nascent 
old age consciousness'" (ibid. · : 142). 

Ross, on the other hand, deliberately sets out t'o examine the 
possibility of the "development of ·a community by old people 

in an age-homogeneous rAsidence" (Ross, 1977 : 4) and defines 
her use 0f the term in a chapter entitled. 'ColI!.IIl.unity Creation'. 

This chapter will discuss the concept of community and attempt 
to evaluate the appropriateness of such a label for each of 
the residences in this study, in relation to that discussion. 

The ~vncept of Community 

Various writers :have discussed the concept of community in a 
variety of contexts. Tennies classical conception (first 
published in 1887) distinguishes community from society: "All 
intimate, private and exclusive living together is understood 
as life in Gemeinschaft (community). Gesellschaft (society) 

is public life - it is the world.itself" (Tonnies, 1955: 37). 
Living together i!.l a particu~Lar place is an aspect considered 
by most writers to be a necessary conditio~ for the emergence 
or formation of community. "One aspect of every community 
is its territorial base" writes Wirtb. (cited in Worsley, 1970 
299). l"laclver (1961 : 8-10) concurs, although for him the 
emphasis shifts to social relationships: 
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"Whereas the members of any group, small or large, 
live together in such a way that they share, not 
this or that particular interest, but the basic 
conditions of a common life, we call that group a 
community. The mark of a community is that 
one's life may be lived wholly within it ••••• 
The basic criterion of community, then, is that 
all of one's social relationships may be found 
within it. A community then is an area of 
social living marked by some degree of social 
coherence. The bases of community are 
locality and community sentiment 11 1. 

Furthermore, in Ma.elver's view, "the importance of the conception 

of community is in large measure that it underscores the relation 

between social coherence and the geographical area" (ibid). 

We may summarise the three major themes consistently appearing 

in these discussions as territory (localit~'), social organisa
tion (social coherence) and we-feeling (community sentiment). 

Although territory is a fundamental aspect of most discussions, 
it may be considered a. necessary but not sufficient basis for 

community. 

The aspect of social organisation refers essentially to 

patterned and regulated social interaction. It refers to the 

internal structure (incorporating the notions of status and rolG) 
and is that pattern (network) of relationships which distinguish
es this social establishment from oJchers and estalJlishes 
boundaries for interaction. The boundaries of groups and 

categories are known to all the participants in this organisa
tion, as are the norms and beliefs, although the latter are not 
necessarily shared equally by all participants. 

We-feeling describes a s2nse of distin~tiveness, a sense of 
shared fate and emphasises the way people look at their own 
social world. It may be likened to Tur~er's use of the 
term 'com.munitas' : "' communi tas' · or social ant::...--structur·e .... D 

1. Not all writers agree with the crucial iIL.po:::-ta.nce of locality. 
Webber (1964) develops the conception of ~interest community' 

in which spatial proximity is not a necessar~ condition. 
However, this need !lot concern us here, for in our consideration 
of total and part institutions, the _populations are defined in 
terms of territorial boundaries. 
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a bond uniting people over and above any formal social bonds" 

(Turner, 1974 : 45). .Turner distinguishes 1 com.m.unitas' 
a "modality of social relatedness" (ibid. : 20'1) from 'coIIi.Ill.unity•, 

"which refers to a geographical area of common living" (ibid). 
He maintains that Tennies' term Gemeinschaft com-nines both 

structure and 'comm.uni tas' : "Gemeinschaft in tha_t it refers 

to the bonds between members of tightly-knit, multifunctional 
groups, usually with a local basis, has 'social structure' in 
this (Merton's) sense. But insofar as it refers to a directly 
personal egalitarian relationship, Gemeinschaft 0onnotes 

'com.m.unitas', as, for example, where Tennies considers friendship 
to express a kind of Gemeinschaft or 'community of feeling' that 
is tied to neither blood nor locality" (ibid). 

Essentially, 'comm.unitas' is 2. sense of com.m.onaiity which may 
be analytically distinguished from the structure of community, 
but which, in my view, is the essential component wbich 
validates designating a particular social entity a community. 
Turner distinguishes the two as follows: "The bonds of communitas 

are anti-structural in that they are undifferentiated, 
equa.li tarian, direct, non-rational ...... I-Thou or essential We 
relati9nships, in Martin Buber's sense. Structure is all that 
holds people apart, 'defines their differe!lces and constrains 

their actions •••••• " (Turner, ~1974 : 46-47). 

The following discussion, which attempts to assess whether 
the residential populations in this study have ind(;ed created 
communities, will emphasise the 'comm.uuitas' aspect. The 
territorial aspect is taken as igiven•; since the individuals 
comprising the residential populations only began tr) interact 
once they had entered the defined space. The form of the 
presentation partly follows Ross: "Factors which affect the 
developmencal aspects of coID..tllunity formation ••••• can be divided 
into those which 1.:r~ present or not prese!lt among a collection 
of individuals at the beginning of the process, and those which 
may or may not develop over time 11 (Ross, 1977 : 7). We now 
turn to a consider[•.tion of some of these factors. 
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£fomogenei ty 

The expectation here is that older people living together will 

be more likely to form a comm.unity if they have more in comm.on 

than mere age. Two qualities shared by residents at all the 

institutions are those of age and the legal cla.ssification: white. 
The latter aspect in the South African situ.ation is most relevant 

in the total societal context where it means t:'.1s..t all, being 

white, have shared in the privileges of the dominant (socio-
political) group. A third shared quality is chat, by 

definition, all residents have acknowledged thE: inappropriate-. 
ness of continued residence in 'normal' housings 

At Pinewoods all residents share Jewish ethnicity as a ba~kground 

factor. Although this is a starting point o.i' commonality, 

ethnicity often has most relevance as a unifying_ factor when 

defined situationally in relat.ion to out-groups. The only 

out-groups at Pinewoods are the maintenance aud most of the 

nursing staff, a:u.d the relevant differences perceived in 
relation to these groups relate to age and functio11 rather 
than to ethnicity. In addition, within the acF..nowledged 
ethnic homogeneity, there are cross-cutting factors promoting 
points of potential cleavage: language (Yiddish speakers -

English speakers), sex, formal religion (Orthodox - Reform -
those for wt.om religious observance holds no particular value), 
and ~ wide range of different economic statuses. To this may 
be added the fact that the age range at PinewooQs spans more 

than 30 years. 

Comm.on need and a sense of shared fate are two aspE:~ts which may 
often be seen to promote 'co:mmunitas' - for example, in utopian 
comm.unities or among urban squatters. In the old age 
institutio~s, however, these are· the two factors most people are 
most anxious to deny and, as r:rn saw in Chapter Seven, they are 
the very aspects most manipulated to differentiate self from 
other. 
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At Stonehaven 'House' the age range also spans some 30 yPars. 

Twelve of the 70 residents are not Catholic, but all knew 

Stonehaven was a Catholic establishment before entry and 

religious affiliation is not a criterion for sub-group formations~ 
Although there are some exceptions, most of the male 'House' 
residents may be categorised as working class in terms of 

past occupations - railway workers, seamen, carpenters. 

Most of the women had been housewives, but past residential 

addresses also suggest a categorisation of working class in 

terms of income. Corr~ared with Pinewoocs there may, therefore, 
be said to be a greater degree of class homogeneity at Stone

haven and.therefore a larger number of shared norms, on arrival, 
that at Pinewoods. 

At bot~ residences the ~ajority of the people come from the 

greater Cape Town area as their most recent residence. For 

most this is also their residential· area of longest duration. 
At Stonehaven this factor provided no significant basis for 

bonds between people prior to entry. As we have notea 
elsewhere, one or two peop~1.e had links wi tb. the institution 
itself prior to entry, and one or two have siblings in the 
re~:.;id.ence, but I found no evidence of any other kind of :prior 

bonding (for example, membership in the same congregation or 

the same branch of a political. party). 

At Pinewoods, on the other hand, residence in the groQter Cape 
Town area meant that these people were part of the organised 
'Jewish community'. Their names had appeared on the 
communal register, many had been members of th3 same synagogues 
(although the degree of ~ctive involvement in these varied 
widely) and all had participated at least to some degree in 
J·ewish commtmal affairs and had contributed financially to 
Jewish charities and to fund-raising for Israel. This mAant 
that there was kno 11m potential, in advance of entry, for .finding 
links with others. Whereas individual residents may not have 
knovm each other prior to entI·y, many knew of each other or 
knew members of each other's kin, neighbourhood or. friend.s!.lip 
networks. In addition, there were ofter.. linl~s between 
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residents' children or grandchildren - particularly within the 
sphere of organised Jewish life in Cape To~>Jn (for example, 
the Jewish schools which cater to over 2 000 children, some 

55% of the Jewish schoolchildren in Cape Town, with a higher 

percentage in some suburbs, and Jewish men's ar:i.d women 1 s 
organisations). 

City Place is a residence deliberately des~gned to maximise 

homogeneity in terms of class and condition of health and 

it has been succe$sful in applying these criteria. In a 
previous chapter we saw how the manager had the power to 

reject applications he considered 'unsuitable' in terms of 

'class', and we also saw how the health claQse in the lease 
acts as a restriction. 

All residents at City Place can and do speak English, but 

language (English, Afrikaans and German) is also one. 

basis of a number of suo-groupings. A wide range of 

Christi&:i denominations is represented and is a factor in some 
friendship networks, but is rather overshadowed by common 
interest as a factor in the formation of such networks. 

Religious servic3s are provided weekly at City Place, where 

the various denominations preside in turn but the general ethos, 
when it is articulated at all, is of mainstream Christianity. 
As one resicient phrased it! "Religion and politics are taboo 
subjects here - they are considered controversial and no one 
here wants to rock the boat of congeniality". 1"1inorities 
seem not to seek entry. Tb.ere were three Jews at City Place 
during the fieldwork period (two of whom were sisters) but none 
of whom had strong feelings of Jewish identity 0:1.: strong bonds 
with the Jewish community. We also saw in Chapter Three that 
one reason for Mrs Brightts not applying to City Place was her 
feeling that her strong religious corn.ntltrner..t (Seventh Day 
Adventist) would be: 'out of place 8

• We may SUY.mlarise then, 
by saying that there is a sense of religious homogeneity to the 
extent that differences are played down and strong particular
istic views are not considered desirable. 
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At Stonehaven 'Flats' we have already noted 'class clustr-ring•, 
as well as the common value of'keeping to oneself',.which, 

although shared, is hardly conducive to comm.unity creation. 

Lack of Alternative 

Ross makes the point that if few alternatives are evident, each 
individual is more likely to feel that his destiny is bound up 
with that of others: 

"Utopians who feel there is nowhere else they can 
live the good and right life, and squatters who feel 
there is nowhere else they can live at all, share a 
kind of all-in-the-same-lifeboat commitment to each 
other which is a powerful basis for both feelings and 
structures of comm.unity. Similarly, older people 
wno find themselves together in special housing 
arrangements certainly often share the feeling that 
they have very little alternative to being there. 
Sometimes with grati tuc_e, sometimes with resentment, 
they frequently express the feeling tha~ these are 
the only places where they can live in independence 
and security" (Ross, 1977 : 9). 

We have already referred to the 9 no option' element at both 
Pinewoods and Stonehaven, and we have noted that, in general, 

residents at Stonehaven express gratitude and residents at 
Pinewoods express resentment. In other words, both sets 
of people acknowledge this element. But is this acknowledge--
ment sufficient for the emergence or creation of 'colW'.llunitas'? 
We have noted that the gratitude expressed at Stonehaven, 
although comm.on, is expressed individually and in relation to 
the sisters and to the care the institution provides. There 
is no expression of 'us 9 or gratitude for supportive bonds. 
Where supportive bonds exist between individuals (mutual aid) 
this is never expressed as a trait comm.on to all residents, 
but rather as a function of the particular (se:r2rating) 
relationship beti\/-sP.n the persons concerned. 

Similarly, at Piuewoods, when resentment is sxrressed, it is 
expressed by individuals on their own behalf and is directed 
at kin or personal circumstance ('bad luck'). Resentment is 
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also expressed against staff and outsiders (as indicated in the 
many cases cited throughout this report) precisely for 
categorising all residents as the 'same'. As we saw in 
Chapter Seven, much individual behaviour is directed towards 
making the most of attributes perceived as distinguishing the 
individual from the mass. 

As these are total institutions with relatively few avenues 
for expressing independence, any articulation of "these are 
the only places" (ibid) promote identification wlth that very 
attribute of dependency which, it is my contention, they most 
wish to avoid. 

Furthermore, the very notion of community creatio~ implies 
active effort - whether conscious or sub-consci0us. 
Individual a~knowledgement of lack of alternative cannot and 
does not, of itself, promote a feeling of 11 we're al~ in this 
together - let's make tile best of it together11

• Such active 
effort relates also to people's energy levels and past 
behavioural repertoires as discussed in Chapters Five and Six. 

City Place, as a part institution, is closer to Ross's descrip-
tion. The choice factor provides the basis of the differenca. 
Very many of the residents of City Place chose to enter not only 
because of technical convenien-~e (which could be supplied by 
the ~esidential hotels) but specifically for the social 
environment composed of peers and emphasised by the availability 
of social activity at the adjacent Centre. The various 
committees arising out of the residents 8 own initiative are 
motivated by considerations of 'we/us 8 • For exc;;_'.Ilple, the 
shop which sells second-hand clothing provides a service for 
8 us' and funds are used to benefit 'us 9 • Although this shop 
is situated. in the Centre and 0 us' therefore refers as much to 
that community as it does to that of City Place, residents Hlso 
consider it aour 0 shop - as they do with the li-brary and all 
the other facilities. 
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All three residences have an armual fund-raising fete and tbis 

activity provides a useful illustration for delineating the 
different degrees of expression of 'commtmitasi in the four 
institutions. 

At City Place the fete is organised and ~onducted by residents 

and members, perceived as one body who allocate stalls and request 
work for sale (needlework, painting) from amcngst themselves, 

and everyone is both expected to participate and to encourage 

kin and friends to attend and spend the day. The proceeds 

of the fete are seen to benefit residents and members directly, 

individually and as a body, as the allocation of proceeds is at 
the elected committee's discretion. Staff members of both 
the residence and the-Centre are consulted and brought into the 

various decision-making areas: but their incluB-i_on is by 0hoice 

and is based on their being concerned parties, of equal status, 
to a joint venture. In other wo_rds, this is -one occasion 

round which the features of locality, common interest, social 
organisation and community sentiment merge most clearly to form 

community. However, this is a once-a-year occa.sion, and 

although there is a preparation period and an evaluation period., 
the relationsl1i:ps so formed and the commonality thus expressed 
are not permanent features. The annual f ete is a povrnrful 
instrument of community but relatively short-lived. 

A-t; Pinewoods, the annual fete is both seen to be and is the 
responsibility of the ~elfare officers and the director 
together with the outside volunteers previously mentioned.· 
Residents are encouraged. to contribute goods for sale and many 
do, particularly the women. Handwork is pointed to with 
pride by all residents and the creators of it receive much 
praise. However, this is partly off-set by a considerable 
proportio~ of the goods offered ~eing solicited from outside the 
institution, usu"'.lly by the staff and volUllteers. A 'rery 
small number of residents are actively involved. in :planning for 
the fete or serving on the day, and their ability to be so 
involved serves to set them apart from the majority of residents 
and to accentuate their greater capabilities~ The greater 
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physical dependency of more of these residents, when comnared 

with City Place, is also noticeable. There are simply 

fewer people physically able to put up stalls, for example. 

Furthermore, the fund-raising itself is seen as a contribution 

to the operation of the institution, rather than as a direct, 
tangible benefit to the residents themselves. For some 
people their part in that contribution is emphasised as it is 

perceived as being ar .. oCC§iSion on which they are able to do 
something positive for others. For some people, however, 

the fact of a fete 'for ?inewoods' serves tv .further emphasise 

the insider-outsider dichotomy with the negative connotation 

(which they wish to avoid) of things always being done to and 
for them. 

At City Place, the staff's insistence on the residents as a 

community is borne out in relation to the annual fete; at 
Pinewoods, in the ways indi~ated above, it tends to confirm the 

observer's impression of that view as the stuff's ovm myth. 

Stonehaven fills an interm~diate place in this illustration of 
notions and actions of community. The sisters have a less 
dominant role than the welfare officer and volunteers at Pine

woods, but a more dominant role thrm th") staff at City Place. 

Many people produce work for sale or display (as they do at both 
other :L'esidences) bt.i.t since the population is so much smaller 
this has greater significance. Everyone knows whose work it 
is and the giver is highly praised by all. Again, the proceeds 
are perceived as being for the institution rather than for the 
residents but this is positively emphasi.sed by staff and residents 
as being an opportunity ::'or giving. S~nce it is known that 
the ftinds so raised are in fact significant for the continued 
maintenance of Stonehaven, the sense of active and positive 
communal contribution is heightened. At Pinewoods, the fete 
does not have this association of urgent fund-raising. 

Although Pinewoods residents are individually CuJ..d publicly 
thanked for their contribution, the gratitude is essentially 
towards the wider community for its support. The annual 
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published report from Pinewoods prints thanks to the volunteer 
workers and to other members of the wider community. At· 

Stonehaven residents are thanked individually and publicly 

and the gratitude is directed towards them from 'the 
ins ti tut ion' • 

Investment and Irreversibility:_ . 

In this connection, Ross again draws on the example of utopian. 
communities: 

11 Successful utopian experiments, those which create 
stable communities, tend to have in common the fact 
that members must make a substa.-ritial investment in 
order to belong •••••• making a substantial investment, 
especially if it is irreversible, stimulates commit
ment to the community as a means of justifying tha 
investment 11 (Ross, 1977 : 9). . 

(In7estment is understood as financial as well as investment 
of time and energy) 

In theory, entry to any of these residences is not irreversible. 
However, as we saw in previous chapters, there is usually no 
alternative for residents. in total institutions, hence entry 

there is perceived as irreversible. This, however, does 
not lead automatically to commitment. Both the total 
institutions considered here functioned and will conti~ue to 
function with or without j_nv·~stment (financial or personal) 
from current :i:?esidents. Whether they fun.ction as communities 
does depend on :persona.l investment as a gesture of commitment .. 
It has been sug5ested above that at Pinewoods this commitment 
is for the most pc-i..rt avoided. However, j_ t vvas also suggested. 

in Chapter Five that the myth of communality is valued. In 
other words, resider.ts comment positively on the corn.mi tmen-t; 
and investment of stafi as a reflection of their own (the 
residents) worth and security. They also value positively 
the various activj_ty programmes as symbols of ongoing independent 
action and as evidence of investment in the communality -
whether they themselves participate ·(inves:,) or not. In 
Chapter Five we also noted the relatively low voluntary 
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participation of residents at both total institutions in 
communal activity. 

At City Place, on the other hand, although financial investment 
and irreversibility both .rate lower than at Pinewoods or Stone
haven, personal investment is greater for proportion~tely mo:r-e 
people. Again, this relates back to the .faetor of choosing 
this accommodation and to the greater freque.J:c~y of socialising 
as mo ti vat ion for entry, as indicated above._-_ However, the 
part-institution character of City Place was aL:;o a strong 

component of the decision to enter, as noted in Chapter Five. 
The ability, desire and action of many people at City Place 
to maintain kin and friendship networks and interests outside 
of City Place counterbalances the forces promoting generalised 
community formation and universally held senti1r.:::nts of 

'communitas 1 • 

Material Distinctions 

Erving Goffman (1961), in his discussion on the characteristics 

of total institutions, refers to "the stripping and levelling
processes which ••••• directly cut across the various social 
distinctions with ·whiGh the rf,cruits entern (p 111). In 
our d.iscussion of control of space within the institutional 
dimension (in Chapters Five and Six) we sa1.-1 how residents at 
all four residences had to divest themselves of some of their 
material possessions. We saw also how the use of space at 
Pinewoods.served, on the one hand, as a shared exp8rience for 
the residents; as all accommodation is basically the same, and 
on the other hand, the allocation to different floors promoted 
cohesion CJilong some residents but acted as a divisive force 
when considering the total population. We also noted· 
through the cases ~ited that some residenta perceived differen
tial treatment which they assumed due to material distinction. 

At Stonehaven 'House', although 'stripping and levelling' is 

not done by the institution, residents are relatively class 
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homogeneous at entry, as we have shown, and hence material 
distinction is not evident. For this to be relevant to the 
notion of community creation, however, it must be a factor 

remarked upon in some way either among the residents or by the 
residents to others. I have no evidence for this. 

At Stonehaven '.F'lats' , by contrast, material distinction exists 
visibly and has been commented on by a num1rnx· of residents (see 

Chapter Six). It thus serves as a mark of difference. 

At City Place, although material distinctions are evident in 
room furnishings and other ways (dress, ovming a car), the 
unanimity of complaint at the smallness of the rooms serves to 
unite rather than to distinguish. 

In addition, of these four residences, City Plac.e manifests the 
greatest active conformity to norms· evolving within the 

institutions. People consciously suppress public comment 
which co11ld damage the carefully nurtured atmosphere of· 

congenia.li ty. Comments relating to old peopla as a category 

(for example, complaints about the effects of the rising cost 
of living on the fixed incomes of most elderly ~eople) are 

acceptable, since they foster we-feeling; 1.rlhe:r.ea.s complaints 

of personal privation are never voiced publicly since·they 
might raise doubts as to the L1dividual's continued eligibility 
as a resident in this establishment. 

.,·· 

Pinewoods residents manifest a..11.d. express a far wider range of 
idiosyncracy, and Stonehaven, as suggested in earlier chapters, 
seems to have a norm of minimal communication. 

:Social Exclusiv~.ty 

11ost of the social barriers that could. be subsumed under this 
heading and that provide obstacles to coillill.unity formation have 
already been dealt with. However, Ross refers here 
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"If the imnortation .of many sexual and kin ties 
into a new~residential setting is seen as a 
barrier to formation of cornrnunal sentiments, 
then much separate housing for older people is 
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unusually free of this kind of obstacle" (Ross, 1977 : 11). 
This is true of three of our four residences<» We have noted 

previously that at both Pinewoods and City Pla.c.e individuals 

have formed liaisons which distinguish them as couples and 

that both residences contain a few married couples. This 

'freedom' is most apparent at Stonehaven 'House' where men and 
women are spatially separated but this latter in turn works 

against total cornrnunality. 

This factor was most clearly seen in reverse at Stonehaven 

'Flats' - particularly in the separate building0 - for which 
we noted the high proportion of married couples ·and mentioned 

this as a factor contributing to the lack of communal activity 

amongst the,m. 

Leadership 

The presence of people with the ability to lead others into 

developing cornrnunity will be relevant only where those 'others' 

are willing to be :i..ed., 

At Pinewoods a few :people shO"wed leadership abilit1, but in 
most cases this ·::mtailed being the dominant figure in a 
relatively stable group of people whose m2,in activity as a 
group was to sit in particular places at pa.rticular times and 
chat or play cards. Leadership skills in such instanc'es are 
clearly not being utilised to generate awareness of cornrnunity 
needs or to initiate cornrnunity activity or even to generate 
cornrnunity sentiment itself. If anything, these groups form 
cliques and are frc..>.gmentary rather than segmentary, since they 
do not unite at a higher order of generality. 

There are however two exceptions to this .. One resident 
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has initiated a classical music afternoon and has established it 
as part of the regular activity programme of the institution. 
He arranges all the detail himself and the gathering is well 
attended and has become one of 'our 1 activities. Another 

resident, referred to elsewhere in this report, frequently 
tries to raise 'group consciousness (especially vis-a-vis 
'the committee' and its decisions), but has thus far not met 
with success in spite of several years of perseverance. He 
is a leader in the sense of being a dominant figure in a 
.i.lUID.ber of groups but is unable to generate a sense of 
corporateness in the face of the general apathy., 

At Stonehaven, several individuals seem to have leadership 
skills in terms of their personalities and the attention they 
arouse whenever they speak up in public, but they show no 
inclination to exercise these skills for any communal purpose. 
Evm~ in the large room situated in ., the House' , which :is the 

venue for the limitea. activity programme that d0es exist, the 
participants have elected one of the sisters as their chairman. 
Th~s programme is meant for residents of both 'the House' and 
'the Flats', but only one or two 'Flats' residents participate 
on a regular basis. 

At City Place, on the other hand, leaderi..:::;hip emerges,a.s an 
important factor contributing to coID.illunity formation. There 
are several individuals whost; leadership qualities combine with 
an intense focus of their relationships and activities within 
the domains of the residence and the Centre. These are 
the individuals who serve on the comrni ttees and are frequently 
these whose.past experience in committee work has qualified. them 
for the tasks they now set themselves. These are also people, 
who, for whatever reason, have fewest ties outside of the 
residence. Althougt. the activities themselves are usually 
located at the Centre, and therefore invol,ve a larger number 
of people than the r~sident population, th2se leaders are as 
active at recruitili.g ar,d. generating explicitly articulated 

'· 

, 
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community sentiment within the resiclenc.e as they are at +:he 
Centre. These are the people who emerge most clearly as 
social brokers - a concept which does not apply at the other 
residences. 

Boissevain (1974), following Barth, describes the social 
manipulator as an entrepreneur: 11 A person ·who builds and 

manages an enterprise for the pursuit of profit in the course 

of which he innovates and takes risks ••••• " (p 147). (The 
notion of profit relates to social credit). Such persons 
manipu.late resources and Boissevain distinguishes between 
first order resource§_ "such as land, jobs, scholarship funds, 

specialised knowledge, which he controls directly" (ibid) and 

second order resources such as 11 strategic c.ori.tacts with other 

peopls who control such resources (first order) directly or 
who have access to such persons 11 (ibid). Those who contr0l 
first order resources he ca~ls patrons and those who dispense 
second order resources are called brokers. The.leaders at 

City Place are social brokers whose vcapital' (ibid. : ~)9) 

consists of their comparat:'...vely high energy level, their 
organisational expertise gained from past experience and their 

brokering skills (based, I believe, in their ~ersonality 
structures) which enable them to maintain good relationships 

with most people and, at the same time, exercise control over 
them. Their 'prcfit' is most simply described as prestige 
for they are sought out by staff as those 11 who know 12v-eryone 11 

and by residents both for this reason and because they "know 
the system"; in other words, for both groups they are 
recognised as active people who show initiati-r.;·e and who have 
access to large numbers 0f other people. This in turn 
en...~ances their images of self as independent and 'young' and, 
in fact, these people often explain their ur.~sual activity 
as "keeping busy keeps me young"• 

The diverse formal activity programme of the Centre usually 
provides the initial opportunity for the eme~gence of such 
brokerage. The lack of such a prograrnm.e is part of the 
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reason for the absence of this phenomenon at Stonehaven9 Other 
reasons are the comparatively low energy levels (which is one 

of the reasons fo:i;:- their being at a total institution) and the 
comparative lack of organisational skilis which is consistent 
with the lower-class bracket. At Pinewoods, which has a 
full and varied activity programme, the relative absence of 
brokerage as a component in community formation is also related 
to lower energy levels aI1d the comparative l[ick of organisational 
skills in social-leisure relationships (as against business 
relationships, for example). But more importr~1tly, the 
institutional dimension itself intrudes. In their well

intentioned desire to foster commun~l activity and in their 
desire to involve the wider community in activities within the 

institution, the staff and the volunteer workers (both of which 
categories have higt.2r energy 'levels and wider •:Wcial networks 
than the residents) repeatedly take initiative ahead of the 
residents and repeatedly foist their services upon Lhe residents 
thereby depriving them of opportunities for independent activity 

and at t.tie same time encouraging, albeit unintentionally, 
feelings of dependency. Some reside:a.ts welcome this and 
respond as followers, others withdraw into apathy from the 
onslaught, and yet others express their independence by 
deliberately or unconsciously refusing tc participate. 

Propqrtion of Kin~s of Contact 

We have discussed at length the kinds of activities shared by 
people at the four residences. However, it is worth noting 
again in this context that most of the old people 5.n this 
study share more kinds of contact with each other than with 
anyone outside - and that this is particularly so within the 
total institutions. This corresponds to Maciveris comment 
that 11 the mark of c:~ community is that one 0 s life may be lived 
wholly within it 11 (op.cit).. In addition, visitors may be 
'shared' with other residents and many bends of reciprocity 
occur between iinsiders'. I would argue that these aspects· 
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form the context within which coIDID.unity may develop but 'l,·:ithou.t 
the binding force of 'communitas' which Maciver himself calls 

'comm·-m.ity sentiment 1
, such development remains at the level 

of potential a:n.d is not realised. 

Interdependence 

Through the cases ci.nd the descriptions we have seen how 

residents exchange obj ec. ':;s such as books and. handwork and also 

do chores for each other. We have also seen how help in 
sickness or emergency is the most highly valued kind of 

interdependence among older people (including the !independAnts' 

described in Chapter Four). In the most institutionalised 

contexts, however, depe!ldence is ultimately on the institution 
and not on other resid.ents. Within the least institutionq_J.ised 

context of City Place, inte~dependence is relatively greater and 

is a major source of security for people at ~his residence, in 
the absence of built~in institutional security of tenure and of 

care. 

Work 

We hav8 mentioned before that commLmal unpaid work is a kind. 
of participation (and investment) valuable for promo-:;ing 
community sentiment. At Pinewoods only two or three 
individuals out of a population of 260 can be said to view 
their activities a.s work and again this relates to lack of 
opportuni_ty since such a 12.rge staff is available to provide 
.all services .. 

At Stonehaven ( i!Iou.se l and 'Flats r) we noted a larger prop0rtion 

of people who con.tribute to the day to day running of the 
institution. The smaller size of the staff is a contributing 
factor here too, s:i.nce the tasks are truly functional and the 
individuals so involved experience the gratifying feeling of 
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true giving, and of doing real, independent work. However, 
since these tasks carried. out individually are for the 

institution - or more precisely - 'for rvlother' or 'for Sister', 

they have great value for the individuals and for perceptions 
of self and make a real contribution to the functioning of the 

institution, but do little to promote communality among residents ... 

At City Place, all the brokers and many others in their networks 

view many of their activities as· work and feel the same kind of 
responsibility for their appointed tasks as do people in paid 

employment. There is concern with arriving on time, being 
efficient and being reliable. The tasks are often used to 
explain tiredness or inability to attend other activities and 

several brokers have implied that residents who never 'wo~k' 

for City Place are to be regarded as parasites. Since the 

only perceived beneficiaries of such work (selling tickets for 
concerts and shows, collecting old.clot~es for jumb~e sales, 

taking telephone bookin~s for lunches) are the residents and 
· members +,hems elves, such work makes a significant contribution 
to community sentiment. The work aspect at City Place is 
clearly as closely related to the presence of the Centre as are 
many other aspects we have considered. Yet to speculate 
whether these aspects would be present if the Centre did not 
exist would be futile since a) it does exist, and b) if it did 
not, City Place may have attracted very diflerent kinds of 
residents .. 

In summary, it is clear that older people in spe~ic.·_l residential 
settings are potential community members. It is also clear 
that the characteristics, or 'descriptive dimensions', of the 
settings themselves can constrain or pro:mot;e a sense of commwl.ity~ 
It is somewhat parc:.;.doxical that those institutions which are 
most segregated, ~ost structured and whose residents seem most 
homogeneous, are not those in which 1 coilllliunitas 1 is most evident. 
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This seems to be because the development of 'communitas' is a 

creative process demanding energy, initiative ao.d incentive -

none of which are characteristic of old people in total 

institutions. 

One further point may be noted. Turner links his concept of 

'communitas' to a concept of 'liminality' d.efined as "a 

movement between fixed points ..... essentialI.;y ambiguous, 
unsettled and unsettling 11 (Turner, 1974- : 274-). 'Liminality' 
occurs most often in periods of transition - as in rites of 
transition - when the members of the group have relinquished 
one status phase but have not yet entered the next. Old 

people, particularly those in institutions, may be regarded 
in one sense as being in a state of liminality - they have 

relinquished most of their pa;:;t roles and thus i:;he total bundle 

of roles which de.fined their status. But society has provided 

no defined status phase for them to· enter. As wA noted in 
Chapter One, they are iil large measure statusless. As the 

fina.l r:i.te de -pc:.ssa~ leads to a phase whose dimensions are 
unknown, they are in a state of limbo, rather than liminality, 
a state of being cast aside to wait for death, which :provides 
no incentive for the development of 'communitas'. 
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APPENDIX 2 ACTIVITY PROGRAMME 

. ~· ~--------- -. 

. MONDAY lST: 
~ ERIDGE CLASS FDR CONTP..ACT 

BEGINNERS ONLY 9 .30 
ART & LIFE DRAHING CLA::.>S 9.30 
CARD AFrERHOON 2.00 

.·CLAY ?.10DELLnm 2.00 
• DRAM.A 2.00 
·. · 8 P .M: THE CERFF SHOW "MURDER SHE SAID" -.. 

S~l.'ARRING J.1ARGARET RVTHERFQRD. .. 
TUESDAY-2ND: · · . . . 
BRWGE:·CLASS FOR .f.!ORE ADVA..'t-ICED 
PLAYERS 
TOYMAKilJG FROM FELT 
CARPET roNLS 

9.45 
10.30 - 12.00 

10.45 
SCULPTURE EXHIBITION OF PATIJTil!GS Alfi 

JN FOYER. ·-. 
WEDNESDAY 3IID: 
EXHIBI 1rron OF PAnnmcs /JID SCULPTUP.E 
JN FOYER. 
DRESSMAKING AS A HOBBY 9 .30 

· MACRA!1E CLAS.S 10 .00 · 
8 P. M ~ : THE CERFF. SHOW - "THE PINK 

· .. :-.PANTHER". . STARRING FET3R SELLLRS. 

THURSDAY 4TH: 
~ITIOH OF PATIJTINGS ,'\ND SCULPTURE 

- Ill FOYER. 
10.30: GET TOGETHER - ".BINGO" HITH 
PHILLIDA P}ill IONA,. 
PLAY REiJH1IG 2.30 
CRAFTY ARTS 1.30 - 4.00 

FRIDAY 5TH: 
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH SERVICE 
EXTRA BRIDGE CLASS KR MORE 

. ADV .ANCED PLAYERS: PLEASE MAKE UP 
OWN FOURS. 
MILL WERY 

·.REJUVENATION THROUGH MOVEMENT 

MON'DAY 8TH: 
BRIDGE CLASS FOR CONTRACT 

9.45 
2.00 

10.45 

BEGINNERS ONLY 9.30 
ART & LIFE DRAWING CLASS 9.30 
CARD AFTERNOON 2.00 
CLAY MODELLTIW 2.00 
DRAMA 2.00 
8 P .M: THE CERFF SHO~..f - "GOODBYE ~!AGGIE 
COLE" STARRING SUSP.N HJ..r,.-i;.,ED. 

WBSDA7 9TH: 
. ... -- - - --- ·--~~- _____ .. ____ _ 

BRIDGE CLASS FOR MORE .ADVANCED 
PLAYERS 
TOYMP.KWG FROM FELT 10.30 - 12.00 
CARPET BOWLS 

WE:DNES:iJ A Y 1 OTH: . 

9.45 

10.45 

DRESS'ilA.T{Il.JG AS A HOBBY 9 .30 
MAC.RAHE CLASS 10.00 
8 P .N: Th'"2 CBRFF SHOW - "THE: J.OST CHII.J)" 
Mill, "DE.AD Ct:;RT" • 

THURSDAY 11 'I'H: 
10.30: GET TOGETHER - THE HAPPY WAL!DERER 
RETURNS ':lITH A SLIDE s~;o:·I P..!.iD TJ"LK 
ENTITLED. "THE FOUR SE_~SOHS OF THE YEAR". 
PLAY RE/J)IliG 2.30 
C}iAFrY ARTS 1.30 - 4.00 

FRIDAY 12TH~ 
DUTCH RCFORNED c.HyRCH SERVICE 
EXTRA BRIDGE CLASS FOR MORE .A..D'iTJJJCED 
PLAYERS: PLEASE M.:J<E UP mm FOURS. 
REJUVENATION THROUGH ~10VEI~!ENT 
MILLINERY 

MONDAY 15TH: 
. .. .. ·.·~ . 

BRIDCiZ 'CLASS FOR CONTRACT 

9.45 
10.45 
2.00 

BEGINllERS ONLY 9.30 
ART & LIFE DRliWING CLASS 9.30 
CARD ~:RNOON 2.0C 
CLAY HODELLil'1G 2 .oo 
DRf Jl'f I\ 2. 00 
8 P.tt!: THE CERFF' SHOW "AVJ..NTI" STARRIUG 
JACK I.EWN LHD JULIET 7'.ULLS. 

TUESDAY 16TH: 
BRIDGE CL.ASS FOR MORE ADVANCED 
PLAYEf.S 
TOYMAKING FROM FELT 
CARPET BOWLS · 

10.30 - 12.00 
9.45 

10.45 

WEDNESDAY 17TH: 
DRESS:1J.:.KilTG AS A HOBBY 
M.'1.CRAME CLASS 
8 P.M:: THE CERFF SHOW - "SHOT 
STARRWG PETSR SELLARS. 

THRUSDAY 18TH: 

9.30 
lo.cc 

nr THE DAF.101 

10430: GE'I' TOGETHER - "13TIJG0" HITH PATTI 
.fJID SHEILA. 
PLAY RE.AJ)TilG 2.30 
~RJJiTY ARTS 1.30 - 4.00 

PROOR.AMME SUBJECT TO ALTERATION '·2/ •••• 
.· . 

. ·. \ 
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.. 

FRTI>AY 19TH: 2 • THRUSIYAY 25TH :. 
ANGLICAN CHURCH SERVICE 9.30 10.30: GET TOGETHER: "AROUND THE: ~-iORLD 
EXTRA BRIDGE CLASS FOR MORE .ADVA!'TCED Ill 80 s:..JJISS 11 WITH MR. LUCE?i S~JIDER'S_Gli..:.. 
PLAYERS: PLEASE HAKE UP mm FOURS. 9.45 .ALSQJ:fil: S.tJiDERSO~'S "R.A.1'1 .SCRAPJOOK 11 -

REJTJVEHATION ~OUGH MOVEMENT l0.45 SLIDES Ll\TD TALK A:BOUT EIS S"2RVICE HI'i'E 
MILLINERY 2.00 THE R~AoFe OVER EURl'lA. 

MONDAY 22}ID: 
:BRIDGE CL.ASS FOR CON'TftACT 
:BEGINNERS ONLY 9.30 
ART tG LIFE DRAiillW CLASS 9~3Cf 
CARD .AFTERNOON 2.00 
CLAY MODELLING 2 .OO 
DRAMlC -. . 2 .OQ 
8 P .M: THE CER.."ti'F SHOW "THE JAZZ SilTGER" 
STARRilJG PEGGY LEE & DI\.l'INY THOMAS. 

TUESDAY 23RD: · 
BRIDGi CLASS-FOR MORE .ADVANCED 
PLAYERS. 

•. TOYJ.1AKJNG FROM FELT 
· CARPET BOWLS . 

i!fil'NE...e"'D A Y 24 TH...:_ 

9.45 
10.30 - 12.00 

10.45 
,. .. ·--

• DRESS!ilAKING AS A HOBBY 9 .30 
MACRAME CLASS 10.00 

. i...h~M:__filL,TO FgXEldlli.US. PLEASE 
CONSULT rmwsLEr;~::R FOR DETAILS •. 

PLAY READilW 
CRAFTY ARTS 

. FRm.A"·F i6TH: 

1.30 - 4.00 

- .. METHODIST CHURCH SERVICE 
EXTRA BRIDGE FOR MORE ADVANCED 
PLAYERS: PLEASE HAKE UP OWN FOURS 
REJUVEUATION T'".dROUGH MQ"\TE!·~~T 
MILLil!ERY 

MONDAY 29TFI: 
BftIDGE-CLASS FOR CONTRACT 
"BEGilUTERS ONLY 
ART & LIFE DRAWnm CLASS 
CJ.RD AFTERNOON 
CLAY IrnDELL:lliG 
DRAMA . 
8 P. fl1. THE CERFF SHOW - "AU PJ.!ERIC AN 
IlI PARIS" ST.ARRil'JG GENE KELLY Ju.'Jl) 
~~£[. --

.TQ.ESP.JIT JQ!.Ii:.. 
BRIDGE CLASS FOR MORE JJ:JVANCED 

2.30 

9.30 

9.45 
10.45 

: .·2.00 

9.30 
9.30 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 

i 

S'° P.M: 'ruE CERF?SHOH - 11PENELOPE 11 

STARRIUG NATALE WOOD. . .. . . .. . PLAYERS 
TOYHAKil1G FROM !i1ELT .. 10~30 - 12.00 
CARPET IDWLS 

. 9.45 ' 

++WEDNESDAY 31ST: 
j.TA.H. nrsc~:-i3¥rc.:r a:rcouP. 

·---..... -· .. - .. 
PROGR!,MME S""i.JBJ3GT TO ALTERATION. 

10.45 p 

++1.r.EJRIB~DAY 31ST: 
DRESSHAKJNG AS A HOBBY 9.30 
MACR!!J.'IE CLASS 10.00 

. 8.P.H.: THE CERFF SHOW - "IDT I DON'T 
\c::'Tu[:i:=.i:;-~iAF.ii\ED 11 - SHIRLEY-tmras.J~s 

·· · .. :SD.C"~"ION • 

I 
' ' 
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